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FOREWORD

by

Brigadier General Philip L. Bolté, U. S. Army (Retired)

It began in World War II: the feeling that perhaps the
shaped charge fired in Panzerfaust and Bazooka would spell
the end of the tank as a survivable weapon system. Guided
missiles added to the belief that the days of the tank were
numbered. Yet a series of wars hi the Middle East reminded
the world that there is no ultimate weapon. Tanks could
survive and, in consort with other weapon systems, could
carry the day in spite of concentrated efforts to drive them
from the battlefield.

Meanwhile, disregarding popular opinion, a group of
professionals—uniformed, civil service, and from indus-
try—had set about after World War II to meet the tank
requirements of the coming years as they perceived them.
In his earlier books, Dick Hunnicutt traced the details of
their efforts in meticulous detail: "PATTON" recounted
the development of the entire Patton series of tanks, while
"FIREPOWER" told the story of the Army's post-war ven-
ture into the realm of heavy tanks. Now he has reviewed
the story of tank development in the fifties and sixties, and
carried it into the seventies and eighties as the Army and
its contractors sought the proper replacement for the
Pattons.

There was no lack of imagination on the part of those
who, in the 1950s, set about to capitalize on post-war tech-
nological advances in designing a replacement for the M48
series of tanks. The public, and even most of the Army,
had no understanding of the starts and stops, and of the
excursions experienced by the designers and developers
as they proceeded with the work that finally led to field-
ing the M60 series of tanks. In the end, it was no great

leap forward, but, in fact, a relatively modest moderniza-
tion step.

Under the close observation, and even guidance, of
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Army then spent
most of the sixties pursuing a joint effort with the Federal
Republic of Germany as the two countries tried to develop
a common tank that would satisfy their somewhat differ-
ent requirements. Ultimately, the countries went their sep-
arate ways. The U. S. follow-on effort, the XM803, was
terminated by Congress because of anticipated procure-
ment cost.

In the early seventies, the Army initiated the XM1 tank
program, a program that finally led to fielding the Abrams,
a proper successor for the M60s, by the end of the decade.
Progress has continued, with the fielding of the M1A1 and
planned fielding of further improvements in the 1990s.

In this book, Dick Hunnicutt has pursued meticulously
the step-by-step progress from the M48 to the Abrams. He
has recounted almost forty years of effort by the Army
through times when external support was sometimes there
and sometimes not. While he has concentrated on the tech-
nical aspects of tank development, underlying those efforts
is a story of dedication and technical competence.

While this book is a walk down memory lane for those
of us who were participants in the efforts recounted, its
real value is to offer those who come later the opportunity
to learn from history. Mistakes were made, methodolo-
gies improved, and lessons were learned. The results of
the years of effort should be more than hardware: engineers
and managers at every level should find much food for
thought in these pages.



INTRODUCTION

As any new technology approaches production, other
more advanced concepts already are being studied as pos-
sible future replacements. Thus research projects were
developing the requirements for future tanks as the design
of the M48 was being completed in the early 1950s. The
objective of this book is to trace the various research
projects and tank development programs that were aimed
at replacing the M48 Patton tank and its product improved
version, the M60 series. The results of many of these
projects also were applied as product improvements to the
production tanks.

In addition to the numerous research and concept
studies, three major tank development programs were
initiated to provide a new main battle tank. The first of
these was the T95 program which drew on the earlier work
with the T42 to produce a lighter weight medium gun tank.
Originally, a parallel program was initiated for a similar
heavy gun tank designated as the T96. Later, both projects
were combined using the T95 chassis. Official designa-
tions were assigned for 13 variations in the series ranging
from T95 through T95E12 and the former T96 became the
T95E4. However, only the T95 through the T95E3 ver-
sions were completed. The others were partially con-
structed or existed only as mock-ups. The T95 program
included many advanced concepts such as smooth bore
rigid mount guns and new fire control equipment. Many
of these new components still required extensive develop-
ment resulting in program delays. These delays combined
with changing user requirements eventually resulted in the
cancellation of the T95 program. It was replaced by the
product improved Patton redesignated as the 105mm gun
tank M60. At that time, the M60 was considered to be an
interim tank pending the development of a new main bat-
tle tank incorporating the new technology available.

After the demise of the T95, work continued on the
development of various components and their application
to new main battle tank concepts. Also at this time, interest
in MET main armament shifted from the high velocity gun
with a kinetic energy armor piercing round to a gun
launched guided missile using a shaped charge warhead.
The laser range finder and other new fire control compo-
nents also began to appear on the scene. They soon were
to be put to use in a major tank development program. On
1 August 1963, an agreement was signed between the
United States and the Federal Republic of Germany to
jointly develop a new main battle tank for production and
use by both nations. Designated as the MBT70, this tank
evolved into a highly complex and extremely expensive

fighting vehicle. These facts, along with differences
between the United States and Germany over certain com-
ponents and design details eventually resulted in the joint
project being terminated leaving each nation to pursue its
own line of development. In the United States, the design
was simplified to reduce costs and to improve the reliabil-
ity. Retaining the MBT70s missile armament, the modi-
fied version was designated as the 152mm gun-launcher
tank XM803. However by this time, preference in the
armored force was shifting away from the guided missile
and back to the high velocity gun. Also despite its sim-
plification, doubts were being expressed about some of the
complex features of the XM803. These circumstances, in
addition to its high cost, resulted in the cancellation of the
XM803 by Congress in December 1971.

Although the XM803 program was terminated, Con-
gress recognized the Army's need for a new tank and funds
were allocated for its development. This third try was suc-
cessful. The Army organized a task force to specify the
requirements for the new vehicle and contracts were
awarded to the General Motors Corporation and to the
Chrysler Corporation to design and build prototype tanks.
These prototypes were evaluated competitively at Aber-
deen Proving Ground in early 1976. Subsequently, the
Chrysler tank was selected for full scale engineering
development followed by production beginning in Febru-
ary 1980. Designated as the 105mm gun tank Ml, it was
named the Abrams in honor of General Creighton Abrams,
the former Army Chief of Staff. The Ml was first fielded
at Fort Hood, Texas later in 1980.

After the Ml was in production, work continued to
upgrade the new tank. New components including a 120mm
smooth bore gun, better armor, and an improved fire con-
trol system were introduced resulting in a nomenclature
change to the 120mm gun tank M1A1. The first produc-
tion M1A1s were completed at Detroit in August 1985 and
they were fielded to units in Europe replacing the basic
M1s already there. The development of the Abrams con-
tinues with a long list of improvements scheduled for future
versions of the tank. It is rapidly replacing the M60A3 in
the Army and will do the same in the Marine Corps. The
Abrams, with its many modifications, will remain in first
line service for the foreseeable future.

Two difficulties arise in writing the history of a tank
that is still on active duty. In the first place, the story can
not be completed and, in the second, security restrictions
limit the data that can be presented. Thus the description
and the data sheets covering the late model tanks are incom-
plete compared to the coverage of the earlier vehicles.

R. P. Hunnicutt
Belmont, California
December 1989



PART I

ADVANCING THE STATE OF THE ART



The concept model of the tank with the 100 inch diameter turret ring is shown in these photographs dated 17 August 1951. In the upper
view, grill armor is installed on the front hull in an effort to defeat shaped charge rounds.

NEW DESIGN CONCEPTS

Parallel with the development of the T48 tank during
the Summer of 1951, other studies were being conducted
to consider various improved designs as its possible suc-
cessor. Many of these concepts incorporated new features,
some of which still required considerable development.
Others involved the modification of conventional designs
and could have been available in a relatively short period
of time.

The T48 featured a turret ring with an inside diameter
of 85 inches and one study investigated the advantages of
a still larger ring with a diameter of 100 inches. Such a
large ring permitted a greater slope on the turret armor,
allowed the mounting of a heavier weapon, and increased
the space available for the turret crew. However, the large
ring limited the width to which the tank could be reduced
for shipment and caused problems in locating the driver.
Photographs dated August 1951 show a concept model with
a 100 inch turret ring. In this case, the problem of the
driver's position was solved by relocating him inside the
turret ring. With this arrangement, his normal entrance and
exit from the vehicle was through the turret hatch. For most
positions of the cannon, this design permitted only indirect
vision for the driver through periscopes fitted in the hull
forward of the turret ring. With the gun to the rear in the
travel lock, direct vision was possible through a port in
the turret wall underneath the bustle.
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The M-1 proposal is illustrated above in the sectional view at the left and the artist's concept at the right. Note the driver's location inside
the turret ring with vision through the periscope in the front armor.

To review many of the new design concepts, a con-
ference was sponsored by Detroit Arsenal in March 1952.
Dubbed Operation Questionmark, this was the first of what
became a series of conferences intended to stimulate greater
interaction and exchange of ideas between the designer and
the user of armored fighting vehicles. At this meeting, seven
new medium tank concept studies were presented and com-
pared with the T48. The first of these, designated M-1, was
similar to the concept model previously described with a
turret ring 100 inches in diameter. The driver was located
in the center hull just inside the ring and only had direct
vision when the gun was locked in the travel position. The
commander, gunner, and loader occupied conventional
positions in the turret. Protection on the front hull was

provided by four inches of armor at 60 degrees from the
vertical and the tank was armed, like the T48, with the
90mm gun T139. Powered by the Continental AOS-895
engine with the XT-500 transmission, the estimated vehi-
cle weight was 40 tons. As indicated by its designation,
the six-cylinder, air-cooled, opposed, supercharged engine
had a displacement of approximately 895 cubic inches. This
was the same power plant installed in the medium tank T42
and the light tank T41 series. It developed a maximum of
500 gross horsepower at 2800 revolutions per minute.

The second and third medium tank concepts, desig-
nated M-2 and M-3, had estimated weights of 46 and 43
tons respectively. Both were armed with the 105mm gun
T140 and, like the M-1, the front armor was four inches

The M-2 concept can be seen above and at the right. The driver's direct
vision port is shown underneath the turret bustle. Below, the M-3 con-
cept locates the driver in the turret.
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Above, a model of the AX-1100 engine is at the left and, at the right, the space requirements of this power plant are compared with those
for the AOS-895 engine and the A41-1 auxiliary engine. The two cylinders intended for use as an auxiliary engine can be seen on the bottom
of the AX-1100.

thick at an angle of 60 degrees from the vertical. On both
vehicles, the turret ring diameter was increased to 108
inches. The most obvious difference between the two pro-
posed tanks was the location of the driver. In the M-2, he
was seated in the hull inside the turret ring, similar to the
arrangement in the M-1. In the M-3, he was relocated to
the left front of the turret. The 108 inch diameter turret
ring provided ample room with all four of the crew mem-
bers in the turret. The height of the M-3 was reduced to
92 inches compared to 101 inches for the M-2. Linkage
caused the driver's seat to counterrotate so that he always
faced forward regardless of the turret position.

The M-2 and M-3 were powered by different engines,
but both used the XT-500 transmission. The M-2 was
driven by the Continental AVS-1195. This was a super-
charged eight-cylinder version of the AV-1790 engine used
in the T48. At that time, it was estimated to develop 685
gross horsepower. The proposed engine for the M-3 was
the AX-1100. This was an experimental air-cooled, two
stroke cycle diesel designed by General Motors Corpora-
tion with ten cylinders in three radial banks. Two banks
contained four cylinders each in an X configuration with
the remaining two cylinders in a third bank. Originally,
the latter were expected to be able to operate independently
when the remaining eight cylinders were shut down, thus
serving as an auxiliary engine to drive a generator. At the
time of these proposals, the AX-1100 was expected to

develop 717 gross horsepower. Its extremely compact design
permitted the length of the M-3 chassis to be reduced to
236 inches compared to 262 inches for the M-2. The
shorter and lower M-3 resulted in the three ton lower esti-
mated weight compared to the M-2. Although it initially
appeared promising, the program for the AX-1100 was
dropped before development was complete.

Medium tank concepts M-4 and M-5 were the same
except for the power plant. The M-4 used the ill-fated
AX-1100 and the M-5 was equipped with the AOS-895. Both
vehicles had the engine mounted with the XT-500 trans-
mission in the left front hull alongside the driver. The tur-
ret with its T139 90mm gun was installed on the rear of
the chassis with the gunner, tank commander, and loader
in their usual positions. Front hull armor was four inches
at 60 degrees from the vertical on the upper glacis. With
the front mounted power plant, the final drives and
sprockets were at the front of each track. The weights for
the M-4 and M-5 were estimated as 38 and 38.5 tons
respectively. The turret ring was 85 inches in diameter for
both vehicles, but the overall width was 127 inches for the
M-4 and 135 inches for the M-5. The length without the
gun was 217 inches for the M-4 and 212 inches for the M-5.
The rear mounted turret reduced the gun overhang in the
front decreasing the overall vehicle length. However, the
driver's vision was reduced and access for maintenance
of the power train was restricted by the front armor.

The M-4 medium tank concept is shown below. With the rear mounted turret, the overhang of the cannon in the forward position is greatly
reduced.

11



Concept M-6 with the pod mounted remote control cannon can be seen above. The vision problem for the crew located low in the hull
is obvious.

Medium tank proposals M-6 and M-7 presented the
most radical of the new design concepts. Utilizing a chas-
sis similar to the M-4 with the front mounted AX-1100
engine and XT-500 transmission, both vehicles were armed
with an automatic cannon in an overhead oscillating tur-
ret. All three crew members were located in the hull with
the driver at the left front alongside the engine. The gun-
ner and the tank commander were seated side by side to
the rear of the driver in a rotating basket. The M-6 was
armed with the 105mm gun T140 and the M-7 was fitted
with the 90mm gun T139. The 105mm gun increased the
estimated weight of the M-6 to 37 tons compared to 32

tons for the M-7. The ring diameter for mounting the auto-
matic turret was 73 inches. The chassis for the M-6 was
lengthened to 241 inches compared to 217 inches on the
M-7, but the width was 127 inches for both vehicles. The
heights for the two tanks differed by only two inches with
106 inches for the M-6 and 104 inches for the M-7. Recoil
energy was used to operate the automatic loading mecha-
nism. This arrangement isolated the crew from the dan-
ger of flashback or fumes, but it greatly restricted the vision
of the gunner and the tank commander. The complexity
of the automatic loading system also would have presented
serious problems during any development program.

Below is a concept study dated 2 February 1953 of an unmanned turret armed with a 105mm gun and fitted with an automatic loader.



Although none of the Questionmark proposals were
selected for development, the conference served a very use-
ful purpose in exchanging ideas. The user obtained a view
of the many new design concepts being considered and the
designer was acquainted with the many practical require-
ments necessary for troop use.

To obtain alternate design concepts from industry as
well as from Detroit Arsenal, a research and development
program was initiated in April 1952. Under this program,
contracts were awarded to the H. L. Yoh Company, Inc.
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Chrysler Corporation of
Detroit, Michigan, and Associated Engineers, Inc. of
Springfield, Massachusetts.

The H. L. Yoh Company, Inc. presented a report dated
1 June 1953 outlining seven preliminary design concepts
for a new medium tank and several special feature

proposals. The tank concepts ranged from a conventional
design to several unusual arrangements and all were armed
with the 105mm gun T140. The maximum front armor was
five inches thick at an angle of 60 degrees from the verti-
cal. The power plant proposed for all seven tanks was the
AOSI-1195-5 with an XT-500-1 transmission except for the
seventh concept which required a special transmission. At
this time, the eight-cylinder AOSI-1195-5 was expected to
deliver 675 gross horsepower.

The first design proposed by H. L. Yoh Company, Inc.,
designated as the M-I-Y, located the crew in their usual
positions with three men in the turret and the driver in the
front hull. The turret was mounted on a ring 89 inches
in diameter and the estimated weight of the vehicle was
46 tons. The concept included several new features such
as a machine gun in the turret side wall for use by the

Below, an artist's concept of the M-I-Y tank proposed by H. L. Yoh appears at the left and a model of the vehicle is at the right. Note
the machine gun mounted in the turret side wall. The track within a track can be seen in the artist's concept drawing.
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The special features of the H. L. Yoh proposals can be seen in these views. Above, the loader's machine gun mounted in the turret side
wall is at the left and the hoist arrangement for handling ammunition is at the right. Below, the horizontal shock absorbers are shown at
the left and the track within a track concept is illustrated at the right.

loader, a cable type ammunition hoist to assist the loader,
a suspension with horizontally mounted shock absorbers,
and a track within a track arrangement for emergency use.
The latter consisted of a narrow track mounted inside the
main track enclosing the drive sprocket and only the three
rear road wheels. In the event of mine damage to the main
track and front road wheels, this would permit the tank
to maneuver out of danger under its own power. A new

At the left is the hollow gun shield design proposed by H. L. Yoh.

hollow gun shield also was proposed with most of its weight
concentrated behind the trunnions to help balance the can-
non. The hollow shield also was expected to improve pro-
tection by acting as spaced armor.

An unusual crew arrangement was proposed in the sec-
ond design, designated as the M-II-Y. In this vehicle, only
the tank commander and the loader were located in the
turret. The gunner was positioned in the right front hull
alongside the driver. This arrangement required remote
sighting equipment for the gunner, but it permitted a nar-
row front on the turret with improved protection. This con-
cept also included the new shield design, horizontal shock
absorbers, emergency inner track, ammunition hoist, and
an auxiliary bow mount machine gun for the gunner or
driver. The estimated weight was 45 tons.

14



Proposals M-II-Y and M-III-Y appear above and below respectively. Note that the M-II-Y is fitted with a bow machine gun for use by the
gunner, but the machine gun mount in the turret side wall has been eliminated.

Design concept M-III-Y also proposed a turret with
a small frontal area for good ballistic protection, but the
gunner was retained in the turret along with the tank com-
mander and the loader. This vehicle had the same special
features as M-II-Y and also was estimated to weigh 45 tons.

Medium tank proposal M-IV-Y installed the main
armament in an oscillating turret mounted inside a shield
ring. The four crew members were located in their con-
ventional positions and the estimated weight of the tank
was 47 tons. The shield ring prevented installation of the

loader's auxiliary machine gun, but the vehicle was fitted
with the horizontal shock absorbers, emergency inner track,
and cable ammunition hoist.

The M-V-Y concept featured a small oscillating turret
supported by trunnions on a yoke mount rotating on a 53
inch diameter ring. Only the tank commander and the gun-
ner rode in the turret. The loader was located in the hull
behind the driver and below the turret ring. From this posi-
tion, he transferred ammunition stowed in the hull up to
the semiautomatic loader in the turret. The tank was armed

Below is the M-IV-Y concept by H. L. Yoh. The oscillating turret design prevented the installation of a machine gun in the turret side wall.
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Two oscillating turret proposals appear in these views with the M-V-Y above and the M-VI-Y below. Note the two hull mounted machine
guns on the M-V-Y.

with two coaxial machine guns in addition to the tank com-
mander's .50 caliber weapon. Two additional auxiliary
machine guns were installed, one in each side of the front
hull for use by the driver and the loader. The suspension
used the horizontal shock absorbers and the emergency
inner track was specified. This design was intended to com-
pletely balance the gun and turret and permit an extremely
small frontal area on the latter. The estimated weight of
the vehicle was 40 tons.

The proposed medium tank M-VI-Y also used an oscil-
lating turret similar to the previous concept. However, the
ring on which the yoke rotated was enlarged to a diameter
of 63 inches and the loader was relocated into the turret
with the tank commander and gunner. A semiautomatic
loader was provided with 16 ready rounds in the maga-
zine. As before, the design permitted a narrow turret front
with good ballistic protection. The estimated vehicle weight
was 46 tons.

The most radical concept proposed by the H. L. Yoh
Company, Inc. was designated as the medium tank M-VII-Y.
This design located the AOSI-1195-5 engine in the turret
bustle transmitting the power through a ring gear and a
special transmission to the rear mounted drive sprockets.
The three man turret crew occupied their usual positions
and the driver was located in the right front of the hull.
The turret ring diameter was 89 inches and the estimated
weight of the vehicle was 43 tons. A large fuel tank was
located to the left of the engine in the turret bustle. Advan-
tages claimed for this configuration included the balanc-
ing of the cannon by the engine weight and a shorter lighter
hull. However, it is highly doubtful if any such advantages
could offset the problems with such a complex drive sys-
tem. The center of gravity also would have been quite high
in such a vehicle. However, it certainly indicated that the
concept studies were completely unhampered by conven-
tional practice.

The M-VII-Y concept by H. L. Yoh can be seen in these three illustra-
tions. Note the turret mounted engine in the cutaway drawing.



Above is the Chrysler concept of a four track tank. The band type track proposed for this vehicle can be seen in this view.

Chrysler Corporation received two contracts under the
research and development program. One was to produce
a concept of a new medium tank with a four track suspen-
sion system and the other considered a new medium tank
with the usual two track suspension. Preliminary studies
of a four track tank had been in progress for some time
at Detroit Arsenal. Sketches of such an arrangement
appeared in a presentation on tank and automotive develop-
ment to the Research and Development Board on 16 May
1951 and a preliminary study of a four track tank with a
hydrostatic drive was carried out at the Arsenal by Joseph
Williams and Clifford Bradley. One of the most attractive
features of the four track system was its reduced vulnera-
bility to mine damage. Even if the two front tracks were
disabled, the two remaining rear tracks would permit the
tank to maneuver under its own power. The four track
arrangement also permitted a better armor configuration
when using very large diameter turret rings.

On 26 March 1953, Chrysler presented reports to
Detroit Arsenal covering their concept studies for a
four track medium tank and a new medium tank with a
two track suspension. The initial reports were followed
by additional data in May and July, however, both studies
were preliminary concepts and did not contain detailed
design information.

The same turret design was used on both of Chrys-
ler's proposals. The outside diameter of the turret base was
136 inches and it was mounted on a ring with an inside
diameter of 93 inches. Later, the proposal was modified
to reduce the outside diameter to 125 inches for shipping
purposes, but the original inside ring diameter of 93 inches
was retained. The entire four man crew was carried in the
turret with the gunner at the right front and the tank com-
mander at the right rear. The loader worked in his usual
position at the left rear. The driver was located at the left
front and his station automatically rotated so that he always
faced forward regardless of the turret position. The 105mm
gun was installed in a rotor-shield combination mount with
a .30 caliber coaxial machine gun on the left and an artic-
ulated telescopic sight for the gunner on the right. A radar
range finder was specified, but no details were provided.
The combination gun mount with integral trunnions was
installed as one assembly. It was to be doweled and bolted
in place from outside of the turret to reduce assembly costs.
A .50 caliber machine gun was mounted in the com-
mander's cupola. Provision was made for the installation
of a .30 caliber machine gun with a parabolic deflector
in a turntable on top of the turret. The armor protection
on the hull and turret of both vehicles was equivalent to
that on the T48 tank.

Below are two early sketches of the four track configuration. Note the large turret ring diameter possible with this design.



Chrysler's two track tank design proposal is shown above. Like the four track vehicle, this tank features the driver-in-turret arrangement.

The four track medium tank differed from its more
conventional mate in the power train as well as the sus-
pension. A gas turbine rated at 500-600 horsepower was
proposed for the four track vehicle. The turbine was
mounted transversely in the rear hull and coupled to an
electric generator through a reduction gear box. Four elec-
tric traction motors, two in front and two in the rear, trans-
mitted power to the tracks through spur gear final drives.
Three amplidyne exciters, one for exciting the generator
and one for exciting each pair of traction motors, were
driven by an auxiliary drive from the turbine reduction gear
box. A resistor for absorbing energy during braking was
attached to the deck grill in the rear of the hull.

Each of the four separate suspension units consisted
of a drive drum (replacing the usual sprocket), three wheel
assemblies, one track support roller, and one track com-
pensator. A new sectional band type track was proposed
for this vehicle. This track, of steel and cable construc-
tion, was 28 inches wide. The center guides were an
integral part of the track and in addition to their guiding
function, they transmitted power to the track by engaging
the drive pins in the center of the drive drum. Two of the
wheel assemblies utilized two dual road wheels 11½ inches
in diameter attached to a suspension arm. The third wheel
assembly consisted of one 11½ inch diameter dual road
wheel and one 17 inch diameter dual wheel also attached
to a suspension arm. The wheel pairs could rotate up to
three inches about their common attachment point by com-
pressing rubber pads on the suspension arm. The move-
ment of the suspension arm itself was resisted by the torsion
bar. Friction snubbers were installed on the suspension
arms and movement was limited to five inches by bump
stops. The track compensator consisted of two 10 inch
diameter wheels at each end of a short beam pivoting about
a center axle. It was intended to equalize track tension by
pivoting about its center.

Steering with the electric drive was by the use of con-
trollers which varied the speed of the traction motors. A
dual drive system was provided so that either the driver
or the tank commander could drive the vehicle.

An air-cooled eight cylinder, horizontally opposed
engine developing about 700 horsepower was specified with
the XT-500 transmission for Chrysler's concept of a new
two track medium tank. Although the proposal did not refer
to any particular engine, it was indicated that a diesel power
plant was preferred. The suspension on each side of the
proposed vehicle consisted of seven 24 inch diameter dual
road wheels with torsion bar springs and three track sup-
port rollers. A dual 24 inch diameter fixed idler was at
the front of each track with a drive drum at the rear. The
28 inch wide sectional band type track utilized cast steel
and cable construction with integral center guides. The lat-
ter also propelled the vehicle by engaging the drive pins
in the center of the drive drum. Friction snubbers were
installed on the first three and last two road wheel arms
on each side.

With the driver located in the turret, an electrical sys-
tem was required for steering, braking, and transmission
control. Manual brake controls also were provided for
emergency use. The estimated weight for both Chrysler
medium tank concepts was about 45 tons.

The contract with Associated Engineers, Inc. also
investigated the concept of a four track medium tank and
their work produced a far more detailed analysis than any
of the other concept studies. Their initial work considered
a four track electric drive vehicle with four separate trac-
tion motors similar to the Chrysler proposal, although the
design was developed in much greater detail.

The 105mm gun T140 was installed in a large turret
mounted on a ring with an inside diameter of 110 ½ inches.
A coaxial .30 caliber machine gun was fitted to the left
of the cannon with a telescopic sight for the gunner to the
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The phase I design of a four track tank by Associated Engineers, Inc. is illustrated in the drawings above and at the bottom of the page.
Note the fender mounted machine gun featured in this design.

right. The crew members were located in their normal posi-
tions with the tank commander, gunner, and loader in the
turret and the driver in the front center of the hull. The
commander's cupola with its .50 caliber machine gun was
installed at the right rear of the turret roof, but still within
the turret ring. A commander operated optical range finder
was located just in front of the cupola. A remote controlled
.30 caliber auxiliary machine gun was mounted on the right
front fender for use by the driver. The estimated combat
weight of the tank was 54 tons.

As mentioned previously, the sprocket in each of the
four suspension units was driven by a separate direct cur-
rent electric motor providing 25 per cent of the total trac-
tive effort available. In addition to the sprocket, each
suspension unit consisted of three 26 inch diameter road
wheels and one track support roller. Ordnance standard
torsion bars were used to support the sprung weight of the
vehicle. External shock absorbers were fitted on the two
front road wheel arms of the forward suspension units and
on the rear road wheel arms of the aft suspension units.
The tank was powered by the experimental eight cylinder
Continental AOSI-1195-5 air-cooled engine, then rated at
710 gross horsepower. The engine drove a large direct cur-
rent generator with an alternator to supply power to the
four traction motors. Further analysis revealed some major

deficiencies with this arrangement. Since each traction
motor was capable of applying only 25 per cent of the max-
imum power from the generator, the loss of one track
resulted in the utilization of only 75 per cent of the availa-
ble output. Also, it could be shown that if one track was
lost, it was necessary to remove power from its mate on
the opposite side of the tank to permit adequate steering.
Thus the loss of a single track resulted in a 50 per cent
reduction in available power. It was not possible to switch
full power to the remaining two tracks since size and weight
restrictions made it impractical to install four traction
motors, each with sufficient capacity to utilize 50 per cent
of the generator output.

Another disadvantage of the individually powered
tracks appeared when ascending a steep grade. Here, the
greater portion of the vehicle's weight was supported by
the rear suspensions increasing the power requirements at
the rear sprockets. Also, when climbing an obstacle, the
front suspension units might lose traction completely and
full power would be needed at the rear. This could not be
done with the four traction motor design.

As a result of the design analysis, the contract with
Associated Engineers, Inc. was extended to investigate a
phase II vehicle to overcome some of the problems encoun-
tered in phase I. The four traction motors in the earlier
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The phase II configuration of the four track tank proposed by Associated Engineers, Inc. is shown in the drawings above and at the bottom
of the page. Note the change in the suspension design compared to phase I.

design were replaced by two larger electric motors, each
intended to power the pair of tracks on one side of the tank.
These motors were installed, one on each side of the gener-
ator, in the rear hull and connected to the drive sprockets
by gears and shafts. If one track was damaged, it could
be uncoupled by the driver and full power applied to the
remaining track on that side. Also, it was unnecessary to
uncouple the mating track on the opposite side. Thus the
tank retained the full use of all available power. Full trac-
tive effort also was retained when climbing a steep grade.

Because of the greater weight inherent in the electric
drive system, the phase II study was extended to include
the use of a hydraulic torque converter transmission. This
arrangement replaced the generator and electric traction
motors with an XT-500-1 transmission. The system of shafts
and gears used to transmit the power to the four final drives
was modified to accommodate the new transmission. As
with the electric drive, the driver could uncouple a damaged
track and transfer full power to the remaining track on that
side. Early in the phase II program, a hydrostatic trans-
mission was considered for use in the new tank. However,
further study indicated that such an application would not
be practical with the hydrostatic components available at
that time.

The reduction in numbers of traction motors from four
to two and their relocation permitted a redesign of the sus-
pension on the phase II vehicle. Torsion bars still were used
to spring the 26 inch diameter road wheels, but the
sprockets were reduced in size and the track support rollers
were eliminated. The shock absorbers on the first two
wheels of the forward suspension unit and the last wheel
of the rear suspension unit were relocated inside the hull.
With less space required to house the two traction motors,
the hull on the phase II tank was reduced in length. It still
consisted of a large homogeneous armor casting with
welded sections of rolled armor plate. The turret ring inside
diameter was reduced to 100 inches and the cast turret was
redesigned. As on the phase I vehicle, the armor protec-
tion was equal to that on the 90mm gun tank M48. On the
phase II tank, the tank commander was relocated to the
left rear in the turret bustle, but the gunner and loader
remained in their usual positions. The new turret also fea-
tured an escape hatch in the rear wall of the turret bustle.
The armament remained the same as on the phase I vehicle.

The phase II tank had an estimated combat weight of
almost 51 tons for the electric drive version and just under
49 tons for the model with the hydraulic torque converter
transmission. Both vehicles made far more effective use
of the available power than the phase I tank. However, the
study showed that neither was as efficient as a two track
tank. Also, the gap between the two tracks on each side
resulted in increased ground pressure and the mobility
remaining after the loss of a track was impossible to pre-
dict. It would have depended upon the terrain involved and
on the rolling resistance of the damaged suspension unit.
Whatever it was, it was not considered worth the added
complexity and reduced efficiency of the four track
system. Further development of the four track tank
was discontinued.
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This photograph of a lightweight medium tank concept model was dated 7 March 1953.

Despite the wide range of design concepts considered,
major interest both with the user and at Detroit Arsenal
remained in a conventional tank that was lighter in weight
and had better performance than the M48. After the
medium tank T42 was rejected as being underpowered,
work had continued to provide a lighter weight medium
tank to meet the user's requirements. Several such con-
cept studies were presented by Detroit Arsenal during 1953.
In November, one such presentation compared six con-
cepts of future medium gun tanks with the M48. Four of
these concepts were considered as relatively short term
projects making use of components already well along in
the development cycle. The remaining two were long range
programs depending upon the successful development of
various key components.

The first of the short term proposals, designated as
the lightweight medium tank, was armed with the 90mm
gun T139 mounted in a turret with a 77 inch inside diameter
ring. Powered by the AOI-1195 engine with the XT-500
transmission, this vehicle had an estimated combat weight
of 39 tons. With a chassis length of 236 inches, the sus-
pension consisted of only five road wheels and four track
support rollers per side. Overall length with the 90mm gun

forward was only 317 inches and the width was 131 inches
compared to 143 inches for the M48. This concept was
a true successor to the 90mm gun tank T42. With the
AOI-1195 engine rated at 560 gross horsepower, the power
to weight ratio was improved over the earlier T42, although
it did not equal the 16.4 horsepower per ton of the M48.

At the lower left is another model of a lightweight medium tank. The
drawings above and below, dated 17 September 1953, show the short
term proposal for the 131 inch wide lightweight medium tank armed
with the 90mm gun T139 in a 77 inch diameter turret ring.
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Above is the short term proposal, dated 5 November 1953, for a new medium tank armed with the 90mm gun T139 in a turret with an
85 inch diameter ring. The space requirement for the AOI-1490 engine with the XT-500 transmission can be seen in the sectional drawing.

The short term proposal for a new medium tank armed with the 90mm gun T76 (modified) appears above. Note the large cartridge case
required by this more powerful weapon.

The remaining short term proposal concepts utilized
essentially the same chassis powered by the ten cylinder
AOI-1490 air-cooled engine with the XT-500 transmission.
The AOI-1490 was a new experimental engine expected at
that time to develop 675 gross horsepower. Cooling air
intakes were located in the rear sponsons of these vehi-
cles eliminating the top rear deck grills. The cooling air,
mixed with the engine exhaust, was ejected through a grill
in the rear of the hull. This arrangement tended to cool
the exhaust gases and reduce the infrared signature.
Another new feature was a flat track torsion bar suspen-
sion with six road wheels per side. This type of suspen-
sion eliminated the track support rollers and allowed the
track to ride on the top of the road wheels.

The three tanks differed in their turrets, all of which
were installed on 85 inch inside diameter rings. This was
considered to be the smallest practical size to mount a
105mm gun and all three vehicles were designed to be capa-
ble of mounting this weapon. As proposed, the three tanks
were armed with the 90mm gun T139, the 90mm gun T76
modified, and the 105mm gun T140E3 which resulted in
respective estimated vehicle combat weights of 41, 43.5,
and 45 tons. Needless to say, the estimated performance
of the three tanks declined with the increasing weight. The
90mm gun T139 was, of course, the same weapon as in
the M48 tank. The 90mm gun T76 modified was a high
powered weapon with a muzzle velocity of 3500 feet per
second compared to 3100 feet per second for the T139 gun

The short term proposal for a new medium tank armed with the 105mm
gun T140E3 can be seen in the model photograph above and the sec-
tional drawing below. Like the other proposed tanks on this page, it
had a turret ring diameter of 85 inches.
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The high velocity guns proposed as armament for the new tanks are
compared above. The arrangement for isolating the fire control equip-
ment from the turret wall is illustrated in the sketch at the top right.

when firing early armor piercing (AP) shot. The T76 modi-
fied was considerably heavier than the T139, but it also
could be balanced in the 85 inch turret ring and did not
require an equilibrator. As mentioned earlier, the 105mm
gun T140E3 was considered to be the largest weapon suita-
ble for mounting in the 85 inch turret ring, but it could
not be balanced and required an equilibrator.

All of the short term proposal concepts were of con-
ventional configuration with the driver in the center front
hull and the other three crew members in the turret. One
new feature was an escape hatch in the rear wall of the
turret bustle. This also was expected to be useful in stow-
ing ammunition and for removing the cannon or other
equipment for maintenance. Another innovation was a sep-
arate internal mount for the fire control instruments to iso-
late them from the shock of impacts on the turret.

The two long range designs proposed in the presenta-
tion at Detroit were both armed with the 105mm gun in
an equilibrated mount and this mount was rigid without
a recoil system. This feature, combined with a turret ring
diameter of 90 inches, greatly increased the usable space
inside the turret. Both vehicles were powered by an unspeci-
fied version of the new X type engine operating with the
XT-500 transmission. It was expected that the use of the
X engine would reduce the vehicle weight by about a ton.
The two concepts differed primarily in the location of the
driver. One version placed him in the usual position in the
center front of the hull. In the other, he was relocated to
the left front of the turret. The latter arrangement short-
ened the hull and lowered the vehicle height from 88 to
81.5 inches. This reduced the estimated vehicle weight from
44 to 42.5 tons. Other features considered for long range
application included automatic loading equipment and a
radar range finder. The proposals in this presentation were
representative of the large number of new design concepts
under study at Detroit Arsenal during this period.

Above, the low flat track suspension is compared with the design using
track support rollers. Note that the low suspension height allows the
engine air intake to be located in the sponson instead of in the top deck.

The two long term proposals presented at the November 1953 meeting
in Detroit are shown here. In the conventional arrangement above, the
driver is seated in the hull. Below, all four crew members are located
in the turret.
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The TS-1 proposal at the Questionmark III conference is illustrated by the model photograph and the sectional drawing above. The siliceous
cored armor can be seen in the hull front.

In June 1954, the third Questionmark conference was
convened at Detroit Arsenal to review the progress made
since Questionmark I in April 1952. Questionmark II had
been held in September 1952, but it was restricted to the
consideration of self-propelled artillery and antiaircraft
weapons.

During the Questionmark ITJ meeting, nine design con-
cepts were presented as possible replacements for the 90mm
gun tank M48. A number of special features also were pro-
posed which were suitable for application to a wide vari-
ety of vehicles. All of these proposals were designated
according to a special nomenclature system. Under this
system, tracked vehicles were identified by a T followed
by an S or an L indicating that either a short or a long
development period was required. The S referred to items
which might be available within two years. Those with an
L in their designation required a development time of up
to five years.

At that time, a major concern in the U.S. Army was
the extensive logistic support required for armored and
mechanized units. A large portion of this support was the
supply of the necessary fuel. Thus an important consider-
ation in any new tank design was the reduction of the fuel
consumption. All of the concepts proposed to replace the
M48 tank reflected this concern by reducing the vehicle
weight and adopting more efficient propulsion systems. It
was estimated that the short time range designs would

reduce the fuel consumption of an armored division by
as much as 50 per cent. The long time development pro-
grams were expected to provide a total reduction of 65
per cent. All of the tank concepts were designed for easi-
er maintenance and with reduced widths to ease the trans-
portation problem. The flat track suspension was used,
eliminating the track support rollers. The tanks also fea-
tured sponson intake grills and a rear exhaust with an in-
sulated rear deck to suppress infrared radiation. A
conventional crew arrangement was used with a three man
turret crew and the driver in the center front hull. Main
armament varied, but each concept was fitted with a sin-
gle .30 caliber coaxial machine gun and a .50 caliber
machine gun in the commander's cupola.

The flat track torsion bar suspension used six road
wheels per side on the first three short development time
proposals designated as the TS-1, TS-3, and TS-4. All three
vehicles were powered by the AOI-1195 engine through the
XT-500 transmission. The 90mm gun T139 armed all three
tanks and, in the case of the TS-3, it was installed in a rigid
non-recoiling mount. A new feature was the Optar (opti-
cal tracking, acquisition, and ranging) pulsed light range
finder. This device measured the range by timing the reflec-
tion of a light pulse from the target. The major difference
between the TS-1, TS-3, and TS-4 was in the armor pro-
tection which resulted in respective estimated weights of
43, 40, and 35 tons. The front armor on the TS-1 provided

Above are models of the XT-500 transmission (left) and the AOI-1195-1 engine (right). Below, the model and the sectional drawing depict
the TS-3 tank proposal with homogeneous steel front hull armor.



Above is the lightweight TS-4 tank proposal with the thin homogeneous steel armor. At the right below is a sectional drawing of the TS-7
tank with siliceous cored armor and the smooth bore 90mm gun T208.

protection against kinetic energy armor piercing projec-
tiles (AP) equivalent to that on the M48 tank. However,
against shaped charge rounds, it was far superior. This was
due to the use of siliceous cored armor. The latter con-
sisted of 3.8 inches of homogeneous steel cast around a
fused silica core and sloped at 60 degrees from the verti-
cal. On an equal weight basis, this combination was far
more effective against shaped charge rounds than solid
homogeneous steel.

The TS-3 and TS-4 were protected by solid homogene-
ous steel front armor 3.8 inches and 1.5 inches thick respec-
tively. Both were sloped at 60 degrees from the vertical.
The side armor on both tanks was reduced compared to
the M48.

Design concept TS-7 was similar to the TS-1 utilizing
the siliceous cored front armor, although the vehicle was
somewhat lighter in weight. However, the main armament
was changed to the 90mm gun 1208. This was a high
powered smooth bore cannon and it was installed in a rigid
non-recoiling mount. Firing fin stabilized armor piercing
projectiles, this weapon had extremely high penetration
performance.

Proposal TS-9, like the first three short term concepts,
was armed with the 90mm gun T139. However, the size
and weight of the vehicle was drastically reduced. The front
armor was three inches of solid homogeneous steel at 65
degrees from the vertical, but the side armor was vertical
and only one inch thick. The tank was shortened so that
the flat track torsion bar suspension had only four road
wheels per side. This was possible because of the com-
pact new power train. The power plant was the AOI-628-1
air-cooled engine driving through an XT-270 transmission.
The engine developed 340 horsepower at 3200 revolutions
per minute and it was mounted transversely in the tank hull.
The result was an estimated vehicle weight of only 25 tons.

Above are models of the AOI-628 engine (left) and the XT-270 transmission (right). Below, the concept model of the TS-9 proposal is at
the left and a sectional drawing is at the right. Note the extremely short vehicle length resulting from the use of the AOI-628-1 engine
and the XT-270 transmission.



The TL-1 and TL-2 long term concepts appear above and below respectively. The TL-1 was the design that eventually developed into the
90mm gun tank T95.

The four long range development proposals, identi-
fied as TL-1, TL-2, TL-5, and TL-7, were all armed with
the 90mm T208 smooth bore cannon. However, in some
cases it was proposed to modify the weapon by shorten-
ing the barrel by as much as three feet. Also, both rigid
and recoiling type mounts were considered. All four con-
cepts used the flat track torsion bar suspension and the first
three were fitted with five road wheels per side. On the
shorter TL-7, only four road wheels per side were required.
The TL-1 and TL-5 were powered respectively by twelve
and eight cylinder versions of the proposed General Motors
X type diesel engine. Designated as the AX-1320 and the
AX-880, they were expected to develop 600 and 400 gross
horsepower respectively at 2500 revolutions per minute.

Further study had indicated that the integral two cylinder
auxiliary engine, as on the AX-1100, was unnecessary
because of the low fuel consumption of the diesel. At idle,
the full diesel engine could drive a generator while using
less fuel than a gasoline powered auxiliary generator set.
Thus the later concepts of the X type engine only used
multiples of four cylinders.

Proposal TL-2 made use of another new engine con-
cept. This was the six cylinder, air-cooled H type engine
designated as the AHDS-1140. This was a two stroke cycle
diesel engine with opposed pistons. It was estimated to
develop 600 horsepower at 2500 revolutions per minute.
Like the power packages in the TL-1 and the TL-5, the
engine in the TL-2 was coupled to the XT-500 transmission.

Above are models of the AX-880 engine (left) and the AHDS-760 engine (right). The latter was a four cylinder version of the six cylinder
engine proposed for the TL-2. Below are the model photograph and the sectional drawing of the proposed TL-5. Note the very light armor.



The long term concept TL-7 can be seen above. As on the TS-9, the new power train permitted a much shorter vehicle greatly reducing the weight.

The TL-7 was fitted with the same transversely
mounted power package as the TS-9 consisting of the
AOI-628 engine and the XT-270 transmission. As before,
this resulted in a much shorter chassis helping to control
the weight of the vehicle. Also, the armor on the TL-7 was
the same as on the TS-9 with three inches of homogene-
ous steel at 65 degrees in front with one inch of vertical
armor on the sides. This can be compared with the front
of the TL-1 which was protected by 3.8 inches of homoge-
nous armor at 65 degrees from the vertical. The TL-2 had
the same 3.8 inches of steel, but it was siliceous cored armor
for greater protection against shaped charges. The TL-5
only had armor equivalent to a light tank with 1.5 inches
of homogeneous steel on the front at 60 degrees from the
vertical. The differences in armor protection and other
design features resulted in estimated weights for the
TL-1, TL-2, TL-5, and TL-7 of 41, 43, 36, and 26 tons
respectively.

Following the Questionmark III conference, the TL-1
concept was selected as the basis of a new medium gun
tank. Ordnance Committee action on 27 January 1955
designated the proposed vehicle as the 90mm gun tank T95
and it was the major tank development program in the U.S.
Army for the next five years. Details of this program are
discussed in a following section.

The short length of the TL-7 is obvious in the silhouette comparison
at the right with the 90mm gun tank T95. At the bottom right is a three
view layout of a typical TL-7 design. A later model of the TL-7 con-
cept appears below. Compare the latter with the model at the top of
the page.

Although not selected for full scale development, con-
siderable interest remained in the TL-7 concept for a light-
weight medium gun tank. Further study resulted in three
versions, designated as the TL-7A, TL-7B, and TL-7C.
Details of these three concepts, which differed mainly in
the armor protection, were presented during a conference
at Detroit Arsenal on 7 April 1955. The TL-7A carried
armor equivalent to a light tank with only one inch of
homogeneous steel on the front hull at 60 degrees from
the vertical. On the TL-7B and TL-7C, the front was
increased to 2.8 inches and 3.8 inches respectively, still
at 60 degrees from the vertical. Because of its greater
weight, the track width on the TL-7C was increased to 21
inches compared to 20 inches for the two lighter vehicles.
The power package on the TL-7A and TL-7B consisted of
the transversely mounted AOI-628 engine now coupled to
the XTG-400M transmission. On the TL-7C, this engine
was rebored to 514 inches increasing the displacement to
695 cubic inches. This change raised the estimated gross
horsepower to 400 compared to 340 for the original
AOI-628. All three versions of the tank retained the 90mm
T208 smooth bore gun rigidly mounted in a turret with
a 78 inch inside diameter ring.



The two vehicles comprising Continental Motors Hen and Chick concept for the Astron Project are illustrated above.

A memorandum from the Army Chief of Staff, dated
10 January 1953, noted that policy required that research
and development of new equipment follow two parallel
paths. The first was the continuous improvement of exist-
ing materiel by a process of evolution. The second path
was the long range development of new solutions to mili-
tary problems utilizing entirely new types of equipment.
In the latter case, it was considered that the usual system
of submitting a list of military characteristics for a required
item tended to inhibit the full exploitation of any new ideas
that might be forthcoming. Therefore, it was directed that
contracts be awarded to firms with recognized research and
engineering staffs for the development of an X-weapon to
perform the role of the medium tank. Such an X-weapon
was to be available for production not later than 1958. This
date was subsequently changed to 1961. These instructions
were recorded in the Ordnance Technical Committee
minutes by item 34753 dated 24 April 1953. OTCM 34753
assigned the name ASTRON to identify the project and
indicated that at least two of the contracts should be with
major automotive companies experienced in tank design
and production. The contractors were to be responsible
for studying the X-weapon as a complete unit without res-
trictions being placed on any components. Seventeen
proposals and bids were received from industry in response
to the request. These proposals were reviewed at Detroit
Arsenal and at the Pentagon during May and June and
Ordnance was directed to place contracts with the General

Motors Technical Center and Chrysler Corporation. How-
ever, on 7 December 1953, Chrysler withdrew from the
competition because of other engineering commitments.
Since Continental Motors Corporation had presented a
very interesting proposal, they were awarded the second
contract replacing Chrysler. In addition to the two
contracts with industry, the engineering staff of the
Ordnance Tank Automotive Command (OTAC) at Detroit
Arsenal also participated in the project. The concepts devel-
oped by all three were presented at a meeting in the
Pentagon on 17-18 May 1955.

The Continental Motors Corporation solution to the
problem posed by the ASTRON project was a weapon sys-
tem consisting of a pair of combat vehicles operating
together. The primary vehicle, referred to as the Hen, was
armed with a rigidly mounted 90mm liquid propellant gun
and was powered by two separate tracked propulsion units.
The small secondary vehicle, called Chick, used a single
propulsion unit identical to those of the Hen and it was
armed with a 105mm boosted rocket gun, also in a rigid
mount.

The estimated weight of the Hen was 45 tons with the
two propulsion units accounting for about 15 tons each.
Thus the primary vehicle could be separated into three loads
of about 15 tons each. Each propulsion unit was powered
by an eight cylinder, air-cooled diesel engine proposed by
Continental. Designated as the AVDS-450, it was expected
to develop a maximum of 310 gross horsepower at 2800
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The cutaway drawings above show the interior arrangement of the Hen
propulsion unit (left) and the fighting compartment (right). The dimen-
sions of the complete vehicle are given in the sketch at the right.

revolutions per minute. The engine was coupled to the final
drives by a new design transmission consisting of a hydro-
kinetic torque converter and a planetary gear train. Wob-
ble stick steering control was used similar to that on the
M46 and M47 tanks. Each propulsion unit was fitted with
a torsion bar suspension using tracks either 16 inches or
22 inches in width. The two identical propulsion units sup-
ported the fighting compartment between them. The for-
ward propulsion unit was rigidly connected to the fighting
compartment at three points by mechanically operated
coupling jaws that engaged mating pins on the fighting com-
partment. The rear propulsion unit also was attached at
three points. However, the rear connecting pins on the fight-
ing compartment were fixed to a bracket attached to two
bands encircling the hull structure. The rear bracket and
bands rotated through an arc of 60 degrees permitting the
vehicle to make smooth turns with a radius of 17 feet. The
coupling jaws were operated from within the propulsion
units so that the separation or assembly of the three ele-
ment vehicle could be carried out under combat condi-
tions. The fighting compartment was supported on three
self-contained jacks when it was detached from the propul-
sion units. These jacks were controlled from within the
compartment to permit alignment with the propulsion units.
A driver could be carried in each of the two propulsion
units, although only one was required to operate the com-
plete vehicle.

The turret was mounted on the fighting compartment
using a 79 inch inside diameter ring. It provided space for
the tank commander, gunner, and loader, but the latter two
were reversed from the usual arrangement with the gun-
ner on the left side of the cannon and the loader on the

The assembly of the Hen fighting compartment and propulsion units
in the field is illustrated in the sketch at the right.

right. The tank commander was located under the cupola
in the turret bustle. This cupola was fitted with a 30 inch
coincidence type optical range finder and armed with a
.50 caliber machine gun. The 90mm liquid propellant gun
was stabilized in both azimuth and elevation. Ammunition
proposed for this 90mm gun included a ram jet assisted
armor piercing projectile as well as high explosive rounds.
A .30 caliber machine gun and a gunner's telescopic sight
were mounted coaxially with the cannon on the right and
left sides respectively. Another .30 caliber machine gun
was available for use in a ball mount in the turret side wall.
Armor on the front of the propulsion units and the fight-
ing compartment was equal to six inches at zero degrees
obliquity and was reduced to a minimum of one inch at
the rear.
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Above, the interior arrangement of the Chick can be seen in the cutaway drawing at the left. The dimensions of the vehicle are shown in
the sketch at the right.

The secondary vehicle or Chick weighed about 21 tons
and was manned by a crew of two. The driver remained
in the same location in the standard propulsion unit. The
commander-gunner rode in the left side of the turret fitted
on the demountable fighting compartment installed at the
rear. The 105mm rocket boosted gun was rigidly mounted
in the turret, but it was offset to the right of the center line
to provide space for the commander-gunner. Armor on the
turret front equaled 3¾ inches at zero obliquity decreas-
ing to one inch at the rear. A .30 caliber remote controlled
machine gun was installed on a rotating plate in the turret
roof. This weapon was operated independently of the
105mm gun and had a 360 degree traverse. An Optar pulsed
light range finder was attached to the right side of the gun
mount.

It also was proposed to use single propulsion units as
the basis for several ancillary vehicles. These included an
antiaircraft vehicle armed with twin 30mm liquid propel-
lant machine guns and two types of missile launchers.
Equipped with a tow bar and a trailer, the basic propul-
sion unit could be used as a tank retriever or transporter.

The concept of tactical employment proposed for the
Hen and Chick envisiged the use of the former against long
range, heavily armored targets. The Chick was intended
to provide a high volume of fire against infantry and light
armor or against heavy armor at short ranges. Except for
the articulated rear propulsion unit which permitted smooth
turns, the Hen was similar to the four track tank concepts
examined earlier. As such, it also would have suffered from
the same disadvantages. For example, it was not possible
to apply full vehicle power to the rear tracks when cross-
ing difficult terrain or if the forward tracks were damaged.
Although the Hen and Chick concept provided a new
approach to armored operations, its advantages were not
considered sufficient to warrant further development.

At the right, the Chick chassis carries the launcher for the D-40 (left)
or a new ramjet (right) missile. Below, the Chick serves as an antiair-
craft vehicle with two 30mm liquid propellant guns (left) or in the
retriever role with a trailer (right).
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These three views show the X-Weapon proposed by General Motors for the Astron Project. A four view drawing of the vehicle is at the
bottom of the page.

General Motors approached the ASTRON project from
a different direction. Their analysis concluded that high
mobility provided greater protection than any amount of
armor. Thus the armor on their entry was limited to that
required for protection against small arms fire and shell
fragments. The resulting vehicle, using the original desig-
nation of X-Weapon, was actually a heavily armed light
tank or a lightly armored, highly mobile tank destroyer.
Armed with a modified 90mm T208 smooth bore gun in
a recoiling mount, it was estimated to weigh almost 26 tons.
The cannon was not stabilized. The welded homogeneous
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Details of the General Motors X-Weapon and its interior arrangement can be seen in these drawings. Note that all of the 90mm ammunition
is stowed in the hull below the turret ring.

armor plate on the front and sides of the turret was only
1 1/8 inches thick at an angle of 30 degrees from the ver-
tical. The upper front hull was ¾ inches thick at 67 degrees
from the vertical.

The three man turret of the X-Weapon was mounted
on an 85 inch inside diameter ring with the gunner and
the tank commander in their conventional positions on the
right side of the cannon. The loader was on the left. Two
.50 caliber machine guns were provided with one mounted
coaxially to the left of the cannon and one installed in the
commander's cupola. The range finder and other fire con-
trol equipment was the same as on the M48 tank. A high
speed turret was proposed with only eight seconds required
for a full 360 degree rotation.

The driver was located in the left front hull of the X-
Weapon with a stowage rack for 90mm ammunition on his
right. The vehicle was powered by a Continental AOI-1195
engine with the XT-500GS transmission. The engine was
expected to develop 590 gross horsepower at 2800 revo-
lutions per minute when using 100 octane gasoline. The
four large road wheels on each side of the flat track sus-
pension were sprung using half-width solid torsion bars
surrounded by concentric torsion tubes. Since these springs
extended only to the center line of the hull, the road wheels
on the opposite sides of the vehicle did not have to be off-
set from each other. Shock absorbers were fitted on the
first and last road wheels on each side. The single pin,
cast steel tracks were 22 inches wide. The maximum esti-
mated speed for the X-Weapon on level ground was over
50 miles/hour.

The concept of employing a lightly armored, highly
mobile combat vehicle with powerful armament was similar
to the U.S. tank destroyer doctrine developed during World
War II. Although these self-propelled antitank guns proved
effective in certain situations, the lack of protection made
them extremely vulnerable in others, particularly during
offensive operations. It is interesting to note that the General
Motors X-Weapon closely followed their previous
experience in developing the M18 tank destroyer during
World War II and their later production of the M41 light
tank series. Both were highly mobile combat vehicles with
a minimum of armor protection. During the study of the
X-Weapon, consideration was given to the development of
a new version of the T101 self-propelled gun with the origi-
nal 90mm M54 cannon replaced by the modified 90mm
T208 gun. Such a vehicle was estimated to weigh about
10½ tons and was referred to as the T101A.

At the right is a model of the T101A self-propelled gun concept armed
with the 90mm T208 smooth bore cannon.
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A model of the 90mm gun Rex tank is shown above. At the left are
sectional drawings of the same vehicle. This was the version of the Rex
originally presented on 17 May 1955. Note the very large overhang of
the long barreled T208 cannon when it was in the forward position.

coaxial .50 caliber machine gun was mounted on the left
side of the cannon and an articulated telescopic sight was
located on the right side for the gunner. No stabilization
was provided for the main armament.

The driver was seated on a platform suspended from
the roof in the left front of the turret. His seat was hydrau-
lically adjustable between a low position for use when the
hatch was closed to a high position for operation with the
driver's head exposed. A gear train rotated the driver's plat-
form so that he always faced forward regardless of the turret
position. The linkages for the driver's controls were actu-
ated by electrical signals transmitted through slip rings.
The turret location provided the driver with a greatly
increased field of vision allowing him to maneuver the tank
even in reverse without aid from another observer. He also
was less vulnerable to dirt and water splash as well as mine
explosions. Protection for the entire crew compartment
against chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) attack
was provided by a single unit so that the wearing of
individual masks was not required.

The front of the turret and hull was protected from
attack in the 60 degree frontal arc by siliceous cored armor.
This armor was effective against shaped charge rounds up
to 100mm in diameter. Against armor piercing kinetic
energy projectiles, it was equivalent to 4.8 inches of
homogeneous steel armor at 60 degrees from the vertical.
The combat loaded weight of the Rex was estimated to be
31 tons and it was to be powered by a transversely mounted
Continental AOI-628 engine with the XTG-400 transmis-
sion. This version of the engine was expected to deliver
a maximum of 350 gross horsepower. The flat track tor-
sion bar suspension had four dual road wheels per side
with 19 inch wide tracks. The driver-in-turret design
resulted in an overall height of only 95 inches for the Rex.
The width was 126 inches and the overall length with the
gun forward was 348 inches.
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The Ordnance Tank Automotive Command (OTAC)
presented two programs in response to the requirements
of the ASTRON project. The first was based on technol-
ogy that was only slightly advanced beyond what was avail-
able at that time, while the second program utilized a level
of technology that could be expected by 1962, provided
that high priorities were placed on the development of
certain components.

The first program consisted of proposals for a new
medium gun tank and two specialized combat vehicles. The
latter were a ten ton airborne light tank and a one man
armored reconnaisance aircraft with a tracked carrier. As
presented on 17 May 1955, the medium gun tank was
referred to as the Rex. Later, it was redesignated as the
Rex I after the development of subsequent versions.

The Rex tank incorporated many of the features
included in some of the earlier proposals. The driver was
located in the turret with the gunner and the tank com-
mander. The turret ring was only 80 inches in diameter,
but this provided ample space since an automatic loading
device replaced the loader reducing the crew to three men.
The gunner and tank commander were in their usual posi-
tions on the right side of the rigidly mounted modified
90mm gun T208 and the tank commander was provided
with a cupola armed with a .30 caliber machine gun. This
was part of an integrated commander's station including
an Optar range finder, a sight, and an automatic target
designation system. The latter held the cupola and its sight
on a target while the turret and gun were traversed and
brought to bear on the same target. The correct superele-
vation was automatically applied to the main armament
during this operation. The 90mm gun T208 was modified
to use combustible case ammunition eliminating the need
for a case ejection mechanism and simplifying the design
of the automatic loader. This loader was supplied by a 14
round rotary magazine underneath the turret basket floor
which could be reloaded when needed by the tank com-
mander or driver. The estimated maximum firing rate with
the automatic loader was 28 to 30 rounds per minute. A



Above is a photograph of a model (left) and a three view drawing (right) of the Wasp light tank.

The ten ton light tank proposed under the first pro-
gram was dubbed the Wasp and it was armed with a 4.7
inch rocket boosted cannon using combustible case ammu-
nition. A seven round automatic loader was fitted and
stabilization was provided in both azimuth and elevation.
The driver was located in the turret and the entire three
man crew was protected against CBR attack by a single
system as on the Rex. Secondary armament consisted of
a .50 caliber coaxial machine gun and a .30 caliber machine
gun on the commander's cupola. Fire control equipment
included the T53 Optar range finder, an electronic com-
puter, and M16E1 periscopes for the gunner and tank com-
mander. An articulated telescopic sight also was provided
for the gunner.

Armor on the Wasp was limited to ½ inch at 60
degrees from the vertical on the upper front hull and ½
inch of vertical armor on the sides. The vehicle was

powered by an AOI-470 engine with an XT-90 transmis-
sion. This power plant developed a maximum of 250 gross
horsepower. The Wasp was a compact vehicle 210 inches
in length with the gun in the forward position. Overall
height and width were 91 inches and 95 inches respectively.

The most radical of all of the proposals under the first
OTAC program was the one man armored reconnaisance
aircraft. A vertical take off and landing vehicle with the
flying characteristics of a helicopter, it was designed to
be carried by and launched from a tracked carrier based
on the Rex tank. The aircraft portion of this combination
was called Falcon and the tracked vehicle was appropri-
ately named Aerie.

Powered by an aircraft radial engine, the 113 inch
diameter flying vehicle was protected by one inch thick
titanium armor. Armed with ten 4.5 inch free flight rockets
and a .30 caliber machine gun, the estimated weight of

Below, the model of the Falcon is depicted in flight at the left and a three view drawing is at the right.
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Above, the Falcon is mounted on the Aerie carrier in the drawing at the left and in the photograph of the model at the right.

the Falcon was 3000 pounds. Its speed range was calcu-
lated to vary from 0 (hover) to 100 miles per hour with
an endurance of about one hour. An emergency parachute
installed at the top center of the aircraft was expected to
be capable of providing a safe landing from an altitude as
low as 100 feet.

The Aerie carrier alone was estimated to weigh 20 tons
with space in the front hull for a two man crew. It was
fitted with a hydraulically retractable take off platform for
the Falcon.

The second or long range program presented by OTAC
under the ASTRON project proposed a siliceous armor,
rocket and hypervelocity (SARAH) gun tank based on
advanced technology expected to be available by 1962. The
SARAH tank featured two guns rigidly mounted side by

side in the turret. The gun on the left was a hypervelocity
small bore weapon expected to have a muzzle velocity of
9000 feet per second. Several such weapons were under
study at that time using gas, liquid, or solid propellants.
A 4.7 inch rocket boosted cannon was mounted on the right.
Both guns used combustible cartridge cases. As on the Rex,
the entire three man crew was located in the turret and pro-
tected from CBR attack by a single system.

The SARAH tank illustrated in the proposal was
designed around a supercharged, four cylinder X engine
which was expected to deliver 300 net horsepower. How-
ever, if the vehicle was selected for 1962 production, the
Rex power train would be used. A lightweight band type
track was proposed for the new tank. Its dimensions were
similar to the Rex except for the overall length. With the
gun forward, the latter was 312 inches.

The concept model of the SARAH tank is shown below and a three
view drawing is at the left.
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Chrysler's TV-8 proposal is illustrated in the photographs above by the model at the left and the full size mock-up at the right.

Subsequent to the ASTRON meeting on 17-18 May,
Chrysler Corporation presented a separate proposal for an
unusual tank designated as the TV-8. This design located
the entire crew, armament, and power plant in a pod shaped
turret mounted above a lightweight chassis. The total weight
was estimated to be 25 tons with about 15 tons in the tur-
ret and 10 tons in the chassis. The two were separable for
shipment by air.

The TV-8 was armed with the 90mm gun T208 rigidly
mounted in the turret and fitted with an hydraulic ramming
device. The 90mm ammunition stowage was in the rear
of the turret separated from the crew by a steel bulkhead.
Secondary armament consisted of two coaxial .30 caliber
machine guns and one remote controlled .50 caliber
machine gun on the turret top operated by the tank com-
mander. Closed circuit television was provided to protect
the crew from the flash of tactical nuclear weapons and
to increase the field of vision.

On the phase I TV-8, a Chrysler V-8 engine develop-
ing 300 gross horsepower was coupled to an electric gener-
ator in the rear of the turret. This generator supplied power
to the two electric motors in the front hull. One motor drove
each of the two 28 inch wide tracks. Other power plants
were considered for later development including a gas tur-
bine electric drive, a vapor cycle power plant with hydrocar-
bon fuels, and finally a vapor cycle power plant with nuclear
fuel. The fuel tanks for the phase I vehicle were located
in the hull separating them from the crew in the turret.

Space was provided in the heavily armored inner tur-
ret for a crew of four, although only two were required
to operate the tank, the gunner and the driver. These two
were located in the front at the right and left of the can-
non respectively. The driver could operate fully protected
inside the turret or with his head and shoulders exposed
above the roof. The tank commander was at the right rear

with the loader on his left. The heavily armored inner turret
was surrounded by a light outer shell that gave the turret
its podlike appearance. This shell was watertight creating
sufficient displacement to allow the vehicle to float. Propul-
sion in the water was by means of a water jet pump installed
in the bottom rear of the turret. The outer turret shell was
of sufficient thickness to detonate shaped charge rounds
and it acted as spaced armor to help protect the inner tur-
ret. The turret was supported by an assembly which rotated
in a ring in the hull roof and it was moved in elevation
by two large hydraulic cylinders. The TV-8 was 352 inches
long with the gun forward, 134 inches wide, and 115 inches
high over the remote controlled machine gun.

The three ASTRON proposals, as well as the TV-8
design, were reviewed and it was concluded that they did
not offer sufficient advantages over the conventional
medium gun tank to justify further development. This was
confirmed by OTCM 36225, dated 23 April 1956, which
terminated the ASTRON program. However, the OTCM
indicated that consideration would be given to the novel
features of the ASTRON proposals and the TV-8 in the
design of future tanks.

The artist's concept above at the right shows the Chrysler TV-8 swimming supported by the buoyancy of the large turret envelope. The
sectional drawings below show the proposed interior arrangement of the TV-8.
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The Questionmark IV conference was held in Detroit
during August 1955 and the OTAC ASTRON proposals
were included among the concepts presented. However,
the Rex appeared with several modifications. The origi-
nal Rex, with the siliceous cored armor, was listed as con-
cept R-12a. On R-12b and R-12c, the siliceous core was
eliminated and the front armor was reduced to four inches
and one inch respectively at 60 degrees from the vertical.
The thinner armor reduced the estimated weights of the
latter vehicles to 28 and 21 tons and their mobility increased
accordingly. Three additional versions of the Rex were
presented powered by a 400 horsepower gas turbine with
a Jered transmission. Designated as the R-13, R-14, and R-15,
they all retained the siliceous cored front armor. The side
armor also was increased on the R-14. The R-13, R-14, and
R-15 were estimated to weigh 28.5 tons, 31 tons, and 28
tons respectively. Like the original Rex, the R-13 retained
the 90mm T208 smooth bore gun modified to use com-
bustible case ammunition with a total round length of 30
inches. In R-14, the T208 cannon was redesigned to use
a pivot breech. With this arrangement, the gun separated
at the chamber which then rotated V* turn, moved back-
ward and pivoted down to the loading position. The gun
was then loaded from front to rear, just the opposite of
conventional guns. This design permitted the gun to extend
deep into the turret allowing it to be balanced and stabi-
lized. The pivot breech version of the T208 gun also was
intended to use combustible case ammunition.

The proposed armament for the R-15 concept was a
90mm experimental gas gun using a mixture of hydrogen,
helium, and oxygen as the propellant. It was expected to
defeat five inches of armor at 60 degrees obliquity at a
range of 2000 yards using a 30mm penetrator. It also could
fire standard 90mm chemical energy rounds at lower veloc-
ities. The estimated weight of the weapon was 1900 pounds
and the installation was balanced and stabilized. For safety,
the propellant tanks were located in the turret bustle iso-
lated from the crew by a steel bulkhead.

The hull and suspension were redesigned on the R-14
and R-15 shortening the vehicle. These changes also would
appear in later versions of the Rex tank.

The R-15 concept appears in the sectional drawing at the right.

At the left is a drawing of the automatic loader proposed for installa-
tion in the Rex tank. The sectional view above shows the R-12a version
of the Rex as presented during the Questionmark III conference. Below
is a comparison of the front silhouettes of the Rex and the 90mm gun
tank M48A1.

The R-13 concept as presented at Questionmark III is illustrated above.

The sectional drawing above shows the R-14 concept from Question-
mark III.
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The nuclear powered R-32 concept is at the top left. At the top right is a sectional drawing of the R-34 and below are two views of the R-35.

The ASTRON Wasp proposal also appeared in Ques-
tionmark IV under the designation R-31. Concept R-32
presented a design for a nuclear powered tank. This vehi-
cle was lighter in weight than previous OTAC nuclear
powered studies and it was proposed as a possible replace-
ment for the M48 tank series. Armed with the modified
90mm T208 gun, its estimated weight was 50 tons. Powered
by a turbine using a nuclear reactor as a heat source, the
estimated range of the R-32 was 4000+ miles. Armor on
the front equaled 4.8 inches at 60 degrees from the verti-
cal and the overall length of the tank with the gun forward
was 220 inches. Obviously, such a tank would have been
extremely expensive and the radiation hazard would have
required crew changes at periodic intervals.

Concepts R-34 and R-35 were designed around two
versions of the 105mm rocket boosted gun under develop-
ment by the American Machine and Foundry Company.
Armor protection on both vehicles was limited to ½ inch
and each was estimated to weigh 10 tons. In both cases,
power was supplied by a Continental AOI-470 engine with
an XT-90 transmission.

A 105mm rocket boosted gun with two barrels, one
above the other, was installed on the R-34 in an automatic
turret. Each barrel of the weapon was fed independently
from two concentric ammunition drums and they were
expected to be capable of firing at a combined rate of 60
rounds per minute.

The 105mm rocket boosted gun in the R-35 concept
diverted part of the combustion gas to the rear making the

weapon recoilless. This gun also was fed by an automatic
loader producing an estimated maximum firing rate of 300
rounds per minute. Both vehicles were only 80 inches in
height and 98 inches in width. The length without the gun
was 192 inches for the R-34 compared to 190 inches for
the R-35.

The proposed Wabnitz leveling system is illustrated in these two views.
Two turret bearing rings at an angle with each other permitted com-
pensation for sloped terrain and extended the elevation range of the gun.
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Two deficiencies noted in the original Rex I concept
were the lack of stabilization for the main armament and
a ground pressure of 13.3 psi. This ground pressure
exceeded that of both the M48 and the T95 tanks, the
latter then under development. To correct both of the
problems, the vehicle was redesigned to the Rex II
configuration. This tank had the cannon stabilized in azi-
muth and elevation and the flat track torsion bar suspen-
sion was lengthened by adding one dual road wheel to each
side increasing the ground contact length from 123 inches
to 142 inches. This reduced the ground pressure to 11.5
psi with the 19 inch wide tracks.

An analysis of the new tank was carried out by the
Engineering Staff of the Ford Motor Company and their
report concluded that the Rex II was a great advance in
tank design. Other changes in the Rex II compared to the
Rex I included the use of the AOI-628-2 engine with the
XTG-350 transmission. The new power plant developed
a maximum of 400 gross horsepower by means of a higher
engine speed and compression ratio. The power package
still retained the transverse mounting. The front turret
armor remained the same as on the Rex I, but the front
hull was modified to the equivalent of four inches of solid
homogeneous steel armor at 65 degrees from the vertical.
Actually, it consisted of one inch of steel, four inches of
siliceous core, and two inches of steel, all at 65 degrees
from the vertical. The Optar range finder was relocated
from the commander's cupola to the turret right side wall.
Although the hull was lengthened to 227½ inches and the
width increased to 128 inches, redesign of the armor main-
tained the estimated combat weight of the Rex II at 31 tons.
The estimated cruising range on roads increased from 191
miles to 210 miles with the new power package.

The Ford report recommended additional modifica-
tions to the Rex II. These included the replacement of the
torsion bar springs with a hydropneumatic suspension sys-
tem. This would have reduced the height of the tank by
four to five inches by eliminating the space required for
the torsion bars in the bottom of the hull. It would, of
course, also reduced the weight. A gas turbine power plant
and a pivot breech gun also were proposed for future use.
The report concluded that the Rex II was superior to any
tank previously developed and recommended its produc-
tion as is or in modified form at the earliest possible date.

A late concept of the Rex I (top left) can be compared with a similar
view of the Rex II (above) and a sectional drawing, also of the Rex
II (below). Top and front view drawings of the Rex II are at the bottom.
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The artist's concepts and sectional drawings are shown here for the Rex III (above) and the Rex IV (below) proposals. Note the extremely
large diameter turret on the latter and the leading idler design of the suspension on both tanks.

Studies continued at OTAC of various modifications
to the Rex tank. One of these evaluated the possibility of
developing a tank in the 30 ton weight class with the T208
cannon in an oscillating turret. This concept was desig-
nated as the Rex III. However, it was concluded that the
armor overlap of the heavy turret castings, as well as the
heavy trunnions required for the oscillating turret, would
raise the estimated weight to 35½ tons. To minimize the
increase in ground pressure, the ground contact length was
extended by redesigning the flat track torsion bar suspen-
sion. The new design replaced the usual compensating idler
with a large front road wheel which also served the same
function as the idler in maintaining track tension. The same
19 inch wide tracks were retained as on the earlier Rex
tanks. The armor protection on the turret was equivalent
to the Rex I and that on the hull equaled the Rex II.

The results of earlier studies of 104 inch diameter turret
rings were incorporated into the Rex program using com-
ponents of the Rex II. With ballistic protection equal to
that on the Rex II, the estimated combat weight was
33½ tons. Designated as the Rex IV, this tank had a sus-
pension similar to that on the Rex III. Like the other Rex
tanks, the Rex IV was armed with the 90mm T208 gun
modified for use with combustible case ammunition.

The Rex V design appears below. Note the six road wheels in the artist's
concept and the five road wheels in the sectional drawing.

A characteristic feature of all Rex tanks was the mounting
of a very long cannon on a small chassis. The resulting
large overhang of the gun barrel would have made the vehi-
cle difficult to maneuver in rough terrain or confined areas.
An effort to alleviate this problem resulted in the Rex V.
This concept was based on keeping the gun muzzle in
approximately the same location relative to the ground as
that of the weapon on the M48 tank. The Rex V was armed
with the pivot breech version of the 90mm gun T208
mounted in a cleft turret. With this design, the gun, auto-
matic loader, and tank commander occupied a small cen-
tral portion of the turret which elevated as a unit. Thus
not only the gun, but the tank commander and his cupola
were stabilized. The gunner and the driver rode in the con-
ventional part of the turret on the right and left sides of
the cannon respectively. Each crew member was provided
with a hatch. This design moved the cannon to the rear
deeper into the turret reducing the barrel overhang. This
was possible because of the pivot breech loading system.
The front hull also was sloped upward from the bottom
reducing the tendency to dig in when crossing rough ter-
rain. The estimated weight of the Rex V was 28 tons and
the length of the hull was reduced to 204 inches. All of
the experimental concepts were constantly being changed
as the designs evolved and occasionally this resulted in
some confusion. Note that the artist's concept of the Rex
V was equipped with six road wheels while the side sec-
tional drawing shows five. Apparently the latter number
was correct.



Above are the artist's concept and the sectional drawing of the Rex VI. Top and front view drawings are shown below. Note the extremely
compact design of this tank.

During this period, an important development objec-
tive at OTAC was to provide combat vehicles which could
be transported by air. Although the Rex tanks were much
lighter than the M48 series then in service, they still did
not satisfy this objective with the aircraft then available.
To achieve an even greater weight reduction, a new design
was prepared and designated as the Rex VI. By utilizing
a new concept of ballistic protection and armor distribu-
tion, the estimated weight of the new vehicle was reduced
to 25 tons. This new approach divided the tank into three
basic elements. These were the turret fighting compart-
ment, the engine compartment, and the hull support struc-
ture. The first consisted of a heavily armored oscillating
or ball turret containing all of the items requiring the
greatest protection, such as the main armament, ammu-
nition, fire and gun control equipment, and the crew. The

engine compartment in the rear hull also was provided with
sufficient armor to protect the engine, transmission, and
fuel tanks. The forward hull was a lightly armored struc-
ture supporting the turret and suspension system. Com-
ponents and stowage contained in this area were not critical
to the survivability of the vehicle and the tank could still
fight even if they were damaged by enemy action. With
this arrangement, the crew could have the heavy armor
on the turret front facing the threat regardless of the rela-
tionship of the turret to the hull. The armor on the turret
bottom combined with that of the hull floor greatly
increased the mine protection for the crew. The spaced
armor effect of the combined hull and turret armor provided
protection equal to the Rex I on the front and rear and
equivalent to the Rex n on the sides. The turret armor itself
was equal to the Rex I.

Below, the fording capability of the Rex VI is illustrated at the left and its silhouette is compared with that of the 90mm gun tanks T95
and M48A1 at the right.
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The Rex VI was armed with the pivot breech version
of the 90mm gun T208 modified for the use of combusti-
ble case ammunition. As on all of the Rex tanks, the can-
non was rigidly mounted in the turret without a recoil
mechanism. This rigid mount in the oscillating turret elimi-
nated the relative movement between the gun breech and
the automatic loader greatly simplifying its design. It was
estimated that the number of moving parts would be
reduced by 50 per cent compared to earlier automatic
loaders thus reducing maintenance requirements. The entire
turret was stabilized in both azimuth and elevation reduc-
ing the exposure of the crew to shocks when moving across
rough terrain and improving their ability to fire while mov-
ing. The gunner and the tank commander were seated on
the right side of the cannon and the tank commander's
cupola was armed with a .50 caliber machine gun. The
driver's station was located on the left side of the turret
and, as on the other Rex tanks, it counterrotated to keep
the driver facing forward at all times.

As on the Rex II through V, the power package on the
Rex VI consisted of the transversely mounted AOI-628-2
engine with the XTG-350 transmission. As mentioned
earlier, the engine was expected to develop a maximum
of 350 net horsepower or 400 gross horsepower. With a
usable fuel capacity of 185 gallons, the maximum cruis-
ing range on roads was estimated to be about 230 miles.

To minimize the ground pressure with the 14 inch wide
tracks, the Rex VI used the suspension with the large front
road wheel-idler combination as on the Rex III and IV.
This design resulted in a ground contact length of 151 inches
and a ground pressure of 11.8 psi. Despite its lighter weight,

The arrangement of the driver's capsule in the Rex VI is at the left show-
ing the operation in both the hatch open and closed positions.

the overall dimensions of the Rex VI chassis were similar
to those of the Rex II with a hull length of 109½ inches
and an overall width of 128 inches.

The effort to design a 25 ton medium tank continued
with the presentation of a proposal, dated 21 December
1956, by the Cadillac Division of General Motors Corpo-
ration. This proposal described two design concepts, one
armed with the 90mm gun T208 and the other fitted with
a guided missile launcher. The hull and chassis were iden-
tical for both vehicles and the flat track torsion bar sus-
pension was fitted with four dual road wheels per side.
As described in the proposal, both versions were powered
by the AOI-628 engine with the XTG-350 transmission.
However, it was recommended that the AOI-628 be
replaced by the General Motors free piston turbine power
plant. The latter was expected to deliver 350 net horse-
power with afterburning and it had the ability to operate
on fuels ranging from gasoline to crude oil. With its ligh-
ter weight and low fuel consumption, the free piston engine
was expected to reduce the total vehicle weight by about
400 pounds, half in the engine weight and half in the fuel
supply.

An oscillating turret on the gun armed tank was fitted
with the pivot breech version of the 90mm gun T208 in
a rigid mount with a coaxial .30 caliber machine gun. The
provision of an automatic loader reduced the crew to three
men. The gunner was located in the lower right front of
the turret with the tank commander and the driver seated
side by side in the upper rear. The tank commander's cupola
was armed with a .50 caliber machine gun and the driver's
station counterrotated so that he faced forward at all times.
Dual controls were provided for the tank commander so
that he could take over the duties of the gunner or the driver
if required.

Concept drawings for the General Motors 25 ton tank proposal are shown below armed with the 90mm gun T208 (left) and a guided missile
launcher (right).
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Three view drawings for the proposed General Motors 25 ton tank are
shown here armed with the 90mm gun T208 (above) and a guided mis-
sile launcher (right).

A conventional turret on the second version of the tank
was fitted with a lightweight launching tube for a radio
controlled guided missile. The crew locations in this tur-
ret were the same as in the gun armed tank. The missile
proposed by the Bell Aircraft Corporation featured a solid
rocket for propulsion and a line of sight guidance system.
With this arrangement, the gunner had only to keep the
sight on the target. An infrared sensor measured the devi-
ation of the missile from the line of sight and correction
commands were automatically transmitted to the missile
by a radio.

The front hull of both vehicles was protected by 3½
inches of homogeneous armor at 70 degrees from the ver-
tical. This was equivalent to 10½ inches of armor at zero
obliquity and the same level of protection was specified
for the front of both turrets. In the proposal, this was
reduced to 1½ inches of vertical armor on the sides and
rear. However, analysis of the design indicated that it would
not be possible to hold the vehicle weight to 25 tons with
this level of protection, particularly on the gun armed tank.

In January 1957, the Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Research and Development received a request from the
Joint Coordinating Committee on Ordnance to establish
a panel to review the status of the tank development pro-
gram. At this time, questions were being raised regarding
the progress of the Army's main tank development pro-
gram, that for the 90mm gun tank T95. The M48 series,
then in front line service, was rapidly falling behind the
state of the art and apparently, the T95 would not be avail-
able for several years. Also, there was considerable con-
troversy regarding the type of armament required for future
tanks. A congressional investigation of the entire defense
program during this same period further emphasized the
need to reassess the tank development effort. To review
the situation, the Army Chief of Staff, in February, estab-
lished the Ad Hoc Group on Armament for Future Tanks.
Dubbed ARCOVE, the objective of this group was to deter-
mine the appropriate weapon systems for tank use after
1965. The effect of atomic weapons also was to be consid-
ered. ARCOVE submitted its recommendations in May

1957 although the official report did not appear until Janu-
ary 1958. ARCOVE concluded that the most effective
weapon system for future tanks would be a missile using
line of sight guidance. They recommended that such a sys-
tem be developed for use in tanks after 1965. If necessary,
it was suggested that the development of high velocity guns
and ammunition be curtailed to provide the required funds.
However, it was expected that research on shaped charge
warheads would continue. No doubt this was essential,
since if subsonic missile systems completely replaced the
kinetic energy weapons, the shaped charge or other chem-
ical energy warheads would be the only means available
to defeat enemy armor.

The wide diversity in the research and development
program was reflected in the variety of concept proposals
presented at the Questionmark V conference in March
1958. These included several types of tanks, some amphibi-
ous, armed with either guns or missiles, and a tank chas-
sis with interchangeable turrets. It also featured a concept
of using radar to detect incoming armor piercing rounds
and the use of shaped charges to destroy them. A radio-
logical tank was proposed for use in high radiation environ-
ments. Eventually, this wide range of ideas would be
organized into a program to select the most promising direc-
tions for future tank development. However, these studies
will be reviewed in a later section after consideration of
the T95 development program.
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Above are the concept models of the 105mm gun tank T96 (left) and the 90mm gun tank T95 (right).

THE T95 TANK PROGRAM

As mentioned previously, the TL-1 concept presented
at the Questionmark III conference was recommended for
development as the future medium gun tank. On 23 Sep-
tember 1954, the Army Chief of Staff approved develop-
ment programs for the TL-1 as well as the TL-4 and TS-31.
The latter two were long and short range concepts of a
future heavy gun tank proposed as replacements for the
120mm gun tank T43 series.

The TL-1 and TL-4 were to be armed with new smooth
bore 90mm and 105mm guns respectively. These weapons
resulted from experimental work indicating greatly
improved penetration performance using fin stabilized
arrow type projectiles. The length to diameter ratio of these
long rod penetrators was too great for satisfactory spin
stabilization resulting in the fin stabilized smooth bore
design. On 12 August 1954, OTCM 35432 assigned desig-
nations for the 90mm guns T208 and T209 and the 105mm
gun T210. These were essentially smooth bore versions of

the 90mm guns T54 and M41 and the 105mm gun T140
respectively. The T209 was intended only for early low
velocity tests in the ammunition development program.

The greatly increased performance of the smooth bore
cannon was expected to result in lighter weight medium
and heavy gun tanks. However, if the development of the
smooth bore weapons was unsuccessful, the TL-4 could
be fitted with the rifled 105mm gun T140 to serve as
the new medium gun tank and the TS-31, with the conven-
tional 120mm gun T123E1, would be available as a lighter
weight replacement for the heavy tank T43 series. To
further define the technical characteristics of all three
vehicles, a conference was held at Detroit Arsenal on
1 October 1954. This resulted in several modifications to
the original concepts.

The TL-1 as presented at the Questionmark III con-
ference was armed with the smooth bore 90mm gun T208
modified by shortening the barrel by three feet. The revised

The 105mm gun tank T96 is shown in the drawing below and in the
sectional view and the artist's concept at the right.
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The layout of the 90mm gun tank T95 is sketched at the right.

characteristics specified the full size T208 cannon increas-
ing the overall length of the tank with the gun forward from
354 to 378 inches. This increase was minimized by
redesigning the hull and reducing its length without the
gun from 265 to 246 inches. At the same time, the overall
height of the vehicle was reduced from 112 to 109½ inches,
but the 78 inch inside diameter turret ring was retained
from the original proposal. This was then considered to
be the optimum size ring for use with the 90mm gun. It
was expected that a considerable weight reduction could
be realized by designing the new tank around a smaller
turret ring compared to the 85 inch ring on the M48 series.
OTCM 35667, dated 27 January 1955, assigned the desig-
nations 90mm gun tank T95, 105mm gun tank T96, and
120mm gun tank T110 to the TL-1, TLA and TS-31 projects
respectively. Two pilots were authorized for each tank at
this time subject to the completion and approval of wooden
mock-ups. When OTCM 35667 was published, it still indi-
cated that a minimum turret ring diameter would be used
on the T95 as a means of reducing the size and weight of
the vehicle. However, this was soon increased to 85 inches
identical to that on the T96 and the M48 series tanks.

The original proposals for the TL-1 and TL-4 were
powered by the 12 cylinder version of the General Motors
X type diesel engine which then was estimated to develop
750 gross horsepower. An XT-500 transmission was to be
utilized with this power plant. However, since the X type
engine was in an early stage of development, it was pro-
posed that the TL-1 and TL-4 initially be powered by the
Continental AOI-1195 and AOI-1490 engines respectively.
Later, in order to use as many common components as pos-
sible in the two tanks, the AOI-1490 was dropped and both
vehicles were designed around the AOI-1195 using a modi-
fied version of the XT-270 transmission. It was expected
that this power train could be replaced by the X type diesel
when it became available with only a minimum of modifi-
cation. The H type engine also was considered as a possi-
ble future power plant. An infrared suppression rear deck

was incorporated in the design regardless of which engine
was selected.

The modified transmission used with the transversely
mounted AOI-1195 engine was designated as the XTG-410
and it utilized clutch-brake and geared steering. Originally,
the transmission for the T95 was intended to have six for-
ward speeds, but tests at the General Motors Proving
Ground with a six speed XT-500 revealed difficulty in steer-
ing. As a result, the XTG-410 as installed in the T95 only
had four forward speeds.

Development of the T95 was carried out at Detroit
Arsenal, but the T96 program was contracted out to the
Ford Motor Company. However, the two projects were
closely coordinated to utilize as many common compo-
nents as possible. The number of pilot vehicles also was
increased to four for each tank. The T95 and T96 were
similar in appearance with the main armament mounted
rigidly in the turret without a recoil system. The 90mm
gun T208 was balanced in the T95 turret and it was fitted
with a stabilizer. However, the 105mm gun T210 could not
be balanced in the T96 turret and it was not stabilized. Both
tanks used the same components in the low silhouette flat
track suspension, but the shorter T95 only had five road
wheels per side compared to six on the T96.

Early in the design study at Ford, it was noted that
the hull armor thickness on the T96 would have to be
reduced below that on the T95 in order to maintain the

Below are the engine compartment arrangements for the 90mm gun tank T95 when powered by the AOI-1195 engine (left) and the proposed
X engine (right).
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The 120mm gun T123E1 (Study A above) and the lightweight version
of the same weapon (Study B below) are shown mounted in the T96
turret on the T95 chassis.

45 ton weight limit. For example, the upper front hull was
equal to homogeneous steel armor 3.8 inches thick at an
angle of 60 degrees from the vertical compared to the
equivalent of 4.4 inches at 60 degrees on the T95. Since
this was not considered desirable in a heavy gun tank, Ford
proposed two variations of the basic vehicle designated as
the T96-1 and the T96-2 with the upper front armor
increased to 4.1 and 4.8 inches respectively, both at 60
degrees from the vertical. The estimated combat weight
was about 47.8 tons for the T96-1 and 49.3 tons for the
T96-2. However, the T96 as presented in the final report
by Ford on phase one of the project had an upper front
hull 3.2 inches thick at an angle of 65 degrees from the
vertical providing essentially the same protection as 3.8
inches of armor at 60 degrees. The combat weight was then
estimated as about 46 tons.

By this time, further analysis of the power train had
indicated that the T95 chassis with its 85 inch diameter

Above, the 105mm gun T140E3 is installed in a T96 turret on the T95
hull for Study C. Below in Study D, the 105mm gun turret from the
T54E2 tank is mounted on the T95 chassis at the left and a model of
this combination is at the right.

turret ring could be fitted with the T96 turret and still main-
tain adequate performance for a heavy gun tank. This was
the course of action selected and the program was
reoriented cancelling the T96 chassis and authorizing
procurement of four additional T95 chassis to mount the
T96 turrets.
The reorientation of the development program was out-
lined in OTCM 36383 dated 29 November 1956. The pro-
ject now included nine T95 chassis. They consisted of four
vehicles mounting the basic T95 turret with the 90mm gun
T208 and four armed with the 105mm gun T210 in the T96
turret. The weapons in all eight of these turrets were to
be rigidly installed without a recoil system in the combi-
nation gun mounts T191(T95) and T193(T96). An additional
T95 chassis (serial number 5) was fitted with a T95 turret
armed with a modified 90mm gun T208 in the combina-
tion gun mount T192 incorporating a recoil system. This
vehicle was designated as the 90mm gun tank T95E1 and
it was equipped with a simplified fire control system
eliminating the range finder. Because of early progress in
the development of the smooth bore guns and the successful
completion of the 120mm gun tank T43E2 modification
program, OTCM 36383 also terminated the development
of the 120mm gun tank T110.

During the latter part of 1956 and early 1957, a series
of studies evaluated a wide variety of armament and tur-
ret combinations for the T95 tank series. Labeled A through
P, these studies considered just about every type of weapon
and turret configuration readily available at that time. Study
A mounted the 120mm gun T123E1 with a recoil system
in the T96 turret on the T95 chassis. This was the same
weapon used in the heavy tank T43 series and it resulted
in an estimated total vehicle weight of over 45 tons. Study
B utilized a lightweight version of the 120mm gun with
a recoil mount in the T96 turret. This weapon was later
designated as the 120mm gun T123E6. The estimated total
vehicle weight for this combination was between 43
and 44 tons. Unlike Study A, the analysis indicated
that the lighter weapon could be balanced and stabilized
in the turret.

The concept in Study C was armed with the 105mm
gun T140E3 in a T96 turret with a recoil system. This
arrangement resulted in an estimated total vehicle weight
of a little over 44 tons. A balanced gun and stabilization
were not considered feasible with this combination. Study
D installed the turret from the T54E2 tank with its 105mm
gun T140E3 on the T95 chassis. The estimated total vehi-
cle weight was slightly under 45 tons, but the armor pro-
tection of the turret was not equal to that of the T95 tank.
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A lightweight version of the 105mm gun T140E3 was
installed in a T95 turret in Study E. The weapon was ten-
tatively designated as the 105mm gun T140E4. This tank
with its recoil mounted weapon had an estimated total
weight of slightly over 42 tons, but balancing and stabiliz-
ing the gun was not considered practical.

The British 120mm tank gun using a bag charge was
recoil mounted in a T96 turret in Study F. The weapon
was balanced and could be stabilized. The estimated total
weight of the vehicle was about 43 tons. Since the bag
charge used with the British 120mm gun was not a popu-
lar feature, an American version of the weapon was pro-
posed using a new breech and combustible stub case
ammunition. Study G featured this modified gun mounted
in a T95 turret with a recoil system. The estimated total
weight of the tank was under 42 tons. The concept had
a balanced gun mount which would permit stabilization.

The 105mm gun T140E4 in the T95 turret (Study E above) and the British
120mm gun in the T96 turret (Study F below) are shown fitted to the
T95 hull. The chart at the left shows the characteristics of the various
weapons under consideration as tank armament.

The 105mm gun T210 rigidly mounted in the T96 tur-
ret on the T95 chassis was covered in Study H. The esti-
mated total weight exceeded 43 tons and it was not
considered possible to balance and stabilize the weapon
with this mount, turret, and hull combination. Study I
covered the basic T95 tank. This was, of course, the 90mm
T208 gun rigidly mounted in the T95 turret on the T95
chassis. The mount could be both balanced and stabilized.
At this time, the estimated total vehicle weight was a little
under 42 tons.

Above, the American version of the British 120mm gun is installed in
the T95 for Study G. Study H below shows a sectional drawing and
a model of the T96 turret with the 105mm gun T210 on the T95 chassis.
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Below, Study K shows the British 105mm gun in an M48A2 turret on
a T95 hull.

Study J explored the possibility of mounting the Brit-
ish 105mm gun in the T95 turret. At that time, this weapon
was frequently called the Ex-20 Pounder or X20 Pounder
referring to the gun from which it was developed. The use
of this cannon reduced the estimated total vehicle weight
of the T95 to just a little over 41 tons and the mount could
be both balanced and stabilized. The application of this
same weapon to the M48A2 tank was covered in Study K.
The promising results foreshadowed its eventual applica-
tion in the M60 tank. An American version of the British

At the left, the British 105mm gun is mounted in the T95 for Study J.

105mm gun was designed which was somewhat lighter than
the original weapon. Study L considered this new gun
mounted with a recoil system in a T95 type turret. The
American version of the British cannon was later desig-
nated as the 105mm gun T254. The estimated total vehi-
cle weight was between 40 and 41 tons and the mount was
balanced and could be stabilized.

Study M replaced the conventional cannon with the
105mm boosted rocket launcher T147 mounted in a turret
similar to that on the T95. The trunnions were moved up
2¾ inches and 18¼ inches to the rear to permit adequate
internal clearance for the magazine when the launcher was
elevated and traversed. This modification also resulted in
a new turret nose configuration. The launcher was balanced
with a full magazine load of 11 rounds. Each rocket boosted
105mm round weighed 38.1 pounds and was about 38
inches long. The 29.1 pound kinetic energy armor pierc-
ing projectile had a burn-out weight of 17.1 pounds and
a muzzle velocity of 1300 feet per second. Burn-out velocity
was 4840 feet per second occurring at a range of about
717 yards. At this time, penetration performance was esti-
mated as 5.5 inches of homogeneous armor at 55 degrees
obliquity and ranges of 500 and 2000 yards. Defeat of about
six inches of armor at this angle was expected at 1000 yards
and a slightly greater amount at the maximum velocity
range of 717 yards. A shaped charge, high explosive anti-
tank (HEAT) round also was proposed for this weapon.
The estimated total vehicle weight was slightly over 40 tons.

Study N considered an even more radical approach
to solve the armament problem. A special turret was pro-
posed for the T95 chassis armed with the Dart missile.
The optically tracked, wire guided Dart was a powerful
weapon which could destroy any armored vehicle at that
time. Since the seven inch diameter warhead easily over-
matched any known tank armor, its performance was

Below, Study N fits a special turret armed with the Dart missile on
the T95 chassis.

Above, Study L mounts the U. S. version (T254) of the British 105mm
gun in the T95 tank. Below, the 105mm T147 rocket boosted gun is
mounted on the T95 for Study M.
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Study O above mounts the standard M48A2 turret on the T95 hull. This was the version that later emerged as the T95E2.

At the right, Study P shows a 120mm gun converted for liquid propel-
lant installed in the T95.

optimized not for penetration, but to obtain the maximum
destructive effect behind the armor. Thus the conical copper
liner used to achieve maximum penetration with small war-
heads, was replaced by an aluminum liner and the charge
was designed to produce the maximum spall effect and high
overpressure behind the armor. Because of the large size
of the missile, only a few rounds could be carried. With
an estimated total vehicle weight of about 45 tons, it really
was not a tank, but an armored antitank missile carrier.

Study 0 considered the feasibility of mounting the
complete turret from the M48A2 tank on the T95 chassis.
This was estimated to produce a vehicle with a total weight
of slightly over 40 tons having an increase in automotive
performance and cruising range compared to the M48A2
tank. Liquid propellant guns also were considered as pos-
sible future armament and Study P showed a 120mm gun
modified as a liquid propellant weapon. It was expected
that the reduced space required to load only the projectile
would permit moving the trunnions to the rear resulting
in a modified turret design with lighter weight. The over-
all length and gun overhang also would be reduced.

The conference reviewing the various gun, ammuni-
tion, and turret combinations concluded that there were
two outstanding weapon systems for tank installation. These
were the American versions of the British 105mm gun and
the British 120mm gun. These two weapons and the original
British guns were superior for tank use because of their
lethality combined with light weight, relatively short tubes,
and short rounds requiring less loading space. The shorter
length of the guns resulted in less tube distortion reducing
dispersion and the compact weapons were more easily
balanced and stabilized in the turret. The only drawback
to the use of the 120mm gun in the T95 turret was the neces-
sity for a single loader to handle the two piece ammuni-
tion. However, at that time it was considered that the
development of suitable loading assist equipment would

result in satisfactory performance. The review also noted
that the smooth bore 105mm gun T210 was the only weapon
which could meet the heavy tank armor penetration require-
ment of six inches at 60 degrees obliquity at a range of
2000 yards.

Several of the configurations studied were recom-
mended for application to the various T95 pilots. Since the
T96 turrets were not expected to be available for some time,
it was recommended that their four chassis be used ini-
tially to mount two M48A2 tank turrets and two T54E2
tank turrets armed respectively with the 90mm gun M41
and the 105mm gun T140E3. This would permit early engi-
neering and user tests and would provide insurance against
the failure of the smooth bore gun development program.
The nomenclature for the T95 series vehicles was revised
by OTCM 36543, which was approved on 13 June 1957.
This item designated the T95 chassis with the M48A2 turret
as the 90mm gun tank T95E2. The T95 chassis with the
T54E2 turret became the 105mm gun tank T95E3. When
these chassis were refitted with the T96 turrets as origi-
nally intended, their designation was to become the 105mm
gun tank T95E4. Thus the nine chassis for the program
were allocated 13 turrets as follows:

90mm gun tank T95 (chassis numbers 4, 7, 8, and 9)
90mm gun tank T95E1 (chassis number 5)
90mm gun tank T95E2 (chassis numbers 1 and 3)
105mm gun tank T95E3 (chassis numbers 2 and 6)
105mm gun tank T95E4 (chassis numbers 1, 2, 3, and 6)

Subsequent developments resulted in the cancellation
of the T95E4 and chassis 1, 2, 3, and 6 were never con-
verted to that configuration.
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The sketches below show, from top to bottom, the W, X, Y, and Z fire
control systems for the T95 tank.

The fire control equipment in the T95E2 and T95E3
was the same as in the 90mm gun tank M48A2 and the
105mm gun tank T54E2 respectively. Both were equipped
with a commander operated stereoscopic range finder, a
mechanical "superelevation only" computer, and a gun-
ner's periscope. A straight tube coaxial telescope also was
provided for emergency use by the gunner. The standard
two man mode of operation required the commander to
determine the range which was then automatically trans-
mitted through the computer determining the supereleva-
tion applied to the central lay reticle in the gunner's
periscope. In the T54E2 turret, a ballistic shock mount
structure was installed to isolate the fire control equipment
from the turret walls.

For the new turrets of the T95 series, several fire
control systems were under development. These were
designated as the W, X, Y, and Z systems and they were
intended to take advantage of the extremely high velocity
and flat trajectory characteristics of the main armament
to reduce the time required for a hit on an enemy tank.
System W utilized the Optar pulsed light range finder T53
with an offset telescope T183, a T37 "superelevation only"
electrical computer, and a gunner's periscope T44. A
T171E1 articulated telescope for emergency use was
provided for the gunner. This system featured one man
operation and it could be operated by either the gunner
or the tank commander.

System X replaced the T37 "superelevation only" com-
puter with the T38 electrical computer which provided
corrections for jump, parallax, cant, drift, and lead as well
as superelevation. The computer corrections were auto-
matically introduced into the gun directing system where
sight mounted gyros maintained the line of sight on the
target at all times. The gunner's periscope was fitted with
a reticle projector and redesignated as the T44E1. Like sys-
tem W, it could be operated by either the gunner or the
tank commander.

System Y differed from W and X in that it reverted
to a two man operation. The T53 Optar range finder was
replaced by a short base length optical range finder mounted
on the commander's cupola. This transmitted the range
information to the full solution T38 electrical computer
which then positioned the central lay reticle in the gun-
ner's T44E1 periscope. Early documents designate the com-
mander's range finder as the T54. This became the T57
in later versions.

System Z was the simplified arrangement installed in
the 90mm gun tank T95E1. The ballistic drive, computer,
and range finder in the more complex systems were elimi-
nated. The gunner's T44E2 periscope and the commander's
T183E1 offset telescope were mechanically linked directly
to the gun trunnions. Either man could perform the firing
problem by visually estimating the range and selecting the
proper reticle marking in the battlesight of their sighting
device. Like the other three, system Z retained a T171E1
articulated telescope for emergency use by the gunner. The
fire control equipment in all four systems was isolated from
the turret walls by a shock mount structure attached at the
turret ring.
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Above is the mock-up of the 90mm gun tank T95. Note the bulldozer mounted on the vehicle.

The first pilot vehicle of the T95 series, a T95E2 with
the M48A2 turret, was completed at Detroit Arsenal dur-
ing May 1957 and shipped to Aberdeen Proving Ground
on 7 June. Its registration number was 9B1048 (chassis
number 1). The second pilot was a T95E3, registration
number 9B1050 (chassis number 2), with the turret and
armament from the 105mm gun tank T54E2. It was com-
pleted in July and shipped to the Yuma, Arizona Test Sta-
tion in August for engineering tests. Chassis number three,
the second pilot T95E2 with registration number 9B1049,
was shipped to Fort Knox, Kentucky in December 1957
for evaluation by the Armor Board. The first actual T95
armed with the 90mni T208 smooth bore gun in the rigid
mount was the fourth vehicle completed. It carried regis-
tration number 9B1043 and was shipped to Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground on 31 March 1958. Chassis number 5 was the

single T95E1 with the recoiling gun mount and simplified
fire control system. It was shipped to Fort Benning, Georgia
on 7 March 1958 for display and at the end of the month,
it was transferred to Aberdeen. Its registration number was
9B1047. The second T95E3, chassis number 6, registra-
tion number 9B1051, was shipped to the Armor Board in
mid 1958 along with the second pilot T95. The registra-
tion number for the latter was 9B1044, chassis number 7.
The remaining two T95s, chassis numbers 8 and 9, car-
ried registration numbers 9B1045 and 9B1046 respectively.
They were used for various tests at Detroit Arsenal and
chassis number 8 later was shipped to Aberdeen for
stabilizer tests. Chassis number 9 was retained at Detroit,
but the turret was transferred later to the Aeroneutronics
Division of the Ford Motor Company for use in the
development of the Shillelagh weapon system.

These four photographs show the first pilot 90mm gun tank T95, registration number 9B1043, at Detroit Arsenal on 4 February 1958. Note
the lightweight road wheels on this vehicle.



Above, the first pilot T95 is shown with its cannon locked in the travel position. Note the counterweight added to the gun tube just behind
the bore evacuator to balance the weapon in the mount. In the front views of the tank below, the turret is shown in both the forward and
travel positions.

Below is the second pilot 90mm gun tank T95, registration number 9B1044, at Fort Knox. This tank is armed with the 90mm gun T208E13
with the sleeve added to the tube to balance the gun. Note that no counterweight is installed behind the bore evacuator. Additional views
of this tank are shown on the opposite page. Unlike the first pilot, 9B1044 is fitted with solid road wheels.





Above, the T95 hull appears at the left with the turret and power train removed. Details at the right rear of the tank can be seen in the
photograph above at the right.

The hull of the T95 chassis was an armored steel struc-
ture used to mount the turret, power train, suspension, and
other components of the vehicle. It was divided into two
sections with the crew compartment in the front and the
engine compartment in the rear. A homogeneous steel
armor casting comprised the front, top, and sides of the
hull extending to the rear of the crew compartment. Rolled
homogeneous steel armor plates were assembled by welding
to form the sides and rear of the engine compartment as
well as the floor of the tank. The crew was separated from
the engine compartment by a watertight bulkhead welded
in place across the full width of the hull. The rear deck
over the engine compartment consisted of cast armor steel
grill doors on each side, an aluminum alloy top deck plate
in the center, and two steel support cross beams. A travel-
ing lock for the main gun was attached to the top deck plate
just in front of the rear cross beam.

The air-cooled, eight-cylinder, opposed, Continental
AOI-1195-5 engine was mounted transversely in the engine
compartment with the General Motors Allison XTG-410-1
transmission. As indicated by its designation, the engine
utilized fuel injection equipment instead of a carburetor.
Three fuel tanks fabricated from fiber glass reinforced
epoxy resin were shaped to fit the available space in the

compartment with one on each side at the front of the
engine and the third at the right rear. A 300 ampere aux-
iliary generator connected directly to a single cylinder air-
cooled gasoline engine was installed on the right side of
the engine compartment between the right front and right
rear fuel tanks.

Combustion air for the engine, drawn from the crew
compartment, passed through the dry type filters installed
in the armor plate box welded to the right side wall of the
engine compartment and then to the engine air intake. The
engine cooling fan pulled air through the intake grills on
each side of the rear deck. It passed over the fuel tanks
to below the engine, up through the cylinder cooling fins
and oil coolers, through the fan, and out through the insu-
lated passage under the center top deck plate to the two
grill doors in the rear wall of the engine compartment. The
engine exhaust, after passing through the mufflers, was
mixed with this cooling air to lower the temperature and
reduce the infrared signature of the vehicle. To aid field
maintenance, an hydraulic pump and a vertical ram were
installed in the engine compartment to raise the front end
of the power plant about 12½ degrees, pivoting about the
final drives as an axis. This permitted access to the fuel
filters and the spark plugs for cylinders 1, 3, 5, and 7.

Below are right front (left) and top (right) views of the T95 power pack consisting of the AOI-1195-5 engine and the XTG-410-1 transmission.
In the top view, the insulated exhaust air passageway has been removed revealing the engine driven cooling fan.



Above, the muffler can be seen inside the exhaust air passageway in the rear view of the power pack at the left and the power pack is installed
in the hull at the right. Below are rear views of the T95 with the exhaust doors open (left) and closed (right).

Above are photographs of the gun travel lock on the rear of the top deck (left) and the fuel tank filler cap (right). Below, the driver's hatch
in the front hull is at the left and details of the personnel heater exhaust can be seen at the right.



The headlight and taillight groups installed on the T95 tank are pictured above and below respectively.

The XTG-410-1 transmission consisted of an hydrau-
lic torque converter, a planetary gear set, and an automatic
lockup clutch with a combination of clutch-brake and
geared steering. Manual shifting was required between the
four forward and one reverse speeds and neutral. The for-
ward speeds were designated as low, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
Only geared steering was available in 2nd and 3rd while
low, 1st, and reverse were restricted to clutch-brake steer-
ing. Unlike the CD-850 transmission used in the M48 series
tanks, the XTG-410-1 would not steer in neutral. Thus the
vehicle would not pivot with the tracks moving in oppo-
site directions. However, with the clutch-brake steering in
low, 1st, or reverse, the tank could be made to pivot with
one track stopped and the other moving.

The final drives were mounted in holes on each side
at the rear of the engine compartment and coupled directly

to the transmission. A ten tooth sprocket was installed on
the hub of each final drive. These sprockets engaged the
21 inch wide T114 double pin track provided on the origi-
nal T95 pilots. As mentioned previously, the T95 series
tanks featured a flat track suspension without track sup-
port rollers. By supporting the top run of the track on the
road wheels, the weight of the track support rollers was
eliminated and the lower suspension reduced the height
of the vehicle. The torsion bar suspension supported the
tank on five dual road wheels per side with hydraulic shock
absorbers fitted on the first and last road wheel arms. Both
solid disc wheels and wheels with ten lightening holes were
installed on the pilot tanks. An example of the latter was
on the first pilot T95 (chassis number 4). Occasionally,
both types were mounted on the same vehicle. Track ten-
sion was adjusted by the dual idler at the front of each track.

Below, the T95 suspension is shown with and without the T114 tracks installed. Note the lightweight road wheels in the right photograph.



Above is a drawing of the T95 suspension system. At the right, the top
deck plate, cross beam, and rear exhaust doors are being removed as
a unit.

Above, the XTG-410-1 transmission is shown separate from the engine.
Below are details of the right sprocket (left) and the towing pintle on
the lower rear hull (right).



The left and right sides of the driver's compartment appear at the left and right above. The 90mm ammunition racks on each side of the
driver can be seen below at the left.

The driver's seat was located in the center of the front
hull. The seat was adjustable in height to permit opera-
tion with the driver's head exposed or lowered for use when
the hatch was closed. A slight bulge in the floor beneath
his seat provided increased headroom when the hatch was
secured. This hatch cover was mounted on a torsion bar
located inside the hull. When closed, it was locked in place
by an exterior cam controlled by a handle from inside the
hull. When released, the hatch cover would rise about 23
degrees and then could be slid directly sideways to the right.
Three retractable T48 periscopes were installed in the hull
armor in front of the driver's hatch. It was necessary to
retract the periscopes before opening the hatch. A steer-
ing handle bar was located directly in front of the driver
and the manual transmission shift lever was at his right
side. Accelerator and brake pedals were mounted on the

At the right is a top view of the T95 turret assembly. The armament
and fire control equipment have not been installed.

floor of the driving compartment and two instrument panels
were located one on each side. A circular emergency escape
hatch was installed in the floor directly in front of the
driver's seat. A rack for main armament ammunition was
fitted on each side of the driver and a gasoline fueled per-
sonnel heater was located to his left front. This provided
hot air outlets to the driver's compartment as well as to
the turret basket. The tank was equipped with a fixed fire
extinguisher system which could be operated from the
driver's position or by an exterior control handle. A port-
able fire extinguisher was provided in the turret. An inflat-
able seal was installed in a ring groove under the turret
to provide a watertight seal for the crew compartment dur-
ing fording operations. The turret could not be rotated when
the seal was inflated.

The T95's cast homogeneous steel armor turret was
mounted on an 85 inch inside diameter race ring over the
center of the hull crew compartment. The gunner was
located on the right side in front of the tank commander
with the loader in his usual position on the left side of the
cannon. The seats for the tank commander and the loader
were suspended from the turret ring and the gunner's seat
was pedestal mounted on the turret basket platform. A T6
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These views show details of the T95 turret with the armament and fire control equipment in place. The Optar range finder is shown with
its armored cover open.

cupola with a .50 caliber machine gun was specified for
the tank commander. However, an Aircraft Armaments,
Inc. Model 108 cupola was installed on the pilot tanks pend-
ing the availability of the T6 which corresponded to Air-
craft Armaments, Inc. Model 232. The two cupolas differed
only in the thickness of the armor. On the Model 232, the
maximum armor thickness was increased to about two
inches compared to one inch for the Model 108. Five vision
blocks, two on each side and one in the rear, as well as
the M28 periscopic sight in the cupola roof, provided all
round protected vision for the tank commander. The M28
periscope was linked to the M2 .50 caliber machine gun
following it through the elevation range of +60 to -10
degrees. The .50 caliber ammunition was fed from a 210
round storage box on the left side of the cupola through

a feed chute to the gun. In addition to the commander's
cupola hatch, a hatch with a flat hinged cover was provided
over the loader's position.

The 90mm gun T208 in the rigid combination mount
T191 was installed in the T95 turret with a coaxial .30 cal-
iber M37 machine gun to the left of the cannon. The .30
caliber ammunition was fed to the machine gun from the
1500 round storage box on the turret basket platform. Some
changes were required to balance the cannon for stabili-
zation. This resulted in a number of differences between
the four T95 pilot tanks. It was intended to balance the
weapon on the first two tanks (chassis numbers 4 and 7)
by adding a 360 pound sleeve to the tube and redesignat-
ing it as the 90mm gun T208E13. However, in order to meet
the shipping date, a temporary fix was applied to the first
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Below is a drawing of the 90mm gun T208.



pilot (chassis number 4). This consisted of leaving the origi-
nal T208 gun installed, but adding a 124 pound weight to
the muzzle of the tube just behind the bore evacuator. It
was intended that the T208E13 gun with the sleeve added
would replace the original weapon when it became avail-
able. The T208E13 gun was installed in the second pilot
(chassis number 7) before it was shipped to Fort Knox.
A different solution was applied to the third and fourth T95s
(chassis numbers 8 and 9). On these tanks, the gun was
moved forward three inches in the mount and the blast
deflector was replaced with a 150 to 200 pound weight.
All of the T95 turrets measured 47 inches from the center
line of the gun mount trunnions to the turret center line.
On the first and second pilots (chassis numbers 4 and 7),
the distance from the trunnion center line to the rear face

Details of the 90mm gun T208 can be seen above and at the left.

of the gun breech was 63 inches or 16 inches behind the
turret center line. However, with the cannon shifted for-
ward three inches on pilots three and four (chassis num-
bers 8 and 9), these dimensions were decreased to 60 inches
and 13 inches respectively. These changes were reflected,
of course, in the overall length of the vehicles.

An external shoulder ring near the chamber end of
the T208 tube was used to retain the cannon in the rigid
T191 combination mount. This mount consisted of a shield
cap, a combination armor gun shield and front cradle, and
a rear armor cradle welded to a cradle extension. The front
and rear cradles separated at the trunnion axis and each
contained a semicircular cavity which enclosed the trun-
nion bearings when the cradles were assembled in the tur-
ret. The cast gun shield and front cradle had a threaded
cylindrical bore which enclosed the ring shoulder on the
gun tube and it was attached to the rear cradle by four large
bolts from inside the turret. An externally threaded lock-
ing nut was screwed into the front cradle clamping the ring
shoulder on the tube against the front face of the rear cra-
dle. The shield cap was then attached to the front face of
the gun shield by four cap screws. Since the quick change
gun tube was screwed into the breech ring with an inter-
rupted thread, the tube could be replaced from outside the
turret by removing only the shield cap and the locking nut
without disturbing the remainder of the mount.

Below, the 90mm gun T208 is installed in the T95 tank turret. Some of the controls for the gunner and the tank commander are visible
in the view at the right from below the gun breech.
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Above is the 90mm T320E60 shot. The drawings at the right show the
left (upper) and right (lower) sides of the rigid non-recoiling gun mount
in the T95 tank.

The smooth bore 90mm gun T208 had a muzzle veloc-
ity of over 5000 feet per second with the T320 armor pierc-
ing, fin stabilized, discarding sabot (APFSDS) ammunition.
This round with its 40mm diameter tungsten carbide
penetrator was expected to defeat five inches of homogene-
ous steel armor at 60 degrees obliquity at a range of 2000
yards. High explosive and white phosphorus rounds also
were under development for this cannon. Since there was
no recoil movement of the rigidly mounted gun to open
the breech after firing, an electric motor was installed to
perform this function. A sensor detected the firing shock
and, after a timed delay, actuated the electric motor to open
the breech. A precise operating sequence was developed
to provide the proper delay interval for the effective oper-
ation of the bore evacuator and to prevent accidental open-
ing of the breech due to road shocks or other impacts.
Power traverse and elevation were provided in the turret
by an electric-hydraulic system manufactured by the
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company. It was stabi-
lized in both azimuth and elevation.

The W fire control system was installed in all four of
the T95 pilots. However, the gunner's periscope, originally
from the T44 series, was replaced by one from the later
model T50 series. The two periscopes were similar, but
the T50 had a magnification of 8x compared to 6x for the

At the right is a top view drawing of the T95 gun mount. The .30 cali-
ber coaxial machine gun and the gunner's telescope can be seen on
the left and right sides respectively. Some of the hydraulic system com-
ponents are visible in the photograph of the turret basket below. At the
lower right is a schematic diagram of the T95 fire control system.
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T44. The T171E1 articulated telescope was retained on the
right side of the T191 combination mount for emergency
use by the gunner and its port in the turret nose was pro-
tected by an armor cover when it was not in use. Except
for this telescope, all of the fire control system compo-
nents were installed on a ballistic shock mount attached

Above, the gunner's telescope is seen from the outside (left) and from
the inside (right) of the turret. At the left is an outside view of the gun-
ner's periscopic sight.

to the turret ring. This mount isolated the fire control equip-
ment from the turret walls reducing the effect of any
impacts. Also, since the turret no longer formed part of
the fire control linkage, the equipment was shielded from
the effect of thermal expansion or contraction of the armor.
The T53 Optar range finder and the commander's T183
offset telescope were enclosed in a spherical armor hood
on the right side of the turret. A moveable shield on the
front of the hood could be opened from within the turret
to expose the instruments for use. It was intended to replace
the W fire control system with the X system in T95 pilots
two and four (chassis numbers 7 and 9) by early 1959. Pilots
one and three (chassis numbers 4 and 8) were to be fitted
with the Y fire control system at approximately the same
time. However, by 1959, interest was shifting away from
the T95 project and these changes were never carried out.

The tank commander's telescopic sight is shown below from both the outside and the inside of the turret. The outside photograph also
provides a clear view of the Optar range finder with the armor cover in the open position.
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Fifty rounds of 90mm ammunition were stowed in the
T95. Twentyeight of these were in the front hull with 14
rounds on each side of the driver. The remaining 22 were
located in the turret with eight in a vertical stand on the
turret platform near the loader's position. Three rounds
were suspended in a rack on the left turret rim and 11 rounds
were stowed in the turret bustle rack. The turret bustle also
contained the radio, the M8A1 collective gas protection
equipment, and the ventilation blower.

Above, the gunner's controls and the azimuth indicator are at the left
and the gunner's seat as well as the tank commander's stand are visible
in the right side of the turret basket at the right. At the left is the mount
for the coaxial machine gun, but the weapon has not been installed.

The turret bustle stowage rack can be seen above. Below, the interior
of the tank commander's cupola is at the left and the lower rear of the
turret basket appears at the right. In the latter view, the gunner's seat
and the tank commander's stand are visible as well as part of a 90mm
ammunition rack.
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Scale 1:48
90mm Gun Tank T95
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Above is another photograph of the second pilot T95, registration number 9B1044, during the evaluation at Fort Knox. The tank below,
registration number 9B1049, was labeled as the T95 Special. However, it actually was the second pilot T95E2 fitted with a T95 turret in
October 1957 prior to its shipment to Fort Knox.



The views above and below show the pilot 90mm gun tank T95E1, registration number 9B1047, after completion at Detroit. Note that this
tank was fitted with the solid road wheels.

The chassis of the 90mm gun tank T95E1 was essen-
tially the same as the other T95 series tanks. However, the
single pilot vehicle (chassis number 5) was not fitted with
the gun deflection bars across the top rear deck on the hull.
The T95El's turret casting was identical with that of the
T95, but, as mentioned previously, it was armed with a
modified version of the 90mm smooth bore gun in the com-
bination mount T192 which featured a concentric recoil
mechanism. Ballistically, the cannon was identical to the
T208 gun from which it was converted. Designated as the

Both sides of the T95E1 pilot can be seen below. With the Z fire control system, the Optar range finder has been omitted from the right
side of the turret.
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These additional photographs of the T95E1 pilot show further details of the tank after its completion at Detroit Arsenal.

90mm gun T208E9, it was modified to fit the recoil sys-
tem in the mount and had a cam operated semiautomatic
breechblock. The T192 combination mount consisted of
a shield cap, a gun shield, and a combination gun cradle
and concentric recoil mechanism. The latter was a con-
stant recoil hydrospring type with a recoil distance of eight
inches. As in the T95 turret, the mount was supported on
two self-aligning roller trunnion bearings with a center line
47 inches forward of the turret center line. To allow space
for the recoil, the gun was moved forward in the T192
mount so that the distance from the trunnion center line

to the rear face of the breech ring was 58 inches or 11 inches
behind the turret center line. Like the T208, the T208E9
was screwed into the breech ring with an interrupted thread
and the tube could be changed by removing the shield cap,
the follower, and the locking key. The tube then could be
rotated 1/8 of a turn and extracted from the front without
disturbing the remainder of the mount.
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A sectional view of the recoil system for the 90mm gun T208E9 appears
at the right. The dimensions of the 90mm gun T208E9 are shown in
the sketch below..



Above and to the right are photographs of the 90mm gun T208E9. Below
are drawings of the recoiling gun mount installed in the T95E1 tank.
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The armor cover is open at the left exposing the gunner's telescope.
The right and left sides of the T95E1 turret front can be seen below.
Note the differences compared to the T95 on page 59.



Above and at the left are inside and outside views of the tank com-
mander's telescopic sight on the T95E1. Note the absence of the Optar
range finder. Below, the fire control equipment can be seen through
the tank commander's hatch.
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Above is a schematic diagram of the fire control system in the T95E1.
Below, the gunner's sighting equipment is at the left and the interior
of the tank commander's cupola is at the right.

The cannon was elevated and traversed both manu-
ally and by a Cadillac Gage constant pressure hydraulic
system. The latter equipment was the same as on the
M48A2 tank except that with the simplified fire control
system, no provision was made for superelevation to be
applied to the mount. The Type Z fire control system elimi-
nated the range finder and coupled the gunner's T50E2 peri-
scope and the commander's T183E1 offset telescope directly

to the gun mount. Without the Optar range finder, only
a small armor cover was required to protect the offset tel-
escope on the right side of the turret. The range was esti-
mated visually and use was made of the proper reticle in
either of the battlesights. The gun mount was not stabi-
lized in either azimuth or elevation. The crew arrangement
and stowage in the T95E1 was essentially the same as in
the T95.



Scale 1:48
90mm Gun Tank T95E1

© D.P. Dyer
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The right side of the turret basket is sketched above with drawings of
the fire control equipment shock mount at the right. Below, the T95E1
turret basket is at the left and part of the fire control equipment shock
mount is visible at the right.



The first pilot 90mm gun tank T95E2, registration number 9B1048, appears above and below. This was the first tank completed in the T95 series.

The T95E2 and T95E3 tanks were utilized primarily
as automotive test vehicles. Although they also originally
were intended to provide insurance against the failure of
the smooth bore gun development program, the appear-
ance of other more effective weapons eliminated that
requirement before they were completed. The T95E3 was
particularly valuable in evaluating the performance of the
vehicle at a weight of about 45 tons thus providing useful
information for the T95E4 development project. During
the various test programs, turrets were frequently switched
from one chassis to another. At one time, an M48A2 tur-
ret was installed on the T95E1 chassis (serial number 5)
and the T95E1 turret was mounted on an M48A2 hull. This
latter combination was used during the trials in October
1958 to select the main armament for the XM60 tank.

In the photographs of the first T95E2 below, the gun shield cover and the .50 caliber machine gun have been installed in the top view.
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These are additional views of the first pilot T95E2, dated 4 June 1957, after completion at Detroit Arsenal. Note the lightweight road wheels
installed in the number 1 position on each side of the tank.
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The second pilot 90mm gun tank T95E2, registration number 9B1049, is shown in these photgraphs after its arrival at Fort Knox. The vehicle

has full stowage and the secondary armament is installed.

Below are additional views of the second T95E2 at Fort Knox. Note that the solid road wheels are installed at all positions on this tank.
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90mm Gun Tank T95E2
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The first pilot 105mm gun tank T95E3, registration number 9B1050,
appears above and at the right after assembly at Detroit Arsenal. These
photographs were dated 9 August 1957. Note that the chassis is fitted
with the lightweight road wheels.

The long barrel of the 105mm gun T140E3 is particularly obvious in these views of the first pilot T95E3. Note the new gun travel lock
for this weapon. The secondary armament and the vehicle stowage have not yet been installed.
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105mm Gun Tank T95E3
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Above and below are the second pilots T95 and T95E2 respectively during the automotive tests at Fort Knox. Note the sectioned mine
exploder discs added to the T95 to simulate the weight of a fully stowed tank.

The automotive tests revealed a number of deficien-
cies. The report from Fort Knox indicated that the T95
was inferior to the M48A2 in cross-country mobility. This
was particularly true in deep mud. To lower the ground
pressure and increase the traction, several types of tracks
were tested as possible replacements for the T114. These
included the T95 and the T127, both of which were 24 inches
wide compared to the 21 inch wide T114. The T95 was the
track originally used on the 90mm gun tank T42 and suffi-
cient quantities remained from that program for test pur-
poses. Both the T95 and the T127 were single pin steel
tracks with detachable rubber pads. However, the grouser
height was 1¾ inches on the T127 compared to 1¼ inches

on the T95 which gave it slightly better traction in soft earth.
The T127 proved to be vulnerable to breakage during the
tests and it was strengthened by adding reinforcing mem-
bers to the body of the track shoe. This modified version
was designated as the T127E1. Tests of the T95E2 tank in
mud indicated that both the T95 and the T127 tracks were
superior to the T114 and the mobility in most cases equaled
that of the M48A2 tank with the T97E2 track. This was
particularly true if the rubber pads were removed. How-
ever, the clutch-brake steering in the lower speed ranges
of the XTG-410-1 transmission caused problems in deep
mud. Since the inner track came to a complete stop dur-
ing a turn, the agility of the vehicle was less than that of



The kit for mounting the British 105mm gun in the M48A2 tank turret
is depicted at the right. Below, the dimensions are given for the British
105mm gun (upper) and the U.S. 105mm gun T254 (lower).

Above from left to right are the T114, T95, T127, and the T127E1 track
links. At the right is a T95 test rig fitted with the T127 track.

the M48A2 with its CD-850 transmission. In the latter tank,
power was transmitted to the inner track at all times. Dur-
ing the test program, the XTG-410-1 transmission was modi-
fied to permit geared steering in a lower gear improving
the performance in deep mud.

As a result of the various armament studies, procure-
ment was approved for two conversion kits to install the
British 105mm gun in the M48A2 turret. Later, two addi-
tional kits were authorized to install the American version
of this weapon, the 105mm gun T254, in the M48A2 tur-
ret on the T95E2. At that time, the vehicle was to be
redesignated as the 105mm gun tank T95E5. Since the
armor protection provided by the M48A2 turret was inferior
to that of the T95 type turret, another variation was pro-
posed. The T95E1 (chassis number 5) and the second T95
(chassis number 7) were to be modified to carry the 105mm
gun T254E2 in a recoiling mount. These vehicles were to
be designated as the 105mm gun tank T95E7. Unfortunately,
time ran out for the T95 project before either the T95E5
or the T95E7 were completed. However, a conversion kit
was used to install the 105mm gun T254 and later the British
X15E8 105mm gun in an M48A2 turret for the October
1958 trials to select the gun for the XM60 tank.
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105mm Gun Tank T95E5
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105mm Gun Tank T95E7
© D.P. Dyer
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The dimensions of the 105mm smooth bore gun T210 are shown in the sketch above.

Although the T96 project was initiated in January 1955,
it was not until July 1956 that accurate data were available
on the size and configuration of the 105mm gun T210 and
minor changes followed after that. The final dimensions
of both the gun and its ammunition were larger than those
originally supplied to the Ford Motor Company. The new
gun dimensions required that the turret height be increased
by two inches and the bustle be lengthened by five inches.
The increased height in the modified turret provided ade-
quate space for recoil and the space and weight saving
advantages possible with the smaller gun and the rigid
mount could no longer be realized. At this point, the com-
bination gun mount was redesigned to include a recoil sys-
tem. After the program was reoriented in October 1956
to use the T95 chassis for both the T95 and T96, this same
turret was applied to the T95E4.

Because of the extreme length of the fixed ammuni-
tion (48 inches), the smooth bore 105mm gun T210E4 had
to be mounted well forward in the turret to provide ade-
quate space behind the breech for loading. With this
arrangement, an equilibrator was required to compensate

for the unbalanced condition of the gun. The concentric
recoil mechanism in the combination mount was designed
for a recoil distance of ten inches and the elevation range
of the cannon extended from +20 to -9 degrees, except
over the rear deck where no depression was possible. A
coaxial .30 caliber machine gun M37 was installed on the
left side of the combination mount and a T171E2 articu-
lated telescope was located on the right. The type W fire
control system was planned for installation as on the T95.
A Cadillac Gage constant pressure hydraulic gun control
system was provided for elevation and traverse. No stabili-
zation was included. It was intended to install the larger
T9 cupola for the tank commander. This cupola required
a mounting ring 34 inches in diameter compared to a 29.75
inch diameter opening for the T6 cupola. A modified ver-
sion of the T9 was later standardized as the M19 and
installed on the M60 tank. The T9 was armed with the short
receiver .50 caliber machine gun T175. Stowage was
provided in the T95E4 for 40 rounds of 105mm ammuni-
tion with 12 rounds in the bustle, eight rounds in the tur-
ret basket, and 20 rounds in the hull.
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105mm Gun Tank T95E4
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The sketch above shows the dimensions of the 120mm gun T123E6.

The 120mm gun T123E6 appears above and at the right.

With the appearance of the lightweight 120mm gun
T123E6, the contract with the Ford Motor Company was
revised to replace the 105mm gun T210 in two of the four
T95E4 tanks with the new weapon. These vehicles were
redesignated as the 120mm gun tank T95E6. Because of
difficulties in the smooth bore development program,
interest now shifted to this vehicle for the new heavy gun
tank and all work on the 105mm gun tank T95E4 was sus-
pended in February 1958. The same mock-up was used
for the T95E4 and the T95E6 with the appropriate modifi-
cations to the armament and stowage. Because of the shorter
lengths of the two piece 120mm ammunition, less space
was required for loading behind the gun breech. Thus the
120mm gun was moved to the rear in the turret compared
to the 105mm weapon, allowing it to be balanced. With
this installation, the mount could have been stabilized. The

T95E6 used the same Cadillac Gage gun control system
as the T95E4. The concentric recoil mechanism in the com-
bination gun mount was modified to reduce the recoil dis-
tance to five inches. A .30 caliber machine gun M37 was
located on the left side of the mount with the T171E2 artic-
ulated telescope on the right. The remainder of the type
W fire control system was the same as on the T95E4.
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120mm Gun Tank T95E6
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Above is an artist's concept of the 120mm gun tank T95E6. Three views of this vehicle are sketched at the left below.

With the new armament, the stowage in the T95E6
was rearranged to accommodate 36 rounds of 120mm
ammunition. Eight rounds were located in the turret bus-
tle, five rounds in the turret basket, and 23 rounds in the
front hull with 11 on the right side of the driver and 12
on his left. A power rammer, a motor driven hoist, and
a simple ejection system for spent cartridge cases were pro-
posed to assist the loader in handling the heavy 120mm
ammunition. The hoist was used to lift the projectile and
cartridge case into place in the gun breech and the load-
ing tray. They were then chambered in the gun by manu-
ally releasing the locking mechanism of the spring loaded
ramming hammer. When the gun was fired, the recoil com-
pressed the spring and recocked the rammer for the next
round. After firing, the loader placed the empty cartridge
case on two guide rails suspended from the turret bustle
roof. A spring loaded push rod was then rotated into con-
tact with the base of the case. This automatically opened
a small port in the rear wall of the turret bustle. Actuating
a trip release then ejected the cartridge case from the tur-
ret. An electric motor then compressed the ejector spring
to the cocked position and closed the bustle port.

The armor on the turret for the T95E4 and T95E6
offered greater protection than that on the turrets of the
heavy tank M103 series or the original T96 proposal. From
directly in front, it was invulnerable to the armor piercing
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Above, the rammer and shell case ejector proposed for the T95E6 are
shown at the left and right respectively. At the left is the T95E6 ver-
sion of the W fire control system. Below is the T95E6 turret mock-up
modified for application to the XM60 tank. The sketch at the bottom
of the page shows the protection afforded by the T95E6 turret.

round of the Soviet 100mm tank gun at point-blank range.
The M103 and the T96 turrets could be penetrated from
the front by this round at ranges up to 2500 yards and 1500
yards respectively. Both the T95E4 and T95E6 turrets were
out of balance and the condition was much worse in the
case of the T95E4, even though both tanks used the same
turret casting. This was due to the necessity of mounting
the 105mm gun T210E4 farther forward in the turret to pro-
vide adequate loading space for the long fixed round of
ammunition. Calculations indicated that to balance the tur-
rets satisfactorily, counterweights of 547 pounds and 208
pounds would have to be added to the turret bustle on the
T95E4 and T95E6 respectively. This brought the estimated
combat weight to 89,241 pounds for the T95E4 and 90,319
pounds for the T95E6.
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Above and at the left below is the full size mock-up of the 120mm gun tank T95E6. The mock-up of the T9 commander's cupola can be
seen below at the right. A drawing of the integrated commander's station appears at the bottom of the page.

Initially, it was intended to install the T9 cupola on
the T95E6 as well as the T95E4. However, a new integrated
commander's station was under development for future use.
This program was planned in three phases. Phase I was
proposed as only a maximum vision commander's station
to be installed for test purposes on the T95E1. It consisted
of an armor shell and hatch with six wide angle periscopes,
three in the hatch and three in the cupola shell, to provide
a 360 degree view for the tank commander. Also, a pintle
mount was to be included for a .50 caliber machine gun.
Phase II was referred to as a stripped down version of the
integrated commander's station. It was intended to use this
model to evaluate the type Y fire control system. The cupola
was armed with the short receiver .50 caliber machine gun
T175E1 supplied by a 400 round doughnut shaped ammu-
nition box located above the cupola race ring. A T57 short
base, coincidence type, optical range finder was installed
in the cupola along with the commander's main sight. The
latter consisted of an M20 head piece in the cupola roof
which could accept a variety of electronic or optical vision
devices. Data from the range finder were transmitted elec-
trically to the ballistic computer in the turret. Five wide
angle periscopes were mounted, three in the hatch and two
in the cupola roof, to provide 360 degree vision. Armor
on the cupola ranged in thickness from 2.5 inches in the
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The hatch and range finder arrangement in the integrated commander's
station is sketched at the left. Above is the proposed installation of jet-
tisonable fuel tanks on the T95E6.

front to 1.75 inches on the sides and rear, all at 30 degrees
from the vertical. The cupola roof was one inch thick. All
optical devices outside the armor were to be protected
with ½ inch thick steel shutters when not in use. Phase III
of the program was to include all the features of Phase II
plus power traverse for the cupola as well as main gun and
cupola target designation systems. This equipment allowed
the commander to automatically rotate the main gun or
the line of sight of his .50 caliber machine gun, range
finder, and main sight on to the center line of any one of
his periscopes. This was accomplished by pressing a but-
ton under the appropriate periscope. The cupola was
designed with an equilibrated hatch cover which would
require a maximum hand effort of 35 pounds to open. The
vertical rise of the hatch cover on opening was about seven
inches with a stop at four inches. This provided a direct
vision slot for the tank commander over a sector of about
250 degrees with overhead protection from blast.

Despite the reduced fuel consumption of the
AOI-1195-5 engine compared to the power plant in the M48
series tanks, the range of the T95 series was considered
to be inadequate. To alleviate this problem, a jettison fuel
tank kit was designed which increased the available fuel
supply by approximately 50 per cent. The kit consisted
of two standard 55 gallon drums carried on a rack at the
top rear of the hull. The drums fed into the main fuel tanks
through quick-disconnect fittings and they could be jetti-
soned in an emergency from inside the tank. The drums
were mounted transverse to the vehicle center line with
approximately 12 inches between them. This provided
space for the main gun barrel when it was in the travel
lock. A panel below the drums deflected the heat from the
engine exhaust.

In April 1957, the Subcommittee on Automotive
Equipment recommended to the Ordnance Technical Com-
mittee that siliceous cored armor be adapted to the T95
tank. Several siliceous cored armor castings already had
been procured for ballistic tests. After the suspension of
the T95E4 program, procurement was authorized for two
additional T95 chassis to mount the T95E6 turrets. This
brought the total number of T95 chassis under the program
to eleven. The first pilot T95E6 (chassis number 10) was
to have a cast homogeneous steel armor turret, but the hull
was to be fabricated from siliceous cored armor. The sec-
ond pilot T95E6 (chassis number 11) was to utilize sili-
ceous cored armor in both the turret and the hull. The T95
program was terminated before either pilot was completed.

Although the jettison fuel tanks provided a stopgap
method of extending the range of the T95 series vehicles,
it was not a satisfactory solution to the problem. The
development of the X type diesel engine originally pro-
posed for the T95 was unsuccessful and by mid 1958 other
more efficient power plants were under consideration. A
survey of commercially available diesel engines indicated
that a militarized version of the General Motors Corpora-
tion 12V71T might be suitable for tank installation. The
12V71T, built by the Detroit Diesel Division of General
Motors, was a 12 cylinder, 60 degree V, liquid-cooled,
supercharged, compression ignition engine operating on
a two stroke cycle. With a displacement of 852 cubic inches,
it then developed 570 gross horsepower at 2300 revolutions
per minute. As converted for Ordnance use, it weighed
about 3600 pounds and was governed to a maximum speed
of 2400 revolutions per minute.

A program also had been initiated to develop a diesel
engine specifically for tank use. Both air-cooled and liquid-
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cooled designs were considered for an 1100 cubic inch dis-
placement, V type, supercharged, compression ignition
engine intended for installation in the T95 chassis. A con-
tract was awarded to Continental Motors Corporation for
the development of the air-cooled engine designated as the
AVDS-1100. A similar contract went to the Caterpillar Trac-
tor Company to design and build the liquid-cooled
LVDS-1100. At that time, the use of the 12V71T was con-
sidered to be an interim solution pending the development
of the ultimate tank diesel. Since the adoption of the air-
cooled or the liquid-cooled version depended upon future
tests, the engine was referred to during the interim period
as the VDS-1100. Both the AVDS-1100 and the LVDS-1100
were four stroke cycle engines and they were expected to
develop about 550 gross horsepower.

Taking the new power plants into consideration, it was
proposed in late 1958 that the entire T95 program be
reoriented once again. The following eight types remained
under the proposed new program.

1. 105mm gun tank T95E5 (105mm gun T254 in a M48A2
turret on the T95 chassis)

2. 120mm gun tank T95E6 (120mm gun T123E6 in a
T95E4 type turret on the T95 chassis. Two were being
fabricated by Ford with siliceous cored armor in both
hulls and one turret)

3. 105mm gun tank T95E7 (105mm gun T254E2 in a
T95E1 turret on the T95 chassis)

4. 90mm gun tank T95E8 (90mm gun M41 in a M48A2
turret on the T95 chassis with the 12V71T diesel engine)

5. 120mm gun tank T95E9 (T95E6 with the 12V71T diesel
engine)

6. 90mm gun tank T95E10 (T95 with the ultimate
VDS-1100 diesel engine)

7. 120mm gun tank T95E11 (T95E6 with the ultimate
VDS-1100 diesel engine)

8. 120mm gun tank T95E12 (T95E6 type turret with a 2
meter base range finder, a full solution fire control sys-
tem, and the ultimate VDS-1100 diesel engine)

Although these variants envisioned further develop-
ment of the T95 series, time had run out for the project.
The slow pace of the development discouraged many
former supporters of the T95. By early 1958, many senior
officers believed that the T95 would provide only a mar-
ginal advance and that the quickest and most cost effec-

tive way to obtain an improved tank would be to install
a more powerful gun and a compression ignition engine
in the M48A2. The Bureau of the Budget (BOB) also
believed that the tank modernization program was mov-
ing much too slowly and recommended that the Army
investigate all possible means of immediately replacing the
M48A2 with an improved tank. This led to the action by
BOB on 1 May 1958 prohibiting further procurement of
the M48A2 after the fiscal year 1959. This decision was
no surprise to the Army and confirmed the preference of
many senior officers for the development of an interim main
battle tank. The Ordnance Tank Automotive Command
(OTAC) also had expected this move and a proposal dated
4 June 1958 presented a preliminary program to meet this
requirement. The new tank was referred to as the XM60
weapon system and it was later standardized as the 105mm
gun tank M60. It was essentially the M48A2 rearmed with
the 105mm gun T254E2 and powered by the new Continen-
tal AVDS-1790 diesel engine. Although originally intended
as only an interim main battle tank, it was destined to serve
with numerous modifications for several decades.

The 105mm gun T254E2 with the British tube had
been selected as the main armament for the XM60 after
the comparative tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground in
October 1958. The smooth bore 90mm gun still suffered
from excessive dispersion. This resulted from thermal dis-
tortion of the long thin barrel as well as problems with
the experimental ammunition. The lightweight 120mm gun
had the disadvantage of two piece ammunition. This
reduced the rate of fire when only one loader was availa-
ble. On 28 January 1959, the Chief of Ordnance was
directed to terminate all work on vehicles utilizing the
smooth bore 90mm gun T208 and the 120mm gun T123E6.
On 7 July 1960, OTCM 37478 officially terminated the T95
project, except for the evaluation of the new diesel engines
which might be useful in future development programs.
It directed that the field testing of these engines in the T95
chassis be continued to permit their evaluation against other
existing vehicle-engine combinations. The OTCM also
directed that work on the T95E7 turret with the 105mm
gun T254E2 be continued in order to develop an improved
turret for the M60 tank. This work resulted in the long
nosed turret eventually adopted on the M60A1. Thus the
T95 program came to an end and the pilot chassis were
put to use as test beds to develop components for future
tanks.

The proposed variants of the T95 tank series are outlined here.
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PART II

THE ULTIMATE MAIN BATTLE TANK DESIGN



Above, the new rear engine compartment grill doors on the T95E8 appear at the left and at the right, a T95E8 is under test at the Yuma,
Arizona Test Station during 1961. Note that the original T114 tracks have been replaced by the 24 inch wide T127 tracks.

THE REQUIREMENT FOR A NEW MAIN BATTLE TANK

After the standardization of the 105mm gun tank M60
and the termination of the T95 project, the main battle tank
program reverted to the study of various design proposals
and the development of components for future use. Four
T95E8 tanks powered by the General Motors 12V71T diesel
engine were utilized in this program. Rebuilt by the Ford
Motor Company from four of the original pilot tanks, they
were assigned the new registration numbers 9B1052,
9B1053, 9B1054, and 9B1055.

The first pilot T95E8 (registration number 9B1052)
was tested at the Yuma Test Station from May 1959 to April
1960. The tank was subjected to full load cooling and draw-
bar pull tests to evaluate two engine cooling systems. Nei-
ther provided adequate cooling in the desert environment

and recommendations were made to increase the air flow
through the radiator. During these tests, the tank was fitted
with the original 21 inch wide T114 track. Later, all of the
T95E8 pilots were equipped with the 24 inch wide T127
track. The fourth T95E8 pilot (registration number 9B1055)
was used at Detroit Arsenal to evaluate air conditioning
equipment for hot weather operations.

Four other T95 chassis were provided as test beds to
evaluate the ultimate VDS-1100 diesel engines. Registra-
tion numbers 9B1051 and 9B1047 (chassis numbers 6 and
5) were assigned for the AVDS-1100 and registration num-
bers 9B1044 and 9B1043 (chassis numbers 7 and 4), in that
order, had the LVDS-1100 installed for evaluation at the
Yuma Test Station during 1962.

Below are left front (left) and right rear (right) views of the T95E8 power pack consisting of the General Motors 12V71T engine with the
XTG-411-3 transmission.
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Scale 1:48

90mm Gun Tank T95E8
© D.P. Dyer
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Above is the fourth pilot T95E8, registration number 9B1055. Below, the T95E8 is being used for an air conditioning study at Detroit. Note
the M48 type turret with the low silhouette commander's hatch fitted on this tank.

At the left, the Caterpillar LVDS-1100 engine is installed in T95 chas-
sis, registration number 9B1044. Below, the LVDS-1100 engine is at
the left and the Continental AVDS-1100 engine is at the right.



Above are artist's concepts of a missile firing main battle tank (left) and the proposed armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle (right).

As mentioned earlier, General Maxwell D. Taylor, the
Army Chief of Staff, established the Ad Hoc Group on
Armament for Future Tanks or Similar Combat Vehicles
usually referred to as ARCOVE. This group was formed
in February 1957 under the Technical Advisory Panel on
Ordnance which provided administrative support and it
included representatives from the panels on electronics and
aeronautics. As previously described, ARCOVE reviewed
the armament requirements for future combat vehicles and
made its recommendations in May 1957, followed by a for-
mal report in January 1958. A major recommendation was
that a maximum effort be made to develop a small missile
with line of sight command guidance for use in tanks by
1965. To fund this program within budget limitations, a
sharp reduction was recommended in conventional tank
weapon development. In particular, cancellation was
recommended of the program for the smooth bore cannon
with the hypervelocity kinetic energy penetrators. This,
of course, contributed to the decision to cancel the T95
project. The effect of this action was to shift the emphasis
of United States tank weapon development to the use of
chemical energy warheads such as the shaped charge and
the squash head projectile. It was to have a significant effect
on future tank development.

The Fourth Tripartite Conference on Armor and Bridg-
ing was held at Quebec, Canada during October 1957. As
with the earlier Tripartite Conferences, it was to have a
strong influence in determining the characteristics of future
combat vehicles. This conference established the desira-
bility of replacing the light, medium, and heavy gun tanks
with two new combat vehicles. A new concept of an Air-
borne Reconnaisance/Airborne Assault Vehicle (AR/AAV)
was substituted for the earlier light tank and the medium
and heavy vehicles were combined into a single, all pur-
pose, main battle tank (MET).

In line with the ARCOVE recommendations, work was
intensified on component development for the new fight-
ing vehicles. Primary interest centered on the new weapon
system around which the vehicles were to be designed.
OTCM 36753, entitled Combat Weapon System (Pentomic)
and dated 13 February 1958, officially initiated the develop-
ment program. The leading candidate that emerged from
the various design studies was the combat vehicle weapon
system (CVWS) Shillelagh. It consisted of the 152mm
closed breech gun-launcher XM81 which was capable of
launching the XM13 guided missile or firing conventional
ammunition. The XM81 was approximately half the weight
and length of the 105mm gun T254E2 now standardized
as the M68 in the M60 tank. Thus it was extremely attrac-
tive for combat vehicle installation. Fitted with a separa-
ble chamber breech mechanism, it was designed to use
conventional ammunition with a completely combustible
cartridge case and primer. Such ammunition eliminated
the problem of removing spent cartridge cases from the
tank as well as the necessity of salvaging them for future
use. Unfortunately, it also created some new problems that
did not become obvious until later in the program. Three
types of conventional ammunition were under development
for the XM81. These were the XM409 HEAT-MP, the
XM410 white phosphorus, and the XM411 training round.
As its designation indicated, the XM409 was a multipur-
pose projectile combining the armor defeating characteris-
tics of the shaped charge with the blast effect of a standard
high explosive round. Such a combination reduced the types
of ammunition required, simplifying the vehicle stowage.
All of these rounds were spin stabilized by the rifling in
the XM81. The XM409 had a muzzle velocity of 2260 feet
per second and its spin compensated shaped charge war-
head was estimated to penetrate seven inches of rolled
homogeneous steel armor at 60 degrees obliquity.

At the right is the 152mm gun-launcher XM81.
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The operation of the Shillelagh missile is illustrated at the right and
the missile itself can be seen at the lower right.

Developed under contract with the Aeroneutronics
Division of the Ford Motor Company, the XM13 Shille-
lagh missile was ejected from the gun-launcher at approx-
imately 260 feet per second. The solid rocket motor then
boosted its speed to about 1060 feet per second. The mis-
sile flew a line of sight trajectory to the target under the
control of an infrared (IR) tracking and command system.
As the gunner held the sight on the target, the infrared
tracker measured the displacement of the IR source in the
missile tail from the line of sight. This error signal was
processed by the electronic computer and a correction com-
mand was transmitted to the missile by a xenon arc lamp.
In the gun-launcher, the missile rode on top of the rifling
lands and engaged a key way in the bottom of the tube to
prevent rotation.

The combustible case conventional ammunition for the 152mm gun-
launcher is above. At the upper right is a rear view of the XM81 gun-
launcher with the breech closed. Below are two views of the open gun-
launcher breech.
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The tank development program approved in August
1957 by the Army Chief of Staff included a long range goal
based largely on the ARCOVE recommendations which
called for the development of the AR/AAV and a new MET.
The former was intended to replace both the 76mm gun
tank M41 and the 90mm self-propelled gun M56 used by
the airborne forces. Several designs were reviewed and a
concept presented by the Cadillac Motor Car Division of
General Motors Corporation was selected for further study.
The evaluation of the preliminary design and the construc-
tion of a full scale vehicle mock-up were completed in May
1960. The contract with Cadillac was then revised to pro-
vide for detailed engineering design incorporating recom-
mended changes and the construction of a final engineering
mock-up. Thus by the time of the Research and Engineer-
ing Program Review at OTAC in July 1960, the project for
the AR/AAV was well underway. This vehicle, armed with
the Shillelagh weapon system, eventually appeared as the
M551 Sheridan.

Unfortunately, the rapid progress in selecting a design
for the AR/AAV did not extend to the program for the new
main battle tank. Military characteristics of a new main
battle tank for the mid-range time period were approved
by the United States Continental Army Command
(USCONARC) and submitted to the Ordnance Tank
Automotive Command (OTAC) in March 1960. The mid-
range time period indicated that the vehicle would be ready
for production in about five years and it was referred to
as the MBT(MR). As a result of a meeting with senior
Armor officers in May 1960, OTAC was requested to pre-
pare a number of concepts for the MBT(MR) which would
fulfill the requirements outlined in the military characteris-

tics and, at the same time, minimize complexity and pro-
vide a minor degree of protection from radiation. These
concepts were presented during a meeting at OTAC on 6-7
July 1960. One proposal was selected for detailed study
and the construction of a mock-up. This particular con-
cept utilized the driver-in-turret design and was armed with
the Shillelagh weapon system, although other types of
armament also were under consideration. Three versions
of the basic concept were presented at OTAC on 13 October
together with a review of the mock-up.

Two versions of the proposed MBT(MR) were powered
by the AVDS-1100 engine with the XTG-411 transmission.
Of the two vehicles, one was provided with some radio-
logical protection which consisted of a neutron attenuat-
ing layer based on a mixture of butyl rubber and
polyethylene installed inside the turret. This rubbery mate-
rial also was expected to be useful in cushioning person-
nel impacts with the turret walls. Layers of high density
polyethylene and the engine fuel were to be used to pro-
vide similar protection inside the hull. In addition, a 1/16
inch thick coating was to be applied to the outside of the
tank. Consisting of a mixture of epoxy resin and boron
carbide, it was intended to prevent capture of thermal neu-
trons by the steel armor. This shielding provided an attenu-
ation ratio of about 20:1 compared to 3-4:1 for the armor
alone.

The third driver-in-turret concept was fitted with the
LVDS-1100 engine and it did not include radiological pro-
tection. At that time, the study indicated that the height
and length of the tank would have to be increased by four
inches and two inches respectively to accommodate the
liquid-cooled engine.
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An integrated commander's station was proposed for
all of the concepts with an electro-mechanical target
designation system. This allowed the commander to
align the main gun with his sight in both azimuth and ele-
vation by simply pressing a button. As in the earlier Rex
proposals, the driver's station was geared to the turret ring
so that it counterrotated when the turret moved. Thus the
driver faced forward at all times regardless of the turret
position. The driver's controls were actuated electrically
through a slip ring and duplicate controls were provided
in the commander's station allowing him to drive the tank
in an emergency.

The main battle tank (MR) concept at the left is powered by the
LVDS-1100 engine and is without radiological protection. The larger
volume required to house the liquid-cooled LVDS-1100 engine is illus-
trated above.

Details of the proposed integrated universal commander's station can
be seen in the sketch below.
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At the right is a drawing of the proposed modified T95 tank with the
AVDS-1100 engine, but without radiological protection.

An additional concept also was presented showing a
modified version of the T95 armed with the Shillelagh
weapon system and powered by the AVDS-1100 engine. In
this proposal, the driver was located in his usual position
in the front hull and no radiation protection was included.
The review on 13 October concluded that there was no sig-
nificant cost advantage in utilizing the modified T95 to meet
the MBT(MR) requirement and recommended the develop-
ment of the driver-in-turret concept. At that time, the
AVDS-1100 engine also was recommended based on the
lower weight resulting from the smaller hull volume
required.

During this same time period another design was pro-
posed to provide greatly increased radiological protection
for the tank crew. This arrangement eliminated the manned
turret and enclosed the crew in a protective pod constructed
as part of the tank hull. This pod utilized layers of borated
polyethylene, lead, and other materials, in addition to the
steel armor, to provide protection against various types of
radiation. Attenuation ratios of 200-400:1 were expected
depending upon the shielding installed. Locating the crew
in the hull also greatly reduced the vehicle silhouette mak-
ing it a much more difficult target to hit, but it created
some serious other problems. Separated from the crew
compartment, the main armament had to be operated by
remote control and required an automatic loader. The
shielding and the low position of the crew in the vehicle
necessitated the use of television for driving, observation,
and fire control. Test rigs based on the M48A2 chassis were
used to evaluate the various components such as the tele-
vision equipment and other vision devices. During these

tests, the driver operated the vehicle in both the normal
and supine positions. After further analysis, it was con-
cluded that the complex equipment required to operate such
an arrangement was beyond the state of the art at that time
for reliable service.

Above is the pod design with the externally mounted gun proposed for maximum radiological protection. Below, the Pod A test rig appears
at the left and the Pod B-l test rig is at the right.
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The sketches above show the Shillelagh weapon system and its fire control equipment installed in the T95 turret.

Three T95 turrets were modified to permit the instal-
lation of the 152mm XM81 gun-launcher. Mounted on M48
chassis, they were to provide test beds for the evaluation
of the Shillelagh weapon system. Although this system was
the preferred armament for the MBT(MR), by late 1961
problems with the XM13 missile required that the program
be reorganized. The missile was reclassified as an applied
research project and it was obvious that there would be
some delay before it would be available for service. On
10 January 1962, representatives from various ordnance
organizations met at OTAC to review armament systems
that might be suitable replacements, if the Shillelagh mis-
sile could not be developed in a timely manner. Time was
particularly critical for the AR/AAV (the XM551 Sheridan)
which required a decision on the armament by April 1962.
The possible delay was not as serious for the MBT(MR)

since the program was restricted to concept studies and
component development. The requirements also differed
for the tank because of its ability to carry a much heavier
weapon system. Several backup weapons were considered
and concept studies were prepared showing their applica-
tion to the MBT(MR). The 152mm gun-launcher XM81
also was considered without the missile depending only
on the combustible case conventional ammunition. It was
expected that the Shillelagh or some other missile then
could be introduced at a later date. The 105mm gun M68
as standardized for the M60 tank was considered as an alter-
nate armament system. It had the advantage of being
immediately available and its ammunition was already in
production. Compared to the Shillelagh system, the use
of the 105mm gun increased the overall tank weight by
about 1700 pounds to between 43 and 44 tons.

Below is a proposal for a new main battle tank featuring an integrated fighting compartment (driver-in-turret) armed with the Shillelagh
weapon system. Note that it includes both a spotting rifle and a laser range finder.
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The test rig for the 120mm Delta gun shown here made use of the first pilot T95E8, registration number 9B1052.

Although the ARCOVE recommendations had shifted
the emphasis to missiles for future tank armament, some
work had continued on high velocity guns resulting in
another candidate as a backup weapon. This was the
120mm Delta gun which was an outgrowth of the earlier
work on the smooth bore 90mm gun 1208 and the 105mm
gun T210. In the 120mm weapon, the arrow type projec-
tile was modified to a delta wing configuration in an attempt
to minimize the problem with aerodynamic heating. The
complete gun weighed 2856 pounds and it was designed
with a separable chamber breech to fire combustible case
ammunition. The APFSDS projectile weighed 17.6 pounds
and had a muzzle velocity of 5300 feet per second. It was
estimated that the Delta gun would increase the overall
weight of the MBT(MR) by 2600 pounds resulting in a
combat weight of a little over 44 tons. The vehicle width
would increase from 133 inches to 136 inches. Although
no pilot MBT(MR) was constructed, the Delta gun was
installed in a test rig based on the chassis of the first pilot
T95E8, registration number 9B1052, after it had been fitted
with the 24 inch wide tracks.
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Additional photographs of the Delta gun test rig are above and exterior and interior views of the gun mount appear below.

In the interest of standardization, the British X23
120mm gun also was considered as a possible weapon sys-
tem for the MBT(MR). With a complete weight of 3926
pounds, this gun fired a 20 pound APDS projectile at a
muzzle velocity of 4700 feet per second. The projectile

was loaded separately with a bag charge propellant weigh-
ing 19 pounds. As with the Delta gun, the tank width was
expanded to 136 inches when armed with this weapon and
the combat weight increased by 3952 pounds to almost
45 tons.

Above is the British XM23 120mm gun. The dimensions of this weapon are shown in the sketch below.
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At that time another promising weapon system was
undergoing a feasibility study. Known as the POLCAT (post
launch correction, antitank), this was a gun launched
projectile equipped with a terminal guidance system. It used
a detector in the projectile nose to home upon an illumi-
nator signal reflected from the target. Although designed
as an infantry weapon, the TOW (tube launched, optically
tracked, wire guided) missile also was considered as pos-
sible future tank armament.

The operation of the POLCAT system is illustrated at the right. Below
are drawings of a proposed new main battle tank armed with the 120mm
Delta gun (left) or the British 120mm gun (right).

Although the driver-in-turret arrangement, also known
as the integrated crew fighting compartment, was the
recommended concept for the new tank, by 1962 another
design approach required consideration. Proposed by
Joseph Williams and Clifford Bradley, it was an outgrowth
of the earlier pod concept which placed the entire crew
in the hull and used a remote control gun. The new design
sought to retain many of the advantages of the earlier

arrangement while eliminating its most serious drawbacks.
The main armament was mounted in a fully rotating
manned turret, but the gunner and the loader were seated
low in the turret basket, one on each side of the main
weapon. The hatches above their heads were only slightly
above the top of the hull. The upper part of the turret was
only a little wider than the gun mount and the tank com-
mander was located directly behind the cannon with 360
degree vision above the weapon. The driver rode in the
conventional position in the center front hull. Referred to
as the compact turret, this design reduced the frontal area
of the tank until it was comparable to a vehicle armed with
a remote control weapon. However, it retained the use of
proven fire control and vision equipment and the low frontal
area turret weighed about half as much as the conventional
design. The crew had direct access for serving the can-
non and an automatic loader was not required. Armed with
the Shillelagh weapon system, the compact turret config-
uration was eventually adopted for the 152mm gun-launcher
tank M60A2.

The compact turret design proposed for the new main battle tank is
at the left. This version is armed with the Shillelagh weapon system.
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Above, the small frontal area of the MBT (MR) with the compact turret is obvious in the model photograph and in the comparison of its
front silhouette with that of the M60 tank. Two versions of the compact turret mock-up appear below at the right.

During this period, there was considerable activity in
the development of fire control equipment. In regard to
range finders, the T53 Optar pulsed light range finder did
not prove to be successful during its field tests. Despite
the efforts to restrict the light pulse to a narrow beam, mul-
tiple reflections made it difficult to determine which
representated the range to the intended target. Thus the
tank commander had to visually estimate the range and
select the most reasonable value. Although a multiple pulse
unit with improved performance was developed by the Far-
rand Optical Company to replace the single pulse T53, a
two meter base length optical range finder was specified
for the T95E12. However, a new development now appeared
that eventually was to make the pulsed light range finder
a success. This was, of course, the laser. Its extremely nar-
row precise beam permitted easy ranging on a specific tar-
get. An experimental unit was assembled for test purposes
by the Summer of 1963. In the meantime, other systems
were being evaluated. One of these was the use of a matched
spotter. This was a small caliber spotting rifle which
matched the trajectory of the main weapon. The 15mm
XM122 spotting rifle was under development for use with
the 152mm gun-launcher when using conventional ammu-
nition. Eventually, it was expected to closely match the
trajectory of the 152mm round out to a range of 2000
meters. With this system, the spotting rifle was fired until
a hit was obtained on the target. The main gun could then
be fired with a high probability of a first round hit. Other
experimental programs investigated the use of radar range
finders on combat vehicles, but their immediate applica-
tion was prevented by the limited resolution obtainable.
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Below is the 15mm XM122 spotting rifle and the sketch at the right
shows the installation of the early laser range finder.



Above, a bar armor installation is sketched at the left and the model at the right features both ribbed and extendable bar armor. A cross
section of the ribbed armor appears below at the right.

In addition to the siliceous cored armor previously
described, several new approaches were investigated to
increase the protection on the various MBT(MR) concepts.
One of these was the use of ribbed armor. Ballistic tests
indicated that greater protection could be obtained at the
same weight or equivalent protection was possible at a ligh-
ter weight by using armor with this configuration. Ribbed
armor actually was a form of spaced armor consisting of
a series of ribs projecting from the main armor backup
plate. Tests showed that weight savings of 15 to 30 per cent
could be obtained compared to solid plate with equivalent
protection against large caliber armor piercing projectiles.
Unfortunately, it was not as effective against APDS rounds.
Another innovation was the use of grill or bar armor to
defeat shaped charge (HEAT) ammunition. This concept
employed a screen of equally spaced steel bars to increase
the standoff distance from the main armor plate. On some
arrangements, the screen was moveable and could be
extended or retracted when it was no longer required.
Another concept being explored was the use of active or
dynamic protection. One such project at Picatinny Arsenal
was dubbed the Dash-Dot Device. With this equipment,
sensors, such as infrared or doppler radar, detected the
incoming projectile and fired linear shaped charges to
destroy it. One limitation of this concept was the space
required to mount and provide replacements for the linear
shaped charges.

The sketches at the right depict the proposed operation of the Dash-
Dot Device.
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Above are the left and right sides of the power pack using the General Motors 12V71T engine. The drawing below shows a proposed trans-
verse installation of the AVDS-1100 variable compression ratio (VCR) engine in a main battle tank.

By March 1962, the AVDS-1100 and the LVDS-1100
were no longer being considered as power plants for the
MBT(MR). Although their development had been relatively
successful, they had, in effect, been squeezed out by the
12V71T engine which was immediately available without
further development and the appearance of advanced tech-
nology engines for the future. Thus the MBT(MR) con-
cepts from this period were designed around the 12V71T
with provision for the installation of more advanced engines
when they became available. The new technology covered
the variable compression ratio (VCR) engine developed by
Continental Motors and the very high output (VHO) engine
under study at the Caterpillar Tractor Company.

At Continental Motors, the variable compression ratio
pistons were installed in the AVDS-1100 engine and it was
referred to during this period as the AVDS-1100 VCR. Ini-
tially, the installation of the new pistons raised the gross
horsepower of the AVDS-1100 from 550 to 700 with a design
objective of 850 for use in a new main battle tank. A later
version of this engine, designated as the ^VCR-1100 devel-
oped 1475 gross horsepower in the MBT70. The VCR
pistons allowed the engine to develop high power with a
relatively low structural weight. These pistons consisted
of an outer shell fitted with the piston rings installed over
an inner piston pin carrier. Oil chambers between the two
parts were pressurized to extend the outer shell increasing
the compression ratio to about 22:1 for good starting
characteristics. During operation, the engine's cylinder
pressure was limited to a maximum value by releasing oil
and decreasing the compression ratio until it dropped to
about 10:1. Thus the engine could develop high horsepower
without exceeding the structural limitations of its light-
weight construction.

The sketch at the right illustrates the operation of the variable com-
pression ratio piston to limit cylinder pressure.
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The configuration of the Caterpillar very high output engine can be seen in the photographs above.

The LVMS-1050 very high output (VHO) engine under
development for the Army at Caterpillar was designed to
develop 1000 gross horsepower at 2800 revolutions per min-
ute. Both turbosuperchargers and aftercoolers were used
to obtain this high performance in a relatively lightweight
engine. Wide use of aluminum alloys held the weight of
the first prototype to only 2483 pounds. With a bore and
stroke of 4.5 and 5.5 inches respectively, the liquid-cooled
V-12 had a displacement of about 1050 cubic inches. A pre-
chamber type combustion system was featured with glow
plugs to assure dependable starting at low temperatures.

Gas turbines also were being evaluated as tank power
plants. In early 1961, the fourth pilot T95E8 was modified
as a test bed for the Solar Saturn gas turbine and other
types were under consideration. The XTG-411 transmis-
sion was used with the 12V71T engine in the various
MBT(MR) concepts. More powerful engines would have
required a new transmission. A new X-700 transmission

was planned to meet this requirement. It was intended to
combine the best features of the XTG-411 and CD-850
designs and included pivot steer in neutral to increase the
mobility in mud.

To further improve cross-country mobility, programs
were initiated to develop new track and suspension sys-
tems and to enhance the performance of the components
in existing systems. Foremost among these was the develop-
ment of the friction hydropneumatic suspension. In this
system, the torsion bars were eliminated and the wheels
were individually sprung by means of hydraulic rotary actu-
ators connected through damping valves to gas charged
accumulators. Electronic controls enabled the driver to
change the ground clearance of the vehicle by actuating
solenoid valves which increased or decreased the volume
of the fluid in the operating chambers of the actuators. The
actuators rotated the road wheel arms to raise or lower the
hull. This suspension provided a total wheel travel of 19

Below, the sketches show the friction hydropneumatic suspension (left) and the piston type hydropneumatic suspension (right).
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Above, the friction hydropneumatic suspension on test rig number three is shown raised (left) and fully lowered (right). Below, the suspen-
sion is lowered on the right side and raised on the left in one view. In the other, it is raised in front and lowered in the rear.

inches permitting a considerable increase in cross-country
speed. The ability to increase the ground clearance also
improved the mobility in deep mud.

Three T95 chassis were modified as test rigs to evaluate
the friction hydropneumatic suspension system. The first
completed 2700 miles of durability testing at the General
Motors Proving Ground in 1962. The second test rig, regis-
tration number 9B2027, was fabricated incorporating a posi-
tive suspension lockout. The third rig, registration number
9B2030, was similar to number two and it was shipped
to Aberdeen Proving Ground for test in November 1964.
A piston type hydropneumatic suspension also was under
development. This type replaced the hydraulic rotary actu-
ators with piston type actuators. This suspension built by
the National Water Lift Company also was evaluated on
a modified T95 chassis.

Another method of achieving performance similar to
that of the friction hydropneumatic suspension by using
torsion bars also was under investigation. This arrange-
ment used a torsion bar concentrically mounted inside a
torsion tube and connected in series. This tube-over-bar
suspension doubled the length of the torsion spring resulting
in a wheel travel and spring rate comparable to that of the
friction hydropneumatic suspension. An adjustable anchor
for the torsion tube could be incorporated to permit changes
in the ground clearance.

The components of the mechanical variable height suspension are
sketched at the right.

Below, a T95 test rig is fitted with a later version of the hydropneu-
matic suspension which is shown lowered in front and raised in the rear.
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Above are exterior and interior views of the experimental driver-in-turret arrangement tested in an M48 tank at Fort Knox. The ring gear
at the bottom of the right-hand photograph rotated the driver's capsule so that he faced forward at all times regardless of turret rotation.

Since no MBT(MR) pilots were constructed, several
turret test rigs were assembled to determine the operating
characteristics of the different turret configurations. The
driver-in-turret arrangement already had been tested at Fort
Knox in early 1955 using a modified M48 tank. The com-
mander's cupola was removed and replaced by a new
driver's station installed in a basket geared to the turret
ring so that the driver faced forward regardless of the tur-
ret movement. Cables routed through the turret slip ring
connected a modified tank control panel to the standard
panel. A junction box and four servo mechanisms were
used to connect the controls in the turret to the brakes,
steering linkage, accelerator linkage, and the transmission.
The test results concluded that the driver-in-turret posi-
tion was superior to the conventional front hull location
because of better vision, improved control of the tank, and
relative freedom from dirt and water splash.

To further evaluate the driver-in-turret concept, a func-
tional wooden mock-up was presented to the Armor Board
at Fort Knox in November 1961 followed in December 1962
by the first hardware turret test rig. The turret of the lat-
ter, referred to as the integrated fighting compartment, was
installed on a modified T95E8 chassis, registration num-
ber 9B1053. This vehicle retained the liquid-cooled General
Motors 12V71T diesel engine with the XTG-411-4 trans-
mission. Electrically actuated driving controls for the trans-
mission, accelerator, brakes, and steering linkage were
provided for both the driver and the tank commander. The

At the right is an early configuration of an integrated turret test rig
on the second T95E8 chassis.

driver was seated in a counterrotating cupola and basket
installed in the left front of the turret. A release on the
rear of the driver's cupola ring allowed it to be locked in
four positions in 90 degree increments relative to the hull.
Armored mirrored covers for the driver's three periscopes
could be positioned for optimium visibility. The gunner
was in his usual position on the right side of the cannon
in front of the tank commander. An XM38 periscope and
an XM112 telescope were provided for his use. Initially,
the test rig was fitted with a low silhouette commander's
cupola with periscopes in the top and a .50 caliber M85
machine gun mounted on the top left side. Later, this was
replaced with a mock-up of a new commander's station
featuring a full ring of vision blocks giving a 360 degree
view. The .50 caliber M85 machine gun was retained in
approximately the same position. The loader rode in the
left rear of the turret behind the driver. The manual driv-
ing controls were retained in the hull of the test rig for
emergency use. The XM81E6 version of the 152mm gun-
launcher was fitted as the main armament. Initially, wooden
mock-ups were installed to represent the coaxial machine
gun, a spotting rifle, the fire control equipment, and the
missile control components. Ammunition racks were fitted
with dummy ammunition.
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Turret test rig number one, registration number 9B1053, can be seen in these photographs. Note the different cupola design compared to
the vehicle at the bottom of the previous page.

Details of turret test rig number one are visible in the top view below. Also, note the surge tank added to the cooling system of the 12V71T
engine in the T95E8 chassis.



Turret test rig number five installed on M60 tank chassis number 9B4470 is shown in these photographs. Note the 7.62mm machine gun
in the commander's cupola mount.

The integrated fighting compartment type turret also
was installed on the third and fifth turret test rigs. The
former used the converted chassis of the first T95E8 pilot,
registration number 9B1052. The fifth rig utilized an M60
chassis, registration number 9B4470. This was a modified
M60 production vehicle powered by the Continental
AVDS-1790 engine with the CD-850 transmission. The hull
modifications included the installation of the electrical driv-
ing controls for use in the turret. However, the original
mechanical controls were retained in the front hull for
emergency use. The integrated fighting compartment tur-
ret installed on this tank differed in some details from that





Above, the mock-up of the compact turret is installed on M60, registration number 9B4470. The commander's cupola is armed with the
.50 caliber M85 machine gun.

Turret test rigs two, four, six, seven, and eight were
intended to evaluate the new compact turret design. The
second test rig mounted the compact turret on the modi-
fied T95 chassis, registration number 9B2027. Test rigs four,
six, seven, and eight had the turret installed on the M60
chassis. An early mock-up of the compact turret also was
mounted at one time on the hull of M60 9B4470, which
also was used for test rig number five with the driver-in-
turret arrangement.

In the compact turret, the gunner and the loader were
located low in the turret basket on the right and left sides
of the cannon respectively. The tank commander's station

was directly behind the main gun. His cupola, like that
on the fifth test rig, was armed with the 7.62mm M73
machine gun and it included a ring of vision blocks per-
mitting an unobstructed 360 degree view above the cannon.
The main armament was the 152mm XM81E6 gun-launcher
with a coaxial 7.62mm M73 machine gun and a spotting
rifle. As on the fifth test rig, a remote controlled 20mm
Hispano-Suiza automatic cannon was installed on the side
wall of the turret. This gun was located on the left side
on test rig number four and on the right side for test rig
number six. Both turrets four and six were mounted on
M60 chassis 9B3488. Rig number six had a deflector bar
installed on the front hull above the driver's hatch to limit
the depression of the gun-launcher. No details are avail-
able on test rigs seven and eight.

Turret test rig number four mounted on M60 chassis 9B3488 can be seen in these views. Note the 20mm gun installed on the left side
of the turret. The dimensions of the XM81E6 152mm gun-launcher are given in the sketch above at the right.



Turret test rig number six appears in the photographs on this page. Like test rig number four, the turret is mounted on M60 tank chassis,
registration number 9B3488.

Details of turret test rig number six can be seen in the top view below. Note that the 20mm gun is now installed on the right side of the turret.



Above is the model of the tank design concept by Robert W. Forsyth and John P. Forsyth which won the U.S. Armor Association tank
design competition in late 1962.

Although no pilot model tanks were constructed dur-
ing this period of experimentation, many concepts were
studied and ideas for new approaches to main battle tank
design were sought from numerous sources in the Armor
community. In late 1962, the U.S. Armor Association spon-
sored a competition for a new main battle tank design. The
winner, illustrated in the January-February 1963 issue of
Armor Magazine, consisted of two tracked units connected
and operated in tandem with a two piece gimbal ring type
joint. This connection permitted the two units to roll and
pitch independently about the axes within the joint.
Designed by Robert W. Forsyth and John P. Forsyth, it illus-
trated the wide range of concepts under consideration at
that time. The tank could be broken down into the two units
thus meeting the weight requirements for transportation
by the aircraft of that time. The vehicle was to be driven
by a multifuel piston engine coupled to an electric gener-
ator in the rear unit. This provided power to four traction
motors driving the sprockets, two located at the rear of
the front unit and two at the front of the rear unit. The
proposed main armament was carried on the front unit and
consisted of a 155mm smooth bore, rocket boosted can-

non and a 20mm Hispano-Suiza automatic gun. Provision
also was made for the installation of a 7.62mm multibar-
rel machine gun on the rear unit. The vehicle was manned
by a crew of seven with the commander/gunner, the gun-
ner/loader, and the driver in the front unit and a four man
tank support team in the rear. Weight was estimated to range
from 24 to 32 tons depending upon the armor protection.

Although the wide range of component and concept
studies had shown considerable progress, the time was
rapidly approaching when a new tank would be required
by the troops. Thus a design had to be selected and the
effort concentrated on a development program to produce
a new tank. However, political events were to have an over-
riding effect on this process. By late 1962, negotiations
were in progress with the Federal Republic of Germany.
These talks culminated in an agreement to jointly develop
a new main battle tank for use by both countries. Signed
on 1 August 1963 by Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara for the United States and Defense Minister Kai-
Uwe von Hassel for the Federal Republic of Germany, this
program was the primary tank development effort for the
remainder of the decade.
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MAIN BATTLE TANK 70

The objective of the agreement between the United
States and the Federal Republic of Germany was to pro-
vide a new main battle tank incorporating the latest design
concepts which would be ready for production in both
countries by 1970. Referred to as the MBT70, this tank was
to be supportable by a common logistic system. The original
agreement did not specify details of the new MET, but it
indicated that the first order of business was the prepara-
tion of a common list of military characteristics required
by both countries. This was to be followed by the construc-
tion of a mock-up of the proposed vehicle. A two man Pro-
gram Management Board (PMB) was established to
implement the program. Initially the Board consisted of
Brigadier General (later Major General) Welborn G. Dol-
vin as the U.S. Program Manager and Doktor Ingenieur
Fritz Engelmann occupied the same position for the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany. Under the Program Manage-
ment Board, a Joint Engineering Agency (JEA) and a Joint
Design Team (JDT) were organized with equal represen-
tation from both countries. As can be seen from the organi-
zation chart, the JEA consisted of government civilian
employees and military personnel while the JDT was
manned by the industrial support contractors from each
country. General Motors Corporation was awarded the sup-
port contract in the case of the United States. In the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, an industrial consortium was

Below, the overall organization for the MBT70 program management
is at the left and a more detailed chart for the Joint Engineering Agency
is at the right.

formed to provide similar service. Designated as the
Deutsche Entwicklungsgesellschaft (DEG), it was incor-
porated in July 1964. Germany was selected as the loca-
tion for the initial design phase of the program and the
JEA and JDT were assembled at Augsburg in September
1964. The two groups were to relocate to Detroit, Michi-
gan after the initial design phase was complete, but numer-
ous delays prevented this until September 1966. Although
they were supposed to be fully integrated, the groups were
divided by differences in language, industrial practice, and
engineering procedures making it difficult to resolve even
simple problems. Thus the design was by committee with
a compromise required for almost every decision or it had
to be referred to a higher authority. For example, an agree-
ment could not be reached in the JEA or the PMB on the
use of the english or the metric system of measurement
and the problem had to be settled at the Secretary and Min-
ister of Defense level. The final decision permitted each
country to use its own system within the components it
manufactured, but all interface connections between com-
ponents were to use the metric system. Since each coun-
try had an equal voice in the design, there were actually
two chiefs in each group, although the senior representa-
tive from the visiting country was theoretically in charge
in each location. All of these problems created havoc with
the original development schedule and the time required
to select the design concept increased from the estimated
six months to two years. This, of course, also caused a
similar delay in the date when the tank would be ready
for production.
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Two of the early configurations considered for the MBT70 program are sketched above. At the left is a casemate tank with limited traverse
for the main weapon. At the right is a pod design with an externally mounted gun. Both arrangements provided the maximum radiological
protection for the crew.

Preparation of the joint military characteristics for the
new MET required the resolution of several conflicting
requirements. For example, the Germans were interested
in a tank primarily for use in Central Europe while the
United States required a vehicle suitable for operations
worldwide. Both wanted a controlled crew environment
with maximum armor protection and radiation shielding
at the lowest possible weight. The Germans preferred a
high velocity gun as the main armament, but the United
States believed that a missile was essential to be effective
at long ranges. Secondary armament was specified for use
against both ground and air targets. To meet these joint
military characteristics, a large number of design concepts
were reviewed at Augsburg. They included just about every
tank configuration previously studied at Detroit as well as
a few new ones. The designs ranged from casemate tanks
with limited traverse for the main weapon to pod concepts
with externally mounted guns. Conventional arrangements
were considered with the driver in the front hull and a vari-
ety of turret configurations. However, the driver-in-turret
design was preferred by the United States team. One Ger-
man concept mounted the entire crew in a ball type turret
with three axis stabilization.

For the evaluation of the various proposals, a contract
was awarded to the Lockheed Missiles and Space Com-
pany to perform a parametric design/cost effectiveness

study. This study utilized a mathematical model of a tank
which could be modified to represent any of the various
design concepts. Computer analysis then evaluated the
effectiveness of the proposed tank configurations with a
wide variety of components against the expected threat
under different combat conditions. By this means, the num-
ber of potential design candidates was reduced to five. Full
scale mock-ups were fabricated of these five vehicles and
they were subjected to further study, eventually resulting
in two vehicle designs for final consideration. The final
selection combined features from the two candidates. Key
components were assigned to either the United States or
the German team for design and fabrication. However, par-
allel development continued on some items to provide a
backup if the prime candidate failed.

As mentioned previously, the American team preferred
a new version of the 152mm gun-launcher for the main
armament in the new tank. The original XM81 weapon
was increased in length and development was started on
a new kinetic energy armor piercing round. Designated
as the XM150, the new gun-launcher also could fire all
of the conventional 152mm rounds already available.
Development continued on the Shillelagh missile extend-
ing its effective range and improving its reliability. Although
Eugene W. Trapp, the senior civilian on the American side
of the JEA, was successful in persuading the Germans to

Another design evaluated for application to the MBT70 appears below. This arrangement placed the entire crew, armament, and ammunition
in a ball type turret with three axis stabilization.
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The basic design selected for the MBT70 can be seen in the sketch above. This is the integrated fighting compartment concept with the
entire three man crew located in the turret. One of the automotive test rigs used in the MBT70 program appears in the photograph below
at the right.

accept the driver-in-turret arrangement, they were less than
enthusiastic about the 152mm gun-launcher. Early in the
design study, the Delta-LASH system also had been con-
sidered as a main armament candidate. This consisted of
the 120mm Delta gun previously described using the LASH
(LAser Semi-active Homing) projectile in addition to the
hypervelocity APFSDS round. Although this system was
dropped early in the program, Germany continued the
development of the 120mm high velocity gun and planned
to arm at least some of their tanks with this weapon.

Below is a model of the final design selected for the MBT70. The tank commander's panoramic sight is visible on the turret roof as well
as the television camera installation on the right front hull.



The first American pilot MBT70 appears above and below. Note the lack of any fire control equipment on this automotive pilot.

After selection of the design concept, the JEA and the
JDT were relocated from Augsburg to Detroit, Michigan
in July 1966. Initially, eight pilot tanks were authorized
for construction by each country, however, this was later
reduced to six. The first pilot was completed in the United
States during July 1967 and it was displayed publicly for
the first time in September, simultaneously with the first
German prototype. Both were automotive pilots only and
they were not fitted with any fire control equipment. The
frontal area of both the hull and turret was protected by
spaced armor and provision was made for the installation
of radiation shielding to achieve an attenuation ratio of 20:1.
The new tank was manned by a crew of three consisting
of the commander, gunner, and driver. An automatic loader
in the turret bustle eliminated the need for a fourth crew
member. However, this also was not installed in the first
pilots. The entire crew was located in the turret with the
driver in a counterrotating capsule in the left front along-
side the cannon. His controls were operated electrically
through slip rings similar to those on the earlier MBT(MR)
test rigs. The gunner was in the right front of the turret
forward of the tank commander. With this arrangement,
the turret could be controlled environmentally for protec-
tion against chemical and biological airborne contaminants
and provided with heating and air conditioning for the com-
fort of the crew. The environmental control unit, manufac-
tured in Germany, was installed in the left side of the hull.
A ballistic grill on the upper left side of the hull covered

The travel lock for the 152mm gun-launcher can be seen in the rear
view of the American MBT70 pilot below. Further details of the first
American pilot are visible at the right.

an air intake for this unit. An emergency escape hatch for
the crew was located in the hull floor below the center of
the turret. However, the slip ring had to be detached and
lifted to one side before it could be used. To save weight,
the escape hatch cover was made of cast titanium.



Two views of the early German MBT70 automotive pilot above can be compared with a later German pilot tank below. The fire control
equipment is installed on the latter vehicle.

Further details of the late German MBT70 pilot are shown in these photographs. Also, the 20mm gun is erected in the firing position. Note
that the travel lock for the gun-launcher is located on the front hull of the late German pilot.



© D.P. Dyer

152mm Gun-Launcher Tank MBT70, United States Pilot
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The second U.S. MBT70 prototype appears above with its fire control equipment and the driver's TV camera installed. Note the elimination
of the bore evacuator on the gun-launcher. Below, a Shillelagh missile is launched from pilot number five during the test program.



The interior arrangement of the MBT70 is visible in the cutaway drawing above. Below is the American pilot number five. It is equipped
with the missile transmitter and the commander's panoramic sight, but the searchlight has not been installed.



The American MBT70 pilot number two is shown in these photographs. The tank has the fire control equipment and the searchlight mount
installed, but the light itself is missing.

Further details of the American pilot number two are visible in the view
at the right. Note that the bore evacuator has been eliminated after the
installation of the closed breech scavenging system. The American
MBT70 pilot below has the searchlight mounted and the television cam-
era installation can be seen on the right front hull.



The various components of the MBT70 are identified in the sketches above.

The driver's station consisted of a capsule with a seat
and platform suspended from a bearing in the turret roof.
The low silhouette armored cupola above the seat contained
a hatch and three periscope type vision blocks. The seat
and platform were hydraulically adjustable in height to per-
mit operation of the vehicle in a seated or semi-standing
position. The latter was used with the driver's head exposed
in the open hatch. The capsule counterrotated to keep the
driver facing forward (0 degree or 12 o'clock position)
regardless of the turret orientation. It also could be locked
in the 50 degree position facing right or left as well as facing

to the rear (180 degree or 6 o'clock position). The 50 degree
left or right positions were to allow the driver to use one
of his side vision blocks for driving in the event that the
center block was damaged. The driver's main instrument
and control panel was located inside the rotating capsule,
but the auxiliary panel was fixed in the turret to the left
of the driver when facing forward. In addition to the elec-
trical controls, emergency mechanical controls were
installed in the hull adjacent to the driver's capsule. How-
ever, both the capsule and the turret had to be locked in
the forward position to permit their use.

Details of the MBT70 turret can be seen in the drawing below.



The numbers in these views of the driver's station indicate the following: Top left, 1. warning light, 2. control handle, 3 & 4. seat adjust,
5 & 6. platform elevation, 7. headlights, 8. capsule latch. Top right, 1.light, 2. F & H suspension controls, 3. power supply, 4. intercom,
5. transmission panel, 6. load panel, 7. periscopes, 8. instrument panel, 9. TV monitor, 10. control handles, 11. emergency controls, 12.
auxiliary panel, 13. searchlight regulator. Below left, emergency controls, 1. brake, 2. transmission shift, 3, 4, 5. steering and throttle con-
trols. Below right, driver's control handles.

At the left is the left side of the driver's station in the German MBT70
pilot and below his controls can be seen through the turret hatch.
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1. Gunner's periscope
2. Zoom telescope
3. Missile test checkout panel
4. Auxiliary control

9. Laser rangefinder

5. Control handles
6. Weapon control
7. Missile tracker
8. Gunner's range control

The gunner's station is at the left and his seat is seen above. Below,
the gunner's control handles are sketched at the left and his weapon
control panel is at the right. In the latter drawing, the numbers indi-
cate the following: 1. & 2. secondary weapon controls, 3 & 4. weapon
selector, 5. ammunition selector.

Below, the gunner's station on the German MBT70 pilot is shown looking forward (left) and to the right (right).



The gunner was provided with a hatch in the turret
roof above his head. His seat was bolted to the side of the
aluminum turret basket and it was mechanically adjusta-
ble. In addition to the gunner's primary sight, a periscope
type vision block was provided to aid in acquiring targets
and viewing the terrain. The gunner's auxiliary sight was
an articulated telescope installed on the right side of the
cannon above the coaxial machine gun. This sight included
infrared viewing capability for night operations using
infrared illumination from the searchlight.

The tank commander was located on the right side of
the turret behind the gunner under a low silhouette fixed
cupola with a hatch and six periscope type vision blocks.
The latter provided a 360 degree overlapping view for sur-
veillance close to the tank. The hatch covers for the
commander and the driver were interchangeable. The com-
mander's panoramic sight and night sight were mounted
on the turret roof in front of the cupola to the left and right
respectively. The commander's seat and platform were
attached to the turret basket and they were hydraulically
adjustable in height. Controls were provided to allow the
commander to partially assume the duties of the gunner
or the driver in an emergency and fire the armament or
drive the tank. In the latter case, he could maneuver the
vehicle, but he could not start or stop the engine.

Three auxiliary power subsystems driven by the main
engine were required to generate electrical and hydraulic
power. The electrical system consisted of a three phase
alternator with an output of 20 kilowatts at 28 volts and
eight 12 volt batteries connected in series parallel produc-
ing 24 volt direct current. Two hydraulic systems were

This photograph shows the tank commander's station in the German
MBT70 pilot. The view is toward the rear of the turret.
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Above, the tank commander's seat is at the left and an overall view of his station is at the right. The commander's hand controller is sketched
below.



Dimensions of the 152mm gun-launcher XM150E5 are shown in the sketch above. The various components of this weapon are depicted
in the drawing below.

provided. One operated at 1500 psi to power the turret
drives and the automatic loader and the other developed
3000 psi for use with the hydropneumatic suspension.

The primary armament in the MBT70 prototypes was
the 152mm gun-launcher XM150E5. This was a long bar-
reled version of the gun-launcher used in the M551
Sheridan and the M60A2 tank. It launched the Shillelagh
missile and fired all of the combustible case conventional
ammunition provided for the short barreled weapons at a
slightly higher muzzle velocity because of the longer tube.
In addition, a kinetic energy armor piercing round was
under development which was expected to equal or exceed
the performance of the APDS round used in the 105mm
gun M68. Designated as the XM578, it was an armor pierc-
ing, fin stabilized, discarding sabot (APFSDS) projectile
with a long rod penetrator. Twentysix rounds of 152mm
combustible case conventional ammunition or missiles were
carried in the automatic loader in the turret bustle. This
loader, designed by Rheinmetall was originally intended
to be used in both the American and German prototypes
of the MBT70. However, at a later date, an automatic loader
developed by General Motors was installed in the Ameri-
can pilots. Access to the loader was through a hinged door
in the bottom of the turret bustle when the turret was turned
90 degrees to the hull center line. The loader consisted
of a continuous link carrier magazine and a rammer assem-
bly. Any one of five types of ammunition could be selected.
These were the high explosive, kinetic energy armor pierc-
ing, bee hive (fléchette antipersonnel round), white phos-
phorus, or the Shillelagh missile. The magazine positioned
the selected round for loading. At the same time, the gun-
launcher was decoupled from the stabilization system,
indexed to zero elevation, and locked in alignment with
the loading tube. The round was then rammed from the
magazine into the breech via the rail mounted loading tube.
After loading, the weapon was automatically driven back
to the stabilized line of sight. A firing rate of ten rounds
per minute was expected with the Rheinmetall loader using

The breech of the XM150 gun-launcher appears at the right in the open
position.
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The 152mm M625A1 canister and the XM578E1 APFSDS armor pierc-
ing rounds appear above and at the right respectively. Below is the
152mm XM411E1 target practice round.

Above, the 152mm M409 HEAT-MP and the antipersonnel XM617
(fléchette) rounds are shown at the left and right respectively.

the conventional ammunition when the tank was not mov-
ing. The ammunition was normally inserted in the loader
through a port in the rear wall of the turret bustle. How-
ever, the rounds stowed elsewhere inside the tank could
be placed in the loading tube and retracted into the maga-
zine. Eight 152mm rounds were stowed on the rear hull
bulkhead outside of the turret basket. These could be
reached through an opening in the basket wall at the driver's
station. Twelve more 152mm rounds were located in the
basket forward and to the rear of the driver's capsule, bring-
ing the total carried to 46.

Ammunition stowage after the adoption of the 24 round General Motors
automatic loader is reflected in the sketch at the right. The 24 rounds
shown here brought the total 152mm ammunition stowage to 48. The
numbers indicate the following: 1. HEAT-MP, 2. APFSDS, 3. APFSDS
or missiles, 4. 7.62mm ammunition boxes.
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The operation of the Shillelagh missile system in the MBT70 is illustrated in the drawing above. Below, the missile components are sketched
at the left and the markings for the surface attack (upper) and practice (lower) missiles appear at the right.

Below are two views of the Shillelagh missile being launched from the
MBT70.



These photographs show the Rheinmetall 20mm automatic cannon erected in the firing position on the German MBT70 pilot. The com-
mander's panoramic sight can be seen in the top left view. The components of the secondary weapon mount are sketched below at the right.

Secondary armament on the MBT70 consisted of a
remote controlled 20mm Rheinmetall RH202 automatic
cannon installed in a watertight capsule at the left rear of
the crew compartment in the turret. When not in use, this
weapon was retracted under armored covers with the bar-
rel extending to the rear along the top left side of the tur-
ret. When activated, the covers opened and the mount was
elevated to provide the gun a 360 degree field of fire. It
could be aimed and fired by either the gunner or the tank
commander. Two belts containing a total of 750 rounds of
20mm ammunition were stowed within the gun mount.
Either of two types of ammunition could be selected.

A 7.62mm M73 coaxial machine gun was installed on
the right side of the gun-launcher below the gunner's aux-
iliary sight. Three thousand rounds of 7.62mm ammuni-
tion in belts were stowed on the forward turret basket wall
and linked to the M73 machine gun. An additional 3000
rounds were stowed in 15 containers under the turret bas-
ket floor.

The 7.62mm coaxial machine gun and the blower to vent the powder
gases appear in the drawing at the right.
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Eight XM176 grenade launchers were mounted on the
turret bustle of the American pilots, four on each side. Each
of these launchers contained two smoke grenades. Actu-
ated from the commander's station, these launchers
provided close-in protection and concealment for the
vehicle.

The MBT70 was fitted with a highly sophisticated and
complex fire control system. This allowed the tank com-
mander to take over many of the gunner's functions in an
emergency. The ballistic computer was a digital differen-
tial analyzer which received AC, DC, binary, and pulse
signals from its own sensors, the gunner's control handles,
accelerometers, the gunner's primary sight, the turret azi-
muth resolver, and the laser range finder as well as on-off
selection signals from the gunner's weapon control, the
gunner's range control, and the gunner's control handles.
The various sensing devices included a powder tempera-
ture sensor, a gun bend sensor to predict barrel deflection
due to temperature changes, and an air data sensor to meas-
ure air temperature, pressure, and cross wind velocity.

In addition to the six periscope type vision blocks,
the panoramic sight and the night sight gave the tank com-
mander 360 degree observation and were used by him to
aim the gun-launcher and the coaxial M73 machine gun
as well as the 20mm secondary weapon. The latter could
be tracked through an elevation range of -10 to +65 degrees
for use against ground targets or slow flying aircraft.

The control handles that the commander used to aim
and fire the armament also were utilized to drive the tank,
depending upon the operating mode selected. When the
commander elected to operate a weapon or drive the tank,
his controls overrode those of the gunner or the driver.
The gunner's primary sight installed in the right front of
the turret roof incorporated the laser range finder and the
missile tracker. The commander's panoramic sight, the
gunner's primary sight, the main weapon, the secondary

weapon, and the infrared missile transmitter were stabi-
lized in both azimuth and elevation. The missile transmit-
ter was mounted on the exterior of the upper left turret
wall protected by an armored cover. Needless to say, the
front cover remained open during the flight of the mis-
sile. A roll gyro also provided information for cant cor-
rection to the ballistic computer. Two types of night sights
were available for use by the tank commander. The first
was a direct night sight utilizing a light intensifier tube
observed directly through a binocular eyepiece. The sec-
ond type incorporated a low light level television camera
which transmitted the image to a television moniter.
Moniters installed at the tank commander and gunner sta-
tions permitted both to use the system.

A German xenon searchlight was mounted on the left
side of the gun shield. Similar to the unit installed on the
German Leopard tank, it provided both white and infrared
light. Provision was made for the installation of a land navi-
gation system in command tanks which would automati-
cally indicate the vehicle heading and position. A television
camera could be mounted on the upper front hull to pro-
vide the driver close-in vision in front of the tank. A
moniter like those used with the television night sight was
installed in the driver's station. For deep fording, the cam-
era was relocated to a base plate on one of the snorkel tubes.
A passive night vision device could be installed from inside
the tank to replace the driver's center vision block.
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Above are the details of the smoke grenade launchers on the American
MBT70. The components are as follows: 1.solenoid cap, 2. XM176 gre-
nade launcher, 3. retaining clip, 4. solenoid. At the right are the gre-
nade launchers installed on the German MBT70.



Various components of the MBT70 fire control system are illustrated above. Below at the left is the azimuth indicator. The numbers 1 and
2 refer to the scale and indicator light respectively. At the center below is a sketch of the xenon searchlight.

Above at the right is a view of the commander's night sight extended for operation. Below, from left to right, are the gunner's primary
sight, the missile transmitter, and the commander's panoramic sight.



The American MBT70 pilot tanks were powered by
the Continental AVCR-1100-2 or AVCR-1100-3 air-cooled
diesel engine. The main difference between the two
models was the displacement. The 4 7/8 inch bore of
the AVCR-1100-2 was enlarged to 5 3/8 inches in the
AVCR-1100-3. This increased the displacement from 1120
cubic inches to about 1360 cubic inches using the same
five inch stroke. Both of these variable compression ratio
engines were rated at 1475 gross horsepower at 2800 rpm.
The engine was still under development and the displace-
ment was increased to improve the reliability when oper-
ating at full power. As mentioned previously, the AVCR
engines achieved their high output through the use of
variable compression ratio pistons. Actuated by hydraulic

Below, the Daimler-Benz engine installed in the German MBT70 pilot is at the left and the Renk transmission is at the right
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Above are left front and right rear photographs of the AVCR-1100 engine.
The numbers refer to a component list no longer available. At the right
are sketches of the cylinders for the AVCR-1100-2 (upper) and the
AVCR-1100-3 (lower) engines. The numbers indicate the following: 1.
rocker covers, 2. cylinder assembly, 3. cylinder hold down nut, 4. CD-
ring seal.



The power pack for the American MBT70 above and at the top right
consisted of the Continental AVCR-1100-3 engine and the Renk HSWL
354 transmission. At the right is an exploded view of the Diehl 170
replaceable pad track shoe.

pressure, these pistons permitted operation at a high com-
pression ratio (22:1) for starting, but limited the maximum
cylinder pressure by reducing the compression ratio (to
about 10:1) as the load on the engine increased. To avoid
confusion in the contracting situation, the engine with the
increased displacement was designated as the AVCR-1100-3,
although this did not follow the usual nomenclature. At
a later date, an improved version of this same engine
received the proper designation of AVCR-1360.

The German design team had reservations about the
lightweight AVCR engine and a somewhat heavier liquid-
cooled diesel was developed by Daimler-Benz. This engine,
which developed 1500 gross horsepower at 2600 rpm, was
installed in the German pilots. Both the Continental and
the Daimler-Benz engines utilized the German Renk HSWL
354 Powershift transmission. This unit featured four speeds
forward, four speeds in reverse, automatic and manual shift,
hydrostatic steering, and hydrodynamic braking. The trans-
mission drove the Diehl 170 double pin tracks through
planetary gear final drives. These tracks were 25.0 inches
(635mm) wide with replaceable rubber pads.

Piston type hydropneumatic suspension systems were
developed by the National Water Lift Company in the
United States and by Frieseke and Hoepmer GmBH in Ger-
many. The National Water Lift version was specified for
installation on the first and second American pilots and
the Frieseke and Hoepfner model on the remainder. Both
types were fitted with twelve road wheels, six per track.
The 3000 psi hydraulic system separately controlled four
groups of suspension units, each consisting of three road
wheel stations. These were located on the right front, left
front, right rear, and left rear of the tank. Thus by setting
the height of the suspension units in each quadrant, the
tank could be raised, lowered, or tilted in any direction.
A four lever manual control for the National Water Lift
system was installed in the hull adjacent to the gunner's
position. Each lever controlled the suspension units in one

Below, an inboard view of the National Water Lift suspension and track is at the left. In the view at the right, the National Water Lift
suspension (left) is compared with the Frieseke and Hoepfner model (right).
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Above is a schematic diagram (left) and a drawing of the control console (right) for the National Water Lift suspension system. The numbers
in the latter indicate the following: 1, 2, 3, & 4. the four quadrant operating levers, 5. lockout switch, 6. ECU switch, 7. light, 8. hydraulic
pump switch, 9. fluid level, 10. lever lock. Below at the right are the automatic and manual controls for the Frieseke and Hoepfner suspen-
sion. The components on the automatic panel are indicated as follows: 1, 3, 7, & 9. the four elevation controls, 2. lockout light, 4. lockout
switch, 5 & 6. switches, 8. warning light.

quadrant of the vehicle. They were operated by the gun-
ner at the direction of the tank commander. The normal
ground clearance of 17¾ inches was obtained by setting
the console levers on the first graduation line below the
maximum position. The minimum ground clearance was
limited to about 5½ inches when the road wheel arms con-
tacted the bump stops at the top of their travel range. The
maximum ground clearance was approximately 29 inches.
A toggle switch was provided to lock out the four corner
suspension units (numbers 1 and 6 on each side) when fir-
ing the main weapon. Another toggle switch turned off the
environmental control unit when raising the vehicle or
checking the response time.

The Frieseke and Hoepfner hydropneumatic suspen-
sion featured either automatic or manual height adjustment
selected by a toggle switch on a control panel installed to
the left of the driver. Four rotary knobs were set to select
the height for each quadrant of the tank. These knobs had
detents at clearance heights of 10 inches, 17.5 inches, and
24 inches. A lockout switch also was provided for the cor-
ner suspension units. Track tension was adjusted hydrau-
lically by shifting the idler at the front of each track. This
idler was identical in size to the road wheels. Normally
the track tension was automatically adjusted during lower-
ing or raising. However, it also could be adjusted separately.
When manual operation was selected, the suspension height
was controlled by four toggle switches on the electrical
switch box.

The Frieseke and Hoepfner suspension can be seen at the right in the
photograph of the German MBT70 pilot.
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The second American MBT70 pilot is shown above while raising (left) and lowering (right) the suspension. The ability to separately raise
and lower the front and rear of the tank is illustrated below. Note the heavy black exhaust from the diesel engine during this operation.

Below, the tank is lowered to its minimum height at the left and, at the right, the front of the suspension is raised to assist in climbing
the vertical wall. The weights added to the front hull and the turret were to simulate the weight of a fully stowed vehicle. The photographs
on this page were taken at Aberdeen Proving Ground and were dated 27 March 1969.
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The top deck and rear hull of the American MBT70 are sketched above. These views were intended to illustrate the cleaning of the engine
air intake filters using the scavenger blower. Note the fording snorkel in the erected position. Below is a top view of the German MBT70
pilot powered by the Daimler-Benz engine.

Two ballistic grills on top of the engine compartment
provided intake air for the Continental engine in the Ameri-
can pilots. Portions of these grills were hinged to permit
access to the engine and transmission for maintenance. The
engine cooling air and exhaust gases were mixed and passed
out of the vehicle through a rectangular armored grill
extending across the upper portion of the rear hull plate.
With the liquid-cooled Daimler-Benz engine in the Ger-
man pilots, two large circular cooling air intakes were
located on top of the engine compartment behind the tur-
ret. After passing through the radiators, this air and the
engine exhaust exited through a rectangular grill on the
rear of the tank.

Below, the fuel tank arrangement in the engine compartment of the American MBT70 is at the left and the vehicle fire extinguisher system
is illustrated in the schematic diagram at the right.
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The hull arrangement of the American MBT70 can be seen in the sketch at the top left. The numbers indicate inspection points for the
stowage after vehicle operation. The cutaway view at the top right shows the fording snorkels erected and reveals some features of the tank's
interior. The snorkel in its stowed position is visible in the sketch below along with the air cleaner assembly.

The fuel system consisted of two aluminum tanks, one
on each side of the engine compartment, and a multi-ply
rubber tank installed in the front hull. A booster pump in
each tank transferred fuel to a sump tank from which the
engine fuel pump delivered it through the filters to the
engine. Two watertight armored transverse bulkheads
separated the crew in the center from the fuel in the front
compartment and the engine compartment in the rear. To
save weight, aluminum was used for the engine compart-
ment floor and for access doors on the engine deck which
were underneath the turret bustle when the gun was in the
forward position.

The tank could ford water up to the turret top without
special preparation. This was done by closing ports, inflat-
ing various seals, and erecting the engine air intake snor-
kels stowed at the rear corners of the tank. With the use
of a deep submergence kit, the vehicle could operate in
water 18 feet deep. The engine compartment was flooded
when fording with the American pilots powered by the air-
cooled Continental engine. However, use of the Daimler-
Benz engine in the German prototypes required that the
engine compartment be sealed and kept dry.

Below, the fourth American MBT70 pilot is climbing aboard its transport trailer. Additional weight also has been added to this tank to simu-
late a fully stowed vehicle.
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Above, the fifth American MBT70 pilot is fitted with test instrumentation during its evaluation at Aberdeen Proving Ground. The com-
mander's panoramic sight is mounted in front of his hatch and the television camera is installed on the front hull.

approach raised new objections. One of the reasons for
the selection of the driver-in-turret arrangement was the
ease with which such shielding could be provided for the
entire crew located in such close quarters. If this protec-
tion were no longer a requirement, perhaps a complete
redesign should be considered.

All of the development problems and proposed changes
resulted in delays and rapidly escalating costs. In Septem-
ber 1969, Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard
requested a complete review of the program. The report
of this review estimated that the cost to completion for the
development and production engineering program would
be 544 million dollars and the tanks could cost as much
as 1.2 million dollars each. In view of these problems, it
was not surprising that a Department of Defense news
release on 20 January 1970 signaled the end of the joint
program. In the future, each country would continue
development to produce a tank best suited to their own
requirements. For Germany, this resulted in the program
that was to eventually produce the Leopard II. In the United
States, the MBT70 was simplified to reduce costs and modi-
fied to use only American manufactured components.
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The high power to weight ratio of the MBT70 is obvious in this photo-
graph of the American pilot taken during the tests at Aberdeen Prov-
ing Ground.

As new components became available, tests of the pro-
totype tanks continued both in Germany and the United
States. The first complete American pilot arrived at Aber-
deen Proving Ground in late 1969. Needless to say, many
development problems had to be worked out with the highly
complex systems in the new tank. In Germany, there were
difficulties with various fire control components and with
the Rheinmetall automatic loader. The latter problem
resulted in the General Motors automatic loader being
installed in the American pilots. As mentioned earlier, the
Continental AVCR-1100 engine was modified and its dis-
placement increased, but questions still remained regard-
ing its reliability. Also, the American manufactured turret
drive did not perform satisfactorily without modification.
Despite these problems, considerable progress was made
and the pilot vehicles demonstrated exceptional perfor-
mance as far as speed and mobility were concerned. The
152mm gun-launcher also operated satisfactorily once the
difficulties with the missile and the combustible case
ammunition were resolved. However, the different view-
points of the American and the German representatives
regarding their respective requirements once again became
apparent. For example, the tank was now about four tons
above the original weight limit. The Americans did not
consider this excessive in view of the level of protection
provided. However, to the Germans, this was a serious
handicap and they requested design changes to reduce the
weight. It was noted that some weight reduction could be
achieved by eliminating the radiation shielding, but this



The drawing above shows the austere version of the MBT70 after replacement of the 20mm cannon by the .50 caliber machine gun and
the relocation of the missile transmitter to the main gun mount.

152mm GUN-LAUNCHER TANK XM803

After the termination of the joint program with the
Federal Republic of Germany, the American team devoted
its efforts to the design of a second generation MET to meet
the requirements of the United States Army. Following the
general configuration of the first generation MBT70, the
new tank was simplified to improve reliability and to reduce

its cost. Also, as mentioned previously, all foreign com-
ponents in the original tank were replaced by those
manufactured in the United States. Initially referred to as
the austere version of the MBT70, it later became the
MBT70/XM803 and finally was designated as the full
tracked combat tank, 152mm gun-launcher XM803.

The early sketches below show the transition from the MBT70 to the XM803 configuration. At the left, the 20mm cannon has been elimi-
nated and not replaced. An early concept at the right mounted a .50 caliber machine gun on the side of the commander's panoramic sight
and used the space for the former 20mm gun mount for ammunition stowage.
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A model of the final XM803 design is shown in these photographs.
The secondary weapon is now a .50 caliber M85 machine gun mounted
on top of the commander's day/night sight. The missile transmitter is
located on top of the main gun mount eliminating the need for a sepa-
rate stabilizer system. Side skirts have been added to cover the upper
part of the suspension.



The side skirts have been modified on the model of the XM803 in these views. Also, note the changes in the guard around the smoke
grenade launchers.



Scale 1:48

152mm Gun-Launcher Tank XM803

© D.P. Dyer
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Above are two views of an XM803 turret model used during the design phase of the new tank. Below at the right is the full size turret
mock-up of the XM803.

The turret on the XM803 was a welded assembly com-
bining homogeneous cast steel armor, rolled homogene-
ous armor, high hardness steel plate, and alloy steel plate
in a spaced armor configuration. It followed the same
general arrangement as the prototype MBT70 turrets with
the three man crew in the forward compartment separated
from the automatic loader in the turret bustle by a one inch
thick bolt-in aluminum alloy bulkhead. The bottom of the
turret bustle structure contained a rectangular opening
approximately 111 inches by 52 inches for the hinged
baseplate carrying the automatic loader. A cylindrical
shaped aluminum alloy turret basket was attached to the
turret structure. The upper seven inches of the basket was
approximately 100 inches in diameter. Below this point,
the basket was reduced to a diameter of about 78 inches
extending down for approximately 25 inches to about six
inches above the hull floor. The turret was carried on a
lightweight wire-race bearing with an inside ring diameter
of 101 inches. This type of bearing was made from a high
strength aluminum alloy with hardened steel raceway
inserts.

As mentioned earlier, the MBT70 prototypes were
fitted with a floor escape hatch beneath the center of the
turret. However, the necessity of detaching the slip ring
and tilting it out of the way made this hatch extremely dif-
ficult to use. Preliminary trials required about 30 minutes
to open the hatch. Subsequent tests indicated that a trained
crew equipped with wire cutters would still need about four
minutes to clear the hatch for use. After review by General
Creighton Abrams, the floor escape hatch was deleted on
the XM803.

The layout of the XM803 turret appears at the upper right and the tur-
ret armor assembly is depicted at the lower right. Below is a drawing
of the turret basket.
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Above, the mock-up of the .50 caliber machine gun mounted on the commander's day/night sight is at the left and the sighting arrangement
for this weapon is sketched at the right. Below at the right is a drawing of the tank commander's seat.

Above is a view of the tank commander's station in the mock-up looking toward the right side of the turret. Below, the commander's station
is seen through the turret hatch (left) and looking toward the rear of the turret (right).



The location of the various components in the turret can be seen in
the drawing at the right.

Another obvious change on the new tank was the elimi-
nation of the pop-up 20mm secondary weapon on the left
side of the turret. This gun was replaced by a .50 caliber
M85 machine gun mounted on top of the commander's
stabilized day/night sight. In the XM803, this secondary
weapon and the grenade launchers on the turret bustle could
be operated only by the tank commander. The new day/
night sight combined the functions of the separate day and
night sights provided for the tank commander in the
prototype MBT70. However, all of the television systems,
including that for the driver, were eliminated from the
XM803. In the new tank, the commander retained the
ability to aim and fire the main weapon and the coaxial
machine gun overriding the gunner. However, he could not
take over any of the driver's functions. The new com-
mander's station was equipped with seven periscope type
vision blocks compared to six on the MBT70 prototypes.

The collective protection system at the right supplied purified air to
each of the three crew members. The modular chemical agent detector
located in the XM803 turret is shown below. The various systems
provided for the protection of the crew and the vehicle are sketched
in the diagram at the lower right.

The firepower block diagram at the right outlines the functions of the
gunner and the tank commander when operating the weapons and the
fire control equipment in the XM803.
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The gunner's stabilized primary sight also incorpo-
rated both day and night capability as well as the laser range
finder and missile tracker. The missile transmitter was relo-
cated from the left side of the turret on the MBT70 proto-
types to the top center of the main weapon mount. This
eliminated the need for a separate drive and stabilizer as
it followed the main weapon and was stabilized by the gun
mount and turret stabilization system. An articulated tele-
scope for emergency use by the gunner was located just
above the 7.62mm coaxial machine gun on the right side
of the gun mount. Unlike the auxiliary sighting device on
the MBT70, it did not include night vision capability. A
kit was provided to mount an AN/VSS-3 searchlight on
the gun shield to the left of the main weapon. This unit
was capable of producing 50 million candlepower during
white light operation and a "pink" filter provided near
infrared illumination. In the infrared mode, no visible white
light was detectable at a distance greater than 25 feet. This
searchlight was not waterproof and it had to be removed
or encased during fording or deep submergence operations.

At the right is a sketch of the gunner's control handles.

The views above and at the left show the gunner's station in the XM803.
Below is a drawing of the gunner's seat.
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The main weapon in the XM803 was the 152mm gun-
launcher XM150E6. It differed in several minor respects
from the XM150E5 installed in the MBT70. As a result
of the experience with the short barreled gun-launcher in
the Sheridan and the M60A2, the new gun-launcher was
fitted with a closed breech scavenging system (CBSS). This
device used compressed air to blow any smoldering rem-
nants of the combustible cartridge case out of the cham-
ber before the breech was opened. With the CBSS installed,
the bore evacuator was superfluous and it was deleted from
the later model gun-launcher. An insulated jacket also was
fitted around the gun tube to minimize thermal distortion
and the gun barrel bend sensor was dropped.

The 7.62mm coaxial machine gun installation is at the left. Above is
the gunner's auxiliary telescope. The closed breech scavenging system
for the 152mm gun-launcher is shown below.

Below are two views showing the installation of the 152mm gun-launcher
and its breech mechanism.

The dimensions of the 152mm gun-launcher XM150E6 can be seen in the sketch below.
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The block diagram at the left illustrates the function of the ballistic
computer in the operation of the fire control system.

The ballistic computer in the fire control system deter-
mined the main weapon offsets required for firing conven-
tional ammunition from a stationary or moving tank. These
were based on the following inputs to the computer: Mode
of operation, gunner's primary sight tracking rates, range
from the laser range finder, cant angle from the cant sen-
sor, cross wind velocity from the turret mounted cross wind
sensor, ammunition type, air pressure, air temperature, and
powder temperature. The last three were set into the com-
puter by the tank commander.

The General Motors automatic loader was installed
in the turret bustle carrying 24 rounds of 152mm ammu-
nition. An additional seven rounds were stowed in the turret
with six in a vertical position and one in a horizontal rack.
Nineteen rounds were located in the hull with twelve ver-
tical racks between the rear bulkhead and the turret bas-
ket. The remaining seven rounds were in vertical racks
attached to the fuel cell access cover on the front bulk-
head between the two sets of batteries. All of these racks
were provided with spall protection by steel covers except

Components and stowage on the XM803 are located on the sketch at
the lower right. Below is a drawing of the General Motors automatic
loader.

for the front seven hull mounted rounds. The latter uti-
lized aluminum-nylon-asbestos protective covers. Thus the
normal 152mm ammunition stowage totaled 50 rounds.

The driver's counterrotating capsule in the XM803 was
similar to that on the prototype MBT70. It could be locked
in four positions relative to the chassis. These were fac-
ing forward (0 degrees), facing to the rear (180 degrees),
and at 56 degrees to the left or right. As on the prototype
tanks, these latter positions allowed the use of the side
vision blocks for driving in the event that the center block
was damaged. A night vision device was interchangeable
with the driver's center periscope type vision block. Both
types of center vision blocks were fitted with a washer/
wiper. The driver's hatch cover was identical to that of the
tank commander. In addition to the driver's electrical con-
trols, emergency mechanical controls were provided in the
hull which could be connected to the driver's control
handles for steering. Like on the MBT70, use of the
emergency controls required that both the driver's capsule
and the turret be locked in the forward position.
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The driver's station in the XM803 can be seen above and at the right.
Note the ammunition stowed behind the driver's seat in the latter view.

Below, the driver's controls appear at the left and the drawing at the right shows the method of engaging the emergency controls for the
throttle, transmission shift, steering, and brakes.
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The general arrangement of the XM803 hull and the location of vari-
ous components can be seen in these drawings.

The XM803 was powered by the air-cooled, variable
compression ratio, Continental AVCR-1100-3B engine. This
was essentially the same power plant used in the Ameri-
can prototype MBT70. However, it was derated to provide
1250 horsepower at 2600 revolutions per minute to improve
the reliability. At this same time, consideration was given
to the future installation of a 1500 horsepower gas turbine
then under development. This was the AGT-1500 which
eventually appeared as the power plant for the Ml tank.

At the right is the mock-up of the Continental AVCR-1100-3B engine.
The sketches below show the power pack installation and the engine
air filter system in the XM803.
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The XHM-1500-2B transmission is shown in the photographs above
and at the right. Below at the right is a sketch of the XM803 final drive.

The AVCR-1100-3B engine was coupled to the General
Motors XHM-1500-2B transmission. This was a hydro-
mechanical transmission featuring an infinitely variable
drive ratio with four forward and four reverse hydro-
static/mechanical phases having equal speeds in both direc-
tions. In the first phase, full hydrostatic power was
provided. In the second, third, and fourth phases, the power
was divided into two paths, one through the propulsion
pump and motor unit (hydrostatic) and one through the
friction clutches and planetary gearing (mechanical). Com-
bining this power at the outputs provided the hydromechan-
ical type drive. Phase changes were automatic with the
driver selecting only forward, neutral, or reverse. Pivot
steering was available in neutral. The power was transmitted
through the planetary gear final drives to the track sprockets
at the rear of the tank.

The National Water Lift hydropneumatic suspension
was a simplified version of that installed on the MBT70
prototypes. Each of the twelve road wheel stations was fitted
with a hydropneumatic suspension unit. These utilized sin-
gle piston type actuators compared to the double piston
actuators on the MBT70 suspension. Also, the four con-
trols on the MBT70 were replaced by three on the XM803.

At the right is the XM803 suspension and track. Note that there are
only two track support rollers.
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The National Water Lift hydropneumatic suspension on the XM803 is illustrated in the photograph and the schematic diagram above. The
suspension control is sketched below. The components are as follows: 1. lock, 2, 3, & 4. elevation controls, 5. track adjuster, 6. light.

The hydraulic track adjuster is shown below. At the bottom right is a
drawing of the road wheel/idler assembly.

Instead of a separate control for the three suspension units
in each quadrant of the tank, the XM803 used separate
controls for each of the two front quadrants and a single
control for the six rear suspension units (three on each
side). A single 3000 psi hydraulic system supplied power
for the hydropneumatic suspension as well as the drives
for the turret and gun mount. The three manually oper-
ated suspension control handles were located in the hull
at the gunner's station. They were actuated by the gunner
on instructions from the tank commander. The ground
clearance was adjustable from six to 25 inches and the four
corner units incorporated damping valves for greater pitch
control. The normal ground clearance was considered to
be 21 inches. The hydraulic system also powered the
adjustable idler assembly to maintain the proper track ten-
sion. The Diehl tracks on the MBT70 were replaced by
24.5 inch wide double pin tracks and the number of track
support rollers was reduced from three to two on each side.
Armor side skirts were installed to protect the upper sus-
pension components and to permit a reduction in the thick-
ness of the lower hull.
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Above are views of the drive sprocket (left) and a disassembled track link (right). Below, the XM803 is sketched in the fording configuration
(left) and with the deep water fording kit installed (right).

The 57 ton XM803 was capable of fording water
depths up to the turret top, if the various seals were in place
and the snorkel tubes were erected. For submerged oper-
ation, a deep water kit was available. This consisted of a
30 inch diameter sectional conning tower fitted over the
commander's hatch and engine air intake tubes installed
between the conning tower and the fording snorkel attach-
ment points. Scuba equipment was provided for emergency
use by the crew. The engine compartment was flooded dur-
ing fording operations.

At the right is a sketch of the winterization kit installation for cold
weather operation.

Other kits intended for use with the XM803 included
a bulldozer, a winterization kit, and a kit for desert opera-
tions. The latter required the installation of an air condi-
tioner replacing the small right fuel tank in the engine
compartment and two rounds of 152mm ammunition from
the crew compartment rear bulkhead.
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Above is the pilot 152mm gun-launcher tank XM803. Instrumentation has been installed on the tank for the test program.

Initially, two XM803s were authorized for construc-
tion, but only one, serial number seven, was finally com-
pleted. Despite the simplification, the cost of the tank
remained a major problem. Also, opinions were chang-
ing among the future users of the vehicle. Problems with
the gun-launcher system during operations of the M551
Sheridan and the M60A2 tank resulted in a loss of favor
for the combination gun-missile system. Many armor

officers preferred a high velocity gun to the more com-
plex armament of the XM803. As a result, Congress, in
December 1971, directed that the program be cancelled and
that a new project be initiated to develop a less expensive
tank. The program was officially deactivated on 30 June
1972, but the single XM803 was utilized, along with several
of the MBT70 prototypes, to obtain data for the new tank
development program.

Below, another photograph of the XM803 pilot appears at the left. At the right is a view of the XM803 during the development of the
fire control equipment. The engineer in the turret hatch is Michael Leu.



PART III

AN AFFORDABLE MAIN BATTLE TANK



A FRESH START

Although Congress cancelled the XM803 program in
late 1971, the Army's need for a new tank was recognized.
To meet this requirement, 20 million dollars were autho-
rized for the procurement of two prototypes of a new main
battle tank. This was in addition to the 20 million dollars
allocated to phase out the XM803. Although the funds were
provided specifically for two industrial prototype tanks,
the Army initially preferred to concentrate on component
development until a specification could be prepared for
a new main battle tank. At that time, there was considera-
ble controversy within the Army itself as to what form the
tank should take. In February 1972, the Main Battle Tank
Task Force (MBTTF) was established at Fort Knox, Ken-
tucky under the leadership of Major General William R.
Desobry. Its objective was to define the characteristics of
the new MET and to prepare the Material Need (MN) docu-
ment. Technical support for the Task Force was provided
by the Advanced Concepts Branch of the Tank Automo-
tive Command (TACOM). Eventually, this work resulted
in a series of eight main concept studies prepared by
J. B. Gilvydis. The first three of these studies covered the
work performed for the Task Force during its period of
operation from February to August 1972. The later five
were conducted for the Main Battle Tank Project Manager's

Office, after it was established in September, and for the
Army Materiel Command (AMC). This work continued
until March 1973.

On 5 February 1972, General Henry A. Miley, Jr., the
Commanding General of AMC, concluded in a letter to
the Department of the Army that tank system concept
studies by industry would be of value to the Army and
would help meet the directions of Congress. Following this,
contracts were awarded to Chrysler Corporation and
General Motors Corporation for such design studies to be
completed by September 1972. The Chrysler program was
to cover new evolutionary design concepts based on the
M60A1 tank. The General Motors contract was to study
the design of a new MBT using advanced design compo-
nents based on the experience of the XM803 program. Both
projects provided concept studies to support the work of
the MBT Task Force. Initially, the new main battle tank
was designated as the XM815, but with the revision of the
nomenclature system, this was soon changed to the XML

TACOM presented the results of their first study to
the MBTTF at Fort Knox on 25 February 1972. The initial
concept, designated as LK 10322, was basically a conven-
tional arrangement with the engine in the rear, the com-
mander, gunner, and loader centrally located in the turret,

Below is the LK 10322 design concept with heavy protection, rear engine, and a conventional turret.
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and the driver in the front center of the hull. The total
armored volume of this concept was about 540 cubic feet.
This compared to an armored volume of approximately 425
cubic feet for the Soviet T55 and 650 cubic feet for the
M60A1. Armed with the 105mm gun M68, the LK 10322
concept was used in this study to analyse the effect on the
combat weight of the different thicknesses of armor
required to defeat various enemy threats. Fourteen differ-
ent levels of protection were considered in this first study
with the estimated vehicle weights ranging from about 34
tons to approximately 57 tons. The armor ranged from all
round protection against only 23mm armor piercing projec-
tiles to frontal protection against 120mm shaped charge
rounds. Various composite armor arrays developed by the
Ballistic Research Laboratory were utilized in different ver-
sions of the concept. Since the design of the armor was
rapidly developing, frequent changes were required to adapt
the constantly changing arrays to the tank concept studies.
It is interesting to note that the initial drawing for the LK
10322 concept featured the AGT-1500 gas turbine, the power
plant eventually selected for the Ml production tank. With
six road wheels per track, a tube-over-bar suspension was
specified for the LK 10322 to improve the cross-country
performance.

During April and May, a second TACOM study inves-
tigated modified versions of the LK 10322 concept in an
effort to reduce the weight. Initially, the hull design
remained the same, but the turret was slightly modified.
The side walls were tapered five degrees to the rear and
the slope of the right side was increased from 14 to 20
degrees from the vertical. A new low profile commander's
station was introduced with an externally mounted 7.62mm
machine gun and the 7.62mm coaxial machine gun was
replaced by a .50 caliber weapon. These modifications
resulted in estimated weight reductions ranging from a little
less than three tons to over three and one half tons depend-
ing upon the protection level under consideration. Later,
the hull of the modified LK 10322 was lengthened from

270 inches to 275 inches which allowed an increase in fuel
capacity from 300 to 350 gallons. This hull also could
accept either the AGT-1500 turbine with the XHM-1500
transmission or the AVCR-1100 diesel engine with the X-1100
transmission. The average weight increase with these hull
changes was about 600 pounds.

On 20 June 1972, the MET Task Force requested
TACOM to perform a third weight and protection analy-
sis. This study was to evaluate the effect of 72 different
component combinations applied to the modified LK 10322
concept. The following component list was supplied by the
Task Force for the analysis.

1. Primary Armament
a. 105mm gun M68
b. 110mm gun, United Kingdom
c. 120mm gun, Federal Republic of Germany

2. Fire Control
a. XM803 system (without commander's day/night

sight)
b. M60A1 (with turret integrated night thermal sight)

3. Power Plants
a. AVCR-1100 diesel engine with the X-1100 transmis-

sion
b. DB1500 diesel engine with the Renk HSWL 354

transmission
c. AGT-1500 gas turbine with the XHM-1500-2 trans-

mission

4. Suspension
a. Tube-over-bar
b. Piston hydropneumatic

5. Tracks
a. T142 or Diehl
b. Lightweight, 28 inch width

This study used two different approaches. The first
calculated the armor weight for the hull and turret and
determined the protection level obtained with total vehi-
cle weights of 43, 45, 47, and 49 tons. The second approach
analysed the effect of 72 combinations of components on
the total vehicle weight at a single level of protection. The
protection level selected was that required to defeat the com-
bined threat of the Soviet 115mm APFSDS projectile at
800 meters range and the 3.2 inch diameter HEAT round
on the front and up to 30 degrees to each flank.

In addition to the 72 variations of the modified LK
10322 concept from the third TACOM study, the MET Task
Force reviewed fifteen additional designs. Numbers 73
through 80 were submitted by General Motors Corpora-
tion and 81 through 83 came from Chrysler. Candidates
84 through 87 were product improved versions of the
M60A1. In reviewing the 72 candidates from the third

The cross section at the left shows the spaced armor arrangement incor-
porated in some of the new designs.
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The sketch at the right and the drawing at the bottom of the page depict
a General Motors tank concept powered by the AGT-1500 gas turbine.
The estimated weight of this vehicle was about 47 tons.

TACOM study, the Task Force eliminated those armed with
the United Kingdom 110mm rifled gun and the 120mm
smooth bore weapon from the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. The 110mm gun was not considered sufficiently
superior to the 105mm gun M68 and the 120mm smooth
bore was not expected to be available in time to meet the
proposed production schedule. At that time, the Task Force
also considered the AGT-1500 gas turbine to be a high risk
power plant and it was dropped from the concepts under
review. This reduced the number of proposals in the
TACOM study from 72 to 16. Those remaining differed
primarily in the engine and transmission with minor vari-
ations in the fire control systems as well as the suspen-
sions and tracks. As a result, the 16 candidates were reduced
to two featuring the two power packages considered accept-
able. Thus one was powered by the air-cooled Continen-
tal AVCR-1100 engine with the X-1100 transmission. The
other was fitted with the Daimler Benz (later MTU)
DB1500 liquid-cooled diesel with the Renk transmission.
These two concepts were included by the Task Force among
the five candidates for the final trade off analysis.

Of the eight General Motors proposals, two were
powered by the AGT-1500 gas turbine using the X-1100 trans-
mission, one utilized the DB1500 diesel with the Renk

transmission, and two were fitted with the AVCR-1100-3B
with the X-1100 transmission. The remaining three had a
twin engine arrangement consisting of two General Motors
8V71T liquid-cooled diesels, again with the X-1100 trans-
mission. All eight concepts used a high strength torsion
bar suspension and were armed with the M68 105mm gun.
Estimated weights of these vehicles ranged from 47 to 67
tons depending upon their level of protection. The Task
Force rejected the three proposals powered by the twin
8V71T diesels because of anticipated increased maintenance
time and reduced reliability. With the elimination of the
AGT-1500 in two of the concepts, the number of General
Motors candidates was reduced to three. One of these also
was rejected because of its excessive weight of 67 tons.
One of the remaining two was selected as the General
Motors candidate even though it weighed 56 tons because
it came closest to meeting the MN requirements for bal-
listic protection.
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One of the three Chrysler concepts was selected as
superior to the other two in several important areas and
essentially equal in other respects. It was powered by the
AVCR-1100 engine with the X-1100 transmission and had
an estimated combat weight of 48.5 tons. However, like
the other candidates that met the MN weight requirements,
it did not provide the desired protection level.

None of the four product improved MoOAls met the
M N requirements for ballistic protection or sustained
speeds on 10 per cent and 30 per cent grades. Of the four,
numbers 84 and 85 provided the highest level of protec-
tion. Since number 85 featured the more advanced fire con-
trol system, it was selected as one of the five candidates
for the final trade off analysis.

The most obvious conclusion from the review of these
concept studies was that the level of ballistic protection
required by the proposed MN document was incompati-
ble with the weight limitation specified. This problem was
outlined in a fact sheet forwarded from the Task Force to
the Commanding General of AMC, dated 3 August 1972.
This fact sheet concluded that the only practical solution
was to either reduce the level of ballistic protection or
increase the 49 ton weight limitation in the proposed MN
document. The latter alternative was subsequently adopted.

Although General Motors and Chrysler provided sup-
port to the MET Task Force under their study contracts
for new tank prototypes, the final reports on both of these
contracts were not submitted until October 1972. In their
report, General Motors proposed two concepts. They were
based on estimated average production unit costs of
$400,000 and $500,000, both in fiscal year 1972 dollars.
Referred to as the 400K and 500K tanks, the latter was
a growth version of the former with improvements in bal-
listic protection, firepower, and night vision. Both were
manned by a crew of four with the driver in the left front
hull. The usual arrangement of the three man turret crew
was reversed placing the gunner and tank commander on
the left side of the cannon with the loader at the right rear.

The turret on both vehicles utilized the large bearing ring
from the XM803. Both tanks were armed with a stabilized
105mm gun M68. Forty rounds of 105mm ammunition were
stowed in the hull below the level of the turret ring with-
out separate compartmentation.

The 400K tank was protected by welded plate armor
arrays on the turret front. The sides and rear of the turret
consisted of single plate rolled homogeneous armor. The
hull front was a single plate of high obliquity armor. Spaced
armor skirts were provided on the forward sides of the hull.
The tank was powered by the previously proposed twin
General Motors 8V71T diesel engines connected to a modi-
fied X-1100 transmission through a transfer case. With this
arrangement, the tank could be driven on one engine in
an emergency. The twin engine installation was rated at
1200 gross horsepower. The estimated combat weight of
the 400K concept was 52 tons. Although the armor pro-
tection was superior to the M60A3, it did not meet the
requirements for the new MET. The running gear consisted
of an advanced high strength torsion bar suspension with
six 30 inch diameter road wheels per side running on a
22 inch wide, double pin, flat track. A 7.62mm coaxial
machine gun was located on the right side of the cannon
and a 40mm high velocity grenade launcher was installed
on the commander's hatch. The independently stabilized
gunner's day/night sight included a laser range finder.

The combat weight of the 500K tank was increased
to 55 tons providing improved ballistic protection. The front
hull now consisted of spaced rolled homogeneous armor
and steel/aluminum array skirts were installed on the sides.
On the turret, a cast armor trunnion support was joined
to frontal spaced armor arrays. The sides and rear also
consisted of spaced armor. Although the M68 105mm gun
was retained in the 500K tank, the mount was strength-
ened to permit future adaptation of a 120mm gun firing
kinetic energy ammunition. The 7.62mm coaxial machine
gun in the 400K tank was replaced by the Bushmaster
(20mm-30mm) weapon system then under development.

The General Motors 400K tank proposal is sketched below.
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Above is the General Motors 500K tank concept.

The 40mm high velocity grenade launcher was moved to
the loader's station and replaced on the commander's hatch
by a .50 caliber M85 machine gun. The commander's
weapon was now mounted on a powered slew ring. The
gunner's stabilized sight with its laser range finder also
now included a far infrared imager for night operations.
Individual displays were provided for both the gunner and
the tank commander. With the heavier weight, the 500K
tank was powered by the AVCR-1100-3B engine rated at 1450
gross horsepower using the modified X-1100 transmission.
The number of road wheels was raised from six to seven
per side and the width of the double pin flat track was
increased to 24 inches.

Chrysler's report on the New Evolutionary Tank
reviewed eight different vehicle concepts as well as the
development status of various design features and compo-
nents. Main armament on all eight concept studies was the

M68 105mm gun. In one case, this was supplemented by
a TOW missile installation. On two other concepts, the Shil-
lelagh II or Swifty gun launched missile was specified.
This was a proposed development of the Shillelagh reduced
in diameter to permit launching from the 105mm gun. The
missile velocity also was increased to reduce the flight time
by about 50 per cent and to extend the range by approxi-
mately 25 per cent. However, the reduced diameter would
have decreased the effectiveness of its shaped charge war-
head. The estimated combat weight of the eight Chrysler
proposals ranged from about 49 tons to 57 tons. After con-
sidering the eight concept studies, the Chrysler report pro-
posed a final configuration combining the best components
from two of them. With an estimated combat weight of
57.2 tons, this tank had a conventional layout. The driver
was in the center front hull and the three man turret located
the gunner and the tank commander on the right side of

Two features incorporated in the Chrysler tank proposals are shown
here. The TOW missile installation on the tank turret is at the right.
Below, the fuel cells can be seen located on each side of the driver.
This arrangement increased the protection, particularly against shaped
charge rounds.
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A Chrysler proposal is illustrated in this three view drawing. This tank
is powered by the AVCR-1100 diesel engine. It does not include any mis-
sile launching capability.

the 105mm gun with the loader on the left. The 105mm
ammunition was stowed in compartments separated from
the crew space. These compartments in the turret bustle
and the hull were designed to fail away from the crew space.
Thus any ammunition explosion resulting from a penetra-
tion of the armor would be directed either to the outside
or into the engine compartment away from the crew.

The loading sequence for the rounds stowed behind the armored bulk-
head in the turret bustle is shown at the left. Below, this bulkhead pro-
tects the crew if the ammunition is detonated.
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At the right is the pop-up hatch proposed by Chrysler for the tank com-
mander's station.

The 105mm M68 gun was selected as the main arma-
ment with possible future upgrading through improved
ammunition or the introduction of a gun launched missile
such as the Swifty. A .50 caliber M 85 coaxial machine
gun was specified, but the design permitted its replace-
ment by the Bushmaster weapon when it became availa-
ble. The fire control equipment was a modified M60A3
system with the turret integrated night thermal sight
(TINTS). Final selection of the power plant was not made
at that time with the German MTU MB 873 Ka 500 (for-
merly the Daimler-Benz DB1500) 1500 horsepower liquid-
cooled diesel, the AVCR-1360-1 air-cooled diesel, and the
AGT-1500 gas turbine all being considered. It was proposed
to select two of these power plants for test rig evaluation.
The X-1100 transmission was to be used in all three cases.

The advanced torsion bar suspension was selected. As men-
tioned earlier, this system utilized high strength torsion bars
permitting a much greater twist before exceeding the elastic
limit of the material. Thus a much greater wheel travel
could be obtained. As with other proposed tank concepts,
it was obvious that the combat weight would greatly exceed
the original target if satisfactory protection levels were to
be achieved.

Another Chrysler proposal configuration appears in this drawing. This
concept was powered by the AGT-1500 gas turbine and featured a hydrop-
neumatic suspension. The tank also was to be armed with the Swifty
missile launched from the M68 105mm gun.
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A new concept, designated LK 10352, was proposed
by TACOM in a fourth study dated July 1972. The main
objective of this study was to determine the effect on the
gross vehicle weight if the fuel capacity was increased from
300 to 350 gallons. This was similar to the earlier exami-
nation of the same increase on the modified LK 10322.
The hull was lengthened to 276 inches with the extra six
inches between the crew compartment bulkhead and the
engine being used to accommodate a tank for the additional
50 gallons of fuel. The lower glacis was redesigned on this
new concept and the angle with the vertical increased from
55 degrees to 60 degrees. The upper glacis remained at
65 degrees from the vertical. No changes were made to
the turret. The effect of these modifications on the gross
vehicle weight was calculated based on the protection
required to defeat two threat levels. The greatest of these
was the combined threat of the Soviet 115mm APFSDS
kinetic energy projectile at a range of 800 meters and a
3.2 inch diameter precision HEAT shaped charge round.
The calculation indicated that a vehicle weight of over 52
tons would be required for protection directly from the front
out to an angle of 30 degrees to each flank.

In August and September, the LK 10352 concept was
modified in a fifth study to determine the effect of second
generation armor arrays on the gross vehicle weight. The
early steel-glass-steel composite armor was replaced by
multiple steel and aluminum plate combinations. For this
analysis, three threat levels and the armor arrays required
to defeat them were supplied by the Ballistic Research
Laboratory. The light threat consisted only of the kinetic
energy projectile representated by the Soviet 115mm
APFSDS at a range of 800 meters. The medium level of
protection was required to defeat both the kinetic energy
threat and the 3.2 inch diameter HEAT shaped charge
round. A new heavy threat was introduced at this time.
It consisted of both the 115mm kinetic energy projectile
and a 5.0 inch diameter HEAT round. This was the threat
against which the new MBT was to be protected in future
TACOM studies. For the front hull armor array, the upper
glacis was angled at 35 degrees and the lower glacis at 70
degrees, both from the vertical. The nose also was extended
2.5 inches to give more room to the driver. The turret was
modified from the earlier concept by changing the left front
from a curved to a flat surface angled back at 30 degrees
to the rear and sloped at 60 degrees from the vertical. The
slope of the right front was changed from 60 to 55 degrees
from the vertical to provide more room for the gunner.
This side already had a flat surface angled to the rear at
30 degrees. The turret sides were unchanged, but the bustle
was extended by 12 inches to obtain more stowage space.
The .50 caliber coaxial machine gun was replaced by the
Bushmaster and the .50 caliber weapon was relocated to
the commander's hatch. The study indicated that a com-
bat weight of over 59 tons would be required to provide
protection against the heavy threat from the front and at
30 degrees to each flank.

A sixth study by TACOM from October 1972 to Janu-
ary 1973 covered the preparation and weight analyses of

new design concepts and the building of a full size wooden
mock-up. The rapid development of composite armor tech-
nology continued to cause repeated changes in the tank
design concepts. In fact, according to TACOM personnel
at that time, the Ballistic Research Laboratory was crank-
ing out new armor arrays faster than new concept designs
based on them could be drawn and analyzed. After a
preliminary study, it was decided to draw two different ver-
sions of the new tank. One version was to have the main
gun ammunition stowed in the crew space as in earlier
tanks. In the other, it was to be separated from the crew
in ammunition compartments. Two different turret designs
were prepared. One turret stowed the ammunition sepa-
rate from the crew in a bustle compartment. The second
turret had a short bustle with no ammunition stowage.

Two designs were considered for the tank with com-
partmented ammunition. In the first type, 18 out of a total
of 40 105mm rounds were stowed in automated racks in
the turret bustle behind a one inch thick aluminum alloy
bulkhead. These racks were similar to those in the XM803
and the rounds were retrieved through a single round door
in the bulkhead. Sixteen rounds were in two revolving drum
type racks in the front hull, one on each side of the driver.
These rounds were retrieved through small round doors
in the one inch thick bulkhead facing the turret basket. The
remaining six rounds were stowed in a non-automated rack
in a two inch thick box underneath the cannon in the tur-
ret basket.

The second design of the tank with the compartmented
ammunition eliminated the automated racks. They were
replaced by simple lightweight racks and some rounds were
relocated. The eighteen rounds remained in the turret bus-
tle, but they were now retrieved through sliding aluminum
doors. The six rounds previously stowed in the turret bas-
ket were moved to the front hull. The compartments on
each side of the driver now contained 11 rounds each and
they could be reached through sliding doors.

In the non-compartmented version of the new tank,
all 40 rounds of main gun ammunition were stowed in the
crew compartment below the turret ring. Twentyeight were
in two racks, one on each side of the driver. The remain-
ing 12 were located in the turret basket. These were con-
sidered to be ready rounds and were in easy reach of the
loader.

The compartmented and non-compartmented concepts
were quite similar in external appearance except for slight
changes in the turret design. In addition to the shorter bus-
tle, the non-compartmented version retained the five degree
taper to the rear on the turret sides. On the compartmented
turret, the side walls were parallel to the center line. This
provided more stowage space for ammunition in the bus-
tle. Both sides of the turret front were angled back 30
degrees to the rear and sloped at 45 degrees from the ver-
tical. The left and right sides of the turret were sloped at
35 degrees and 20 degrees from the vertical respectively.
The roof was flat and the rear of the bustle was angled
at 40 degrees from the vertical. As in the previous con-
cepts, the turret ring diameter was 85 inches.
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The full size mock-up corresponding to the LK 10372 design can be seen in the photographs on this page. Note the coaxial Bushmaster weapon.

The hull design was identical for both concepts, except
for the ammunition racks. The upper and lower front gla-
cises were angled at 35 and 70 degrees from the vertical
respectively. Side skirts extended from the front idler to
the rear sprocket protecting both the crew and engine com-
partments. The power plant was the AVCR-1360 engine with
the X-1100 transmission. All of the fuel was located in the
engine compartment. A tube-over-bar suspension system
with six road wheels per side was used with 26 inch wide
tracks.

For the commander, a low rotatable station even with
the turret roof line was used for both concepts. It was fitted
with a .50 caliber M85 machine gun which could be oper-
ated from either inside or outside the tank. In addition to
the machine gun sight, the commander was provided with
six periscopes for all around vision. A Bushmaster weapon
system was installed on the left side of the 105mm gun.
A day/night sight including a laser range finder was
mounted in front of the gunner's station with separate con-
trols for the gunner and the tank commander. Weight ana-
lyses of the two concepts armored against the heavy threat
indicated that the tank with the compartmented ammuni-
tion weighed slightly over 60 tons compared to under 57
tons for the non-compartmented version.

The tank with the compartmented ammunition and
armored against the heavy threat was selected for the con-
struction of a full size wooden mock-up. The mock-up was
modified in several ways from the original concept draw-
ings. The day/night sight for the gunner and the tank com-
mander was relocated to the right side of the turret. This
was done to eliminate a weak ballistic area on the turret

caused by the previous mounting of the sight. To provide
protection against HEAT rounds, armor arrays extending
alongside the entire crew compartment were installed on
the hull side areas over the sponsons. The overhanging fron-
tal sections of the turret were lowered by about four inches
leaving only a minimum clearance for the driver's head
when driving with his head exposed. This was to improve
the ballistic protection by reducing the shot trap in this area.
The turret roof was slightly crowned to increase its rigid-
ity and to eliminate any possibility of buckling. This was
achieved by raising the center line one inch and sloping
the roof toward the sides at five degrees from the horizon-
tal. After completion of the mock-up, a new concept draw-
ing, designated LK 10372, was prepared incorporating all
of the changes.
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Above is the LK 10372 concept drawing reflecting the modifications incorporated in the full size mock-up.

Data on improved armor arrays were received from
the Ballistic Research Laboratory at the conclusion of the
previous study. To evaluate the effect of these new arrays
on the vehicle weight, a new concept was prepared includ-
ing the changes applied to the mock-up as well as several
new features. This design, designated as LK 10379, was
covered in the seventh study from TACOM in February
1973. From this point on, the analyses considered only the
protection level required to defeat the heavy threat. This
was still the Soviet 115mm APFSDS projectile at 800 meters
and the 5.0 inch diameter HEAT round. The 40 rounds
of 105mm ammunition in the LK 10379 concept were
located in the hull below the turret ring and were not stowed
in separate compartments. The Bushmaster weapon sys-
tem was removed from inside the turret and remounted on
the left side exterior near the bustle. The day/night sight
for the gunner and the tank commander was installed
through the right side of the turret as on the mock-up. The
gun shield was narrowed from a width of 38 inches to 12
inches. The five degree taper to the rear of the turret side
walls was eliminated making the sides parallel to the tur-
ret center line. This provided more space for the tank com-
mander and simplified the design of the Bushmaster mount.
The slope of the left and right sides of the turret remained
at 35 and 20 degrees from the vertical respectively. The
angle of the turret frontal sections toward the rear was
increased from 30 to 40 degrees, but they remained sloped
at 45 degrees from the vertical. The turret roof was crowned
as on the mock-up. The hull front on the LK 10379 was

redesigned with a 55 degree angle from the vertical on both
the upper and lower glacises. This increased the hull length
making the six road wheel suspension marginal for good
mobility. Therefore, a new tube-over-bar suspension was
specified with seven road wheels per track. As on the mock-
up, armor arrays were installed on the hull sides above the
sponsons. The combat weight of the LK 10379 concept was
calculated to be a little over 60 tons. The analysis showed
that by reducing the protection on certain areas of the hull
and lowering the fuel capacity from 350 to 300 gallons,
the weight could be reduced to about 58 tons.

The eighth and last in the main series of new XM1
concept studies was performed by TACOM in March 1973.
Its objective was to explore ways to reduce the weight of
the proposed tank to below 58 tons. To achieve this goal,
a new concept drawing, LK 10382, was prepared with
several changes from the previous design. However, the
same armor arrays were used to permit accurate compari-
sons. The front hull was changed back to the earlier design
with the upper and lower glacis plates sloped at 35 and
70 degrees from the vertical respectively. This reduced the
length of the hull by 15 inches and lowered the weight by
about 900 pounds. The hull height was reduced from 42
to 40 inches and the sides above the sponsons were sloped
at a greater angle from the vertical. The fuel tank behind
the crew compartment bulkhead was removed and the
engine was moved four inches forward. This dropped the
fuel capacity back to 300 gallons. The turret ring diameter
was reduced from 85 to 83 inches which also shortened
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Concept drawing LK 10379 appears above. Note that the 105mm ammunition is not isolated from the crew space and the Bushmaster weapon
has been relocated to the left side of the turret. This tank also is fitted with seven road wheels per track.

The suspension in design concept LK 10382 below has returned to the use of six road wheels per track and the ammunition feeding system
for the Bushmaster has been simplified.
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the hull by an additional two inches. With the shorter hull,
the suspension was changed back to six road wheels per
side. The ground clearance was increased from 17 to 18
inches for better mobility and mine protection. Except for
the smaller ring, the turret design remained the same, but
the Bushmaster was moved farther to the rear, lowered,
and mounted closer to the turret wall. The ammunition
feeding system for the Bushmaster was changed so that it
fed directly through the turret side armor. This eliminated
the partially exposed ammunition chutes which formerly
were routed through the turret roof. The estimated com-
bat weight of the LK 10382 design was between 57 and
58 tons depending upon weights assumed for the suspen-
sion and the possible reduction in thickness of the hull bot-
tom plate under the engine compartment.

After the complexity and high cost that resulted in the
cancellation of the XM803, Congress required that these
factors be tightly controlled in the new tank program. Thus
a design to unit cost ceiling was established at the begin-
ning of the project. The specification requirements in the
Materiel Need (MN) document were presented as ranges
permitting the contractors some leeway in meeting the
design objectives. As the Army later observed during a
Congressional hearing in April 1974, "We would like to
have the maximum performance, but we are sticking to
a design to unit cost and we therefore have to give the con-
tractor the ability to make trade offs to meet the design
to cost goal".

As mentioned earlier, the weight limitation in the origi-
nal MN document was incompatible with the protection
level required. Since crew survivability had the highest pri-
ority on the list of characteristics for the new tank, the max-
imum weight was raised to 58 tons to permit adequate
armor. Later, this would be Increased to 60 tons. During
the initial studies in 1972, the design to unit cost goal was
set at $400,000. However, by the time that the request for
proposal was issued, this had increased to $507,790, also
in 1972 dollars. This compared to estimated unit costs of
$339,000 for the M60A1, $432,000 for the M60A3, and
$611,000 for the cancelled XM803. The new program was
divided into three phases. The first of these was a com-
petitive advanced development validation phase during
which contracts would be awarded to two sources. Each
of these contractors would design, build, and test one com-
plete prototype tank and one automotive test rig. They also
were to furnish an additional hull and turret for ballistic
evaluation. This 34 month advanced development phase
would end with a combined developmental/operational test
(DT/OT-I) by the Army. These tests would be used to vali-
date the contractors' proposals for phase 2, which would
be a sole source full scale engineering development (FSED)
program. Phase 3 would put the new tank into production.

The artist's concept at the right shows the Chrysler proposal for the
XM1 validation phase tank.

The various tank concepts being considered by the
Army at this time reflected a change in thinking since the
period of the MBT70 and the XM803. Although some
sources regarded the appearance of the long range anti-
tank missile as sounding the death knell of the tank, this
was not the case. The main effect of the new missiles was
to release the tank from the defensive role since other units
were now capable of defending themselves against armored
attack. The tank could now resume its place as the key
offensive weapon in the combined arms team. In that role,
the missile firing gun-launcher system was less attractive
as the main tank weapon than the fast shooting 105mm gun,
particularly with improved ammunition. Thus when pro-
posals were requested for the development of the new tank,
the 105mm gun with its quick reaction, multitarget per-
formance, and immediate availability was the obvious can-
didate despite its shorter range.

Proposals for the advanced development validation
phase were received from Chrysler and General Motors
in May 1973. Originally, Ford Motor Company had been
expected to participate, but they declined to enter the com-
petition. As a result, after review, contracts were awarded
to Chrysler and to the Detroit Diesel Allison Division of
General Motors on 28 June 1973. As mentioned earlier,
these contracts required the design, construction, and test-
ing of a completely integrated prototype tank. It was to
include all subsystems except for the night vision equip-
ment. An automotive test rig also was to be constructed
for use in the test program and an additional ballistic hull
and turret were to be provided for ballistic tests at Aber-
deen Proving Ground. These cost plus incentive fee (CPIF)
contracts eventually amounted to $68,999,000 for Chrys-
ler and $87,969,000 for General Motors.

Chrysler proposed a conventional arrangement for its
prototype tank with a three man turret crew and the driver
in the center front hull. The gunner and the tank com-
mander were in the usual location on the right side of the
M68 105mm gun with the loader on the left. A coaxial
Bushmaster weapon was fitted on the left side of the can-
non. An M85 .50 caliber machine gun was mounted on
the tank commander's station and either a 7.62mm M60D
machine gun or a 40mm high velocity grenade launcher
was installed on the turret roof in front of the loader's hatch.
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The model in these photographs represents the proposed Chrysler XMl validation phase tank. Note the coaxial Bushmaster weapon. The
blow off panels for ammunition stowed in the turret bustle can be seen in the views from the top front.

The side skirt sections on the original proposal were designed to swing either up or out as indicated on the model above and the sketches below.
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Another view of the Chrysler XM1 validation phase model appears above
and the evolution of the turret design is illustrated at the right. Various
components of the turret and hull are shown in the sketches below.

A simplified line of sight stabilization system was expected
to provide performance equal to at least 90 per cent of a
dual axis system with a cost saving of about $3000. The
105mm ammunition was stowed in separate compartments
vented away from the crew space. New composite special
armor was incorporated into the frontal areas of the tank
and side skirts extended from the front idler to the rear
sprocket partially shielding the hydromechanical suspen-
sion. This was actually a tube-over-bar suspension with
seven road wheels per track using rotary hydraulic shock
absorbers. The term hydromechanical suspension was
selected to avoid confusion with the earlier tube-over-bar
suspension installed experimentally on the M60A1 which
lacked the performance of the new design. It also was noted
that the same name could be applied to the advanced high

strength torsion bar suspension if it replaced the tube-over
bar design in the future. At the time of the proposal, the
advanced torsion bar was considered a high risk item, but
the option of using high strength steel or titanium torsion
bars was kept open for the future.

In regard to the power plant, Dr. Philip W. Lett Jr.,
the leader of the Chrysler team, made a bold decision.
Despite the fact that the Army MET Task Force had con-
sidered the gas turbine to be a high risk item, he selected
the AGT-1500 with the X-1100 transmission to power their
prototype. In retrospect, this appears to have been a cru-
cial decision in the design of the new tank. Subsequent
events were to prove that the AGT-1500 would develop into
a highly reliable power plant and it had several advantages
over its diesel competitors. Although both the AGT-1500
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The Lycoming AGT-1500 gas turbine can be seen in the drawing and
photograph above and the engine and its various accessories are sketched
at the bottom of the page. At the right, Major General Baer (far left)
and Dr. P. W. Lett (at right) are with a group observing the AGT-1500.

and the AVCR-1360 diesel were rated at 1500 gross horse-
power, the former utilized only 30 horsepower for cool-
ing compared to 160 horsepower for the latter. Also, a
growth potential to 2000 gross horsepower was estimated
for the turbine compared to 1800 gross horsepower for the
variable compression ratio diesel. The less complex design
of the turbine engine with its fewer parts was expected to
provide higher reliability and reduced maintenance in the
future. Its lighter weight also permitted increased armor
protection without exceeding the overall weight limit for
the tank. The gas turbine did not generate smoke during
operation and it was capable of using a wider range of fuels
than the diesel. Also, the turbine was easier to start at low
temperatures. The greatest disadvantage of the gas turbine
was its higher fuel consumption. This was particularly obvi-
ous at low vehicle speeds. However, the small size of the
power plant allowed space for an increase in fuel capacity
to achieve the specified cruising range. Another problem
was the high volume of combustion air used by the gas
turbine. This required a filter system with approximately
three times the capacity of that necessary for the diesel
engine. The turbine, of course, did not require the high
volume of cooling air used by the air-cooled diesel.

The development of the gas turbine tank engine
resulted from recommendations of the Committee on Gas
Turbine and Electric Propulsion for Tanks, chaired by
Mr. James C. Zeder. When presented in 1965 to the
Mobility Advisory Group, the recommendations of the
Zeder Committee were initially rejected because of cost.
However, the program was subsequently approved. After
the evaluation of several proposals from industry, the
Lycoming Division of AVCO was selected to develop the
new turbine, designated as the AGT-1500. At that time, it
was considered as a possible power plant for the MBT70.
However, after the selection of the diesel engine for that
program, attempts were made to cancel the AGT-1500 and
to transfer its funds elsewhere. These attempts were
prevented by the efforts of Lieutenant Colonel John W.
Wiss, Chief of the Army Tank Automotive Command
Laboratories, and Mr. Wayne S. Anderson who directed
the Propulsion Systems Laboratory. Thus the AGT-1500 was
available when needed for the XM1 program and its state
of development was not far from that of the AVCR-1360
variable compression ratio diesel. Although the initial cost
of the gas turbine exceeded that of the diesel engine, it was
anticipated that the life cycle cost would be competitive
because of reduced maintenance requirements.
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Above is an early General Motors concept drawing of the XM1 validation phase tank.

The early General Motors concept for the XM1 vali-
dation phase tank also was armed with the 105mm gun M68
and a Bushmaster. However, the latter was located in a sep-
arate mount on the left side of the turret. The turret crew
rode in the usual positions with the gunner and tank com-
mander on the right side of the cannon and the loader on
the left. A .50 caliber M85 machine gun was provided for
the tank commander and a 7.62mm machine gun was
installed at the loader's position. The main gun ammuni-
tion was separated from the crew space in compartments.
The driver was located in the left front hull and special
armor was incorporated in the frontal areas of the tank.
The Continental AVCR-1360 diesel engine drove the tank

through the General Motors X-1100 transmission. As men-
tioned earlier, the jWCR-1360 diesel was a 1500 horsepower
development of the AVCR-1100 used in the MBT70 and the
XM803. The suspension on the General Motors tank was
fitted with six road wheels per track. This was a hybrid
suspension with road wheels 1, 2, and 6 fitted with the
National Water Lift hydropneumatic suspension units. Road
wheels 3 and 5 utilized high strength torsion bars.

In early July 1973, Major General Robert J. Baer, the
XM1 Project Manager, and personnel from the Ballistic
Research Laboratory escorted representatives from Chrys-
ler and General Motors to the United Kingdom for an
update on the British developed Chobham special armor.

The Continental AVCR-1360 diesel engine is shown in the sketch and photograph below. The 120 degree angle between the cylinder banks
of this engine gave it a low silhouette.
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Above is a drawing of the redesigned configuration for the General Motors XMl validation phase tank. Note that the externally mounted
Bushmaster has been eliminated in favor of a coaxial weapon.

During this trip they observed the proposed design of a
new United Kingdom vehicle utilizing this special armor
as well as the manufacturing processes required for its
production. Based upon the newly obtained data, both con-
tractors reevaluated their proposed armor configurations.
Chrysler made a number of changes, but they retained the
basic design in their original proposal. However, General
Motors made major changes in the configuration of their
proposed tank. The most obvious change was in the turret
where the vertical front and side walls were replaced by
sloped armor. The modifications by both contractors
required additional work by the Ballistic Research Labora-
tory to develop new special armor combinations. By Janu-

ary 1974, both Chrysler and General Motors completed
the final design of their special armor configurations and
some of the hull and turret armor structures had been deliv-
ered to Aberdeen Proving Ground for ballistic tests.

Some changes in the specifications for the new tank
resulted from a study of the Israeli experience during the
October 1973 war in the Middle East. One change which
was applied to both of the validation phase prototypes was
the replacement of the Bushmaster weapon system with
a 7.62mm coaxial machine gun. The original intention had
been to utilize the Bushmaster against lightly armored vehi-
cles thus reducing the stowage requirement for the expen-
sive main gun rounds. However, battle experience showed

The Chrysler turret design also underwent modification. Below, the Chrysler validation phase tank appears at the left with its original turret
and at the right with the modifîèeUdesign.
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Above, the Chrysler and General Motors XM1 validation phase prototypes are compared with the 105mm gun tank M60A1. The low sil-
houette of the new vehicles is obvious.

that the tank crews would invariably use the main gun
against these vehicles. Also, there was a need for a coax-
ial machine gun for use against infantry and to suppress
antitank weapons. Elimination of the bulky Bushmaster
and its ammunition provided space to increase the num-
ber of 105mm rounds to 55. Some of the modifications
resulting from the study of battlefield experience were
applied at a later date to the full scale engineering develop-
ment (FSED) tank proposals. These included changes in
the ammunition compartments to accommodate the larger
number of 105mm rounds and the use of a less flammable
hydraulic fluid.

The General Motors XM1 prototype can be seen above and below. A .50 caliber M 85 machine gun is provided for the tank commander
and a 7.62mm M60D machine gun is installed at the loader's hatch.
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The General Motors XMl prototype is shown in these photographs during the evaluation program. Test instrumentation has been installed
on the turret roof and the gun barrel.



The complete validation phase prototypes were deliv-
ered to Aberdeen Proving Ground for the combined
developmental/operational test (DT/OT-I) which ran from
31 January to 7 May 1976. During this same period, the
competing automotive test rigs were driven more than 3000
miles over a variety of terrain. Both prototypes were dis-
played to the public for the first time on 3 February 1976.
The results of the DT/OT-I indicated that both the Chrys-
ler and the General Motors prototypes met the specified
requirements for the new tank. The Chrysler tank with its
gas turbine power plant showed slightly greater accelera-
tion, but the performance was satisfactory for both vehi-
cles. The operational portion of the tests included two weeks
of simulated combat operations with the tanks manned by
crews from Fort Knox and Fort Hood. After the evalua-
tion of the competing prototypes, the selection of the con-
tractor for the full scale engineering development phase
was scheduled for July 1976.

Additional views of the General Motors XM1 prototype appear here.
The secondary armament has not been installed on the tank during this
part of the test program.



Below, the stations in the General Motors XM1 for the gunner and the
tank commander appear at the left and right respectively. The use by
the gunner and the tank commander of the gunner's primary sight is
illustrated in the sketch at the right.

External stowage on the General Motors XM1 can be seen above and
at the left. Below, an exploded view of the main gun mount is at the
left and the fuel and ammunition stowage is sketched at the right.



Above, the turret layout in the General Motors XM1 can be seen at the left and at the right is a view of the tank commander's hatch. The
sketches below show the gunner's sighting equipment at the left and the operation of the commander's hatch and his relay to the gunner's
primary sight at the right.

At the left is a view of the 7.62mm machine gun installed at the loader's
hatch and a sketch of the loader's periscope.

At the left, the driver's station in the General Motors XM1 is shown below and his position with the hatch open and closed appears above.
At the right is a diagram of the National Water Lift suspension unit (above) and an artist's cutaway drawing showing the hydropneumatic
and torsion bar components of the hybrid suspension (below).



Scale 1:48 © D. P. Dyer

105mm Gun Tank XMl, General Motors Prototype
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Scale 1:48 © D. P. Dyer

105mm Gun Tank XM1, Chrysler Prototype
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The Chrysler XMl validation phase prototype, registration number JEOOOl, appears in the photographs above and below. Like the General
Motors prototype, it features a .50 caliber M85 machine gun for the tank commander and a 7.62mm M60D machine gun for the loader.



Details of the Chrysler XMl validation phase prototype can be seen
in these photographs. Note that there is only a single blow off panel
on the turret bustle roof.



The views on this page show the Chrysler XMl prototype during test operations. Note that the rear sections of the side skirts have been
removed in several of the photographs.

Below, the Chrysler XMl prototype can be seen at the left during the automotive tests and, at the right, the tank is firing its 105mm gun.

Below are two photographs of the Chrysler XMl automotive test rig, registration number JE0002.



After the cancellation of the MBT70 program, the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany continued with the development
of their new Leopard II tank. In line with efforts to stan-
dardize materiel in NATO, Germany proposed that the
Leopard II be modified to meet American requirements.
In December 1974, a Memorandum of Understanding
between the United States and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many was signed in which the U.S. agreed to evaluate the
Leopard II under the same test conditions as the XM1 can-
didates. At that time, it was estimated that the Leopard
II would cost about one million 1975 dollars compared to
approximately $750,000 for the XML The modified ver-
sion, designated as the Leopard II AV was armed with the
105mm gun. It had improved armor protection and a sim-
plified fire control system to reduce costs. Tests of the Leop-
ard II AV were carried out at Aberdeen Proving Ground
from September to December 1976. Previously, on 22 July
1975, FMC Corporation had been awarded a contract for
a study to determine the costs and technical problems
involved in manufacturing the Leopard II AV in the United
States. The tests at Aberdeen indicated that the Leopard
II AV met or exceeded most of the U.S. requirements. The
accuracy of its fire control system was slightly higher than
that of the XM1, but it was more expensive. The armor
protection, ammunition compartmentation, and gun move-
ment were considered somewhat inferior to that on the
American tank. Rather than continue the evaluation of the
complete tank, it was agreed in January 1977 that only cer-
tain major components would be considered for adoption
to enhance NATO standardization.

Above, the Chrysler XM1 automotive test rig becomes airborne dur-
ing a high speed test.

The German Leopard II AV armed with the 105mm gun appears above
and below. Note the similarity of the turret configuration to that of the
early General Motors proposal.
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Top and side views of the General Motors XM1 are sketched at the
right. Above, the dimensions of the diesel tank are compared with those
of the vehicle powered by the AGT-1500 gas turbine and armed with
the M68 105mm gun, the German 120mm smooth bore gun, and the
British 120mm rifled cannon.

Shortly before the end of the XM1 validation test pro-
gram, a new requirement was introduced for inclusion in
the proposals for the full scale engineering develop-
ment/producibility engineering and planning (FSED/PEP)
contract. These proposals were now to include firm price
ceilings for the first two production options. These were
for 110 low initial rate production (LIRP) tanks in fiscal
year 1979 and 352 tanks in fiscal year 1980. The winner
of the competition for the XM1 FSED/PEP contract was
selected on schedule in July 1976, but the results were not
released by the Army. Information published later in the
press indicated that General Motors won with a bid of 208
million dollars compared to Chrysler's bid of 221 million
dollars. However, these bids were based upon the Chrys-
ler and General Motors tanks being powered by the
AGT-1500 turbine and the AVCR-1360 diesel respectively.
The Army, by this time, favored the gas turbine and
although awarding the contract to General Motors, planned
to change the power plant to the AGT-1500. However, this
approach was rejected by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. As the Deputy Secretary of Defense later testi-
fied before Congress: "I was unalterably opposed to making
these changes in a sole source environment after the con-
tractor was selected. I wanted to know what those unit costs

were, what the delays in the program might be, if any, and
have those costs determined competitively between the two
contractors." Also, a decision had been made to arm the
new tank with a 120mm gun at some time in the future.
Therefore, the turret had to be capable of mounting either
the 105mm gun M68 or a 120mm gun without extensive
modification. The 120mm guns under consideration were
the British rifled weapon and the German Rheinmetall
smooth bore gun used in the Leopard II. As a result of
the new requirements, a revised request for proposal was
issued, with the award of the FSED/PEP contract now
rescheduled to November 1976. Both contractors submit-
ted proposals by 28 October for versions of their tanks with
a hybrid turret capable of mounting either a 105mm gun
or a 120mm gun. In the interest of NATO standardization,
provision was made for the use of the gunner's auxiliary
sight from the Leopard II as well as metric fasteners at
crew serviced interfaces. General Motors presented a ver-
sion of their tank powered by the AGT-1500 gas turbine
and Chrysler proposed an alternate design using the
AVCR-1360 diesel engine. However, they recommended
their turbine driven tank as the primary choice. All of the
proposed tanks were fitted with British developed smoke
grenade launchers.

As at the top of the page, the dimensions of the General Motors XM1
diesel tank are compared below and in the sketch at the right with those
of the redesigned version powered by the gas turbine and fitted with
three types of armament.
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Dimensions
(inches)

Basic GM XM1
105mm (diesel)

Standardized GM XM1
105mm (turbine)

Standardized GM XM1
FRG 120mm (turbine)

Standardized GM XM1
UK 120mm (turbine)

A

213.5

213.5

215.0

219.13

B

382.0

382.5

384.0

388.13

Dimensions (inches)

Basic GM XM1
105mm (diesel)

Standardized GM XM1
105mm (turbine)

Standardized GM XM1
FRG 120mm (turbine)

Standardized GM XM1
UK 120mm (turbine)

A

95.0

96.05

96.05

96.05

B

108.5

109.55

109.55

109.55

C

113.15

114.20

114.20

114.20



Changes in the General Motors XM1 when powered by the AGT-1500
gas turbine are shown in these drawings. The power pack itself appears
at the right. Below, the dimensions and silhouette area are compared
between the basic diesel powered General Motors XM1, the turbine
powered version with the 105mm gun, and the M60A3 tank.
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SILHOUETTE

Basic GM XM1

Standardization
GM XM1

M60A3

AREA (square feet)

Frontal

77.7

78.6

86.1

Side

163.8

170.1

166.0

A

B

C

D

DIMENSIONS

Basic GM XM1

95.0

77.0

50.0

382.0

Standardization

96.05

78.50

50.00

382.50

GM XM1



The early (above) and late (below) Chrysler proposal drawings for the full scale engineering development program (FSED) can be seen
here. Compare the new special armor gun shield below with the cast version in the top drawing.
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Various components in the early (left) and late (right) Chrysler full scale engineering development proposals can be compared above. The
changes are listed in the sketch below at the right.

Prior to the submission of the final proposals on 28
October, Chrysler made a number of additional changes
to enhance the survivability of their candidate and to reduce
the cost. The arrangement of the special armor was modi-
fied and a special armor gun shield replaced the casting
on the earlier proposal. A new minilaser range finder was
incorporated and an extension from the gunner's primary
sight was provided for the tank commander removing the
need for a separate sight. Other cost reductions included
the elimination of the power elevation for the commander's
weapon and the driver's built in test equipment (BITE)
panel. The latter was replaced by pop-up indicators
and other gages in the engine compartment and at the
crew stations.

Below, the sketches show the fire control equipment for the early (left) and late (right) Chrysler proposals. Note the change in the com-
mander's primary armament sight.
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Above, the mock-up for the installation of the AVCR-1360 diesel engine
in the Chrysler XM1 can be seen in the photograph. The sketch at the
right shows the hull and turret components of the proposed Chrysler
diesel powered tank.

Below, models of the Chrysler full scale engineering development
(FSED) tank are armed with the M68 105mm gun at the left and the
German 120mm smooth bore cannon at the right.
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The various positions of the tank commander's hatch cover on the Chrys-
ler XM1 prototype are illustrated at the left. This version is armed with
a .50 caliber M85 machine gun. In the sketch of the hatch below, the
commander is provided with a 40mm grenade launcher.



The full size mock-up of the XMl FSED tank appears above. A .50 caliber M2 machine gun and a 7.62mm M240 machine gun are now
provided for the tank commander and the loader respectively.

FULL SCALE ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

At a news conference on 12 November 1976, it was
announced that Chrysler had won the FSED/PEP contract.
Published reports indicated that the cost reduction efforts
at Chrysler had reduced their bid to 196 million dollars
compared to a 232 million dollar bid from General Motors.
The increase in the latter was, no doubt, partially due to
the higher initial cost of the AGT-1500 turbine compared
to the AVCR-1360 diesel engine. However, Chrysler's diesel
powered proposal for the FSED/PEP program was priced
at 186 million dollars. The five month delay in awarding
the contract had permitted further refinement of the design

and better determination of the manufacturing costs. For
example, the design to unit cost for Chrysler's tank
decreased from $574,000 for the original FSED version
to $422,000 for the final turbine powered tank proposal.
The unit cost for Chrysler's diesel tank design was $376,000.
All of these prices were in 1972 dollars for comparison
with the earlier estimates. The actual unit price of the win-
ning tank was expected to be about $754,000 in 1976 dollars.

Under the 36 month FSED/PEP contract, Chrysler
was to manufacture 11 new pilot tanks incorporating the
latest changes resulting from the validation phase tests and

Below at the left, work continues on the full size XMl FSED mock-up and, at the right, the assembly of the pilot tanks is in progress
at the Detroit Army Tank Plant.
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These photographs were taken at the rollout of the first XMl pilot tank at Detroit in February 1978. In the view above, the two center figures
are Dr. P. W. Lett (left) and Eugene Trapp (right).



The first XMl FSED pilot is shown above and below after the rollout in Detroit.

other experience. The validation phase prototype and the
automotive test rig also were to be refurbished for use in
the test program. Evaluation of these vehicles would deter-
mine the details of the final design for low initial rate
production (LIRP). All of the 11 new pilot tanks were
manufactured at the Detroit Army Tank Plant with the first
one being delivered in February 1978. The last of the 11
was completed the following July. Developmental Test II
(DT-II) extended from February 1978 to September 1979
at Aberdeen Proving Ground. Operational Test II (OT-II)
at Fort Bliss, Texas lasted from April 1978 to February 1979
with the tanks manned by the 2nd Squadron, 3rd Armored

Cavalry Regiment. Three of the tanks, after testing at Fort
Bliss, were refurbished at Detroit, fitted with the latest con-
figuration hardware, and shipped to Fort Knox in June 1979
for additional durability and reliability testing. This pro-
gram was conducted by H Company, 2nd Squadron, 6th
Cavalry under the direction of the Armor and Engineer
Board. During these tests, the reliability, availability,
maintainability-durability (RAM-D) goal was 272 mean
miles between failures (MMBF). The XMl reached 326
MMBF. Initially, Chrysler personnel provided the main-
tenance, but in August the organizational maintenance was
taken over by the soldiers of H Company for the remainder



The XMl FSED pilot appears in these photographs with the cannon aimed forward and to the rear.



These photographs show additional details of the XMl pilot tank. Note the muzzle reference device installed on the gun tube.

Side views of the XMl pilot tank appear below. In the right-hand photograph the tank is climbing a vertical obstacle.



Scale 1:48 © O.P. Dyer

105mm Gun Tank XMl, FSED Pilot
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Above, the XMl pilot is operating at the Detroit Tank Plant. Below, a closeup of the tank commander's station is at the left and the tank
is loaded on a railway flat car at the right.

of the test program. During the OT-II at Fort Bliss, many
of the power train failures were caused by dust being
ingested into the engine. After modification of the seals
in the air filtration system, there were no further failures
from this cause during all of the tests at Fort Knox.

The tests at Fort Bliss also revealed a tendency for the
tracks to be thrown by the buildup of soil between the
sprocket hub and the bottom of the rear sponson. Some
tracks also were thrown by rapid backing and turning when
changing firing positions. This problem was solved by the

combination of some additional suspension hardware and
the redistribution of the ground pressure with an increase
in track tension. The hardware change consisted of a
sprocket hub with discharge ports, a mud scraper, steel
blocks welded to the lower rear hull to prevent inside
throws, a steel plate mounted above the final drive to main-
tain track alignment, and a retaining ring on the outside
of the sprocket. Satisfactory results were obtained with
these modifications during further tests at Fort Bliss in
October 1979.

Below, the XMl is exposed to heavy dust clouds during the tests at
Yuma, Arizona. At the right are the hardware modifications intended
to prevent the track from being thrown.



The LIRP tanks began developmental testing (DT-III)
in March 1980 and it continued until September 1981. The
major part was conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground
for RAM-D testing. Other work was at Yuma, Arizona for
desert tests, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida and the Alaska

Below, an early production Abrams tank is on the test track at the Lima Army Tank Plant. Note the flexible cable step attached to the
front side skirt section compared to the rigid metal step on the XMl pilots.

Above and below are photographs of the first production XM1 tank delivered at the Lima Army Tank Plant on 28 February 1980. It was
named "Thunderbolt", the same as the World War II Sherman tank commanded by General Creighton Abrams.

The survivability of the XM1 was demonstrated dur-
ing DT-II at Aberdeen using pilot vehicle 11 (PV 11). The
tank was fully loaded with fuel and ammunition with dum-
mies placed in the various crew positions. Sensors were
installed throughout the tank and, with the engine idling,
it was fired upon using various types of ammunition at typi-
cal combat ranges. The tank was not destroyed and it was
driven away under its own power after the tests. PV 11 also
was subjected to a blast from an antitank mine which badly
damaged the suspension. However, after short tracking one
side of the vehicle, the tank was started and driven away
from the test site.

On 7 May 1979, the XM1 was approved by the Secre-
tary of Defense for low initial rate production (LIRP) at
the newly equipped Lima Army Tank Plant. As mentioned
previously, this was for 110 tanks with the first two being
delivered at a special acceptance ceremony on 28 Febru-
ary 1980. At this time, the new tank was named the Abrams
in honor of the late General Creighton W. Abrams, an out-
standing armor commander and former Army Chief of
Staff. The General's wife and three sons attended the
ceremony and Mrs. Abrams christened the first produc-
tion tank.



Above, the 105mm gun in the turret of a new Abrams tank is being aligned at the Lima Army Tank Plant. Below, the XMl undergoes
low temperature testing in the cold room.

Cold Region Test Center for cold room and arctic environ-
ment testing, and the White Sands Missile Range, New
Mexico for electromagnetic radiation and nuclear vulner-
ability evaluation. The operational tests (OT-III) started at
both Fort Knox and Fort Hood during September 1980 and
continued until May 1981. At Fort Hood, the tanks were
operated and maintained by the 2/5th Cavalry and the 27th
Maintenance Battalion. The new tank was enthusiastically
received by the troops who greatly appreciated its speed
and agility. The operational tests revealed that the cruis-
ing range of the production tank was about 20 to 25 miles
less than the objective of 275 miles at 25 miles per hour.
This was attributed partially to the suspension modifica-
tions made to reduce the track throwing experienced dur-
ing DT/OT-H. However, it was noted that the turbine
operated more efficiently at higher speeds and that an
increase in the tank test speed from 25 to only 27 miles

per hour produced an improvement in cruising range. Thus
by operating at higher speeds, the required cruising range
could be obtained.

The photographs below show the Abrams in the hands of the troops during its evaluation program.



Above, the stowage racks are being welded to the turret at the left and at the right is a view of the turret assembly line. Below, the hull
is shown at the left before installation of the tracks and the turret is being fitted to the hull at the right.

In February 1981, production was approved for 7058
tanks at a rate of 30 per month. The vehicle was classified
as standard on 17 February 1981 as the 105mm gun full
tracked combat tank Ml.

Production problems at AVCO Lycoming resulted in
their failure to meet the deliveryf schedule and also produced
a large number of defects in the engines that were deliv-
ered. Poor quality control and shortages of skilled personnel

were the primary causes. Eventually these problems were
solved and the number of defective engines was minimized
as production increased. Early tank production also suf-
fered from delays in obtaining the thermal imaging systems
and from some fabrication difficulties with the hull and
turret at the Lima plant. These problems also were solved
and the production of the new tank soon reached the
required level.

Below, the rear of the hull is seen during assembly (left) and the AGT-1500 gas turbine power packs await installation in the new tanks (right).



The welded hull structure can be seen above from the front (left) and the rear (right).

Unlike the M48 and M60 tank series, the Ml did not
make use of large armor steel castings. The hull and tur-
ret were assembled by welding sections of rolled homogene-
ous steel armor plate to which the special armor was
attached. These steel sections were cut to size using pre-
cision flame cutting equipment. The hull was divided into
three sections with the crew compartment in the center

separated from the fuel cells in the front and the engine
compartment in the rear by two bulkheads. In addition to
the two fuel cells adjacent to the driver's station, two were
located in the engine compartment and two in the rear spon-
sons. A Halon fire extinguisher system with infrared
sensors was installed in both the crew and engine com-
partments. It could detect a fire in 4-5 milliseconds and

The view angle of the infrared fire sensors in the crew space (left) and the engine compartment (right) is shown in the sketches above.
Below, a new production Ml tank is under test.



Scale 1:48
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Above, various components of the production Ml tank are identified in the exploded views of the turret and hull. Below are schematic
diagrams of the fuel system (left) and the CBR protection system (right).

Below, the exterior components of the production Ml tank are identified in this three view drawing.
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extinguish it in about two tenths of a second. The hatch
above the driver's seat was fitted with three periscopes
providing an overlapping field of vision exceeding 120
degrees. Like on the XM803, there was no floor escape
hatch. The driver's T-bar steering control incorporated
motorcycle type hand throttles eliminating the need for a
floor accelerator pedal thus providing more foot space. The
transmission shift selector and push buttons for the inter-
com system also were located on the T-bar assembly. The
service brake pedal was in the center of the floor allowing
braking with either foot. The driver's seat was adjustable
for driving with the hatch either open or closed and the
seat height could be set to four different positions. A large
knob on an adjustable lower lumbar support allowed the
driver to control the amount of lower back support.

The aluminum turret basket floor was suspended from
five posts, two of which mounted the seats for the tank
commander and the loader. A door in the basket floor
provided access to components in the bottom of the hull.
The commander's station permitted observation in the
seated position through both the extension from the gun-
ner's primary sight and the sight for the .50 caliber machine
gun. Six periscopes permitted 360 degree vision. The three
positions of the commander's platform allowed him to
observe standing with the hatch in the protected open posi-
tion or at two heights with the hatch fully open. The com-
mander's .50 caliber machine gun was electrically powered
in azimuth, but it was elevated manually.

The loader at the left rear of the cannon had an eight
position swiveling seat that was adjustable in the vertical
direction. An eight round armored hull ammunition com-
partment was located on the right side of the tank behind
the engine compartment bulkhead. Blowout panels in the
top and bottom of the hull vented any ammunition explo-
sion to the outside and away from the crew. Fortyfour
105mm rounds of ammunition were stowed in the turret
bustle behind sliding armor plate doors. Twentytwo of these
rounds could be reached by the loader without leaving his
seat. A knee switch operated the bustle compartment door

At the right is a view of the turret basket before being attached to the
turret.
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The front and right side of the driver's station can be seen in the two
top photographs. The sketch at the lower right shows the driver's posi-
tion with the hatch open and closed.



The various positions for the tank commander are sketched at the left
and an interior photograph of his station is above.

covering these 22 ready rounds on the left side of the tur-
ret. The door also could be operated manually in an emer-
gency. Blowout panels in the bustle roof vented any
ammunition explosion to the outside. Three additional
105mm rounds were stowed on the turret basket floor to
the left of the cannon in spall protection covers. This
brought the total 105mm ammunition stowage to 55 rounds.

The loading sequence and the ammunition stowage is illustrated in the
sketches above and at the right.
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The machine gun has not been installed in the view of the loader's hatch
above. The 7.62mm M240 machine gun appears at the top right and
it is mounted at the loader's hatch in the sketch at the right.

The loader's hatch cover was fitted with a rotatable peri-
scope mount. A 7.62mm M240 machine gun was skate
mounted around the outer edge of the loader's hatch.
Another 7.62mm M240 machine gun was installed coaxi-
ally on the right side of the 105mm gun M68E1 above the
gunner's auxiliary sight.

The gunner's seat was pedestal mounted on the turret
basket floor and it was adjustable in both the vertical and
horizontal directions. No adjustments were required when
the gunner shifted from the primary sight to the auxiliary
sight. The gunner's primary sight with its extension for
the tank commander was the main optical sighting instru-
ment. It also included the laser range finder, the thermal
vision system, and the gyro stabilized line of sight plat-
form. The sight was protected by an armor steel cover with
doors operable from within the turret. The gunner's aux-
iliary sight was an eight power articulated telescope
installed in the right side of the gun mount below the coaxial
machine gun. The heart of the fire control system was the
digital computer which received signals from the sensors
as well as inputs from various controls. Data from the laser
range finder, the cant sensor, and the wind sensor were
received automatically, but other inputs were entered into
the computer manually. The gunner used the muzzle refer-
ence system to determine tube bend corrections which were
then entered into the computer. Atmospheric temperature
and pressure as well as ammunition temperature and tube
wear also were manual inputs to the computer.

The left front of the turret interior appears at the right showing the
105mm gun and the loader's station.

The 105mm gun M68E1 can be seen in its mount below.
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Above is a sketch and a photograph of the gunner's station. Below, the fire control system is diagramed at the left and its various components
are illustrated at the right.

Below, a view of the gunner's auxiliary sight is at the left and the sketch at the right shows the tank commander's use of the gunner's primary
sight, the unity sight, and the weapon station sight.
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Above, cutaway drawings of the AGT-1500 gas turbine and the X-1100-3B transmission are at the left and right respectively. Below, the power
pack is installed in the tank at the left and a schematic diagram of the X-1100-3B transmission is at the right.

The powerpack consisted of the AGT-1500 turbine
engine, the X-1100-3B transmission, final drives, air cleaner,
scavenging blower, and cooling system. The powerpack
weighed about 8500 pounds and could be easily removed
as a unit using a five ton wrecker. The sprockets at the
rear of the vehicle drove the 25 inch wide tracks and the
tank rode on seven dual road wheels per side. The 25 inch
diameter compensating idler installed at the front of each
track was interchangeable with the road wheels. It was
mounted on a pivoting idler arm connected to the number
one road wheel arm by a track adjusting link. Adjustment
of the static track tension was by hand pumping grease into
the link. When the proper tension was reached, a pres-
sure relief valve opened releasing any additional grease.

A rear view of the cooling system for the power pack installed in the
Ml tank appears at the right.

The vehicle was sprung by high strength steel torsion bars
accessible from the outside on both sides of the tank. Thus,
if a torsion bar fractured, both pieces could be more eas-
ily extracted. There were only two track support rollers
per track compared to three on the validation phase pro-
totype. The production tank was governed for a maximum
level speed of 45 miles per hour and it could operate cross
country at speeds up to 30 miles per hour.
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Details of the Ml suspension are visible in the photograph at the left
above with the side skirts removed. A closeup view of the track adjust-
ing link assembly is at the top right and in the sketch below. The tor-
sion bar and rotary shock absorber suspension unit is sketched at the
left with a link of the T156 integral pad track at the lower left.

The method of short tracking the tank to enable it to move after mine
damage is illustrated in these sketches.
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1. REMOVE FIRST TWO SKIRT PANELS (HOT SHOWN)
2. REMOVE BUMP STOP NO. 2 BY TAKING OUT FOUR BOLTS
3. A. REMOVE DAMAGED COMPONENTS (WHEELS, HUBS, ETC) FROM

NUMBER 1 ARM.
B. DISENGAGE NUMBER 1 TORSION BAR AND MOVE ROADARM UP

AGAINST BUMP STOP. RE-INSTALL TORSION BAR.
C. REMOVE NUMBER 2 TORSION BAR AND ROADARM COMPLETELY.

4. REVERSE NO. 3 ROADARM
A. REMOVE TORSION BAR.
B. REVERSE ROADARM NO. 3 (MAKING IT A LEADING ARM) BY

MOVING THE VEHICLE OVER A DEPRESSION IN THE
GROUND (EITHER FROM MINE BLAST OR DUG BY HAND)
AS SHOWN ABOVE.

C. WITH ROADARM AT 45°, RE-INSTALL TORSION BAR.

5. WITH NO. 3 ROADARM IN LEADING POSITION WRAP TRACK
AROUND ROADWHEELS AND NO. 2 SUPPORT ROLLER.
NOTE: TRACK IS TO BE SHORTENED TO LENGTH REQUIRED
TO FIT AS SHOWN.

6. USING TRACK JACKS CONNECT TRACK TOGETHER BY INSTALLING
CENTER GUIDES AND END CONNECTORS.

7. SHORT TRACKING IS COMPLETE MOVE TANK AS REQUIRED.



Above, the Ml appears at the left under the name of its new manufacturer and the Abrams at the right displays markings added by the troops.

On 19 February 1982, it was announced that a prelimi-
nary agreement had been reached between Chrysler and
General Dynamics Corporation for the latter to purchase
the Chrysler Defense Division. The deal was completed
in March and the organization was renamed as the General

Dynamics Land Systems Division. The personnel remained
the same with Dr. Philip W. Lett, Jr. becoming Vice Presi-
dent of Research and Engineering. Thus Chrysler severed
its connection with the development and production of tanks
which had existed since before World War II.

The machine gun mounts for the tank commander and the loader can be seen in the top view below.



Details of the turret top and the rear deck of the Ml are clearly visible in these photographs taken during the troop tests of the tank.



The first Ml production tanks built at Detroit are shown here at the acceptance ceremonies on 31 March 1982. The machine guns have
not been mounted on these vehicles.

It had always been intended to produce the Ml at both
the Lima and the Detroit tank plants. In September 1981,
the production of 60 tanks per month was authorized with
30 at Lima and 30 at Detroit. This was based on a single
work shift at both plants. A total of 150 tanks per month
was possible with multi-shift operation. Production of the
Ml began at Detroit alongside the M60A3 during March
1982 and the first tank was accepted by the Army at a
ceremony on 31 March. Production of the basic Ml con-
tinued at both plants for a total run of 2374 tanks. The last
basic Ml was completed in January 1985.

Below, an Abrams is loaded aboard an Air Force C5 transport at the left. At the right is another view of the first production Ml at Detroit
on 31 March 1982.



This Abrams, tank number A11, was assigned to A Company, 1st Battalion, 64th Armor, 3rd Infantry Division in Germany during late
1982. These photographs and those on the next two pages were taken by Russell P. Vaughan.



These additional views of tank A11 show an appearance of hard service. Note the battered fenders and one of the external grills from the
rear doors to the engine compartment can be seen in the turret stowage rack in the upper photograph.



These two closeup views of tank All show details of the driver's hatch and the front of the 105mm gun mount.



The photographs on this and the following page were taken by Russell P. Vaughan in Germany during Reforger 83 in September 1983. They
show M1 tanks of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment. Note the spare road wheel stowed on the turret roof.



The rear side skirt sections on these M1s have been cut away to prevent mud buildup. The track retaining ring on the sprocket is clearly
exposed in these photographs. These rings were referred to by the troops as training wheels.



These Mis from the 1st Battalion, 64th Armor were photographed in Germany by Michael Green in May 1985. The tanks retain the original
rear side skirt sections covering the track sprocket.



Above is another Michael Green photograph of an Ml from the 1st Battalion, 64th Armor. Note the spare road wheel on the turret stowage
rack. Below, an Abrams is firing its cannon during a training exercise at Fort Hood, Texas on 27 January 1986.



Above are two views of the XM256 120mm smooth bore gun before its installation in the MlEl tank. At the bottom of the page, the XM256
is firing on the test stand. Note the rounded shape of the reinforced plastic bore evacuator.

UPGRADING THE ABRAMS

The German Rheinmetall 120mm smooth bore gun
was selected to replace the 105mm gun M68E1 in
the Abrams and a license was obtained for its manufacture
at Watervliet Arsenal, New York. During this same
period, a product improvement program was underway to
upgrade the basic Ml tank. On 18 September 1981, the
Army Vice Chief of Staff directed that the project to
install the new cannon, now designated as the 120mm gun
XM256, be combined with the Ml product improvement
program. In addition to the improved range and penetra-
tion performance, the 120mm gun had other advantages.
Its fixed ammunition was slightly shorter than the 105mm
rounds and they used a partially combustible cartridge case.
Only a small stub case remained after firing and it was
ejected into a container. Thus the problem of hot cartridge
cases on the turret basket floor was eliminated. The larger
diameter of the 120mm ammunition was, of course, a dis-
advantage since it reduced the number of rounds that could
be stowed. A total of 40 120mm rounds were carried with
34 in the turret bustle and six in the hull. All of these were
in separate compartments with blowout panels. The ready
rounds on the turret basket floor, as on the original Ml,
were eliminated.

All of the changes were designated as Block I improve-
ments. They included, in addition to the 120mm gun with
its modified fire control equipment and ammunition stow-
age, better armor protection and an overpressure nuclear,
biological, chemical (NBC) protection system with a
microclimate controlled cooling system for the crew. The
latter supplied cooling air to vests worn by the individual
crew members as well as to the fighting compartment itself.
An M43A1 detector and an AN/VDR-2 radiac were used
in the compartment to detect low level concentrations of
chemical and nuclear agents. The radiac was mounted on
the hull floor at the driver's station. If the NBC system
malfunctioned, a backup M13 system provided filtered air
to each crew member's ventilated face mask as on the origi-
nal Ml. The new armor and main weapon increased the
weight of the tank requiring improvements in the suspen-
sion, transmission, and final drives. The Abrams with these
modifications was designated as the 120mm gun full tracked
combat tank MlEl. The first two of 14 MlEl prototypes
had been delivered in March 1981, prior to the integration
of the MlEl with the product improvement program. The
first prototype went to Aberdeen Proving Ground and the
second to Chrysler for test purposes.



The sketches above and at the right show details of the XM256 120mm
gun and the coaxial machine gun mount. Below and at the right are
views of the loader's station and the doors covering the hull stowage
of the 120mm ammunition.

Below are the changes evaluated on the MlEl for application to the MlAl production tank.
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Above, left to right, are the 120mm XM827 APFSDS-T and the XM865
TPCSDS-T rounds. Below, left to right, are the 120mm XM830 HEAT-
MP-T and the XM831 TP-T rounds. Various components on the M1E1
tank are identified on the sketch at the right.

The nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC) system on the M1E1 is sketched
at the right and the location of the NBC system components can be
seen in the drawing below.

The tank commander's .50 caliber M2HB machine gun appears below
and the loader's 7.62mm M240 machine gun is at the right.
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One of the 120mm gun tank MlEl pilots is shown in these two photographs. The steel plates were welded to the turret front to simulate
the weight of the heavier armor planned for the production version of the tank. Note that this tank retains the original rear side skirt sections.
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120mm Gun Tank MlEl
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Another M1E1 pilot appears in these views. Note the new rear side skirt sections that are cut away to prevent mud buildup around the sprocket.

The MIEls also still have the track retaining rings on the sprocket.
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These photographs of the IPM1 taken at Aberdeen Proving Ground by Robert Lessels show the final type of turret stowage rack in great
detail. The machine guns and smoke grenade launchers have not been installed on this vehicle.

Concurrent with the development of the 120mm gun
tank, many of the Block I improvements were introduced
on to the Ml production line. The resulting vehicle was
designated as the improved performance Ml (IPM1). This
tank, which retained the 105mm gun M68A1, featured the
heavier armor protection as well as the upgraded suspen-
sion, transmission, and final drives. As on the M1E1, the
final drive gear ratio was changed from 4.30:1 to 4.667:1
and the pressure in the hydraulic shock absorbers was
increased from 3000 psi to 3500 psi. The changes in the
final drive gear ratio reduced the maximum governed speed
from 45 to 41.5 miles per hour. The new detachable stow-
age rack was installed on the turret bustle. The first IPM1
was delivered in October 1984 and production continued
until May 1986 with a total run of 894 tanks.
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105mm Gun Tank IPMl
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This IPMl has the interim turret stowage rack. Brackets are welded on the lower rear of the turret bustle to mount a rear stowage rack,
but it has not yet been installed. Addition of that rack provided stowage space similar to that of the final type rack in the previous photographs.



None of the secondary armament has been installed on this IPMl photographed at Aberdeen Proving Ground.



The steel plates welded to the front of the turret and hull to simulate the weight of heavier armor can be seen on this M1E1 pilot above
and below. These photographs and those at the bottom of the page were taken by Robert Lessels at Aberdeen Proving Ground in December 1984.

To simulate the weight of the heavier armor intended
for the production version of the M1E1, steel plates were
welded on to the turret front of the prototypes. After an
extensive DT/OT evaluation program, the new version of
the Abrams was standardized as the 120mm gun full tracked
combat tank M1A1 on 28 August 1984. Approval for full
production was received in December and the first produc-
tion tanks were delivered at Detroit in August 1985. Later,
production at the Lima plant also shifted to the M1A1.
Production testing of the M1A1 began in fiscal year 1986.
When the production M1A1 tanks became available, the
Department of the Army directed that they be shipped first
to the units in Europe to replace the basic Mis already in
service. The latter were returned to the continental United
States and reissued to active Army and selected Army
National Guard units. In Europe, the 1st Armored and 3rd
Infantry Divisions as well as the 2nd Armored Division
(Forward) were the first to receive the MlAls during 1988.
At that time, the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment was the
only unit in the continental United States equipped with
the M1A1.

In March 1983, a program was initiated to develop an
enhanced version of the 105mm gun. The gun tube was
extended by 1.5 meters compared to the M68A1 and it could
tolerate a higher chamber pressure. Designed to replace
the 105mm gun M68A1 in the Ml and the IPM1, it was

expected to have improved penetration performance, par-
ticularly with new ammunition. At that time, it was
expected that the installation of the enhanced 105mm gun
would be a less costly method of upgrading the tank's fire-
power compared to retrofitting the Ml and IPM1 with the
120mm gun M256. Later, the enhanced 105mm gun was
abandoned and the 120mm gun was selected for retrofit-
ting in the earlier models of the Abrams.

Details of the side skirts are visible in these views of the M1E1. The port for the NBC system on the left side of the tank appears at the
right below.



Below and at the right, the M1E1 is operating with the deep water fording
kit in October 1984.

At the right, the M1E1 climbs out onto the beach. The inlet and exhaust
towers can be seen on the rear of the tank.
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The United States Marine Corps also expressed interest
in obtaining the M1A1. This resulted in the development
of a deep water fording kit for use on the M1A1 with the
cannon in the forward position. A prototype of this kit was
demonstrated in October 1984.

The sketch above illustrates the fording sequence of the Abrams when equipped with the deep water fording kit.
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120mm Gun Tank MlAl
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The photographs above and at the left below show a late production MlAl tank with the blanked off port in the left front turret roof for
the future installation of the commander's independent thermal viewer. An earlier production MlAl appears below at the right.
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Two late production MlAl tanks from the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment are shown here operating at Fort Bliss, Texas.



The band around the bottom of the turret on these late production MlAl tanks is a strip used to attach sensors for the MILES training equipment.



As indicated by its markings, the M1A1 above and below is from A Company, 4th Battalion, 66th Armor of the 3rd Infantry Division.
These photographs and those on the opposite page were taken by Michael Green near Aschaffenburg, Germany during Reforger 88 in Sep-
tember 1988.



Another tank from A Company, 4th Battalion, 66th Armor is shown here during Reforger 88. Note that this M1A1 retains the early rear
side skirts, but the track retaining ring has been eliminated.



These MlAls from A Company, 3rd Battalion, 63rd Armor show a variety of rear side skirts. Above, one tank has the rear side skirt section
removed completely and others have the new design which has been cut back to expose the sprocket. However, tank A14 "Death Stalker"
retains the old type rear skirt.



The MlAls shown here are fitted with the new design rear side skirt. These photographs as well as those on the previous page were taken
by Michael Green during Reforger 88.



Above and at the right is the original tank commander's weapon sta-
tion installed on the M1A1. Compare these photographs with those of
the new design at the bottom of the page. The Block II improvements
for the Abrams are listed in the sketch below.

Below and at the right are views of the new non-rotating tank com-
mander's weapon station. Note the increase in the size of the hatch open-
ing and that the .50 caliber machine gun is now on a flexible mount
rotating around the hatch.

After the introduction of the M1A1, some additional
modifications were considered as Block n product improve-
ments. Approved by the Army Vice Chief of Staff on 1
February 1985 and reevaluated in August ofthat year, some
of these changes were scheduled for incorporation into the
M1A1 production tanks starting in late 1988. With these
new features, the tank was nicknamed the M1A1+. The
modifications included an improved non-rotating com-
mander's weapon station (CWS), a commander's indepen-
dent thermal viewer (CITV), a carbon dioxide laser range
finder, an intervehicular information or battle management
system, survivability improvements, and a driver's ther-
mal viewer. The new CWS featured a larger hatch with
periscopes providing near panoramic vision. The ring
mounted commander's machine gun was fired manually



At the right is the mock-up of the commander's independent thermal
viewer (CITV) installed in the tank turret roof.

with the hatch open and the internal power and manual
controls for this weapon were eliminated. The CITV
allowed the commander to search for new targets while
the gunner was engaging a previous target. Prior to the
availability of the CITV, holes were cut in the turret roof
forward of the loader's hatch on late production MlAls to
permit the later installation of the new thermal viewer. The
carbon dioxide laser range finder could operate under the
same visibility conditions as the tank's thermal sight per-
mitting the engagement of targets observed through the ther-
mal sight. It also was eye safe, eliminating the need for
filters during training operations. The intervehicular infor-
mation or battle management system utilized a computer
to process information required for command, control, or
maintenance purposes. The survivability enhancements
originally were intended to include improved protection
against top attack weapons. However, this feature was
deferred to later production tanks. Improved armor pro-
tection was obtained with a new special armor incorporating
depleted uranium. This feature was introduced into the
MlAl production starting in October 1988. The new armor
greatly increased the penetration resistance particularly
against kinetic energy rounds. The driver's thermal viewer

allowed him to see under the same visibility conditions
as the gunner and the tank commander when they were
using the gunner's primary sight. Thus he could drive with-
out assistance from them in smoke or fog. Although origi-
nally intended for the first production of the improved
MlAl, both the commander's independent thermal viewer
and the driver's thermal viewer were postponed until later
production because of cost restrictions. Also deferred to
a later date was an identification, friend or foe (IFF) device.
This was intended to identify friendly tanks on the battle-
field and to prevent their accidental destruction.

Below, this view of a late production MlAl shows the blanked off mounting port for the future installation of the CITV in the turret roof.



Above is the MlAl modified as a prototype of the 120mm gun tank M1A2 with the new commander's station and the mock-up of the CITV.
The other new features of the M1A2 are listed in the photograph.

On 14 December 1988, General Dynamics Land Sys-
tems Division was awarded a contract for the full scale
development of the improved Abrams. Scheduled for field-
ing in 1992, this vehicle, to be designated as the 120mm

gun tank M1A2, included the commander's thermal viewer,
the driver's thermal viewer, a position/navigation (Pos/Nav)
system, and a new electronic system in addition to other
new features previously described.

Further details of the prototype M1A2 can be seen below.



The M1 in the photographs on this page is equipped with an externally mounted auxiliary power unit (APU).

In an effort to reduce fuel consumption and engine
wear, it was proposed that an auxiliary power unit (APU)
be installed in the Abrams. This unit would provide elec-
trical power when the tank was not moving, thus reducing
the engine idling time. The limited space inside the vehi-
cle did not provide a practical location for such an APU.
On 30 October 1983, the Army Vice Chief of Staff directed
that an external APU be developed for the Abrams. Four
such units were procured and two were tested at Fort Knox
and two at Fort Hood. The unit consisted of a 5.6 kw diesel
powered generator mounted on the right rear fender of the
tank.

In the view below, the external APU can be seen installed at the right
rear of the tank.



Above are two photographs by Robert Lessels of the original T156 integral pad track installed on the Ml. Note the worn condition of the
track in the left view. All of the photographs on this page were taken at Aberdeen Proving Ground during June 1985.

One problem that continued to plague the Abrams was
the short life of the T156 track. This double pin track with
integral rubber pads required replacement after about 700
to 800 miles under normal operation. This was far short
of the design goal of 2000 miles. Efforts were made to
increase the track life of the T156 and a program at Aber-
deen evaluated other track designs against it. The T156 was
similar in design to the T97 track used on the M60 series
tanks. It was selected originally because it was lighter in
weight than a replaceable pad track and the time required
to change a complete track with integral pads was much
less than that necessary to replace all of the individual pads.
Two new tracks tested in comparison with the T156 were
the German Diehl N570 and the T158 developed by FMC
Steel Products and the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany.

Below and at the right are views of the Diehl replaceable pad track
and its installation on the Ml. Note the 12 tooth sprocket used with
this track.

Both of the new tracks used replaceable rubber pads
and the Diehl N570 was the same type used on the Ger-
man Leopard II tank. The wear life was greatly increased
with both tracks, but they added about 3000 pounds to the
weight of the tank. An advantage of the T158 track was
that it could directly replace the T156 without any changes.
However, the German Diehl N570 required the installa-
tion of new sprockets and road wheels. After further
modification and additional tests, FMC was awarded a
production contract for the T158 track. Under this con-
tract, FMC guaranteed the Army a track life of 2100 miles.



As issued to the troops, the Ml tank was equipped with
protective systems to prevent excessive damage to the power
train in the event of an engine malfunction or a compo-
nent failure. One of these was incorporated in the elec-
tronic system that controlled the engine throttle response.
If this unit lost electrical power or sensed a fuel control
malfunction, it put the engine into idle and disconnected
it from further control. In this condition, the tank could
not move unless the electronic control unit could be reset.
Also, if the signal to the electronic transmission control
was lost, the driver had no way to engage the transmis-
sion from inside the tank. Although such protective sys-
tems were useful in preventing damage during peacetime
operations, they could immobilize and endanger the tank
under combat conditions.

hi July 1986, The Science Advisor to the Commander-
in-Chief U.S. Army Europe and Seventh Army requested
an investigation to determine if a simple mechanical over-
ride for these electronic systems could be devised which
would be used only under combat conditions. This study

The SHAFTS installation in the driver's compartment of the Ml appears
at the right. The two lever control box can be seen to the left of the
driver's seat.

produced the shift hand actuated fuel transmission system
(SHAFTS) for installation in the Ml. It consisted of a
mechanical fuel metering valve and a mechanical trans-
mission shifter located in the engine compartment oper-
ated by a two lever control box mounted at the left side
of the driver's station. In an emergency combat situation,
the SHAFTS allowed the driver to bypass the protective
systems and operate the turbine engine and transmission
up to a maximum output of about 400 horsepower. Thus
the tank could extract itself from a dangerous position when
the risk of damage to the power train was justified.
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Two artist's design concepts for a future Block III Abrams tank are shown above.

Long range modifications of the Abrams were con-
sidered as Block HI product improvements. Concept studies
of this version of the tank featured improved armament in
a low silhouette turret or externally mounted. An automatic
loader was provided and the crew was reduced to three
men. New armament under consideration included light-
weight guns ranging from 120mm to larger calibers. A more
compact arrangement of the propulsion system mounted
the AGT-1500 gas turbine in the transverse direction.
Referred to as the transverse mounted engine propulsion
system (TMEPS), it provided approximately 46 cubic feet
of additional free space inside the engine compartment
which could be used for extra ammunition, fuel, or an aux-
iliary power unit mounted under armor. Rapid refueling
and rearming equipment also was proposed as well as
improved armor protection and smoke generators. The
application of very high speed integrated circuit technol-
ogy would improve the fire control as well as other com-
mand and control systems. In addition to the lower

silhouette, reduction of the thermal, magnetic, electromag-
netic, and radar signatures also would improve the surviv-
ability of the tank. Improved suspension systems also were
considered.

The mock-up of the transverse mounted engine propulsion system (TMEPS) appears above at the right. The sketches below compare the
space requirements for the current propulsion system with that for the TMEPS and show ways that the additional free space with the latter
could be utilized.
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PART IV

VEHICLES BASED ON THE MAIN BATTLE

TANK AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT



Above, the track width mine clearing plow and the track width mine clearing roller are mounted on the Ml tank at the left and right respec-
tively. The plow is shown in the travel position.

COMBAT ENGINEER VEHICLES

Several kits to permit special operations were devel-
oped for use on the Abrams. One of these installed the
tank mounted mine clearing roller (TMMCR) on the front
of the vehicle. This was the same basic roller assembly
used with the M48 and M60 series tanks. It consisted of
two roller banks of five discs each, with one located in
front of each track. A chain carrying a dog-bone weight
connected the two roller banks. This was intended to det-
onate any tilt rod mines in the space between the two roller
banks. Weighing about ten tons, the TMMCR was patterned
after Soviet equipment previously evaluated at Fort Knox.
Designed to withstand two detonations from mines con-
taining 22 pounds of explosive, the roller banks could be
jettisoned by the driver from inside the tank using a quick
disconnect system. The mine clearing roller also was
intended for installation on the ROBAT.

Another device adapted for use with the Ml tank was
the track width mine clearing plow. The plow assembly
could be installed on the tank by four men in less than one
hour using a suitable lifting device. The latter could be
an A frame, a combat engineer vehicle, or a tank recov-
ery vehicle. The plow consisted of two units, one in front
of each track, with skids to control the depth of cut and
mold boards to cast the mines and debris to the side. The
plow could clear mines buried to a depth of two to four
inches in front of each track. Like on the track width mine
clearing roller, a chain and dog-bone weight assembly was
used to clear tilt rod mines between the two plow units.
The plow could be raised for travel or lowered for use from
within the tank.

At the right, the bulldozer kit is installed on the Ml during the test
program.

A less successful project was the original attempt to
develop a tank mounted bulldozer. Such bulldozers had
been provided for use with all of the standard U.S. tanks
since World War II. The M8A3 bulldozer was employed
with the M48A3 tank in Vietnam and the M9 was stan-
dardized for use with the M60 series tanks. The revised
Materiel Need document for the Abrams included a
requirement for a bulldozer kit which could be mounted
on any Ml by battalion maintenance personnel, but no
funds were available for such a development. However,
arrangements were made to test a privately developed
American bulldozer kit as well as one of Israeli manufac-
ture during the Summer of 1985. Unfortunately, mechani-
cal problems with the American design prevented it from
participating in the test program. As a result, only the Israeli
bulldozer kit was evaluated. The tests confirmed the value
of a tank mounted bulldozer for clearing debris and pre-
paring defensive earthworks. However, during the deep
digging required for preparing tank firing positions, seri-
ous overheating occurred in the tank transmission. Other
problems included the restriction of the driver's field of
vision by the dozer blade and some interference with the
movement of the tank's main gun. Further study indicated
that solving the transmission overheating problem would
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Above is the mock-up of the combat engineer vehicle T118 with the original long boom. The sketches at the bottom of the page show the
dimensions of the CEV T118 with the original long boom (left) and the final shortened version (right).

require redesign of the tank's power train. This was not
considered practical and it was recommended that the deep
digging requirement be eliminated, particularly since earth-
works provided very little protection against armor pierc-
ing ammunition using long rod penetrators. Without the
deep digging requirement, the dozer blade could be made
smaller and narrower reducing the problems with driver
vision and gun interference. Such a bulldozer could still
be effectively employed for debris clearance and the
breaching of obstacles.

During the development cycle of the various main bat-
tle tanks, consideration was given to the use of the tank
chassis as the basis for other armored vehicles. These
included recovery vehicles, bridge launchers, combat engi-
neer (CEV) and other specialized armored vehicles. Early
in the T95 program, concept studies proposed the modifi-
cation of the tank chassis for use as a combination recov-
ery and combat engineer vehicle. However, the combined
concept was rejected and the development of the two types
of vehicles proceeded along separate lines. As a result, the
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The left and right sides of the first pilot CEV T118, registration number 9B2027, can be seen here. Compare the shortened boom with the
original version on the mock-up shown on the previous page.

combat engineer vehicle T118 was designed based on the
T95 tank chassis. This project was initiated by OTCM
36699 dated 24 December 1957 which authorized the con-
struction of three pilot vehicles. The 165mm M57 (T156)
demolition gun was approved for installation in the three
pilots despite problems with this weapon during its evalu-
ation. Secondary armament consisted of a .30 caliber M37
coaxial machine gun in the turret and a .50 caliber M2HB
machine gun in the commander's cupola.

In May 1958 a mock-up of the T118 was displayed at
Detroit to representatives of CONARC and the Corps of
Engineers. As a result of this meeting some modifications
were made to the design. These included a shorter boom
to reduce the rear overhang when it was stowed in the travel
position. The three pilot vehicles were then fabricated with
the first, registration number 9B2027, being delivered to
Aberdeen Proving Ground in December 1959. Numbers
two and three (registration numbers 9B2028 and 9B2029)
followed and were delivered respectively to the Armored
Board at Fort Knox and to the Engineer Test Unit at Fort
Bel voir, Virginia. The pilot T118s were equipped with a
front mounted hydraulically operated bulldozer, an A frame
boom, and a 60,000 pound capacity engine driven winch
using one inch diameter wire rope. The boom was raised
or lowered hydraulically and the modification had reduced
the rear overhang in the travel position from the original
75 inches on the mock-up to 48¾ inches on the three pilots.

These photographs of the first pilot CEV T118 show details of the bulldozer blade. Note the folding section in the center to permit a better
forward view for the driver with the blade in the travel position.



Additional views of the first pilot CEV T118 appear above. The lightweight road wheels have been installed on this vehicle. Details of the
boom and winch can be seen in the top view at the right.

After cancellation of the T95 program, the CEV pro-
ject was reoriented to utilize the chassis of the M60 tank
and the designation was changed to the T118E1. After fur-
ther modification, it was standardized based on the M60A1

tank as the combat engineer vehicle M728. During the
period of the T118 development, the hydraulically oper-
ated bulldozer also was proposed for installation on the
T95 and T96 battle tanks.

A sketch and an artist's concept of the bulldozer kit proposed for the T95 and T96 tanks are shown below. This was the same bulldozer
eventually mounted on the CEV T118. Obviously, the folding section necessary for the driver's forward vision was a later modification.
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Above is a dimensional sketch of the proposed combat engineer vehicle XM745 based on the chassis of the MBT70 tank. The long reach
of the back hoe bucket and gripper is obvious.

During the MBT70 development program, several
companion vehicles were proposed based on the same chas-
sis. One of these was designated as the CEV XM745. A
concept drawing, layout number LK 1041 dated 28 August
1967, depicted a vehicle on the MBT70 chassis armed with
the 165mm demolition gun mounted in a four man turret.
However, some reports refer to the installation of a 152mm
demolition gun in the XM745. The crew consisted of the
driver, commander, gunner, and loader. The latter also
manned a 25mm automatic gun mounted on top of his
vision cupola. This weapon had a 360 degree traverse and
an elevation range of +70 to -18 degrees. Other secondary
armament consisted of a 7.62mm machine gun coaxial with
the demolition gun. A 60,000 pound capacity tow winch

was located in the turret bustle below the mount for the
20,000 pound capacity boom assembly. The latter could
be extended from 144 inches to approximately 360 inches
and it was fitted with a back hoe bucket and gripper as
well as a lifting hook. An hydraulically operated bulldozer
fitted with a ram was installed on the front of the vehicle.
The CEV was powered by the AVCR-1100 engine using a
General Motors Allison XHM-1500 transmission. As an
alternate CEV for use with the MBT70, it was proposed
to install a three man turret with similar equipment on the
chassis of the M60A1 tank. In this case, the driver remained
in the hull. After the cancellation of the MBT70 and
XM803 programs, the CEV role continued to be performed
by the M728 based on the M60A1 tank.

The alternate CEV proposal mounting a three man version of the XM745 turret on an M60A1 chassis is sketched below. Here the driver
remained in the hull.
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Scale 1:48 © Dan Graves

Combat Engineer Vehicle XM745
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Above is the XM1060 robotic obstacle breaching assault tank (ROBAT) after completion at Detroit.

By the early 1980s, two new programs were underway
to develop specialized engineer armored vehicles for use
during assault operations. One of these, designated as the
robotic obstacle breaching assault tank (ROBAT), was in-
tended specifically for clearing and marking a path through
a minefield. The other program covered the development
of the counter obstacle vehicle (COV) for use in breach-
ing a wide variety of obstacles as well as penetrating
minefields.

A demonstrator version of the ROBAT using a turret-
less M60 series tank chassis was under test at Fort Knox

in early 1982. The vehicle could be driven by remote con-
trol and it was fitted with explosive line charges which could
be projected into a minefield. Detonation of the line charges
exploded the mines clearing a path through the field. The
ROBAT could then be driven by remote control along this
path with its roller type mine exploder detonating any mines
missed by the line charges. After these preliminary tests,
two prototype ROBATs were authorized for construction
at Detroit and the first arrived at Aberdeen Proving Ground
on 17 March 1986. After initial inspection and some minor
modification, automotive testing began in May followed

Two additional views of the ROBAT are shown below. In the left photograph, the launcher for the explosive line charge is erected in the
firing position.
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The XM1060 robotic obstacle breaching assault tank (ROBAT) is shown in these drawings.
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by safety checks with inert line charges in June and July.
The second prototype arrived at Aberdeen during the third
week of August and the first vehicle was then shipped to
Fort Knox for operational testing which began in late Sep-
tember 1986.

The two ROBAT prototypes were designed and fabri-
cated at the TACOM Research, Development, and Engi-
neering Center and they differed widely from the original
demonstrator vehicle. They were based on a modified
M60A3 tank chassis with the turret replaced by a heavy
armor base plate. Two armored pods containing the explo-
sive line charges were mounted on top of the base plate,
one on each side. The two man crew consisted of the driver
and the commander. The driver occupied the normal posi-
tion in the tank hull with the commander located above
and to his rear between the two line charge pods. The
intended mode of operation was for the crew to drive the
ROBAT close to the assault area, remove the remote con-
trol equipment to a suitable observation point, and then
drive the vehicle by remote control to the edge of the
minefield. They would then launch the line charges and
proceed to clear and mark a path through the minefield.
The ROBAT prototypes, designated as the XM1060, were

The various attachments for the counter obstacle vehicle (COV) are
sketched at the left. Below, an early COV concept drawing appears at
the left and the vehicle is being assembled at the right.
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fitted with four kits consisting of a mine clearing roller,
the remote control kit, a nuclear, biological, chemical
(NBC) kit, and a cleared lane marking kit (CLAMS). The
latter marked the cleared lane with chemiluminescent light
sticks. Following the completion of the operational test-
ing at Fort Knox in February 1987, both ROBAT proto-
types were returned to TACOM for the correction of
deficiencies revealed during the test program.

The counter obstacle vehicle (COV) was a project of
the Engineer Support Laboratory at the Belvoir Research
and Development Center. To defeat all types of obstacles
in an hostile environment, it was equipped to breach
minefields and was fitted with a combination of excavat-
ing, dozing, lifting, and hauling equipment. It also could
be used to construct roads in a combat zone. A contract
was awarded to the BMY Division of Harsco Corporation
to perform the detailed design work and to fabricate two
test bed vehicles. The design work began at BMY's York,
Pennsylvania plant in June 1982 and continued for one year.
Fabrication of the test beds started in July 1983 and
extended through December 1984. Tests at BMY ran from
January through April 1985. Shipped to the Engineer Prov-
ing Ground at Fort Belvoir, the COV test bed was evalu-
ated from October 1985 through February 1986.

The original concept for the COV was based on utiliz-
ing the chassis of the M88A1 medium recovery vehicle also
manufactured by BMY. However, by the time the actual
vehicle was complete, the basic design was drastically
modified. In the COV, the three man crew was seated in
tandem along the vehicle center line with the driver in front
followed by the equipment operator and the vehicle com-
mander. Two hydraulically operated rotatable telescopic
arms were mounted at the front of the vehicle, one on each
side. In the stowed position, they extended to the rear on
each side of the crew compartment. These arms were fitted
with 1.3 cubic yard excavator buckets or other attachments



Above is the counter obstacle vehicle (COV) test bed photographed in January 1985. The outboard extensions have not been installed on
the mine plow which is in the travel position.

including a 24 inch diameter earth auger, a four tine 4500
pound capacity grapple, a lifting hook, or an hydraulic ham-
mer. The COV test bed was powered by a 908 gross horse-
power AVDS-1790-5 diesel engine with an XT-1410-5X
transmission. The running gear was similar to that on the
M88A1, but it featured higher strength torsion bars and
an hydraulically actuated lockout system on the first, sec-
ond, and sixth road wheel stations to provide stability dur-
ing digging or lifting operations. A full width mine plow
developed in Israel was installed on the front of the vehi-
cle. The teeth of the mine plow could be fitted with covers

and the two end sections removed permitting it to operate
as a conventional dozer blade. For mine clearing opera-
tions, it was intended to mount a mine roller or a mine
clearing line charge (MICLIC) as well as the cleared lane
marking system (CLAMS).

The fully loaded weight of the COV test bed was over
75 tons. This was considered excessive, particularly since
the armor protection on the test bed vehicle was inade-
quate for its proposed use. Further work was initiated in
an effort to reduce the weight and increase the level of pro-
tection by modifying the design and utilizing new materials.

Below, the COV is operating the excavator buckets (left) and removing a wrecked automobile with the grapnel (right).
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Above, the COV is being operated by remote control and at the right
is a closeup view of the earth auger installed on one of the telescopic
arms.

Above, the COV is climbing a vertical wall with the help of the hydrau-
lically operated telescopic arms. The drawings at the right and below
show the mine plow with its outboard extensions installed on the COV.
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The drawing above shows the proposed armored vehicle launched bridge (AVLB) based upon the T95 tank chassis.

BRIDGING EQUIPMENT

During the development of the CEV T118 based on
the T95 tank, an additional chassis was authorized for use
with an armored vehicle launched bridge (AVLB). The T95
tank chassis for the AVLB development was shipped to the
Corps of Engineers at Fort Belvoir during January 1959.
This turretless vehicle was to be fitted with a 45 ton capacity
folding bridge capable of spanning a 60 foot gap. Manned
by a crew of two, it was 408 inches long and 144 inches
wide with the bridge in the travel position. Overhang of
the bridge and launching mechanism was 63 inches in front
and 73 inches in the rear. The estimated weight was 44
tons for the vehicle and 11 tons for the bridge giving a total
weight of 55 tons. After the cancellation of the T95 pro-
gram, the project was dropped and the requirement for
AVLBs was met by 60 ton capacity folding aluminum
bridges installed on M48A2 and M60A1 tank chassis.
Bridges capable of spanning 40 or 60 foot gaps were used.

The dimensions of the 60 ton capacity AVLB on the M60A1 tank chas-
sis can be seen at the right.

The companion vehicles for the MBT70 also included
an AVLB. The proposed vehicle based on the MBT70 chas-
sis was designated as the XM743 and it carried the 60 ton
capacity XM744 double folding bridge which could span
a gap 100 feet wide. Research had indicated that a 100 foot
bridge would be far more effective than the 60 foot model
mounted on the M60A1 AVLB. Alternate versions of the
XM743/744 combination were considered which launched
the bridge in either the forward or the aft direction. The
study indicated that the installation for aft launching
provided much better visibility for the driver. The XM744
bridge also was considered for use on the M60A1 chassis
using the aft launch design.
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The sketches above show the dimensions of the AVLB XM743/744 com-
bination based upon the MBT70 chassis. This unit was designed to
launch the bridge in either the forward (left) or aft (right) direction.
At the right, the XM744 bridge is mounted on the M60A1 chassis and
it is arranged to launch in the aft direction.

Above, the aft launch (left) and retrieval (right) procedures are shown for the XM744 double folding bridge. Below is a drawing of the
bridge itself fully extended for use.
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Above from left to right are the HAB, the TLB, and the 60 ton AVLB
being launched from the TLB trailer. The sketch at the right shows
the HAB installed on the Ml, M47, M48, and the M60 tank chassis.

With the appearance of the heavier Ml tank series,
the 60 ton capacity AVLBs were no longer adequate. Also,
research had shown that it would be highly desirable to
have assault bridges capable of spanning gaps greater than
60 feet, preferably up to 100 feet. In addition, the AVLB
on the M60A1 tank chassis lacked the speed and mobility
required to operate with the new tanks.

After preliminary concept studies, the Army issued
a request for proposals from industry for the design of a
heavy assault bridge (HAB) with a 70 ton capacity. The
longest possible bridge consistent with mobility consider-
ations was required. It also was to be capable of installa-
tion on either the M60A1 or the Ml turretless tank chassis.
After review of the various proposals, a contract was
awarded to the BMY Division of Harsco with Israel Mili-
tary Industries (IMI) as a major subcontractor. The latter
was to design and produce three prototype bridges from
high strength aluminum alloys and carbon-epoxy composite
materials. BMY was to develop the hydraulic launch mech-
anism and install the bridge and launcher assembly on two
Ml tank chassis and on one M60 series tank chassis. The
first prototype HAB began testing at BMY early in 1986.
These tests revealed the necessity for strengthening some
areas to prevent crack formation. The first HAB was modi-
fied to incorporate these changes which also were applied
to the remaining prototypes. The 32 meter (106 feet) dou-
ble fold HAB was capable of spanning a 30 meter (100 feet)
gap. Installed on the Ml tank chassis, the prototype HAB
was 538 inches long and 158 inches wide with a weight
of 123,000 pounds. The same installation could carry and
launch the standard 60 ton capacity AVLB and the 70 ton
capacity trailer launched bridge of the United States Marine
Corps.

With the adoption of the M1A1 tank, the Marine Corps
also needed a new assault bridge. However, unlike the
Army, the Marine Corps required the assault bridge to be
transportable in a C130 aircraft. The HAB could only be
handled in the much larger C5A. On 20 April 1984, Israel
Military Industries (IMI) received a contract to design and
fabricate two prototypes of a trailer launched bridge (TLB)
with a 70 ton capacity to meet this requirement. This time,
BMY was the subcontractor to develop the launcher and
trailer assembly. The first prototype TLB began company
testing in mid 1986.

The TLB was 24 meters (approximately 79 feet) in
length and it was designed to span a gap 22 meters (approx-
imately 72 feet) wide. Like the HAB, the TLB was a three
section double folding bridge. It was launched from a tilt-
ing frame mounted on a two axle trailer. To fit within the
117 inch wide space available in the C130 aircraft, the TLB's
normal width of 150 inches was reduced to 115 inches by
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At the right is an artist's concept of the TLB in operation.



The drawing at the upper left shows the dimensions of the TLB stowed on its trailer and the width reduction when the central beam unit
is telescoped can be seen in the lower drawing at the left. At the right is the launch sequence for the TLB.

telescoping the central beam unit. The trailer suspension
and wheels were removed when stowed in the aircraft. Both
the trailer and the bridge were fabricated from 7005 and
7075 high strength aluminum alloys. To accommodate wide
vehicles such as the M1A1 tank, one bridge trackway was
designed much wider than the other with no outer curb.
This allowed the vehicle to overhang on that side. Even
in this condition, the load was carried on the major struc-
ture. The TLB was deployed by three sets of hydraulic
cylinders powered by two diesel engines. Increasing the
hydraulic pressure could compensate for the loss of one
cylinder in each set and operations could continue with
only one diesel engine available. On its trailer, the TLB

had an overall length of 469 inches and weighed about
31,000 pounds. The TLB's trailer launcher also could be
fitted with the HAB or the standard 60 ton capacity AVLB.

Another towed assault bridge (TAB) developed by IMI
and evaluated at Aberdeen Proving Ground also had a 70
ton capacity and was capable of spanning a 10 meter
(approximately 33 feet) gap. Weighing about 11 tons, the
TAB could be divided into two sections along its longi-
tudinal axis for stowage in a C130 aircraft. The load
carrying body of the TAB was 12 meters (approximately
39 feet) in length. The overall length of 19 meters (approx-
imately 62 feet) included an extendable front section and
the coupling hook.

Below the TAB is being pushed into position (left) and crossed (right) by an M60A1 tank.
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Above, the standard M88A1 recovery vehicle appears at the left. It could be identified from its predecessor, the M88, by the grill door
for the auxiliary power unit on the right side of the cab. The door for this unit on the M88 is marked by the arrow B in the right-hand photograph.

RECOVERY VEHICLES

After the concept of a combined tank recovery and
combat engineer vehicle was dropped, work continued on
the development of a dedicated recovery vehicle. The T88
developed by BMY was standardized in February 1959 as
the medium recovery vehicle M88. It remained in first line
service until replaced by the M88A1 which entered produc-
tion in June 1975. The primary difference between the M88
and the M88A1 was the replacement of the gasoline engine
in the earlier vehicle with the AVDS-1790-2DR diesel in
the M88A1.

During the MBT70 program, a design was prepared
for a recovery vehicle based upon that chassis. Designated
as the RV XM742, it was fitted with a turret mounted teles-
coping boom which projected forward when stowed in the
travel position. The four man crew was housed in a fully
rotating turret and the vehicle was equipped with the same
dozer kit as the proposed CEV XM745. As an alternate
recovery vehicle for use with the MBT70, the same teles-
coping boom arrangement in a low silhouette turret was

proposed for installation on the M60A1 chassis. With this
design, the driver was located in the hull and the three
remaining crew members rode in the turret basket.

The dimensions of the XM742 recovery vehicle are shown above and they can be compared below with those for the M88A1 (left) and
the proposed recovery vehicle mounting a low silhouette version of the XM742 turret on the M60A1 tank chassis (right).
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The sketch at the right lists the improvements over the M88A1 pro-
posed for the M88AX.

Although the M88A1 was satisfactory for use with the
M60 series of tanks, the introduction of the 60 ton Ml and
the even heavier M1A1 created a serious problem. When
a tank being towed is heavier than the towing vehicle, it
becomes very difficult to handle. On a slope exceeding
10 per cent, it is extremely dangerous and standard prac-
tice required two M88Als to safely tow a single Ml tank.
Recognizing this problem, BMY initiated an independent
development program in 1984 to upgrade the M88A1. The
result was a test bed vehicle referred to as the M88AX.
The 750 horsepower engine in the M88A1 was replaced
by the 1050 horsepower AVDS-1790-8AR diesel with a
modified transmission. Ballast weight was added to increase
the vehicle weight to 65 tons. The M88AX was submitted
to the Army for evaluation at Aberdeen Proving Ground
in April 1985. These tests revealed that the M88AX could
tow an Ml tank more rapidly than the M88A1 could move
the lighter M60A1. Some problems occurred with the
brakes during the test, but modifications were made and
satisfactory performance was demonstrated by December
1985. For comparison purposes, an M1A1 tank also was
tested as a towing vehicle to evaluate its power train for
use in a recovery vehicle. Some concern had been expressed
that it would not be suitable for such service as it had been
optimized for high speed and agility for use in the main
battle tank. However, with its 1500 horsepower gas tur-
bine, the M1A1 turned in an excellent performance exceed-
ing that of the M88AX.

Further analysis of the M88AX revealed that it would
be expected to have greater mobility handling the Ml in
European terrain than the M88A1 with the M60A1. Thus
it was considered suitable for such service. As a result of
the evaluation, the Army awarded a contract in January
1987 to BMY for the procurement of five prototype vehi-
cles now designated as the M88A1E1. With the heavier
M1A1 scheduled for early fielding in Europe, the need for
an improved recovery vehicle was becoming urgent and
the Army intended to procure the M88A1E1 as the M88A2,
if it proved to be satisfactory. The combat loaded weight

of the M88A1E1 was 67 tons compared to 56 tons for the
M88A1. Six tons of armor added as an overlay on the cab
and as track skirts increased the level of ballistic protec-
tion. With the new power plant, the M88Al's maximum
speed of 26 miles per hour without a towed load was

The M88AX is towing the Abrams tank in these photographs taken dur-
ing the test program. Steel slabs have been mounted on the vehicle to
equal the weight of the proposed heavier armor.
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In the view below, the M88AX is towing the M1A1 tank and the sketch
at the right shows the configuration of the M88A1E1 recovery vehicle.



The photographs on this page show the M88A1E1 towing the MlAl tank during the evaluation program. Note the blocky appearance resulting
from the overlay armor and the side skirts.

retained. Fuel capacity was increased from 400 to 450 gal-
lons to maintain the same range of 300 miles. The M88A1E1
utilized the same A frame boom arrangement as the

M88A1, but the boom capacity and the hoist winch pull
was increased from 50,000 to 60,000 pounds. The main
winch pull was increased from 90,000 to 140,000 pounds.
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The drawings above depict the early configuration of the recovery vehicle based upon the Abrams tank with the crane mounted on the right
side of the hull.

TACOM also had anticipated the requirement for a
new recovery vehicle and had developed preliminary draw-
ings of such a vehicle based on the M1A1 tank. In mid 1985,
the Army drafted a required operational capability (ROC)
document for a new recovery vehicle, designated as the
RV90, incorporating performance requirements based on
the Abrams. General Dynamics Land Systems further
developed the concept utilizing the M1A1 tank chassis and
the 35 ton capacity rotating crane from a new German
recovery vehicle. Based on the Abrams with its 1500 horse-
power turbine, the performance of the RV90 obviously
would exceed that of the M88A1E1 powered by the 1050

horsepower diesel. This already had been observed at Aber-
deen when comparing the towing ability of the M88AX
and the M1A1 tank. In view of the Army's intention to pro-
cure the M88A1E1 at the earliest possible date, the ROC
document had been revised to correspond with its reduced
performance level. However, in September 1986, General
Dynamics offered to build a recovery vehicle based on the
Abrams using their own funds, if the Army would agree
to test it in competition with the M88A1E1. The Army
declined the offer, not wishing to disrupt its procurement
plans for the M88A1E1 which it believed would be ade-
quate for the job, less costly, and available at an earlier
date. At this point, Congress entered the picture with the
House Armed Services Committee requiring that the Army
conduct a fair competition between the two vehicles and
that they be tested against the original ROC document and
not the revised version.

The final design of the Abrams recovery vehicle (ARV) is sketched
at the left. Note that the crane has been relocated to the left side of
the vehicle. Below, a model of the ARV appears at the left and the vehicle
itself is at the right.
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Above is a photograph of the Abrams recovery vehicle after completion at the Detroit Army Tank Plant in February 1988.

The new Abrams recovery vehicle (ARV) was rolled
out at the Detroit Army Tank Plant in February 1988. One
obvious difference from the earlier concept studies was
the relocation of the 35 ton capacity rotating crane from
the right to the left side of the hull. Manned by a crew
of three, the 67 ton vehicle had space for the four man

crew of a disabled tank. Its maximum speed was a little
over 40 miles per hour and the maximum range was about
300 miles. Like the M1A1 tank, it was equipped with an
NBC overpressure system and microclimate cooling vests
for the crew. It also included an automatic Halon fire extin-
guisher system.

Below, the new Abrams recovery vehicle is towing a late production M1A1 tank.



The photographs above and below show the M88A1E1 recovery vehicle towing an MlAl tank during test operations.

The comparative tests between the Abrams recovery
vehicle and the M88A1E1 were carried out during May and
June 1988. After review, the Army selected the M88A1E1
as the winner and put additional funds on the full scale
development contract already awarded to BMY. At that
time, the Army intended to procure 849 of the new vehi-
cles as the M88A2 through Fiscal Year 1994. However,
this decision was reversed in April 1989 when the Secre-
tary of Defense cancelled the contract and allocated the
funds to higher priority programs.

Below is another view of the M88A1E1 hauling the MlAl over rough terrain.



Above is the full size mock-up of a new tank design concept with the main gun in an external mount.

THE FUTURE

The Abrams tank obviously will play a major role in
the United States armed forces well into the next century.
Like its predecessors, it will be modified and improved
to counter changes in the threat that it will be called upon
to meet. The Abrams itself was the last of a long line of
research projects and experimental vehicles intended to
replace the Patton tank and its product improved version,
the M60 series. As with the earlier tanks, even before the
Abrams was standardized, research projects were study-
ing possible future replacements. The future close com-
bat vehicle studies at TACOM investigated a wide variety
of configurations. Frequently, the results of such research
programs are applied as product improvements to the tank
in service rather than replacing it with a completely new
vehicle. This approach already has been applied to the

The drawing at the right illustrates the external gun tank concept.

Abrams with the Block I and II improvements resulting
in the M1A1 and the M1A2. The Block III requirements
will eventually produce an M1A3 or a completely new tank.
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The tank test bed (TTB) based upon the Abrams tank chassis appears above. The bore evacuator has been omitted from the 120mm gun
in this installation.

Many of the new research projects utilize the Abrams
tank chassis in their investigations. For example, the tank
test bed (TTB) program was initiated in 1980 to explore
the application of new technology and advanced vehicle
designs for future tank use in the 1988-1996 time period.
Using a modified Ml tank chassis, the three man crew of

the TTB was seated side by side in the front hull. An M256
120mm gun was installed in a small unmanned turret and
it was fed automatically from a 44 round magazine in the
hull. Three externally mounted electro-optical sight groups
were installed with two on the sponsons and one on the
turret.

Below, the stations for the three man crew of the tank test bed are at the left and the automatic loader for the 120mm gun can be seen at the right.
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Details of the original surrogate research vehicle (SRV) are visible in
the two top photographs. At the right is a later view of the SRV after
some modification.

In November 1980, the surrogate research vehicle
(SRV) project was launched, also using the modified
Abrams tank chassis. As on the TTB, the forward fuel cells
were removed to provide space for three crew stations side
by side in the front hull. Two additional crew positions
were located in the rotating basket suspended from the tur-
ret ring. A major objective of this program was to evalu-
ate different crew arrangements, such as all three men side
by side in the front hull versus the driver in the hull with
the tank commander and the gunner in the turret. On the
SRV, the tank turret was replaced by a low silhouette struc-
ture fitted with remote electro-optical vision equipment and
a laser simulated weapon system. Phase I of the SRV test-
ing began at Fort Knox in 1983 to provide information on
the effect of crew arrangement to the tank test bed pro-
gram. Phase II tests of the SRV investigated surveillance
problems during 1984/85. This was followed by Phase III
in 1986/87 devoted to command and control studies.

The configuration of the surrogate research vehicle is illustrated in the
drawings below and at the right.
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The automotive technology demonstrator (ATD) is sketched above and
at the right.

A third contributor to the tank test bed program was
the automotive technology demonstrator (ATD). The origi-
nal TTB and SRV utilized the Abrams chassis, power train,
and suspension. The objective of the ATD was to evaluate
new components in all of these areas. Designed for a two
man crew, its weight could be adjusted by adding ballast
for a specific test.

Among the components to be evaluated are the
advanced integrated propulsion systems (AIPS). In July
1984 contracts were awarded to General Electric Aircraft
Engines and to the Cummins Engine Company to build
demonstration systems. Thus the diesel versus turbine con-
troversy appeared again with General Electric building a
gas turbine system and Cummins producing a diesel power
plant. Both units occupied approximately half the volume
of the standard Abrams propulsion system and offered much
greater fuel economy. Thus they were prime candidates
for the Block III tank.

The mock-up of the General Electric—Textron Lycoming LV/100 AIPS candidate appears below at the left. The Cummins XAP-1000 also
is shown in mock-up form above and below at the right.
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TORSION BAR SUSPENSION SYSTEM IN-ARM SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The Cadillac Gage in-arm hydropneumatic suspension is installed on
the XM1 prototype tank at the left. The installation of this suspension
is compared above with the torsion bar system. Note that the in-arm
suspension does not require any space inside the tank hull.

An in-arm hydropneumatic suspension developed by
the Cadillac Gage Division of Textron, Inc. was success-
fully tested earlier on one of the XM1 prototype tanks.
Weighing about a ton less than a conventional torsion bar
system, its external bolt-on mount did not require any space
inside the hull. With a total wheel travel of 21.0 inches,
it also was under consideration for application to the Block
III tank.

The tank test bed program not only produced data for
future modifications of the Abrams, but also for concept
studies of completely new fighting vehicles. It also provided
valuable material for use by the Armored Family of Vehi-
cles Task Force (AFVTF) in their effort to propose com-
mon chassis for several classes of armored vehicles.
Although the Task Force report indicated that it would be
possible to provide common chassis for the heavy, medium,

The drawing below depicts a concept of a future main battle tank with a remote control gun externally mounted in a small low silhouette
turret. With the crew separated from the weapon, a bore evacuator was not required.
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Above is a concept drawing for a future main battle tank with an external gun mount. An optional missile installation also is considered
with improved top attack protection. The future main battle tank concept below features a manned low silhouette turret with an automatic
loader in the bustle. Note the bore evacuator on the 120mm gun.
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Above is another future main battle tank concept featuring a manned low silhouette turret. The armament proposed ranged in caliber from
120mm to 145mm and it was fitted with an automatic loader.

and light armored vehicles, modernization on this scale Modernization Plan (HFMP) with four vehicles on a corn-
far exceeded the funds available. The program was then mon heavy protection chassis and two on a medium pro-
reduced to six vehicle types referred to as the Heavy Forces tection chassis. Under this plan, a common heavy

The proposed design below is armed with a 145mm gun in an external mount. The three man crew is seated in the hull behind the front
mounted engine and power train. The 145mm ammunition stowage is in the rear hull.
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The future tank concept presented above also is armed with a 145mm gun in an external mount. In this case, the 120mm ammunition is
stowed in a circular magazine directly under the gun mount. The crew is reduced to two and they are seated in the front hull. The engine
and power train are in the rear hull behind the ammunition magazine. The four vehicles based on the common heavy chassis under the
heavy forces modernization plan can be seen below at the right in these sketches from General Dynamics Land Systems Division.

protection chassis was proposed for the Block III tank, the
future infantry fighting vehicle (FIFV), the advanced field
artillery system (AFAS), and the combat mobility vehicle
(CMV). The latter was a successor to the experimental
counter obstacle vehicle discussed previously.

The Defense Science Board gave further emphasis to
the use of test beds as a result of its 1987 Summer Study
on Technology Base Management. It recommended that
advanced technology transition demonstrators (ATTDs) be
used to build and test experimental systems in a field
environment. This would replace the performance and vali-
dation phase test programs then in use for new systems.
This approach has been adopted under the Heavy Forces
Modernization Plan. Under this plan, two competitively
selected contractor teams will use ATTDs to demonstrate
the feasibility of a common heavy protection chassis for
the different vehicles required. Thus it is possible that the
Abrams in a modified form could become the basic chas-
sis for heavy vehicles in such a future armored vehicle
family. This would follow a precedent set during World
War II when tank chassis were adapted for use as self-
propelled artillery, tank destroyers, and numerous tracked
carriers. Regardless of what course the future takes, the
Abrams will be a key element in the United States armored
force for many years to come.
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PART V

REFERENCE DATA



The M1A1 above is from A Company, 4th Battalion, 66th Armor of the 3rd Infantry Division with the Seventh Army in Germany.
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These M1A1s in Germany are fitted with the multiple integrated laser engagement system (MILES) training equipment and a blank adapter
is installed on the tank commander's .50 caliber machine gun.
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The M1A1 tanks in these photographs are part of the Seventh U. S. Army in Germany.



This lineup of new M1 tanks is remarkably free of the extra stowage usually added by the troops.
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The tank commander and the loader can be seen manning the .50 caliber and the 7.62mm machine guns on the Ml above. Below, this
lineup of M1s is engaged in night firing at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.



The M1 above with the MILES training equipment was photographed by Greg Stewart at the National Training Center in March 1987. The
ninth pilot XM1 tank (PV9) is shown in the view below.



These photographs of MBT70 pilot number two, registration number 09A002 67, show the tank with the fire control equipment installed.
Note that the bore evacuator has been replaced by a sleeve since it was no longer required after installation of the closed breech scavenging system.



The T95E1 chassis was converted to the test rig shown here. Fitted with a mock-up turret, it was used to evaluate the hydropneumatic suspen-
sion. The vehicle is in the fully raised position above and lowered to the minimum height below.



VEHICLE DATA SHEETS

A wide range of experimental vehicles and design con-
cepts are included in this book. Some of the former and
most of the latter were never fully developed and detailed
specifications are not available. Thus the data sheets in this
section are limited to those vehicles for which at least pilots
were built and tested. Even then, accurate information is
often difficult to obtain. Since many of the vehicles were
experimental test beds, changes were constantly being made
and the descriptive data varied widely depending upon the
configuration of the vehicle during the tests.

When possible, dimensional data were obtained from
the original vehicle drawings. If these were not available,
test reports from Aberdeen Proving Ground, Fort Knox
or other test agencies usually provided the required infor-
mation. Frequently, several sources were used and often
they did not agree. In that case, the reports and photographs
were reviewed to determine if the vehicle had been modi-
fied from the original design. Some dimensions are for
reference only and would obviously vary from time to time.
Thus the ground clearance would change with the load on
the vehicle. The same would apply to the fire height, which
is the distance from the ground to the centerline of the main
weapon bore at zero elevation.

Although most of the items in the data sheets are self-
explanatory, a few may need clarification. For example,
the ground contact length at zero penetration is equal to
the distance between the centers of the front and rear road
wheels. This value is used to calculate the ground contact
area and then the ground pressure using the combat weight
of the vehicle. The tread is the distance between the cen-
terlines of the two tracks. When available, the maximum
values are listed for gross and net engine horsepower and
torque. The gross horsepower and torque are the values
obtained with only those accessories essential to engine
operation. The net horsepower and torque reflect actual
operation in the vehicle with all of the normal accessories
such as generators and air cleaners. If available, weights

are provided in the tables for each vehicle unstowed and
combat loaded. The latter included the crew as well as a
full load of fuel and ammunition. The combat weight was
used to calculate the power to weight ratio.

For experimental vehicles, the actual weight is quoted
if it was obtainable. For some of these, only an approxi-
mate weight was available. Production vehicles often had
the weights specified to the nearest 1000 pounds. Stowage
arrangements frequently were modified during the period
of service. In that case, the stowage shown usually is for
the period of greatest service.

For the earlier vehicles, the armor protection is speci-
fied by type, thickness, and the angle with the vertical. This
angle is measured between a vertical plane and the armor
plate surface as indicated by the angle alpha in the sketch.
Also, in this two dimensional drawing, the angle of obliqui-
ty is shown as the angle beta. This is defined as the angle
between a line perpendicular to the armor plate and the path
of a projectile impacting the armor. Because of security res-
trictions, particularly on composite special armor, detailed
data on the armor protection of the later vehicles were not
available.
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90mm GUN TANK T95

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward, pilots 1 and 2 *

pilots 3 and 4 *
Length: Gun in travel position, pilots 1 and 2

pilots 3 and 4
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward, pilots 1 and 2

pilots 3 and 4
Width: Over tracks
Height: Over cupola periscope guard
Tread:
Ground Clearance:
Fire Height:
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration, T114 track

T127 track
ARMOR
Type: Turret, cast homogeneous steel; Hull, rolled and cast

homogeneous steel; Welded assembly

4
400.9
403.9
388.9
391.9
275.5
125.4
128.4
124.0
112.0
103.0

17.0
approx. 69

85.0
84,300
77,300

10.9
13.3
12.1
10.6

men
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
hp/ton
hp/ton
psi
psi

Hull Thickness:
Front, Upper

Lower
Sides, Front

Rear
Rear, Upper

Lower
Top, Front

Rear
Floor, Front

Rear
Turret Thickness:

Gun Shield
Front
Sides
Rear
Top, Front

Rear
ARMAMENT
Primary: 90mm Gun T208 or T208E13 in Mount T191 (rigid) in turret

Actual
3.75 inches(95mm)

5.0 to 3.0 inches(127-76mm)
4.0 to 2.0 inches(102-51mm)

1.25 inches(32mm)
0.75 inches(19mm)
1.0 inches(25mm)
2.0 inches(51mm)
1.0 inches(25mm)

0.75 inches(19mm)
0.5 inches(13mm)

equals 15 inches(381mm)
equals 7 inches(178mm)

3.0 inches(76mm)
2.0 inches(51mm)
2.0 inches(51mm)
1.5 inches (38mm)

Angle w/Vertical
65 degrees
45 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees
20 degrees
0 degrees
80 degrees
90 degrees
90 degrees
90 degrees

0 degrees
60 degrees
45 degrees
0 degrees
80 degrees
90 degrees

Traverse: Electric-hydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electric-hydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 in cupola mount on turret
(1) .30 caliber MG M37 coaxial w/90mm gun in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Provision for (1) .30 caliber Carbine M2

AMMUNITION
50 rounds 90mm
1700 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
4750 rounds .30 caliber
180 rounds .30 caliber (carbine)

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct

Range Finder T53 (Optar)
Periscope T50

Ballistic Drive T50
Ballistic Computer T37

Telescope T183
Telescope T171E1

Vision Devices: Direct
Driver Hatch

360 degrees
10 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
4 degrees/second
7 rounds/minute
Manual
Azimuth and elevation

8 hand grenades

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator M28A1
Elevation Quadrant M13
Gunner's Quadrant M1A1

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Vision blocks (5)
in cupola, hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Periscope T48 (3) and

Periscope T161 infrared (1)
Periscope M28 (AA MG sight)

and Telescope T183
Periscope T50 and
Telescope T171E1

None

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AOI-1195-5
Type: 8 cylinder, 4 cycle, horizontally opposed, fuel injection
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Magneto
Displacement: 1194.5 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.75 x 5.75 inches
Compression Ratio: 6.5:1
Net Horsepower (max): 460 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 560 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): 1045 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 1170 ft-lb at 2100 rpm
Weight: approx. 2200 pounds, dry
Fuel: 80 octane gasoline 205 gallons
Engine Oil: 40 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X-Drive XTG-410-1, 4 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Allison 4 element hydraulic torque convertor
Stall multiplication: 3.05:1
Overall power train ratios: Low 5.23:1

1st 3.70:1
2nd 1.85:1
3rd 0.924:1

Reverse 4.18:1
Steering Control: Mechanical, T-bar

Clutch-brake steering in ranges low, 1st, and reverse
Geared steering in ranges 2nd and 3rd

Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 5.40:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 10 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 22.187 inches (T114 track)
RUNNING GEAR

Suspension: Torsion bar
10 individually sprung dual road wheels (5/track)
Tire Size: 32 x 4 inches
Flat track suspension w/o support rollers
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 21 x 4 inches
Shock absorbers fitted on first and last road wheels on each side

Tracks: Center guide T114 and T127
Type: (T114) Double pin, 21 inch width, rubber chevron

(T127) Single pin, 24 inch width, removable rubber pad
Pitch: 6.94 inches (T114)

6.5 inches (T127)
Shoes per Vehicle: 160 (80/track, T114)
Ground Contact Length: 165.5 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Main Generator: (1) 30 volts, 300 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: (1) 28 volts, 300 amperes, driven by auxiliary

engine
Battery: (2) 12 volts in series
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/GRC-3,4,7,8 in turret bustle

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: AN/UIC-1 (4 stations) plus external box AN/VIA-4
FIRE PROTECTION

(3) 10 pound carbon dioxide, fixed
(1) 5 pound carbon dioxide, portable

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 35 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 65,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 77 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 8.5 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 36 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: 48 inches
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 145 miles
* Over pintle bracket w/o pintle

Total Periscopes: T48 (3), T161 infrared (1), T50 (1), M28 (1)
Total Vision Blocks: (5) in Aircraft Armaments Model 108 cupola
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90mm GUN TANK T95E1

4 men
405.9 inches
393.9 inches
275.5 inches
130.4 inches
124.0 inches
112.0 inches
103.0 inches

17.0 inches
approx. 69 inches

85.0 inches
84,800 pounds
77,800 pounds

10.8 hp/ton
13.2 hp/ton
12.2 psi
10.7 psi

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward *
Length: Gun in travel position
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward
Width: Over tracks
Height: Over cupola periscope guard
Tread:
Ground Clearance:
Fire Height:
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration, T114 track

T127 track
ARMOR
Type: Turret, cast homogeneous steel; Hull, rolled and cast homogeneous
steel; Welded assembly
Hull Thickness: Actual Angle w/Vertical

Front, Upper 3.75 inches(95mm) 65 degrees
Lower 5.0 to 3.0 inches(127-76mm) 45 degrees

Sides, Front 4.0 to 2.0 inches(102-51mm) 0 degrees
Rear 1.25 inches(32mm) 0 degrees

Rear, Upper 0.75 inches(19mm) 20 degrees
Lower 1.0 inches(25mm) 0 degrees

Top, Front 2.0 inches(51mm) 80 degrees
Rear 1.0 inches(25mm) 90 degrees

Floor, Front 0.75 inches(19mm) 90 degrees
Rear 0.5 inches(13mm) 90 degrees

Turret Thickness:
Gun Shield equals 15 inches(381mm) 0 degrees
Front equals 7 inches(178mm) 60 degrees
Sides 3.0 inches(76mm) 45 degrees
Rear 2.0 inches(51mm) 0 degrees
Top, Front 2.0 inches(51mm) 80 degrees

Rear 1.5 inches(38mm) 90 degrees
ARMAMENT
Primary: 90 mm Gun T208E9 in Mount T192 in turret

Traverse: Hydraulic and manual 360 degrees
Traverse Rate: (max) 10 seconds/360 degrees
Elevation: Hydraulic and manual +20 to -10 degrees
Elevation Rate: (max) 4 degrees/second
Firing Rate: (max) 7 rounds/minute
Loading System: Manual
Stabilizer System: None

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 in cupola mount on turret
(1) .30 caliber MG M37 coaxial w/90mm gun in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Provision for (1) .30 caliber Carbine M2

AMMUNITION
50 rounds 90mm 8 hand grenades
1700 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
4750 rounds .30 caliber
180 rounds .30 caliber (carbine)

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon:
Primary Weapon: Direct Indirect

Periscope T50E2 Azimuth Indicator M28A1
Telescope T183E1 Elevation Quadrant M13
Telescope T171E1 Gunner's Quadrant M1A1

Vision Devices: Direct Indirect
Driver Hatch Periscope T48 (3) and

Periscope T161 infrared (1)
Commander Vision blocks (5) Periscope M28 (AA MG sight)

in cupola, hatch and Telescope T183E1
Gunner None Periscope T50E2 and

Telescope T171E1
Loader Hatch None
Total Periscopes: T48 (3), T161 infrared (1), T50E2 (1), M28 (1)
Total Vision Blocks: (5) in Aircraft Armaments Model 108 cupola

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AOI-1195-5
Type: 8 cylinder, 4 cycle, horizontally opposed, fuel injection
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Magneto
Displacement: 1194.5 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.75 x 5.75 inches
Compression Ratio: 6.5:1
Net Horsepower (max): 460 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 560 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): 1045 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 1170 ft-lb at 2100 rpm
Weight: approx. 2200 pounds, dry
Fuel: 80 octane gasoline 205 gallons
Engine Oil: 40 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X-Drive XTG-410-1, 4 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Allison 4 element hydraulic torque convertor
Stall multiplication: 3.05:1
Overall power train ratios: Low 5.23:1 2nd 1.85:1

1st 3.70:1 3rd 0.924:1
Reverse 4.18:1

Steering Control: Mechanical, T-bar
Clutch-brake steering in ranges low, 1st, and reverse
Geared steering in ranges 2nd and 3rd

Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 5.40:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 10 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 22.187 inches (T114 track)
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar

10 individually sprung dual road wheels (5/track)
Tire Size: 32 x 4 inches
Flat track suspension w/o support rollers
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 21 x 4 inches
Shock absorbers fitted on first and last road wheels on each side

Tracks: Center guide T114 and T127
Type: (T114) Double pin, 21 inch width, rubber chevron

(T127) Single pin, 24 inch width, removable rubber pad
Pitch: 6.94 inches (T114)

6.5 inches (T127)
Shoes per Vehicle: 160 (80/track, T114)
Ground Contact Length: 165.5 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Main Generator: (1) 30 volts, 300 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: (1) 28 volts, 300 amperes, driven by auxiliary engine
Battery: (2) 12 volts in series
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/GRC-3,4,7,8 in turret bustle

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: AN/UIC-1 (4 stations) plus external box AN/VIA-4
FIRE PROTECTION

(3) 10 pound carbon dioxide, fixed
(1) 5 pound carbon dioxide, portable

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 35 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 65,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 77 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 8.5 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 36 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: 48 inches
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 145 miles
* Over pintle bracket w/o pintle
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90mm GUN TANK T95E2

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward *
Length: Gun in travel position
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward
Width: Over tracks
Height: Over cupola periscope guard
Tread:
Ground Clearance:
Fire Height:
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration, T114 track

T127 track
ARMOR
Type: Turret, cast homogeneous steel; Hull, rolled and cast homogeneous
steel; Welded assembly

4
330.1
313.6
275.5
54.6

124.0
114.0
103.0

17.0
approx. 71

85.0
81,400
75,130

11.3
13.8
11.7
10.2

men
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
hp/ton
hp/ton
psi
psi

Actual
3.75 inches(95mm)

5.0 to 3.0 inches(127-76mm)
4.0 to 2.0 inches(102-51mm)

1.25 inches(32mm)
0.75 inches(19mm)
1.0 inches(25mm)
2.0 inches(51mm)
1.0 inches(25mm)

0.75 inches(19mm)
0.5 inches(13mm)

4.5 inches(114mm)
equals 7.0 inches(178mm)
equals 3.0 inches(76mm)
equals 2.0 inches(51mm)

1.0 inches(25mm)

Hull Thickness:
Front, Upper

Lower
Sides, Front

Rear
Rear, Upper

Lower
Top, Front

Rear
Floor, Front

Rear
Turret Thickness:

Gun Shield
Front
Sides
Rear
Top

ARMAMENT
Primary: 90mm Gun M41 in Mount M87 in turret

Traverse: Hydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Hydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 in cupola mount on turret
(1) .30 caliber MG M37 coaxial w/90mm gun in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Provision for (1) .30 caliber Carbine M2

AMMUNITION
64 rounds 90mm
1265 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
5950 rounds .30 caliber
180 rounds .30 caliber (carbine)

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct

Range Finder M13A1
Periscope M20A3

Ballistic Drive M5A1
Ballistic Computer M13A1

Telescope M97C
Vision Devices: Direct
Driver Hatch

Angle w/Vertical
65 degrees
45 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees

20 degrees
0 degrees
80 degrees
90 degrees
90 degrees
90 degrees

30 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees
90 degrees

360 degrees
15 seconds/360 degrees
+19 to —degrees
4 degrees/second
8 rounds/minute
Manual
None

8 hand grenades

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator M28A1
Elevation Quadrant M13
Gunner's Quadrant M1A1

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Vision blocks (5)
in cupola, hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Periscope T48 (3) and

Periscope T161 (1) infrared
Periscope M28 (AA MG sight)

Periscope M20A3 and
Telescope M97C

None

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AOI-1195-5
Type: 8 cylinder, 4 cycle, horizontally opposed, fuel injection
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Magneto
Displacement: 1194.5 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.75 x 5.75 inches
Compression Ratio: 6.5:1
Net Horsepower (max): 460 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 560 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): 1045 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 1170 ft-lb at 2100 rpm
Weight: approx. 2200 pounds, dry
Fuel: 80 octane gasoline 205 gallons
Engine Oil: 40 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X-Drive XTG-410-1, 4 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Allison 4 element hydraulic torque converter
Stall multiplication: 3.05:1
Overall power train ratios: Low 5.23:1

1st 3.70:1
2nd 1.85:1
3rd 0.924:1

Reverse 4.18:1
Steering Control: Mechanical, T-bar

Clutch-brake steering in ranges low, 1st, and reverse
Geared steering in ranges 2nd and 3rd

Brakes: multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 5.40:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 10 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 22.187 inches (T114 track)
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar

10 individually sprung dual road wheels (5/track)
Tire Size: 32 x 4 inches
Flat track suspension w/o support rollers
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 21 x 4 inches
Shock absorbers fitted on first and last road wheels on each side

Tracks: Center guide T114 and T127
Type: (T114) Double pin, 21 inch width, rubber chevron

(T127) Single pin, 24 inch width, removable rubber pad
Pitch: 6.94 inches (T114)

6.5 inches (T127)
Shoes per Vehicle: 160 (80/track, T114)
Ground Contact Length: 165.5 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Main Generator: (1) 30 volts, 300 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: (1) 28 volts, 300 amperes, driven by auxiliary engine
Battery: (2) 12 volts in series
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/GRC-3,4,7,8 in turret bustle

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: AN/UIC-1 (4 stations) plus external box AN/VIA-4
FIRE PROTECTION

(3) 10 pound carbon dioxide, fixed
(1) 5 pound carbon dioxide, portable

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 35 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 65,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 80 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 8.5 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 36 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: 48 inches
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 145 miles
* Over pintle bracket w/o pintle

Total Periscopes: M27 (3), M24 infrared (1), M20A3 (1), M28
(1) Total Vision Blocks: (5) in M1 cupola on turret top
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105mm GUN TANK T95E3

4 men
448.5 inches
418.8 inches
275.5 inches
173.0 inches
124.0 inches
115.0 inches
103.0 inches

17.0 inches
approx. 71 inches

85.0 inches
90,250 pounds
83,250 pounds

10.2 hp/ton
12.4 hp/ton
13.0 psi
11.4 psi

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward *
Length: Gun in travel position
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward
Width: Over tracks
Height: Over cupola periscope guard
Tread:
Ground Clearance:
Fire Height:
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration, T114 track

T127 track
ARMOR
Type: Turret, cast homogeneous steel; Hull, rolled and cast
homogeneous steel; Welded assembly
Hull Thickness: Actual Angle w/Vertical

Front, Upper 3.75 inches(95mm) 65 degrees
Lower 5.0 to 3.0 inches(127-76mm) 45 degrees

Sides, Front 4.0 to 2.0 inches(102-51mm) 0 degrees
Rear 1.25 inches(32mm) 0 degrees

Rear, Upper 0.75 inches(19mm) 20 degrees
Lower 1.0 inches(25mm) 0 degrees

Top, Front 2.0 inches(51mm) 80 degrees
Rear 1.0 inches(25mm) 90 degrees

Floor, Front 0.75 inches(19mm) 90 degrees
Rear 0.5 inches(13mm) 90 degrees

Turret Thickness:
Gun Shield equals 4.0 inches(102mm) 60 degrees
Front 4.0 inches(102mm) 60 degrees
Sides 2.0 to 3.5 inches(51-89mm) 10 degrees
Rear 2.5 inches(64mm) 0 degrees
Top 1.0 inches(25mm) 90 degrees

ARMAMENT
Primary: 105mm Gun T140E3 in Mount T174 in turret

Traverse: Hydraulic and manual 360 degrees
Traverse Rate: (max) 17 seconds/360 degrees
Elevation: Hydraulic and manual +20 to —10 degrees
Elevation Rate: (max) 4 degrees/second
Firing Rate: (max) 6 rounds/minute
Loading System: Manual
Stabilizer System: None

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 in cupola mount on turret
(1) .30 caliber MG M1919A4E1 coaxial w/105mm gun in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Provision for (1) .30 caliber Carbine M2

AMMUNITION
39 rounds 105mm 8 hand grenades
1850 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
4750 rounds .30 caliber
180 rounds .30 caliber (carbine)

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct Indirect

Range Finder T46E3 Azimuth Indicator M28
Periscope M16E1 Elevation Quadrant M13 (T21)

Ballistic Drive T37 Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Ballistic Computer T32

Telescope T156E2
Vision Devices: Direct Indirect
Driver Hatch Periscope T48 (3) and

Periscope T161 infrared (1)
Commander Vision blocks (5) Periscope T42 (AA MG sight)

in cupola, hatch
Gunner None Periscope M16E1
Loader Hatch None
Total Periscopes: T48 (3), T161 infrared (1), M16E1 (1), T42 (1)
Total Vision Blocks: (5) in Aircraft Armaments Model 108 cupola

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AOI-1195-5
Type: 8 cylinder, 4 cycle, horizontally opposed, fuel injection
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Magneto
Displacement: 1194.5 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.75 x 5.75 inches
Compression Ratio: 6.5:1
Net Horsepower (max): 460 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 560 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): 1045 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 1170 ft-lb at 2100 rpm
Weight: approx. 2200 pounds, dry
Fuel: 80 octane gasoline 205 gallons
Engine Oil: 40 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission:X-Drive XTG-410-1, 4 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Allison 4 element hydraulic torque convertor
Stall multiplication: 3.05:1
Overall power train ratios: Low 5.23:1 2nd 1.85:1

1st 3.70:1 3rd 0.924:1
Reverse 4.18:1

Steering Control: Mechanical, T-bar
Clutch-brake steering in ranges low, 1st, and reverse
Geared steering in ranges 2nd and 3rd

Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 5.40:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 10 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 22.187 inches (T114 track)
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar

10 individually sprung dual road wheels (5/track)
Tire Size: 32 x 4 inches
Flat track suspension w/o support rollers
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 21 x 4 inches
Shock absorbers fitted on first and last road wheels on each side

Tracks: Center guide T114 and T127
Type: (T114) Double pin, 21 inch width, rubber chevron

(T127) Single pin, 24 inch width, removable rubber pad
Pitch: 6.94 inches (T114)

6.5 inches (T127)
Shoes per Vehicle: 160 (80/track, T114)
Ground Contact Length: 165.5 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Main Generator: (1) 30 volts, 300 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: (1) 28 volts, 300 amperes, driven by auxiliary engine
Battery: (2) 12 volts in series
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/GRC-3,4,7,8 in turret bustle

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: AN/UIC-1 (4 stations) plus external box AN/VIA-4
FIRE PROTECTION

(3) 10 pound carbon dioxide, fixed
(1) 5 pound carbon dioxide, portable

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 35 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 65,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 72 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 8.5 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 36 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: 48 inches
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 145 miles
* Over pintle bracket w/o pintle
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120mm GUN TANK T95E6

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun forward * 426.1 inches
Length: Gun in travel position 406.6 inches
Length: Without gun * 275.5 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 150.6 inches
Width: Over tracks 124.0 inches
Height: Over cupola periscope guard 115.0 inches
Tread: 103.0 inches
Ground Clearance: 17.0 inches
Fire Height: approx. 71 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside) 85.0 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: 90,200 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: 85,200 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net 10.2 hp/ton

Gross 12.4 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration, T114 track 13.0 psi

T127 track 11.4 psi
ARMOR
Type: Turret, cast homogeneous steel; Hull, rolled and cast
homogeneous steel; Welded assembly
Hull Thickness: Actual Angle w/Vertical

Front, Upper 3.75 inches(95mm) 65 degrees
Lower 5.0 to 3.0 inches(127-76mm) 45 degrees

Sides, Front 4.0 to 2.0 inches(102-51mm) 0 degrees
Rear 1.25 inches(32mm) 0 degrees

Rear, Upper 0.75 inches(19mm) 20 degrees
Lower 1.0 inches(25mm) 0 degrees

Top, Front 2.0 inches(51mm) 80 degrees
Rear 1.0 inches(25rnm) 90 degrees

Floor, Front 0.75 inches(19mm) 90 degrees
Rear 0.5 inches(Bmm) 90 degrees

Turret Thickness:
Gun Shield equals 15 inches(381mm) 0 degrees
Front equals 7 inches(178mm) 60 degrees
Sides 3.0 inches(76mm) 45 degrees
Rear 2.0 inches(51mm) 0 degrees
Top, Front 2.0 inches(51mm) 80 degrees

Rear 1.5 inches(38mm) 90 degrees
ARMAMENT
Primary: 120mm Gun T123E6 in combination mount in turret

Traverse: Hydraulic and manual 360 degrees
Traverse Rate: (max) 15 seconds/360 degrees
Elevation:Hydraulic and manual +20 to -9 degrees
Elevation Rate: (max) 4 degrees/second
Firing Rate: (max) one loader w/assist 4 rounds/minute
Loading System: Manual
Stabilizer System: None

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG T175E2 in cupola mount on turret
(1) .30 caliber MG M37 coaxial w/120mm gun in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Provision for (1) .30 caliber Carbine M2

AMMUNITION
36 rounds 120mm 8 hand grenades
1500 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
4500 rounds .30 caliber
30 rounds .30 caliber (carbine)

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct Indirect

Range Finder T53 (Optar) Azimuth Indicator M28A1
Periscope T50 Elevation Quadrant M13

Ballistic Drive T51 Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Ballistic Computer T37E1

Telescope T183
Telescope T171E2

Vision Devices: Direct Indirect
Driver Hatch Periscope T48 (3) and

Periscope T161 infrared (1)
Commander Vision blocks (8) Periscope M28C (AA MG sight)

in cupola, hatch and Telescope T183
Gunner None Periscope T50 and

Telescope T171E2
Loader Hatch None
Total Periscopes: T48 (3), T161 infrared (1), T50 (1), M28C (1)
Total Vision Blocks: (8) in cupola T9 on turret top

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AOI-1195-5
Type: 8 cylinder, 4 cycle, horizontally opposed, fuel injection
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Magneto
Displacement: 1194.5 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.75 x 5.75 inches
Compression Ratio: 6.5:1
Net Horsepower (max): 460 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 560 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): 1045 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 1170 ft-lb at 2100 rpm
Weight: approx. 2200 pounds, dry
Fuel: 80 octane gasoline 205 gallons
Engine Oil: 40 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X-Drive XTG-410-1, 4 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Allison 4 element hydraulic torque converter
Stall multiplication: 3.05:1
Overall power train ratios: Low 5.23:1 2nd 1.85:1

1st 3.70:1 3rd 0.924:1
Reverse 4.18:1

Steering Control: Mechanical, T-bar
Clutch-brake steering in ranges low, 1st, and reverse
Geared steering in ranges 2nd and 3rd

Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 5.40:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 10 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 22.187 inches (T114 track)
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar

10 individually sprung dual road wheels (5/track)
Tire Size: 32 x 4 inches
Flat track suspension w/o support rollers
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 21 x 4 inches
Shock absorbers fitted on first and last road wheels on each side

Tracks: Center guide T114 and T127
Type: (T114) Double pin, 21 inch width, rubber chevron

(T127) Single pin, 24 inch width, removable rubber pad
Pitch: 6.94 inches (T114)

6.5 inches (T127)
Shoes per Vehicle: 160 (80/track, T114)
Ground Contact Length: 165.5 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Main Generator: (1) 30 volts, 300 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: (1) 28 volts, 300 amperes, driven by auxiliary engine
Battery: (2) 12 volts in series
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/GRC-3,4,7,8 in turret bustle

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: AN/UIC-1 (4 stations) plus external box AN/VIA-4
FIRE PROTECTION

(3) 10 pound carbon dioxide, fixed
(1) 5 pound carbon dioxide, portable

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 35 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 65,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 72 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 8.5 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 36 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: 48 inches
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads . 145 miles
* Over pintle bracket w/o pintle
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152mm GUN-LAUNCHER MAIN BATTLE TANK 70, UNITED STATES PILOT

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward
Length: Gun in travel position *
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward *
Width: Over tracks
Height: Over commander's panoramic sight
Tread:
Ground Clearance: Variable 6 to 25 inches **
Fire Height: At 21.0 inches ground clearance
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside ring gear)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration
ARMOR
Turret: Cast homogeneous armor steel inner shell overlaid with spaced high
hardness homogeneous rolled armor steel, welded assembly Hull: Welded
assembly of rolled homogeneous armor steel plate with some armor steel
castings and aluminum armor
ARMAMENT
Primary: 152mm Gun-Launcher XM150E5 in turret combination mount

3
366.0

291
283

82
138.0
116.7
113.2

normal 21.0
approx. 72

101.0
approx. 114,000
approx. 107,000

estimated 18.6
25.9
12.9

men
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
hp/ton
hp/ton
psi

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: Design rate, Rheinmetall loader

Actual rate, GM loader
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
10/seconds 360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
10 rounds/minute #
6 rounds/minute #
Automatic
Line of sight, Azimuth
and elevation

Secondary:
(1) 20mm Rheinmetall RH202 cannon in remote control turret mount
(1) 7.62mm MG M73 coaxial w/152mm gun-launcher in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
Smoke grenade launchers on turret

AMMUNITION
46 rounds 152mm, w/Rheinmetall loader
48 rounds 152mm, w/GM loader
750 rounds 20mm
180 rounds .45 caliber
6000 rounds 7.62mm

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct

Gunner's Primary Sight Group
Commander's Panoramic Sight

Commander's Night Sight
Gunner's Auxiliary Sight

Ballistic Computer
Direct

8 hand grenades

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1

Vision Devices
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Hatch

Hatch

Hatch

Total Periscopes: Vision block type (10)
Searchlight: (1) White light or infrared

Indirect
Periscope vision blocks (3)

Periscope night sight (1)
Television night sight (1)
Panoramic sight, direct
night sight, TV night
sight, periscope vision

blocks (6)
Gunner's primary sight

periscope, gunner's
auxiliary sight, periscope

vision block (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AVCR-1100-3
Type: 12 cylinder, 4 cycle, 120 degree vee, variable compression ratio,

supercharged
Cooling System: Air Ignition: Compression
Displacement: 1361.4 cubic inches
Bore and Stroke: 5.375 x 5.00 inches
Compression Ratio: 10:1 to 22:1
Net Horsepower (max): estimated 1060 hp at 2800 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 1475 hp at 2800 rpm
Net Torque (max): estimated 2750 ft-lb at 2200 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 2850 ft-lb at 2200 rpm
Weight: approx. 4255 pounds.dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1 or DF-2 400 gallons
Engine Oil: 92 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: Renk HSWL 354, 4 ranges forward, 4 reverse

Automatic and manual shift
Two stage hydrodynamic torque converter w/lockup clutch

Steering Control: Driver or commander T-type control handles
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.5:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 25.63 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Hydropneumatic (double piston), variable height **

12 individually sprung dual road wheels (6/track)
Tire Size: 26 x 6 inches
6 dual track support rollers (3/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 26 x 6 inches

Tracks: Center guide, Diehl 170
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, replaceable rubber pads
Pitch: 7.22 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 177.0 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled, 28 volts, 700 amperes gear driven by main engine
Battery: (8) 12 volts, 4 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-46 in turret

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: 3 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

Overpressure environmental control system
Chemical and radiation detection equipment
Radiation shielding

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(1) Portable Halon fire extinguisher in turret

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 40 miles/hour
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.2 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 43 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit approx. 88 inches

w/kit approx. 16 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 400 miles

* With vehicle at normal 21 inch ground clearance
** National Water Lift suspension
# With conventional ammunition, not missiles
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152mm GUN-LAUNCHER TANK XM803

GENERAL DATA
Crew:
Length: Gun forward, over external phone box
Length: Gun in travel position *
Length: Without gun *
Gun Overhang: Gun forward *
Width: Over armor skirts
Height: Over .50 caliber MG *
Tread:
Ground Clearance: Variable 6 to 25 inches **
Fire Height: At 21.0 inches ground clearance
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside ring gear)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration
ARMOR
Turret: Cast homogeneous armor steel inner shell overlaid with spaced high
hardness homogeneous rolled armor steel, welded assembly Hull: Welded
assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor plate with some armor steel
castings and aluminum armor
ARMAMENT
Primary: 152mm Gun-Launcher XM150E6 in turret combination mount

3
369.5

269
288

81
145.5
127.7
118.5

normal 21.0
approx. 74

101.0
approx. 114,000
approx. 107,000

estimated 15.8
21.9
13.0

men
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
hp/ton
hp/ton
psi

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max) Automatic loader
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
10 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
6 rounds/minute #
Automatic
Line of sight, azimuth
and elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG M85 on top of commander's day/night sight
(1) 7.62mm MG M73 coaxial w/152mm gun-launcher in turret
Provision for (1) .45 caliber SMG M3A1
(2) XM176 smoke grenade launchers (4 tubes each) on turret

AMMUNITION
50 rounds 152mm 8 hand grenades
900 rounds .50 caliber
180 rounds .45 caliber
6000 rounds 7.62mm

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight Group
Commander's Day/Night Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Ballistic Computer

Indirect
Periscope vision blocks (3)

Periscope, infrared (1)
Periscope vision blocks (7)

Commander's day/night sight
Gunner's periscope in primary

sight group and gunner's
auxiliary sight

Total Periscopes: Vision block type (10)
Searchlight: AN/VSS-3, 1.0 KW, xenon white light or infrared

Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1

Direct
Hatch

Hatch

Hatch

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AVCR-1100-3
Type: 12 cylinder, 4 cycle, 120 degree vee, variable compression ratio,

supercharged
Ignition: Compression

1361.4 cubic inches
5.375 x 5.00 inches
10:1 to 22:1

estimated 1060 hp at 2800 rpm
1475 hp at 2800 rpm

Cooling System: Air
Displacement:
Bore and Stroke:
Compression Ratio:
Net Horsepower (max):
Gross Horsepower (max):

estimated 2750 ft-lb at 2200 rpm
2850 ft-lb at 2200 rpm

approx. 4255 pounds, dry
400 gallons
92 quarts

Net Torque (max):
Gross Torque (max):
Weight:
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1 or DF-2
Engine Oil:
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: Renk HSWL 354, 4 ranges forward, 4 reverse

Automatic and manual shift
Two stage hydrodynamic torque converter w/lockup clutch

Steering Control: Driver or commander T-type control handles
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.5:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 25.63 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Hydropneumatic (double piston), variable height **

12 individually sprung dual road wheels (6/track)
Tire Size: 26 x 6 inches
6 dual track support rollers (3/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 26 x 6 inches

Tracks: Center guide, Diehl 170
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, replaceable rubber pads
Pitch: 7.22 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 177.0 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled, 28 volts, 700 amperes gear driven by main engine
Battery: (8) 12 volts, 4 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS:
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-46 in turret

AN/VRC-24 (air to ground) also may be fitted
Interphone: 3 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

Overpressure environmental control system
Chemical and radiation detection equipment
Radiation shielding

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(1) Portable Halon fire extinguisher in turret

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Sustained, level road 40 miles/hour
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.2 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 43 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit approx. 88 inches

w/kit approx. 16 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 400 miles

* With vehicle at normal 21 inch ground clearance
** National Water Lift suspension
# With conventional ammunition, not missiles
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105mm GUN TANK XM1 (General Motors)

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun Forward 382.0 inches
Length: Gun to rear 351.0 inches
Length: Without gun 306.0 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 76.0 inches
Width: Over armor skirts 143.5 inches
Height: Over .50 caliber MG 113.0 inches
Tread: 112.5 inches
Ground Clearance: 19.0 inches
Fire Height: 77.0 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside ring gear) 85.7 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: approx. 117,000 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: approx. 110,000 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net estimated 18.8 hp/ton

Gross 25.6 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration 13.0 psi
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and side skirts protecting the upper
half of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 105mm Gun M68 w/thermal shroud in turret combination mount

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
7 rounds/minute
Manual
Line of sight, azimuth
and elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG M85 on commander's cupola,

later (1) 40mm grenade launcher M85
(1) Bushmaster coaxial w/105mm gun (proposed), .50 caliber MG M85
installed for validation phase later replaced by 7.62mm MG M240
(1) 7.62mm MG M60D at loader's hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle
(2) Smoke grenade launchers (4 tubes each) on turret

AMMUNITION (final version)
55 rounds 105mm (compartmented) 8 hand grenades
250 rounds 40mm
8900 rounds 7.62mm (coaxial MG)
1100 rounds 7.62mm (loader's MG)
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon: Direct

Gunner's Primary Sight
Gunner's Auxiliary Sight

Ballistic Computer
Vision Devices: Direct
Driver Hatch

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope night vision (1)

Periscope vision blocks (7)
weapon sight (1)

Gunner's Primary Sight
Gunner's Auxiliary Sight

Gunner's periscope (1)
Loader's periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Continental AVCR-1360-3
Type: 12 cylinder, 4 cycle, 120 degree vee, variable compression ratio,

supercharged
Ignition: Compression

1361.4 cubic inches
5.375 x 5.00 inches
11.0:1 to 19.5:1

estimated 1100 hp at 2600 rpm

Cooling System: Air
Displacement:
Bore and Stroke:
Compression Ratio:
Net Horsepower (max):

1500 hp at 2600 rpm
estimated 3400 ft-lb at 1900 rpm

3600 ft-lb at 1900 rpm
4475 pounds, dry
414 gallons
104 quarts

Neutral
Pivot steer

Reverse 1
Reverse 2

8.305:1
2.354:1

Gross Horsepower (max):
Net Torque (max):
Gross Torque (max):
Weight:
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1 or DF-2
Engine Oil:
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: General Motors X-1100-1A 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque converter w/lockup
clutch
Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th)
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th)
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)

Drive Ratios: 1st 5.887.1
2nd 3.021:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 3.91:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 26.812 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Hybrid with hydropneumatic units at road wheel stations 1, 2

and 6 and torsion bars on 3 and 5
12 individually sprung dual road wheels (6/track)
Tire Size: 31 x 6.5 inches
4 dual track support rollers (2/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 24 x 6.5 inches

Tracks: Center guide
Type: Double pin, 24.0 inch width, replaceable rubber pads
Pitch: 7.622 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 162 (81/track)
Ground Contact Length: 188.0 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled, 28 volts, 650 amperes, gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery: (6) 12 volts, 3 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-64
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit w/four M25A1 masks
(1) Chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(3) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level road
Maximum Grade:
Maximum Trench:
Maximum Vertical Wall:
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit

w/kit
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter)
Cruising Range: Roads

48 miles/hour
60 per cent
8.6 feet
42 inches
48 inches
7.5 feet
pivot
275 miles
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105mm GUN TANK XM1 (Chrysler)

GENERAL DATA (original proposal data)
Crew:
Length: Gun forward
Length: Gun to rear
Length: Without gun
Gun Overhang: Gun forward
Width: Over armor skirts
Height:
Tread:
Ground Clearance:
Fire Height:
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside)
Weight, Combat Loaded:
Weight, Unstowed:
Power to Weight Ratio: Net

Gross
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled and cast homogeneous steel armor with

special armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and skirts protecting the upper
sides and part of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 105mm Gun M68 w/thermal shroud in turret combination mount

approx.
approx.

4
387.5
348.5

304
83.5
140.0
112.0
112.0
19.0
73.0
85.0

116,000
109,000

21.2
25.9
12.7

men
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
pounds
pounds
hp/ton
hp/ton
psi

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 sec/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
7 rounds/minute
Manual
Türret, azimuth
Line of sight, elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG M85 on commander's cupola
(1) Bushmaster coaxial w/105mm gun (proposed), .50 caliber MG M85

installed for validation phase later replaced by 7.62mm MG M240
(1) 7.62mm M60D MG or 40mm grenade launcher XM175 at loader's

hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle

AMMUNITION (original proposal)
40 rounds 105mm (compartmented) 8 hand grenades
500 rounds Bushmaster
1092 rounds .50 caliber
1600 rounds 7.62mm
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT
Primary Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Ballistic Computer

Direct
Hatch

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope, night vision (1)
Periscope vision blocks (6)

and weapon sight (1)
Gunner's Primary Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Periscope (1)
Periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Avco Lycoming AGT-1500
Type: Free shaft power gas turbine with a two spool gasifier and recuperator
Cooling System: Air
Net Horsepower (max): 1232 hp at 3000 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 1500 hp at 3000 rpm
Net Torque (max): 3800 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 3934 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Weight: 2528 pounds, dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1 or DF-2 500 gallons
Engine Oil: 28 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X1100-3B, 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque convertor w/lockup
clutch

Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Neutral
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Pivot steer
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)

Drive Ratios: 1st 5.877:1 Reverse 1 8.305:1
2nd 3.021:1 Reverse 2 2.354:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.30:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 26.8 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Tube-over-bar proposed, later torsion bar (high strength on

stations 1, 2, and 7)
14 individually sprung dual road wheels (7/track)
Tire Size: 25 x 6.5 proposed, later 25 x 5.18 inches
6 dual track support rollers (3/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 25 x 6.5 proposed, later 25 x 5.18 inches
Rotary shock absorbers on first two and last road wheels

Tracks: Center guide, T156
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, integral rubber pad
Pitch: 7.625 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 180.1 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled w/solid state regulator, 28 volts, 650 amperes,

gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery (4) 12 volts, 2 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit w/four M25A1 masks
(1) M15A2 chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(1) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level road 47 miles/hour
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.0 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 49 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit 48 inches

w/kit 7.5 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 275 miles
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105mm GUN TANK M1

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun forward 384.5 inches
Length: Gun to rear 353.2 inches
Length: Without gun 311.7 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 72.8 inches
Width: Over armor skirts 144.0 inches
Height: Over .50 caliber MG 113.6 inches
Tread: 112.0 inches
Ground Clearance: 19.0 inches
Fire Height: 74.5 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside) 85.0 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: approx. 120,000 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: approx. 113,000 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net 20.5 hp/ton

Gross 25.0 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration 13.3 psi
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and special armor skirts protecting
the upper sides and part of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 105mm Gun M68A1 in turret combination mount

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
7 rounds/minute
Manual
Turret, azimuth
Line of sight, elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 on commander's cupola
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 coaxial w/105mm gun in turret
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 at loader's hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle
(2) Smoke grenade launchers on turret

AMMUNITION
55 rounds 105mm
900 rounds .50 caliber
1400 rounds 7.62mm (loader's MG)
10,000 rounds 7.62mm (coaxial MG)
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT

8 M67 hand grenades

Primary Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Ballistic Computer

Direct
Hatch

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope, night vision (1)
Periscope vision blocks (6)

and weapon sight (1)
Gunner's Primary Sight and

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Avco Lycoming AGT-1500
Type: Free shaft power gas turbine with a two spool gasifier and recuperator
Cooling System: Air
Net Horsepower (max): 1232 hp at 3000 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 1500 hp at 3000 rpm
Net Torque (max): 3800 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 3934 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Weight: 2528 pounds, dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1, DF-2, or DF-A 505 gallons
Engine Oil: 28 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X1100-3B, 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque convertor w/lockup
clutch

Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Neutral
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Pivot steer
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)
Drive ratios: 1st 5.877:1 Reverse 1 8.305:1

2nd 3.021:1 Reverse 2 2.354:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.30:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth and retaining ring

Pitch Diameter: 26.8 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar (high strength)

14 individually sprung dual road wheels (7/track)
Tire Size: 25 x 5.18 inches
4 single track support rollers (2/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 25 x 5.18 inches
Rotary hydraulic shock absorbers on first 2 and last road wheels

Tracks: Center guide, T156
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, integral rubber pad
Pitch: 7.625 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 180.1 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled w/solid state regulator, 28 volts, 650 amperes,

gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery: (6) 12 volts, 3 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-64
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit w/four M25A1 masks
(1) M15A2A chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(3) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level road (governed) 45 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 163,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight TE/W 136 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.0 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 49 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit 48 inches

w/kit 7.5 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 275 miles
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105mm GUN TANK M1, IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun forward 384.5 inches
Length: Gun to rear 353.2 inches
Length: Without gun 311.7 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 72.8 inches
Width: Over armor skirts 144.0 inches
Height: Over .50 caliber MG 113.6 inches
Tread: 112.0 inches
Ground Clearance: 19.0 inches
Fire Height: 74.5 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside) 85.0 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: approx. 122,000 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: approx. 115,000 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net 20.2 hp/ton

Gross 24.6 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration 13.5 psi
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and special armor skirts protecting
the upper sides and part of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 105mm Gun M68A1 in turret combination mount

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
7 rounds/minute
Manual
Turret, azimuth
Line of sight, elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 on commander's cupola
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 coaxial w/105mm gun in turret
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 at loader's hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle
(2) Smoke grenade launchers on turret

AMMUNITION
55 rounds 105mm
900 rounds .50 caliber
1400 rounds 7.62mm (loader's MG)
10,000 rounds 7.62mm (coaxial MG)
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT

8 M67 hand grenades

Primary Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Ballistic Computer

Direct
Hatch

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope, night vision (1)
Periscope vision blocks (6)

and weapon sight (1)
Gunner's Primary Sight and

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Avco Lycoming AGT-1500
Type: Free shaft power gas turbine with a two spool gasifier and recuperator
Cooling System: Air
Net Horsepower: (max) 1232 hp at 3000 rpm
Gross Horsepower: (max) 1500 hp at 3000 rpm
Net Torque: (max) 3800 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Gross Torque: (max) 3934 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Weight: 2528 pounds, dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1, DF-2, or DF-A 505 gallons
Engine Oil: 28 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X1100-3B, 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque convertor w/lockup
clutch

Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Neutral
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Pivot steer
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)

Drive Ratios: 1st 5.877:1 Reverse 1 8.305:1
2nd 3.021:1 Reverse 2 2.354:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.67:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth and retaining ring

Pitch Diameter: 26.8 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar (high strength)

14 individually sprung dual road wheels (7/track)
Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
4 single track support rollers (2/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
Rotary hydraulic shock absorbers on first 2 and last road wheels

Tracks: Center guide, T156
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, integral rubber pad
Pitch: 7.625 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 180.1 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled w/solid state regulator, 28 volts, 650 amperes,

gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery: (6) 12 volts, 3 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-64
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION

M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit w/four M25A1 masks
(1) M15A2A chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(3) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level road (governed) 41.5 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 177,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 145 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.0 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 49 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit 48 inches

w/kit 7.5 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 275 miles
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120mm GUN TANK M1E1

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun forward 386.9 inches
Length: Gun to rear 355.6 inches
Length: Without gun 311.7 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 75.2 inches
Width: Over armor skirts 144.0 inches
Height: Over .50 caliber MG 113.7 inches
Tread: 112.0 inches
Ground Clearance: 19.0 inches
Fire Height: 74.5 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside) 85.0 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: approx. 126,000 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: approx. 119,000 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net 19.6 hp/ton

Gross 23.8 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration 14.0 psi
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and special armor skirts protecting
the upper sides and part of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 120mm Gun XM256 in turret combination mount

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
6 rounds/minute
Manual
Turret, azimuth
Line of sight, elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 on commander's cupola
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 coaxial w/120mm gun in turret
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 at loader's hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle
(2) Smoke grenade launchers on turret

AMMUNITION
40 rounds 120mm
900 rounds .50 caliber
1400 rounds 7.62mm (loader's MG)
10,000 rounds 7.62mm (coaxial MG)
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT

8 M67 hand grenades

Primary Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Ballistic Computer

Direct
Hatch

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope, night vision (1)
Periscope vision blocks (6)

and weapon sight (1)
Gunner's Primary Sight and

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Avco Lycoming AGT-1500
Type: Free shaft power gas turbine with a two spool gasifier and recuperator
Cooling System: Air
Net Horsepower (max): 1232 hp at 3000 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 1500 hp at 3000 rpm
Net Torque (max): 3800 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 3934 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Weight: 2528 pounds, dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1, DF-2, or DF-A 505 gallons
Engine Oil: 25 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X1100-3B, 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque convertor w/lockup
clutch

Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Neutral
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Pivot steer
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)

Drive Ratios: 1st 5.877:1 Reverse 1 8.305:1
2nd 3.021:1 Reverse 2 2.354:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.67:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth and retaining ring

Pitch Diameter: 26.8 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar (high strength)

14 individually sprung dual road wheels (7/track)
Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
4 single track support rollers (2/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
Rotary hydraulic shock absorbers on first 2 and last road wheels

Tracks: Center guide, T156
Type: Double pin, 25 inch width, integral rubber pad
Pitch: 7.625 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 180.1 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled w/solid state regulator, 28 volts, 650 amperes,

gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery: (6) 12 volts, 3 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-64
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION
Primary: Overpressure system w/air supplied to face masks and air-cooled

vests for the crew
Backup: M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit

(1) M43A1 chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(3) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level road (governed) 41.5 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 177,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 140 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.0 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 49 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit 48 inches

w/kit 7.5 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 275 miles
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120mm GUN TANK M1A1

GENERAL DATA
Crew: 4 men
Length: Gun forward 386.9 inches
Length: Gun to rear 355.6 inches
Length: Without gun 311.7 inches
Gun Overhang: Gun forward 75.2 inches
Width: Over armor skirts 143.8 inches
Height: Over .50 caliber MG 113.6 inches
Tread: 112.0 inches
Ground Clearance: 19.0 inches
Fire Height: 74.5 inches
Turret Ring Diameter: (inside) 85.0 inches
Weight, Combat Loaded: approx. 13,000 pounds
Weight, Unstowed: approx. 123,000 pounds
Power to Weight Ratio: Net 19.0 hp/ton

Gross 23.1 hp/ton
Ground Pressure: Zero penetration 14.4 psi
ARMOR
Turret: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area
Hull: Welded assembly of rolled homogeneous steel armor with special

armor arrays in the frontal area and special armor skirts protecting
the upper sides and part of the suspension system

ARMAMENT
Primary: 120mm Gun M256 in turret combination mount

Traverse: Electrohydraulic and manual
Traverse Rate: (max)
Elevation: Electrohydraulic and manual
Elevation Rate: (max)
Firing Rate: (max)
Loading System:
Stabilizer System:

360 degrees
9 seconds/360 degrees
+20 to -10 degrees
25 degrees/second
6 rounds/minute
Manual
Turret, azimuth
Line of sight, elevation

Secondary:
(1) .50 caliber MG HB M2 on commander's cupola
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 coaxial w/120mm gun in turret
(1) 7.62mm MG M240 at loader's hatch
Provision for (1) 5.56mm M16A1 Rifle
(2) Smoke grenade launchers on turret

AMMUNITION
40 rounds 120mm
900 rounds .50 caliber
1400 rounds 7.62mm (loader's MG)
10,000 rounds 7.62mm (coaxial MG)
210 rounds 5.56mm
24 smoke grenades

FIRE CONTROL AND VISION EQUIPMENT

8 M67 hand grenades

Primary Weapon:

Vision Devices:
Driver

Commander

Gunner

Loader

Direct
Gunner's Primary Sight
Gunner's Auxiliary Sight

Ballistic Computer
Direct
Hatch

Hatch

None

Hatch

Indirect
Azimuth Indicator
Elevation Quadrant

Gunner's Quadrant M1A1
Indirect

Periscopes (3) and
Periscope, night vision (1)
Periscope vision blocks (6)

and weapon sight (1)
Gunner's Primary Sight and

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight
Periscope (1)

ENGINE
Make and Model: Avco Lycoming AGT-1500
Type: Free shaft power gas turbine with a two spool gasifier and recuperator
Cooling System: Air
Net Horsepower (max): 1232 hp at 3000 rpm
Gross Horsepower (max): 1500 hp at 3000 rpm
Net Torque (max): 3800 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Gross Torque (max): 3934 ft-lbs at 1000 rpm
Weight: 2528 pounds, dry
Fuel: Diesel, DF-1, DF-2, or DF-A 505 gallons
Engine Oil: 25 quarts
POWER TRAIN
Transmission: X1100-3B, 4 ranges forward, 2 reverse

Hydrokinetic, fully automatic, 3 element torque convertor w/lockup
clutch

Low (Automatic 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Neutral
Drive (Automatic 2nd, 3rd, and 4th) Pivot steer
Reverse (Automatic 1st and 2nd)

Drive Ratios: 1st 5.877:1 Reverse 1 8.305:1
2nd 3.021:1 Reverse 2 2.354:1
3rd 1.891:1
4th 1.278:1

Steering Control: T-bar (Hydrostatic)
Brakes: Multiple disc
Final Drive: Planetary gear Gear Ratio: 4.67:1
Drive Sprocket: At rear of vehicle with 11 teeth

Pitch Diameter: 26.8 inches
RUNNING GEAR
Suspension: Torsion bar (high strength)

14 individually sprung dual road wheels (7/track)
Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
4 single track support rollers (2/track)
Dual compensating idler at front of each track
Idler Tire Size: 25 x 5.69 inches
Rotary hydraulic shock absorbers on first 2 and last road wheels

Tracks: Center guide, T156 and T158
Type: (T156) Double pin, 25 inch width, integral rubber pad

(T158) Double pin, 25 inch width, replaceable rubber pad
Pitch: 7.625 inches
Shoes per Vehicle: 156 (78/track)
Ground Contact Length: 180.1 inches

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Nominal Voltage: 24 volts DC
Alternator, oil cooled w/solid state regulator, 28 volts, 650 amperes,

gear driven by main engine
Auxiliary Generator: None
Battery: (6) 12 volts, 3 sets of 2 in series connected in parallel
COMMUNICATIONS
Radio: AN/VRC-12 or AN/VRC-64
Interphone: AN/VIC-1, 4 stations plus external box
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL PROTECTION
Primary: Overpressure system w/air supplied to face masks and air-cooled

vests for the crew
Backup: M13A1 gas, particulate filter unit

(1) M43A1 chemical agent detector
(1) AN/VDR Radiac nuclear agent detector
(3) ABC M11 (1½ quart) decontamination apparatus

FIRE PROTECTION
Automatic Halon fire detection and extinguisher system
(2) Portable Halon fire extinguishers

PERFORMANCE
Maximum Speed: Level Road (governed) 41.5 miles/hour
Maximum Tractive Effort: TE at stall 177,000 pounds

Per Cent of Vehicle Weight: TE/W 136 per cent
Maximum Grade: 60 per cent
Maximum Trench: 9.0 feet
Maximum Vertical Wall: 49 inches
Maximum Fording Depth: w/o kit 48 inches

w/kit 7.5 feet
Minimum Turning Circle: (diameter) pivot
Cruising Range: Roads 289 miles
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WEAPON DATA SHEETS

These data sheets cover the armament for both the
early experimental tanks as well as the later production
vehicles. Many of these weapons themselves were highly
experimental and some were cancelled prior to the com-
pletion of their test program. Thus the data are incomplete
in those cases. The penetration performance for the armor
piercing ammunition has been omitted from the data sheets
because many of the later weapons and their ammunition
are still subject to security restrictions. Other details of
some types of ammunition also have been left out for the
same reasons.

The dimensions of the various weapons included in
the data sheets are defined in the following sketches.

The ammunition is listed according to the official U.
S. Army nomenclature in use during its period of greatest
service. Since this did change and sometimes needed
clarification, a standard nomenclature is added in paren-
theses based on the following terms used separately and
in combination.

APBC Armor piercing with ballistic cap
APCR Armor piercing, composite rigid
APDS Armor piercing, discarding sabot
APFSDS Armor piercing, fin stabilized,

discarding sabot
HE High explosive
HEAT High explosive antitank, shaped charge
HESH High explosive, squash head
APERS Antipersonnel
TPBC Target practice with ballistic cap
TPCR Target practice, composite rigid
TPCSDS Target practice, cone stabilized,

discarding sabot
MP Multipurpose
T Tracer

The guns installed in the early experimental tanks were
fitted with cylindrical blast deflectors often referred to as
counterweights since they also balanced the gun in the
mount. Later, the cylindrical type was replaced by the T-
shape blast deflector as it came into use on the standard
tanks in troop service. The blast deflectors were eliminated
on the later weapons. Bore evacuators were included on
all tank guns except for the later versions of the 152mm
gun-launcher which were fitted with a closed breech
scavenging system.
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A. Length of Chamber (to rifling)

B. Length of Rifling

C. Length of Bore

D. Depth of Breech Recess

E. Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech

F. Additional Length, Blast Deflector, Etc.

G. Overall Length

H. Length, Breechblock and Firing Lock

I. Length of Tube

J. Length of Separable Chamber

K. Length of Tube and Chamber



90mm Gun M41

Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber (to rifling)
Length of Rifling
Length of Chamber (to projectile base)
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Additional Length
Overall Length
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and values are
based on long tons (2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

90mm Gun Tanks T48, M48, M48A1, M48A2, and M48A3 in Mounts M87 or
M87A1, 90mm Gun Tank T95E2 in Mount M87A1
24.4 inches
152.77 inches
20.8 inches (boat-tailed projectiles)
156.4 inches (boat-tailed projectiles)
177.15 inches, 50.0 calibers
9.00 inches
186.15 inches, 52.5 calibers
7.2 inches, T-shape blast deflector
193.4 inches w/T-shape blast deflector
3.543 inches (90mm)
300 cubic inches
1580 pounds
2370 pounds, approx.
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
32 grooves, uniform right-hand twist, one turn in 25 calibers
Fixed
Percussion
AP-T M318(T33E7) Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M431 Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T T91E3 Shell(HE-T)
HE-T M71A1 Shell(HE-T)
APERS-T XM580E1 (4100 fléchettes)
Canister M336 (1280 pellets)
Canister M377 (5600 fléchettes)
TP-T M353(T225E1) Shot(TPBC-T)
AP-T M318(T33E7) Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M431 Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T T91E3 Shell(HE-T)
HE-T M71A1 Shell(HE-T)
APERS-T XM580E1 (4100 fléchettes)
Canister M336 (1280 pellets)
Canister M377 (5600 fléchettes)
TP-T M353(T225E1) Shot(TPBC-T)
47,000 psi
8 rounds/minute
AP-T M318(T33E7) Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M431 Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T T91E3 Shell(HE-T)
HE-T M71A1 Shell(HE-T)
APERS-T XM580E1 (4100 fléchettes)
Canister M336 (1280 pellets)
Canister M377 (5600 fléchettes)
TP-T M353(T225E1) Shot(TPBC-T)
AP-T M318(T33E7) Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M431 Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T T91E3 Shell(HE-T)
HE-T M71A1 Shell(HE-T)
APERS-T XM580E1 (4100 fléchettes)
Canister M336 (1280 pellets)
Canister M377 (5600 fléchettes)
TP-T M353(T225E1) Shot(TPBC-T)
AP-T M318(T33E7) Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M431 Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T T91E3 Shell(HE-T)
HE-T M71A1 Shell(HE-T)
APERS-T XM580E1 (4100 fléchettes)
Canister M336 (1280 pellets)
Canister M377 (5600 fléchettes)
TP-T M353(T225E1) Shot(TPBC-T)

43.91 pounds(19.9 kg) **
32.25 pounds(14.6 kg)
36.25 pounds(16.5 kg) *
39.54 pounds(17.9 kg) #
41.25 pounds(18.7 kg)
42.50 pounds(19.3 kg) *
39.30 pounds(17.8 kg) **
43.91 pounds(19.9 kg) **
24.18 pounds(11.0 kg)
12.75 pounds(5.8 kg)
20.25 pounds(9.2 kg)
23.57 pounds(10.7 kg)
20 pounds(9 kg) approx.
23.24 pounds(10.5 kg)
20.44 pounds(9.3 kg)
24.18 pounds(11.0 kg)

3000 ft/sec(914 m/sec)
4000 ft/sec(1219 m/sec)
2400 ft/sec(732 m/sec)
2400 ft/sec(732 m/sec)
3000 ft/sec(914 m/sec)
2870 ft/sec(875 m/sec)
2950 ft/sec(899 m/sec)
3000 ft/sec(914 m/sec)
1509 ft-tons
1414 ft-tons
809 ft-tons
941 ft-tons
1250 ft-tons approx.
1327 ft-tons
1230 ft-tons
1509 ft-tons
23,000 yards(21,031 m)
8900 yards(8138 m)
14,500 yards(13,259 m)
16,800 yards(15,362 m)
4800 yards(4389 m)
200 yards(183 m)
440 yards(402 m)
23,000 yards(21.031 m)

* Assembled with the M108(T24) brass cartridge case (weight 11.0 pounds)
** Assembled with the M108B1(T24B1) steel cartridge case (weight 10.3 pounds)
# Assembled with the M19 brass cartridge case (weight 11.0 pounds)

The HEAT-T M431 and APERS-T XM580E1 rounds were assembled with the M114E1 and XM200 cartridge cases respectively. In addition to the ammunition
assembled with the M108 or M108B1 cartridge cases, this weapon could use any of the rounds for the lower pressure M1, M2, and M3 series of 90mm guns
fitted in the M19 or M19B1 cartridge cases.
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90mm Guns T208, T208E9 and T208E13

Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Additional Length, Blast Deflector
Overall Length
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock

Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

90mm Gun Tank T95 in rigid Mount T191 (T208 and T208E13 Guns) and 90mm
Gun Tank T95E1 in recoiling Mount T192 (T208E9 Gun)
25 inches
235 inches
259.88 inches, 73.35 calibers
9.00 inches
268.88 inches, 75.9 calibers
7.5 inches
276.38 inches
3.453 inches (90mm)
498 cubic inches
2030 pounds(T208), 1965 pounds(T208E9)
3282 pounds(T208), 3324 pounds(T208E9)
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge, electrically operated on the T208 and
T208E13
None, smooth bore
Fixed
Percussion
APFSDS-T T320 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T340E14H Shell(HE-T)
WP T339E14 Shell(Smoke)
APFSDS-T T320 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T340E14H Shell(HE-T)
WP T339E14 Shell(Smoke)
54,000 psi
7 rounds/minute
APFSDS-T T320 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T340E14H Shell(HE-T)
WP T339E14 Shell(Smoke)
APFSDS-T T320 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T340E14H Shell(HE-T)
WP T339E14 Shell(Smoke)

Not available *
*The ammunition development program was cancelled prior to completion.

When an external sleeve was added to the tube of the T208 gun to balance the
weapon, it was redesignated as the 90mm gun T208E13. The T208 and the
T208E13 were intended for installation in a rigid mount and the T208E9 was
designed for use in a recoiling mount.

48.00 pounds(21.8 kg)
52.5 pounds(23.8 kg)
52.5 pounds(23.8 kg)
11.0 pounds(5.0 kg)
18.0 pounds(8.2 kg)
18.0 pounds(8.2 kg)

5150 ft/sec(1570 m/sec)
3750 ft/sec(1143 m/sec)
3750 ft/sec(1143 m/sec)
2022 ft-tons
1755 ft-tons
1755 ft-tons
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105mm Guns T140, T140E2, and T140E3

Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber (to rifling)
Length of Rifling
Length of Chamber (to projectile base)
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Additional Length, Muzzle Brake
Overall Length
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

105mm Gun Tanks T54(T140 Gun), T54E1(T140E2 Gun), and T54E2(T140E3
Gun) in Mounts T156, T157, and T174, 105mm Gun Tank T95E3(T140E3 Gun)
Mount T174
32.27 inches
236.54 inches
28.81 inches
240.00 inches
268.81 inches, 65.0 calibers
9.50 inches
278.31 inches, 67.3 calibers
14.25 inches
292.56 inches
4.134 inches (105mm)
615 cubic inches
3500 pounds approx.
4800 pounds approx.
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
36 grooves, uniform right-hand twist, one turn in 25 calibers
Fixed
Percussion-electric M67
AP-T T182E1 Shot(APBC-T)
HVAPDS-T T279 Shot(APDS-T)
HEAT-T T298E1 Shell(HEAT-T)
TP-T T79E1 Shot(TP-T)
AP-T T182E1 Shot(APBC-T)
HVAPDS-T T279 Shot(APDS-T)
HEAT-T T298E1 Shell(HEAT-T)
TP-T T79E1 Shot(TP-T)
48,000 psi
6 rounds/minute, manual loading (T140E3)
AP-T T182E1 Shot(APBC-T)
HVAPDS-T T279 Shot(APDS-T)
HEAT-T T298E1 Shell(HEAT-T)
TP-T T79E1 Shot(TP-T)
AP-T T182E1 Shot(APBC-T)
HVAPDS-T T279 Shot(APDS-T)
HEAT-T T298E1 Shell(HEAT-T)
TP-T T79E1 Shot(TP-T)
Not available *

72.8 pounds(33.1 kg)
50.50 pounds(23.0 kg)
54.8 pounds(24.9 kg)
72.8 pounds(33.1 kg)
35.04 pounds(15.9 kg)
13.60 pounds(6.2 kg)
22.5 pounds(10.2 kg)
35.04 pounds(15.9 kg)

3500 ft/sec(1067 m/sec)
5100 ft/sec(1554 m/sec)
3700 ft/sec(1128 m/sec)
3500 ft/sec(1067 m/sec)
2976 ft-tons
2452 ft-tons
2135 ft-tons
2976 ft-tons

* The ammunition development was terminated for the T140 series of guns prior to completion and the test data were incomplete.

The T140 and the T140E2 guns were intended for use with an automatic loader and were mounted with the vertical sliding breechblock moving up to open and
down to close. The T140E3 was mounted for manual loading with the breechblock moving down to open and up to close. The ammunition for the T140 series
of 105mm guns was assembled with the T43 cartridge case.
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105mm Gun T210E4

Carriage and Mount
Length of Chamber
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity **

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

105mm Gun Tank T95E4 in recoiling mount *
33 inches
270 inches
302.55 inches, 73.19 calibers
9.75 inches
312.30 inches, 75.54 calibers
4.134 inches (105mm)
800 cubic inches
2844 pounds, estimated
4456 pounds, estimated
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
None, smooth bore
Fixed
Percussion
APFSDS T346 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T344E2 Shell(HE-T)
WP T343E2 Shell(Smoke)
APFSDS T346 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T344E2 Shell(HE-T)
WP T343E2 Shell(Smoke)
56,000 psi
6 rounds/minute
APFSDS T346 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T344E2 Shell(HE-T)
WP T343E2 Shell(Smoke)
APFSDS T346 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HE T344E2 Shell(HE-T)
WP T343E2 Shell(Smoke)

Not available **

64.00 pounds(29.0 kg)
65.20 pounds(29.6 kg)
65.20 pounds(29.6 kg)
12.50 pounds(5.7 kg)
27.20 pounds(12.3 kg)
27.20 pounds(12.3 kg)

5700 ft/sec(1737 m/sec)
3750 ft/sec(1143 m/sec)
3750 ft/sec(1143 m/sec)
2815 ft-tons
2652 ft-tons
2652 ft-tons

* The 105mm gun T210 was originally intended for installation in a rigid non-recoiling mount in the T95E4 tank. However, the T210E4 was modified to utilize
a concentric recoil system.

** The values shown were design goals as the gun and ammunition development program was cancelled prior to completion.
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Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber (to rifling)
Length of Rifling
Length of Chamber (to projectile base)
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

105mm Guns T254, M68(T254E2), and M68A1 (M68E1)

105mm Gun Tank T95E5 (T254 Gun), 105mm Gun Tanks M60, M60A1, and
M60A3 in Mounts M116 and M140 (M68 and M68E1 Guns), 105mm Gun Tank
M1 and IPM1 in a combination mount (M68A1 Gun)
24.9 inches
185.557 inches
23.42 inches (APDS Shot)
187.08 inches (APDS Shot)
210.50 inches, 50.92 calibers
8.00 inches
218.50 inches, 52.85 calibers
4.134 inches (105mm)
403 cubic inches
1534 pounds (T254), 1660 pounds (M68)
2475 pounds (T254), 2492 pounds (M68)
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
28 grooves, uniform right-hand twist, one turn in 18 calibers
Fixed
Electric
APDS-T M392A2 Shot(APDS-T)
APFSDS-T M735 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEP-T M393A1 Shell(HESH-T)
HEAT-T M456(T384E4) Shell(HEAT-T)
APERS-T XM494E3 (5000 fléchettes)
WP-T M416 Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M393A1 Shell(TP-T)
TP-T M490 Shell(TP-T)
APDS-T M392A2 Shot(APDS-T)
APFSDS-T M735 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEP-T M393A1 Shell(HESH-T)
HEAT-T M456(T384E4) Shell(HEAT-T)
APERS-T XM494E3 (5000 fléchettes) approx.
WP-T M416 Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M393A1 Shell(TP-T)
TP-T M490 Shell(TP-T)
51,540 psi
7 rounds/minute
APDS-T M392A2 Shot(APDS-T)
APFSDS-T M735 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEP-T M393A1 Shell(HESH-T)
HEAT-T M456(T384E4) Shell(HEAT-T)
APERS-T XM494E3 (5000 fléchettes)
WP-T M416 Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M393A1 Shell(TP-T)
TP-T M490 Shell(TP-T)
APDS-T M392A2 Shot(APDS-T)
APFSDS-T M735 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEP-T M393A1 Shell(HESH-T)
HEAT-T M456(T384E4) Shell(HEAT-T)
APERS-T XM494E3 (5000 fléchettes)
WP-T M416 Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M393A1 Shell(TP-T)
TP-T M490 Shell(TP-T)
APDS-T M392A2 Shot(APDS-T)
HEP-T M393A1 Shell(HESH-T)
HEAT-T M456(T384E4) Shell(HEAT-T)
APERS-T XM494E3 (5000 fléchettes)
WP-T M416 Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M393A1 Shell(TP-T)
TP-T M490 Shell(TP-T)

41.0 pounds(18.6 kg)
38 pounds(17 kg)
46.7 pounds(21.2 kg)
48.0 pounds(21.8 kg)
55.0 pounds(25.0 kg)
45.5 pounds(20.7 kg)
46.7 pounds(21.2 kg)
48.0 pounds(21.8 kg)
12.75 pounds(5.8 kg)
12.78 pounds(5.8 kg)
24.8 pounds(11.3 kg)
22.4 pounds(10.2 kg)
31 pounds(14 kg)
25.17 pounds(11.4 kg)
24.8 pounds(11.3 kg)
22.4 pounds(10.2 kg)

4850 ft/sec(1478 m/sec)
4925 ft/sec(1501 m/sec)
2400 ft/sec(732 m/sec)
3850 ft/sec(1173 m/sec)
2700 ft/sec(823 m/sec)
2400 ft/sec(732 m/sec)
2400 ft/sec(732 m/sec)
3850 ft/sec(1173 m/sec)
2079 ft-tons
2149 ft-tons
990 ft-tons
2302 ft-tons
1567 ft-tons
1005 ft-tons
990 ft-tons
2302 ft-tons
40,162 yards(36,724 m)

8975 yards(8207 m)
4800 yards(4389 m)
10,400 yards(9510 m)

8975 yards(8207 m)

The T254 gun was ballistically identical with the British 105mm X15E8 or L7 cannon, but it utilized a different tube and breech design. The T254E2 weapon
retained the vertical sliding breechblock of the T254, but it featured a tube that was interchangeable with that on the British gun. On the original T254E2, the
U.S. tube was fitted with a concentric bore evacuator. After the British tube was adopted with its eccentric bore evacuator, the T254E2 designation was retained
and the weapon was standardized as the M68. The M68A1 (M68E1) differed only in minor details from the M68 and it could be fitted with a muzzle reference
system as on the M1 tank. Ammunition for these weapons was assembled with the cartridge cases M115 (brass), M150 (brass), M150B1 (steel), M148A1 (brass),
and M148A1B1 (steel).
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120mm Guns M58(T123E1) and T123E6

Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber (to rifling)
Length of Rifling
Length of Chamber (to projectile base)
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Additional Length, Blast Deflector
Overall Length
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire

Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

120mm Gun Tanks M103A1 and M103A2 in Mount M89A1(M58 Gun) and
120mm Gun Tank T95E6 in Mount XM109(T123E6 Gun)
38.05 inches
243.95 inches
33.7 inches
248.3 inches
282.00 inches, 60.0 calibers
9.50 inches(M58)
291.50 inches(M58)
7.25 inches(M58)
298.75 inches(M58)
4.7 inches (120mm)
1021 cubic inches
4600 pounds(M58)
6280 pounds(M58)

9.19 inches(T123E6)
291.19 inches(T123E6)
none(T123E6)
291.19 inches(T123E6)

2845 pounds(T123E6)
4244 pounds(T123E6)

Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
42 grooves, uniform right-hand twist, one turn in 25 calibers
Separated
Percussion or percussion-electric
AP-T M358 Shot(APBC-T) *
HEAT-T M469(T153E15) Shell(HEAT-T) #
HE-T M356(T15E3) Shell(HE-T) **
WP-T M357(T16E4) Shell(Smoke) **
TP-T M359E2(T147E7) Shot(TPBC-T) *
AP-T M358 Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M469(T153E15) Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T M356(T15E3) Shell(HE-T)
WP-T M357(T16E4) Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M359E2(T147E7) Shot(TPBC-T)
48,000 psi
5 rounds/minute, manual loading, two loaders (M58)
4 rounds/minute, manual loading, one loader (T123E6)
AP-T M358 Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M469(T153E15) Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T M356(T15E3) Shell(HE-T)
WP-T M357(T16E4) Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M359E2(T147E7) Shot(TPBC-T)
AP-T M358 Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M469(T153E15) Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T M356(T15E3) Shell(HE-T)
WP-T M357(T16E4) Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M359E2(T147E7) Shot(TPBC-T)
AP-T M358 Shot(APBC-T)
HEAT-T M469(T153E15) Shell(HEAT-T)
HE-T M356(T15E3) Shell(HE-T)
WP-T M357(T16E4) Shell(Smoke)
TP-T M359E2(T147E7) Shot(TPBC-T)

* With propelling charge assembly M46(T38E1) in cartridge case M109(T25)
** With propelling charge assembly M45(T21E1) in cartridge case M109(T25)
# With propelling charge assembly M99(T42E1) in cartridge case M111

The 120mm Gun T123E6 was manufactured from 160,000 psi yield strength steel as a lightweight version of the M58 gun.

107.31 pounds(48.8 kg)
52.55 pounds(23.9 kg)
89.15 pounds(40.5 kg)
89.15 pounds(40.5 kg)
107.31 pounds(48.8 kg)
50.85 pounds(23.1 kg)
31.11 pounds(14.1 kg)
50.41 pounds(22.9 kg)
50.41 pounds(22.9 kg)
50.85 pounds(23.1 kg)

3500 ft/sec(1067 m/sec)
3750 ft/sec(1143 m/sec)
2500 ft/sec(762 m/sec)
2500 ft/sec(762 m/sec)
3500 ft/sec(1067 m/sec)
4318 ft-tons
3033 ft-tons
2184 ft-tons
2184 ft-tons
4318 ft-tons
25,290 yards(23,125 m)
25,290 yards(23,125 m)
19,910 yards(18,206 m)
19,910 yards(18,206 m)
25,290 yards(23,125 m)
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120mm Gun M256 (XM256)

Carriage and Mount
Length of Chamber
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Bore
Depth of Breech Recess
Length, Muzzle to Rear Face of Breech
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Weight, Tube
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

120mm Gun Tank M1E1 and M1A1 in a combination mount
23.5 inches (597mm)
185.7 inches (4716mm)
208.7 inches (5300mm), 44.2 calibers
11.5 inches (293mm)
220.2 inches (5593mm), 46.6 calibers
4.72 inches (120mm)
670 cubic inches (10.98 liters)
2590 pounds (1175 kg)
4200 pounds (1905kg)
Semiautomatic, vertical sliding wedge
None, smooth bore
Fixed, partially combustible case
Electric
APFSDS-T M829 Shot(APFSDS-T)
APFSDS-T XM827 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP XM830 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
TPCSDS-T XM865 Shot(TPCSDS-T)
TP-T XM831 Shell(TP-T)
APFSDS-T M829 Shot(APFSDS-T)
APFSDS-T XM827 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP XM830 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
TPCSDS-T XM865 Shot(TPCSDS-T)
TP-T XM831 Shell(TP-T)
92,610 psi (6300 bar)
6/rounds/minute
APFSDS-T M829 Shot(APFSDS-T)
APFSDS-T XM827 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP XM830 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
TPCSDS-T XM865 Shot(TPCSDS-T)
TP-T XM831 Shell(TP-T)
APFSDS-T M829 Shot(APFSDS-T)
APFSDS-T XM827 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP XM830 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
TPCSDS-T XM865 Shot(TPCSDS-T)
TP-T XM831 Shell(TP-T)
APFSDS-T XM827 Shot(APFSDS-T)
TPCSDS-T XM865 Shot(TPCSDS-T)

41.2 pounds(18.7 kg)
42.1 pounds(19.1 kg)
53.4 pounds(24.2 kg)
41.9 pounds(19 kg)
53.4 pounds(24.2 kg)
15.5 pounds(7.0 kg)
9.9 pounds(4.5 kg)
29.8 pounds(13.5 kg)
7.1 pounds(3.2 kg)
29.8 pounds(13.5 kg)

5578 ft/sec(1700 m/sec)
5414 ft/sec(1650 m/sec)
3740 ft/sec(1140 m/sec)
5578 ft/sec(1700 m/sec)
3740 ft/sec(1140 m/sec)
3343 ft-tons
2012 ft-tons
2890 ft-tons
1531 ft-tons
2890 ft-tons
32,000 yards(29,300 m)
7700 yards(7000 m)
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Carriage and Mount

Length of Chamber (to rifling)
Length of Rifling
Length of Chamber (to projectile base)
Travel of Projectile in Bore
Length of Tube and Chamber
Overall Length
Diameter of Bore
Chamber Capacity
Total Weight
Type of Breechblock
Rifling
Ammunition
Primer
Weight, Complete Round

Weight, Projectile

Maximum Powder Pressure
Maximum Rate of Fire
Muzzle Velocity

Muzzle Energy of Projectile, KE=1/2MV2

Rotational energy is neglected and
values are based on long tons
(2240 pounds)

Maximum Range (independent of mount)

152mm Gun-Launchers XM150E5 and XM150E6

152mm Gun-Launcher Tanks MBT70 (XM150E5 in combination mount) and
XM803 (XM150E6 in Mount XM160)
10.5 inches
160.85 inches
9 inches
162 inches
171.35 inches, 28.5 calibers
183.25 inches, 30.5 calibers
6.000 inches (152.4mm)
285 cubic inches (600 cubic inches W/XM578)
2715 pounds (XM150E5)
Semiautomatic, separable chamber, electrically operated
48 grooves, uniform right-hand twist, one turn in 43.5 calibers
Fixed with combustible case or Shillelagh missile
Electric
MGM-51C missile (as fired)
MTM-51C missile (as fired)
APFSDS-T XM578E1 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP M409 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
WP XM410E1 Shell (Smoke)
Canister M625 (10,000 fléchettes)
TP-T M411A1 Shell(TP-T)
APFSDS-T XM578E1 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP M409 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
WP XM410E1 Shell (Smoke)
Canister M625 (10,000 fléchettes)
TP-T M411A1 Shell(TP-T)
72,000 psi (design pressure)
4 rounds/minute (manual loading, conventional ammunition)

APFSDS-T XM578E1 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP M409 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
WP XM410E1 Shell (Smoke)
Canister M625 (10,000 fléchettes)
TP-T M411A1 Shell(TP-T)
APFSDS-T XM578E1 Shot(APFSDS-T)
HEAT-T-MP M409 Shell(HEAT-T-MP)
WP XM410E1 Shell (Smoke)
Canister M625 (10,000 fléchettes)
TP-T M411A1 Shell(TP-T)
Not available

61.5 pounds(28.0 kg)
61.5 pounds(28.0 kg)
40.1 pounds(18.2 kg)
49.8 pounds(22.6 kg)
49.8 pounds(22.6 kg)
48.0 pounds(21.8 kg)
49.8 pounds(22.6 kg)
20.2 pounds(9.1 kg)
42.8 pounds(19.5 kg)
42.8 pounds(19.5 kg)
41.8 pounds(19.0 kg)
41.8 pounds(19.0 kg)

4850 ft/sec(1478 m/sec)
2475 ft/sec(754 m/sec)
2475 ft/sec(754 m/sec)
2475 ft/sec(754 m/sec)
2475 ft/sec(754 m/sec)
3286 ft-tons
1781 ft-tons
1781 ft-tons
1739 ft-tons
1739 ft-tons

The bore evacuator on the XM150E5 was eliminated on the XM150E6 and it was fitted with a closed breech scavenging system.
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